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Abstract

This thesis studies Friendly Societies of New Zealand ftom 1842, when the
first lodge was established, to l94l when the Social Security Amendment Bill,
allowing for the implementation of the general medical benefit, was enacted. It is the
study of how, through the fonnation of mutual aid societies, a significant group of
working people protected themselves against hardship. At the same time, it is the
study of how Friendly Societies, by means of social activity and ritual, bonded their
members together and synthesised their welfare role with the values of respectability,
thrift and independence.

The establishment of lodges throughout the nineteenth century is explored and
it is shown how lodges, as well as providing for their members' welfare needs, were
also effective community institutions of social integration, facilitating the adaptation
of immigrants to their new environment. By the twentieth century very few New
Zealand settlements were without a lodge. As an integral part of their communities,
they were cross-class institutions, drawing together and mixing people from different
classes, occupations and social groups.

Traced also is the transformation ofFriendly Societies from small, financially
insecure, local lodges, combining conviviality with limited welfare benefits, to the
large financially sound consolidated Societies of the 1930s providing their members
with access to modem health care. Effective insurance became the primary focus of
Friendly Societies. Although social life remained active, as the nventieth C"ntury
progressed, people increasingly joined lodges only for the health and medical benefits
oflered.

Because of their wide range of benefits and because there was little else in the
way of welfare relief at the time, Friendty Societies were relwant and significant
suppliers of welfare. The state recognised this role and supported them with
Iegislation and help, at least until 1910. However, as the state increasingly ventured
into the welfare arena its support for the Societies waned, until finally friendly
Society sickness benefits were replaced by the 1938 Social Security Act and tieir
medical benefits by the Social Security Amendment Act of 1941. Friendlv Societies
were sidelined.

Because welfare historiography has tended to focus on the state, it has
neglected Friendly Societies. This study intends to redress the balance, and show that
welfare did not start with tie state - that many people were making effective
provision against sick:ress, disability and death for themselves long before the
introduction of the welfare state.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

When nine men, all of whom hadbeen members of tbe Manchester Unity Independent Order of

Oddfellows IMUIOOF) in Great Britain, landed in Nelson in April 1M2 they immediately set to and

created m Oddfellows' lodge.l The adverse conditions, the lack of a meeting house, md the limited

nrrmber of members did not deter them for, as one member related forty years later, he was cognisant of

'the blessings olu society had conferred upon thousands in the old country and I was anxious to see it

taking root in the land of our adoption'.2 And it did indeed take root. The desire of New Tnalndcolonists

to make provision against future contingencies, a wide acceptance of the mid-Victorian values of self-

help, thrift and independence, the limitations of private charity and the limited amount of government-

provided welfare, ensured a steady growth of Friendly Societies in the ninstseNrft and the early twentieth

centuries.

By 1856 immigrants who had been members of lodges in Britain, had established lodges in the

main towns - Auckland, Wellington, Nelson, Christchurch and Dunedin. As New Zealand settlemelrts

developed and expande4 so did the Friendly Societies. By the 1900s there was at least one lodge in every

small settlement, probably two in tlre larger ones and several in each main town. By 1937 there were 960

lodges dispersed throughout New Zealand with a membership of 112,888.3 This meant that, because of
the extension of benefits to the whole family, at least twenty percenta of the New Zealand pakeha

population was directly benefiting from Friendly Societies.5

' Each large Frierdly Society is conprised of a number of autonomous local lodges which a&niniser sic.lrrt€ss benefits, sag up
medical contrscts with docton and organise local social activiti€s.7 Wairurapa Stondard,Z lvfa.y 1883,
". New Zealand Official Year Book (NZOYB), 19a0, p.736.
o 

By tlt 1930s it was commonly accepted in govemmant reports ttnt at least one fiftI\ or Wo of the popuhtion was covered by
Frierdb Society benefits. For oramplg lnl93'1 when the popuhtion of New Z,afu:dwas 1,573810, the fourth report of the
Inter-Departrnental Committee stated thaq 'Together with wives and children Friardly Society benefie are estirnated to cov€r
300,000 ofthe population', Fourth Report of Inter-Deparrnental Connmttee to Cabina Cornrnittee, August, 1937, p.4, Nash
Papers (Nash) 1007 0109, National Archives (NA), p 4 A year Iater The National Health and Superannuation Comniuee report
stated tlut, 'statistics show that the friendly-society movemant covers only about onefifth of the people of the Dominirm',
National Health and Superannuation Comrrittee Report, Apperdices to the House of Representatryer, (AJIIR), 193E, 14, p.6.
The Rqgbtrar of Friendly Societies aod the Societies thernselves also estirnated that they covered 2Cf:/" of the population, see for
o<ample the Societies' response to the Health Committee's questionnairg National Health Imurance Lqury. Creneral

9uestionnaire, February, 1937, p.5, Registrar's Office, Wellington
'' Afthough Friendty Societies were not closed to lvfa.ori. I have found no evidence to suggest that th€r), join€d Friendty Societies.



From the founding of the first Friendly Society lodge in 18416 to the enacfinent of the 1938 Social

Secnrity Act, New 7-ealand Friendly Societies were significant as the principal means for working people

to insure against the distress caused by loss of employment througb illness or accident By providing sick

pay, medical services, a funeral benefit and help to those who fell on hard times, Friendly Societies were

able to alleviate some of the need suffered by families wtro had lost mems of support. Insurance,

however, was not all they offered to their members. An active social life, often providing the only

organised social activities for working people in the early years of colonisation, was an integral part of
Friendly Society membership. Feasts, dances, smoke nights and euchre parties were frequently organised.

Friendly Society picnics, outings, sports and race days and fetes for the uftole community were a regular

event. Nonetheless, despite their widespread activities, high profile in local areas and importance in the

lives of so many people, Friendly Societies have passed into historical obscurity an4 until very recently,

scant attention has been paid to them in New Zealandhistories. This study, I hope, will go some way

toward redressing this situation.

Specifically, this thesis is concerned with the way a certain goup of working people sought to

provide themselves with welfare through Friendly Societies. I will argue that, by the twentieth century,

this was the principal attraction of membership. However Friendly Societies operafed in the broader

society. Hence their srudy, while providing us with an opporrunity to add to our understanding of how a

large group, predominantly of working-class people, insured themselves against future adversities, also

illustrates how they managed to qnthesise the Victorian values of individnalism and independence with

the notion of mutuality and collectivism, how they filled their leisure time and how they interacted with

other groups within society. Friendly Societies, as an integral part of New Z,ealand society, were

influenced and bansformed by diverse social, political and economic changes affecting New Zealand

pakeha society. For this reason they cannot be studied in isolation, as a group detached from the broader

social, economic and political structures of New Z,ealandsociety, but must be considered within the

context ofthat changing society-

The Friendly Societies of the I930s were very different from those of the first four decades of
settlement. Established by British immigrants seeking to fansplant their fauriliar ideologies and

institutions into a new county, Friendly Society lodges were, at first, snall and isolated, offering little

o The l-oyal Nelson lodge MUIOOF, aluays mainained it was the fust lodge to be established in New Z€aland, However it
would seem that an earlier independent Society establisbed the first lodge in New Plynout} in 1841, see the Registrar's report rn
AJIfi, 1881, H-7, p.9.
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more than conviviality and minimal help to members in distress. lmportantly thougfr, the transplantation,

unchanged" of rituals, ideologies and benefit structures meant that Friendly Societies provided a

continuation of cultural links with the old country and thus were a vital instrurnent in helping the

immigrants adjusf to the new world.

The next few decades, from the 1880s to the 1920s, were a time of fundamental change for New

Tnalallid society. Transformation and modernisation took place and, as Erik Olssen has argud New

Znalandmoved from 'pre-industrial to industrial, from pre-modem to modern ... a new society was

emerging from the colonial frontier, characterised by towns and cities, bureaucracy, specialisation and

organisation'.7 Structural tansformations were accomparrisd bychanges in social orgmisation and shifts

in attitudes and values; Ieisure pattems changed" social activities evolved and oreanise4 and the home

and family became increasingly important.

Changes in society were paralleled by an expanding state bureaucracy and increasing state

intervention in people's lives. As the doctrines of self-help, independence and self-sufficiency underwent

transfonnation, opinions about the role of the state changed and attitudes to welfare modified.

Recognition that the state had responsibilities towards the needy increased and welfare provision for the

most impoverished groups within sociery, begrnning with the Old Age Pensions Act in 1898, came to be

accepted. Significant technological change and major innovations in the field of medicine also took

place. Hospitals became places of medical treahent rather than the dumping ground for indigents.

Anaesthesia, antiseptics, professional nursing, x-rays md physiotherapy were all innovations of this

period.

All these changes impacted on Friendly Societies - on the way they organised their business, on

the types of benefits they offered" on the leisrue activities they provide{ and on tbeir relation$ips with

the state and other groups within society. By the 1930s the Friendly Societies were no longer made up of

disparate lodges inde'pendently providing for the local needs of their members. Having confronted and

adapted to these ideological, technological, economic, organisational and welfare changes theyhad turned

themselves into centalised, financially sound institutions, providing health and medical insurance for

their members and their families. Benefit schemes had been expanded and increased in response to

members'demands to participate in the scientific advances in medicine. Although lodges still organised

regular social activities for their members and families, insurance had become their raison d'etre.

' Erik Olsseq 'Towards a New Society', in Geoffrey W. Rice, d., The Oxford Histo,y^ of Net+ Zealand, Auckland 1996,p.?54.
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Allowing New Zealanders access to modern medical services and providing a level of assi$ance in time

of need that could be had no other way, they had become significant suppliers of welfare services.

Very little has been written about Friendly Societies within a New Z,ealalrtd contefi. But because

they were originally British institutionq imported unchanged to New Znaland,and once here, continued to

retain very close links with their head offices, reference to British Friendly Society literature is useful in

understanding and analysing New 7*alandFriendly Societies. Because those same British institutions

were also exported to the United States and Australia, the histories of Friendly Societies iu those countries

likewise help to inform the discussion on New Zealand Friendly Societies.

Although British Friendly Societies trace their origins to the late seventee,nth century, they did not

expand rapidly in number until about 1760. At that stage interest in them from govemment and municipal

officials bectme increasingly marked. A grou'ing awareness and appreciation of their usefulness

convinced legislators, social investigators and writers on the poor, that widespread promotion of Friendly

Societies would reduce the burden of tlre poor rate and promote a sense of responsibility and

independence amongst the working classes. Thus reports, surveys and aotuarial studies were undertaken

with the purpose of extending the operation of the Friendly Societies and encouraging people to join.8

The most comprehensive description and enumeration of Friendly Societies in England at the end of the

eighteenth century was made n 1797 by Sir Frederick Morton Eden, a notable writer on the poor.t Eden

showed that Societies were to be found in virtualy everypart of England md had an estimated total of
648,000 members. Like many writers of his time Eden favoured timiting the amount of the poor rate and

regarded self- help in the form of Friendly Society membership as the best way to do this. ' It is pleasing',

he wrote, 'to think that these beneficial establishments are increasing in number very fast in North Britain.

They are said to be of great service in preventing labourers and working manufacturers from becoming a

burden to the Public'.lo

From approximately 1815, Friendly Societies began to affrliate. This produced a renewed burst of
publications, in particular relating to the major affrliated Societies such as MUIOOF and the Ancient

Order of Foresters (AOF). Many of these studies, often written by Friendly Society members, were

t For a disorssion on the bqinnmgs of Friendly Societies in Crreat Britain and the interest shown in tbern by politiciars, socbl
irwestigators and poor hw administrators see, Peter Gosderg The Friendly bcieties in England, 18I5-1875,Ir4anchester, I*il,
and lvlargara D. Fuller. West Country Fiendly bcierre.r, Surrey, 1964, chapters I and 2.
o Sir Frederick Morton Eden, The Slalte of the Poor,Londorq 1797, (reprinted in 1966), vols. 1,2 and 3.
to ibid., voLl. p.600.
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designed to publicise the achievements of the movement or of a particular Order. Theyprovided detailed

accounts of the origins and the workings of the Societies, of their finances, their ideologies and theirrole

in the lives of members. rr Concerned with the increasingly evident problems of insolvency, Chrles

Hardwick, a Past Grand Master ofMUIOOFpublished, in 1859, one of the first comprehensive studies of
Friendly Societies. Moral, physical, monetary and social benefits were described in detail. Measures

necessary to aszure the future prosperity and continuation of Friendly Societies were outlined for,

according to Hardwick, it was 'the duty of every one interested, directly or indirectly, in the success of
these institutions, to calmly and earnestly study and investigate the vital question of their financial

stability; and with the view of assisting those who are so disposed, as well as to awaken the atte,lrtion of
the lethargic to the importatrce of the zubject, the present work has been vritten'.12 Ten years later Janes

Spry, also a MLIIOOF official, urote his history of tlre Order.r3 His stated purpose was to publicise the

benefits md advantages, moral, social and material, of belonging to such a'greatsocial Institution'. Johl
Frome Wilkinson's work, published in 1886, was also motivated by the desire to 'educate the public in

Friendly Society matters, and cause the members of the societies themselves to realise the great work they

are engaged in'.ro Like Spry, Wilkinson emphasised the moral and educational influences of the Friendly

Societies, their part in cultivating the desire for independance, self help and self-improvement md their

role in keeping members independent of charitable assistance and thereby alleviating the bgrden on the

state.15 Further enlarging on this theme of the laudatory moral influence of Friendly Societies, J.M.

Baemreither, in 1893, made mutual aid societies the focus of his wide ranging comprehensive study on

English working classes. Mutual aid societies had, he wrote, 'a spirit which atbacts the members ... to

habits of providence, labour, and temperance and a readiness for self-sacrifice. In this way the Friendly

Societies have had an extraordinary influence on the character and conduct of the working classes in

England'.16 An Austrian diplomat, wbo spent more than a year in England gathering material for his

work, Baernreither, unlike the other three writers, was not a Friendly Society member. Because he moved

mostly among the 'influential classes', the views expressed in his book represent their views and reflect

their approval of the importmce of self-reliance and independence amongst the workiug classes.

tt For a description of the rise of the affitiated Orders and their importance see Gosderg pp-2G70.
" Charles Hardwich The History, Present Position, and Srcial Imponance of Friendly fuieties,london, 1859, p.gtt 

James Spry, The History of Odd-Feltoutship: Its Oigin, Tmditiin and Objects,Ivtanchester, 1g67
ra Rev. John FromeWilkinsoaThe Fnendly SocieryMwetnenr,Lofron 18g6, p.xtt 

J.M. Baernte rther, English Assrciations of Working Me4 l,ondo4 1g93.
" ibid., p.294,
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Thus during the nineteenth century there was a large volume of writing about Friendly Societies by

members of the Societies, govemment officials or, as in the case of Baernreither, social observers.

Because they provide insights into the values and aspirations of those who set up and ran the Societies,

how the Societies were organised and how they were perceived by others, this literature is an exfiemety

valuable historical source for any study ofFriendly Societies.

In contrast, virtually nothing was written about Friendly Societies in the first six decades of the

twentieth centuq/. The state's steadily increasing role in the provision of welfare sewioes had led to a

decrease in the relative importance of Friendly Societies. Concomitantly, there was a declining interest in

their history with the result that, as Eric Hobsbawm lamented in 1957, Friendly Societies were

'surprisingly and quite unnecessarily neglected by professional historians'.17

In l96l Peter Gosden's detailed authoritative study broke the drought. Since then tlere has been

evidence of a growing awareness amongst British historians that Friendly Societies r.rere institutions of
major significance to the working classes. As a result, the number of articles, essays and books devoted to

them has increased significantly. Two major themes dominate these post 1960 writinp on Friendly

Societies. The first focuses on their role in the provision of welfare to the working classes, and recognises

their primary position as zuppliers of sickness insurance, which, in Willimr Beveridge's words, was 'the

invention of friendly societies'.r8 Their central role in tlre growth of collective health care and tbe

provision of working-class medical care has been well demonsfated.

The second theme relates to the role of Friendly Societies in the creation of group identity. Their

significance in the formation of working-class culture and working<lass conscioumess, their role in the

acculturation process of ethnic immigrant groups and theirpart in the creation of a certain masculine

culture and of a particular form of masculine leisure have all become subjects of historical inquiry.

Gosden's history of Friendly Societies, which remains the seminal work, provides invaluable

infonnation on Friendly Society development, organisation, finance,legislation and geographical

distribution in Britain. Membership,leadership, benefits, ritual and social life are discussed, as is the

Friendly Societies' relationship with the Poor [,aw and the state. For Gosden, the most significmt

development in the history of the Friendly Societies was the rise of the large, influential, nationwide

affiliated Societies. This development was, he argued, crucial in turning Friendly Societies into large,

tt Eric Hobebawr4 'Friendly Sosieties', The Amatear Historian, j,3, 1957, p.95.
It WiiliamBeveridge,Volunnry Action: A Report on Methds of bciat Adtwtce, l,ondon, 1948, p.8l .



independent, reliable zuppliers of working-class medical and sickness insurance. Not only were the

affiliated Societies responsible for the gathering and assessing of data on which actuarial science came to

be based and which indushial insurance companies were then able to use, but they also created the

Friendly Society contact medical practice, making the services of doctors available to workiug me,n. As

Gosden stressed, this contract practice 'did enable many men to have some medical attendance who

would otherwise have lacked it or have been compelled to conform with the poor law requirements before

obtaining medical relief .le Furthermore, Gosden claimd it was this system, developed by the Friendly

Societies, which formed the basis of the National Health lnzurance scheme in 1911, and was expmded

into the general practice branch of the health service in 1948. Thus Gosden has established one of the

major themes in Friendly Society historiography - the centrality of Friendly Sociaies as welfare providers

to working-class people.

Notwithstanding Gosden's pioneering worh at least another decade passed before other welfare

historians started consideringFriendly Societies' contribution to welfare. Until the 1980s, in Britain,

writing on welfare in general concentated almost exclusively on the state as provider. The making of

state poticies, the influences ou the policy makers md the analysis and critique of state welfare were the

chief points of focus. Voluntary, mutual and charitable aid, when mentioned at dl, were discussed only in

the context of their influence upon the evolution of the welfare state. Their defects and limitations

necessitating the advent of state welfare were highlighted, their usefuLress was perceived as marginal and

their atternpts to block social progress were noted.to Abrato De Swaan, who described Friendly Societies

as srrall, internally weak and vr.rlnerable with no idea of actuarial science, qrpified this view.2l These

arguments were used by him to explain the disappearance of Friendly Societies and the appropriation of

their welfare firnctions by the nationwide, state-controlled compulsory institutions of social security. This

is to give a false picture. While some small local Societies undoubtedly suffered from these problems, the

large affiliated Societies, which dominated the Friendly Society movement by the end of the nineteenth

century, were well organised and most were well on the way to becoming actuarially sound. Indeed

Friendly Societies were so influential in Britain that the state had to make significant concessions to them

when it souglrt to enter the welfare arena.

re Gosdeq p,148.
20 

Pat Thane, 'The HistorioCraphy of the British Welfare Stzte' , Newsletrer, Social History hciety,l5,1,l990, pp- l2-15.
2t Aboa-De Swaan, In Care of the Snte,Ot'ord, 1988; and 'Workers' and Clients'Mutualism Cornpared- Perspectives fiom
thePast intheDevelopment of theWetfare State', Government od Opposition,21,1, 1986, pp.3G55.
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Recognising the strength and influence of Britrsh Friendly Societies, Bentley B. Glbert considered

their opposition to the Old Age Pension Act as significant in delaying tbe legislation until 1909. They

were, he rgued, 'the most powerfrrl single vested interest encountered by the social reformers of the new

Liberalism'.22 Friendly Societies lobbied hard and effectively against state provision of welfare because,

he contended, they viewed themselves as the sole providers of working-class welfare and regarded any

state provision as competition. Consequently, when finally in 1909 the Old Age Pensions Bill was

introduced, the need to placate the Societies was important in determining its shape.B

Jemes H.Treble has also charted the change in Friendly Society attitudes from their initial

complete rejection of any scheme for state provision for the elderly to their eventual acceptance of the

necessity for some sort of Old Age Pension legislation, providing it wouldhelp, not hinder, their own

development.2a For both Treble and Glber! Friendly Society resistance to state intervention wns s€€n as

institutional conservatisrn, reactionary labour self-interest, a vested interest of a part of society determined

to protect their interests even though they were acting against the interest of society as a whole.

Characteristic of the I960s and 1970s writing on welfare, these three accounts were preoccupied with the

rise of the state model of welfare. By pointing out only the defects and shortcomings of voluntaris,m, they

neglected its strengths, its continuing presence and the ways in which it influenced the ideotogy and

rnethods of implementation of state welfare. For these writers, the welfare state was inevitable, arising

out of the recognition of the needs of the English people, the sfuggle for social justice, the limitations of

voluntarism and the belief that only the state could and should undertake welfare provision.

The last two decades have brought a change of focus in welfare writing. As these decades have

progressed, govenunents have sougbt to downsize tbe welfare state. Encouraging today's citizens to look

beyond the state and to invest in private health, superilnnuation md education schemes, attempts are being

made to diminish the role of the state and to enhmce other sources of welfare. The voluntary sector and

family responsibility are being increasingly emphasised- Consequently there has been a refocus in the

field of historical inquiry." Ar recognition grows that the state is only one element in welfare provision,

and that in the nineteeirth century and until the 1950s it was not even the most important, voluntary

tt Bentley B. Gilbert, The Ewlution of National Insvrance in Grcat Birai4 l-ondoq 1966, p.165.* ibid, p.roo.
to 

James IL Treble, 'The Attitudes of Friendly Societies Towards the Moveme.nt in Geat Britain for State Pensions, 1878-1908',
The International Reiev, of Social Hisnry,XY, 1970, pp.266-99.
25 Martin Daunton, 'Introduction', in lvlafiin Daunton , d., Chority, Self-interest a,rd Welfure in the EngtishPasr, Londorl
1996,pp.r-?2.
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agencies, Friendly Societies, charitable bodies and philanthropic associations are being retrieved from the

'dustbin of history'.26 There is a growing literature whicb emphasises the mixed economy of welfare and

which seeks to depict and explain the different roles played at different times by the voluntry sector,

mutual aid, the family and the state. Writers are recognising that this intennixture of welfare provision

between the state and voluntary sector has long been a feature of social welfare provision in Britain.2T

Friendly Societies and their contribution to health and welfare are thus benefiting from this

revisionism in welfare writing. No longer are they seen solely from the perspective of the dominant,

enabling welfare state but are now starting to be considered in their own rigfut. Now that their health and

medical insurance schemes are being assessed in terms of the opportunities offered to individuals to meet

their own needs, more emphasis is being placed on their benefits and less on their limiations. These

studies do not ignore the defects of such schemes, but consider their positive contribution to the overall

health care of worlcing people, the ways in u&ich they related to the state and the ways in which they have

undergone change over time.

Eric Hopkins is one zuch historian. In his survey of forms of self-help available to the English

working classes of the nineteenth century, he has claimed that Friendly Societies were the principal means

for the majority of the working classes to protect themselves against the effects of loss of wages through

illness or accident. As such they were extremely effecfive.28 However, he bas argued that state welfare

was inevitable as, despite its achievements, working-class self-help 'had proved inadequate as a means of
succour for the working-classes as a whole. The very poorest did not have the resouroes to help

themselves ... govemment aid had become unavoidable'.?e For Hopkins, this inability to help everybody in

need meant Friendly Societies were inevitably replaced by the state.

In contrast, David Green, who has tied the history of mutual aid to the New Right criticism of the

welfare state, has rejected Hopkin's explanation that Friendly Societies had limitations uAich may have

lf fat fUne, Fomdations of the Yelfare.gtate, Londorl 1996, p.4.
2t 

See for orample David Thomson, 'Welfrre and the Historians;, in Uoyd Bonfield, Richard M Smith and Kei& Wrightsoa
e'ds,The World We have Gained: Histoies of Population and bcial Sntatm, Odord 1986, pp.355-78. He d€picts thehistory
of social welfare as 'a series of shifts to and fro between two loci of resporuibiliry' and suggests tbat 'the location of
responsibilitbs betwe€n these two poles changes over time, shiftrng contrnually according to a muhitude of social, economig
demographic, politicai, religious or idmlogical pressures', p.365. See also Geoftey Fitluy*tr, 'A Moving Frontier: Volunarism
and the State in British Social Welfrrg l91l-1949, Twentieth Cennry British History,1,2, 1990, pp. 183-206.
28 Errc Hopkins, Working-Class Self-Help in Nineteenth-Cennry England, tondoq 1995.

" ibid.,p.zzz
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caused the state to take a more active role in the provision of welfare.3o lnstead he has argued that,

although Friendly Society medical schemes were particularly successful, covering at leas three quarten

of all English manual workers by the end of the nineteenth century, they were sabotaged by 'the powerfi.rl

vested interests hostile to working-class mutual aid', - the medical profession and the commercial

inzurance companies.3l According to Green, these interests, backed by 'the coercive power of the state',

gained a monopoly of health benefits at the expense of the consumers." This resulted in inferior services,

loss of personal responsibility and liberty to choose. His preference is to move health and welfare away

from the state and back to a system of mutual responsibility zuch as the Friendly Societies operated.

Both Hopkins and Green have zuggested monocausal reasons for the dsslining role of Friendly

Societies in the provision of welfare - Hophns their inability to cope and Green sabotage bythe state,

medical profession and insurance companies. Both are correct, but alone neither provides a zufficient

explanation. Friendly Societies were subject to the changing values and mores of the wider society. Not

only had the Friendly Society tenet of fraternity largely lost its appeal, meaning tha people increasingly

subscribed to the large impersonal, centrally-orgnnis€d insurance and collecting sociefies, but jus as the

state itself was increasingly recogmsing that it had a duty to alleviate the need of its poorest citizens, those

citizens increasingly expected the state to meet their needs. No longer did the Victoriat values of

independence, self-suffciency and mutual aid prevail in the public's approach to welfare. This strift in

ideologies, combined with the growing political power of the commercial insurance companiss and the

medical profession, was as instrumental in the move from voluntary welfare to state welfare as was

voluntarism's inability to aid everybody in need.

These complex reasons for the changing roles of both the state and the Friendly Societies in

welfare provision have been recoCnised by Geoftey Finlayson.3t While he has hightighted the centraliry

of Friendly Societies as welfare providers to a large number of working people in the nineteenth cenfiry,

Finlayson has also pointed out that there were growing doubts about the ability of voluntarism to alleviate

widespread distess caused by the increasingly difficult economic circumstances of the closing decades of

the nineteenth and the earlytwe,ntieth centuries. These doubts, linked to the developing conviction that

the state was the more appropriate agency of social provision, meant that increasingly the state became

-'0 David Ctrw4 Worlcing-Class Patients md the Medical Establishment, Sell-help in Briainfrom the Mid-nineteenth Century
to 1948, Aldershot, 1985

" ibid., p.z.

" ibid., p-62.

" Geoftey Finlaysoq Citizen, State and Social Welfure in Binin 183U1990, Ordord, 1994.
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involved in the provision of welfare. Furttrerrnore, tle belief that people had social and economic rights

for which the state should provrde was becoming widespread. As Finlayson has written 'the citizenship

of entitlement, now incorporating social, in addition to civil and political rights, gained an increasing

following', with the result that, 'politically and culturally society nrned away from voluntarism and

towards the state'.34 Consequently, as the role of the state increased, the participation of the Friendly

Societies in the welfare mix diminished until they finally had no role at all. By discussing Friendly

Societies within the context of a changing economic situation and of changing ideologies and values,

Finlayson has shown that Friendly Societies c4nnot be studied in isolation, detached from broader social

realities. As pafi of society they were influenced by the wide variety of social, ideological and economic

changes influencingBritain's social and economic history.

FriendJy Society centrality to working-class medical care has been the focus of several shrdies. In

1985, Green (as already mentioned) wote about the huge success of Friendly Societymedical schemes in

bringng medical care to a large numbers of workers. For him, the schemes were so successful that 'their

turangements for social insurance arangements and primary medical care formed the model for the early

welfare state'.-]s Hilaty Marland, in her broad-based study of the different medical services and providers

of medical treatment in nineteenth-century Wakefield and Huddersfield, has made the point that Friendly

Society medical schemes, althouglr limited to those who could afford the regular contributions, were the

only reliable providers of 'a good and fairly cheap system of medical relief for large numbers and a wide

cross-section of the lower classes'.36 By providing such a service, she has argued, Friurdly Societies

allowed working-class people a choice and gave them control over their own health, thus decreasing

reliance upon charity and poor relief.

James Riley has analysed Friendly Society medical records to demonstrate that Friendly Societies

were a crucial factor in changing people's attitudes to sickness.tt H* has claimed that, because their

medical contracts with doctors made medical care affordable, 'Friendly Societies made consulting a

doctor a customary rather than an unusual thing for working people to do', with the result that fewer

people died, though sickness episodes were prolonged. 38 By Hnking the decline in mortality with an

increased consultation of doctors, facilitated by Friendly Society medical contracts, Riley reclaimed for

ta ibid., p.+ts.

ll O""rl Working Class Paaent, p.3.
36 Hihry l!fulan4 Medicine and Society in Walcefield and Haddersfield, 1 780-1870, Cambridge, 1987 , p.203.
" James C. Riley, Sick, Not Dead, Ihe Health of Bitish Wo*tngnen duing the Morati4v DecTine,fult;tmore, 1997.
3t ibid., p.+9.
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medical fire a position of importance among factors responsible for mortality decline. He concluded

'the crucial factor in the mortality decline was the expanding access of working people to licensed

practitioners'.3e

Martin Gorsky, however, has questioned whether sickness episodes lasted longer, and suggested

raflrer that we should Iook to a new pattem of claiming sickness benefits- Dd Friendly Societies, he has

wondered, bring about a cultural shift whereby people reported illness more readily, and were less

reluctant to take time offwork? 40 As sickness insurance became more widespread and access to doctors

more common, 'friendly society claimants manifested a greater readiness to move from biological

sickness to the 'patient role', and to seek more economic md medical support than hitherto for their

affUctions'.41 Nonetheless, whether prolongation of sickness episodes was caused by patients dying less

quickly, as Riley believed, or, as Gorsky argued, by the change in attitudes towards ill health, both authors

agreed with Marland and Green that Friendly Society medical schemes facilitated working+lass access to

doctors. Indeed all the writers ars unanimous that without the schemes a very large number of British

working people would have been completely excluded by reason of cost from medical care.

Approaches to the history and analysis of welfare in the United States have also changed. Writers

there are moving from concentrating almost exclusively on the state as provider to emphasising a mixed

economy of welfare. Recognition and attention are increasingly being given to the 'moving frontier'

between the role of the family, philanthropy, mutual aid and the public sector. 
a2 Although charity and

philmthropy have been the main beneficiaries of this American revisionism, some scholars are now

beginning to recognise the conribution of mutual aid to the American welfare mix.

Paul Stan, in his major work on American medicine, has emphasised the prevalence of lodge

medical schemes amongst the immigrant communities in American cities.a3 A 1914 lealth survey in New

York City, found 'literally thousands of pefty health insurance funds' and that 'the lower East Side of

t' ,bid, p.2lZ.
n0 

lr4artin C'orsky, 'Self HeS and Mutual Aid: Friandly Societies in lgth Century Britain, Relresh,28, 1999, pp.l-4.
or Gorsky, 'Friendly Society Health lnsurance rn the Nineteenth Century', in Anne Hardy and Keir Waddingtoqeds , Financtng
R ritish Medicine, forthcoming, p.3 l.
o? Michael B .Katz In the Shadw' of the Poorhouse, A bcial Hisrory of Wellare in Ameico,USA I 936, Michael B.liata
Christopher SachBe, ds, The Mixed Economy of fucial Welfare, Public/private relations in Englotd, Germany and the Llnited
States, the 1870s to the 1930s, Germany 1996; Dorottry M Brown and Etizabeth MoKeowrL The Poor Belong to Us, Cakolic
Charities and Ameican Welfare, Massachusetts, 1997. These are oramples of the increasing interest in the role of charity and
plilamhropy.
"' Paul Starr, The Social Tmnsformation of Ameican Medicine, New Yorli, 1982, pp.20G15. Tlrere are nunrerous American
studie on ethnic fraternal sociaies, many of which discuss the medical and heafth bene.fits these sosieties nrade available to their
members. See page 19 of this thesis for a discussion on tle histonogaphy of the ethnic frat€rnal societie.
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New York City was teeming with small benefit societies proving prepaid medical care'.4 Starr has

claimed that, althougb in the early twentieth century these medical schemes were only folnd amongst fire

working classes, and indeed were the only way many wsrkers could have had my access to medical care,

they were the model for the medical co-operatives which [eeame popular in the lae 1920s.

David Beito, in a number of articles, has argued that fratemal ordersas would be a better

alternative to the present welfare state. He has mggested that by returning to the model of health care

provided by fratemal organisations, and reinstating the concepts of mutual aid, independence and self-

sufficiency, the huge problems of fraud dependency and inefficiency generated by the welfare state

would be resolved. * In a more recent worh he has suggested that 'an exarnination of the past fraternal

record has much to offer modem Americans'. They successfirlly grappled with the problems of low cost

medical care - a problem the state system seems unable to resolve - and created 'vast social and mutual

aid networls among the poor', which no longer exist.aT Beito, like Green, has highlighted only the

benefits of Friendly Society schemes and does not address the two fundamental weaknesses which

undermined the efficacy of such programmes in the past. First, many people, among them those most ln

need of aid, could not afford to belong to Friendly Societies. How should these people be included?

Secondly, the medical profession fought for a long time against such Friendly Society contract schemes,

and was instrumental in their demise. Why should that situation have changed and why would the doctors

hand back conbol of health care to consumer groups? Although David Schmidtz has been more moderate

in his approach than either Beito or Green, he also believes that an erploration of Friendly Society

schemes cotrld help provide an alternative to government-provided welfare.as Such an alternative, he has

oo ibid, pp.Zo|7
45 Fraternal Orders is the American appettation for Friendly Societie. Howwer, the term includes rpn-benefit societi€s such as
the lVasons, whereas the English Friendly Sociaies only inctude benefit sociaies. Ivlasonic Orders w€f,e not considered Friodly
Socreties because they did not have specific sickness, funerat or medical funds and members did not pay a set amou{tr into a set
fund and then expect to draw a benefit when needed as was the case with Friendly Society b€nefits. If a lvlasonic mesrber needed
firynctal help, he could apply to the lodge. il{asoruc memb€rs paid, ard indeed stil do today, an entrance fee and then a yearly
subscription. The money goes towards building up a charitable trust, the interest on which is distributed to nrious 

"batiti€$,used to he$ members in financial difficultre or, if the need arises, used to help the widoward orpharu ofa deceased member,
seeCanstitation and Lov's of the Ancient Fraternity of Free ard AcceptedMasow, Dunedur, l9il, pp.9a-100, 107-11, 120-33.
a6 David Bejto, 'Mutual Aid for Social Welfare: The case of American Fraternal Soctetles', Ctitiui ilevlew,4,,4, l9g), W.7W-36' 'Lodge Doctors and the Poor', The Freeman, 44, 5, 1994, pp.22L5; 'Mutual Aid, State Welfarg and Organised Clnnty
Fraternal Societies and the "Deserving"' and Undeserving" Poor, 1900-1930, Journal o! Policy History,s, 4 1993, pp. l9-ia;
'Ttre "Indge Practice Evil" Reconsiderd Medical C.are thnougi Fratemal Socbties, 1990-1930, Journal of Urbot History,
23,1997, pp.569-600.

]]oavro r. Beito, From Mutaal Aid rc rhe wetfaresrare, Norrh Carolina 2000, pp.3-4.-" David Schmidta 'Guarantees', Sociol Philosophy and Policy Foundation, 14.2,1997. pp.26-15.
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argue4 may provide the elements that have been lost to health care today - cost containment, personal

attention, flexible benefits and the provision of affordable insurance.

Althougt in Australia there have been a nlmber of unpublished theses on various aspects of
Friendly Societies, only two published welfare histories discuss in any depth the Friendly Societies'

welfare role.ae The first, Tony Pensabene's history of the medical profession in Victoria" has

aclcrowledged the considerable influence Friendly Societies had in the provision of medical care in

Austalia.s0 Although he has underlined the limitations of Friendly Society contractpractice and

suggested that the ongoing conflict was an attempt to obtain beffer contracts for the lodge doctors, he has

also made the point that the medical profession neededto destroy 'the dominance of the friendly society

as ttre principal co-ordinator of primary medical care in Victoria' if ftey were to gain conbol of health

care themselves.il And the secoald, a comprehensive history commissioned by the Australian Friendly

Societies Association and written by David Green and lawrence G. Cromwell, has also argued that

'doctors sought to restrict the development of medical services for forms which facilitated future BMA

confiol, and at the same time kept lodge practice on a tigbt rein'.52 In other words, the medical profession

wanted to contol health provision and blocked any scheme which threatened this control. However,

where Pensabene saw limitations and problems with Friendly Society care, Crreen and Cromwell refused

to concede that there may have been drawbacks to such a service. As with Green's other studies, thig

history of the Australian Friendly Societies is tied to the New Right critique of contemporary state welfare

and aims to show that there is an alternative to the welfare state. Mutual aid is the alternative. These

schemes, according to Crreen, can deliver a superior service to the consumer than the state and thus the

only way to improve the delivery of health services is to return control to the consumer via mufual aid

schemes such as those operated by the Friendly Societies. Despite its polemical purpose and its uncritical

discussion of Friendly Society operations, this study provides the only systematic account of the

nn 
See fot oomple: Raymond Keith Nobbs, 'Verrtures in Provrdence: The Develop,ment of Friardly Societi€s and Life Assurance

in Nineteenth-Cetttury Australia', PhD Thesis, ldacquarie University, Sydney, 1978; P.J. lVebb, 'Friendly Socic*ies in Sogth
Australi4 1840-1892', BA (Hons), Researcfi Essay, Adelaide 1969: lvfarion Aveling, 'A History ofthe AN.A, l87t-l90o',
PhD thesis, Monash University, 1970.
tn 
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Societies' welfare operations, and remains the only comprehensive published study of Ausralian Friendly

Societies. 53

The second major theme in the historiography of Friendly Societies relates to their role in the

creation of group identities, whether they be class, ethnic or gender. In 1963, E.P. Thompson, in his

extensive study on the English working-class, was the first labour historian to depict Friendly Societies as

having a role in the formation of working-class consciousness and culture.54 Writing that 'the working-

class community of the early nineteenth century was the product, neither of paternalism nor of
Methodism, but in ahigb degree of conscious working-class endeavour', he asserted that Friendly

Societies with their ethos of collectivism, munral aid and emphasis on brotherhood, were instrumental as

a unifuing cultural influence in communities made up of disparate groups.t' Since then, many tabour

historians have followed in his footsteps.s6 The ideological firnctions of Friendly Societies, their values,

their social and benefit functions and their membership patterns have all been explored in an atternpt to

shed light on the significance of the role they have played in the fonnation of a wo'rking-class culture, or,

more particularly, their role in the formation of an aristocracy of labour.

In their studies of the nature of an artisan elite - a labour aristocracy - Geoftey Crossick, Trygve

Tholfsen and Neville Kirk have all examined the skilled artisan in mid-Victorian communities. The

composition, institutions, values and ideologies of this labour aristocracy have all been examined, as has

its role in creating a specific working-class culture and consciousness. Within this context, all three have

paid especial attention to Friendly Societies as characterising the values, ideologies and culture of this

particular group of workers. Crossick in his study of Kentish Town, in l,ondon, has argued that Friendty

Societies were the almost exclusive preserve of the skilled worker, becoming a significant and visible

expression of skilled working-class respectability and independence. The values of self-sufficiency and

tt 
There are sweral published histories of the indMdual Frierdly Sociaies. These were u$atly either unitten by a rnembeq for

exampfe, AJ. Eade The Manchester Unity and lts ploce in The Community, Sydrley, l9ti0; C.L Wrt and WL. Walmsle'r, I
History of the Manchester Unity, Independent Order of Oddfellows in l/ictoria, IA0-197I, Melbourne 1972; or were
cornrnissioned by the Society, for examplg Geoffiey Blainey, Odd Fellows, A History of IOOFAustmlia, Sydney, l99l; Brian
Stevenson, 'Snnd Fqst Together', A History of the Prctesunt Alliance Fnendly Society of Waoia,Brisbane 1996. While
these sardres provide valuable information about tie astual Sosiery, they are limited because ttrey are not placed in ttre wider
context of wehre care.
to E.P. Thomps on, The Making oJ'the English Wo*ing C/ass, LnndorL 1966.
5r ibid., pp.4l8-22.
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respectability promoted by these workers provided the social cohesion necessary to Friendly Society

survival. However, although independent, the lodges were) 'at the sarne time an established part of fte

social life of their towns participating in local celebrrations and festivities'.s7

For Tholfsen, Friendly Societies were part of a robust working-class sub-culture rejecting

subordination and deference. Although they were committed to the mid-Victorian social order and its

values, nonetheless they developed their own distinct version of the prevailing ethos of respectability and

self-sufficiency and did not surrender their independgnce.ss For Kjrk, the ethos of respectability, as

espoused by the Friendly Societies, was part of an indigenous working-class culture 'constituting ..- class

pride, independence and opposition to middle-class control'.5e

In a similar vein Simon Cordery has argued that, by claiming respectability, Friendly Societies

were able to convince the state that they posed no threat to the social order, and were able to remain

independant from middle-class interference. Writing that 'the individualistic middle-class values such as

sobriety, self-help and thrift were appropriated, redefined and deployed in collective contexts by Friendly

Societies', he has shown that the working-class desire for respectability was not simply a desire to

emulate the middle class, but was used as a tool to define, protect and enhance their own status.tr

While Cordery's article is a study of respectability in Friendly Societies in general, the other three

works have been very specifically focused on urban Societies. By concentrating on urban and industrial

society, they have reinforced the conventional portrayal of the tpical Friendly Society member as the

skilled urban worker. Their depiction of Friendly Societies as being socially exclusive, a social

movement led by the urban artisan elite and imbued with the ideals and values embraced by that goup,

has suggested that the affiliated Orders, in particular, were closed to the unskilled worker and agriculnyal

labourers.

More recent studies have shown this was not necessarily the case. Gorsky for example has

demonstrated that membership of the Bristol Friendly Societies was spread right across skilled and

unskilled workers.6l There were differences, howeveq in the membership composition of each Order

according to the subscription rate. The Oddfellows, with the highest subscription rates, attracted the

]] Ceomey Crossich lz.,{ rtisan Elite in Victorian Society: Kenfish London, 1840-18S0, London, 1978, p.197.

]l rrygve Tholfseq vorking class Rodiutisn in Mid-Yictonan England,hndon, 1976.

" Nevile Kirk" The Gran'th of Wo*ing Class Reformism in Mid-Yictoian Engtand,Ka4 1985, p.177.
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better paid skilled workers, whereas the Foresters and Shepherds with lower rates had larger numbers of
unskilled workers amongst their membership. Dot Jones has also noted tle broad-based membership

composition of the GlamorganFriendly Societies.62 Friendly Society membership was so widespread that

'the friendly society cannot at any time in this period have been an institution mainly for an elite or

aristocracy of workers, whether agricultural or industrial'.63 David Neave's study of the Friendly

Societies in the East fuding of Yorkshire has attested to the affiliated Societies'prevalence in rural aeas

and shown that, although numbers fluctuated according to the level of agricultural wages, unskilled

agricultural labourers were prominent amongst the membership. He has argued that, just as the urban

Societies promoted values of self-improvement and respectability, so did the rural Friendly Societies.

They too were very much part of an indigenous independent culture and were vital in fostering a 'clearly

distinguishable rural working-class culture in the second half of the ninefssxfll centurv on tleir own
-6/!terms'.-'

These studies are part of an ongoing exploration and debate concerning English working-class life.

Whether Friendly Societies contributed to the formation of a working-class conscioumess only amongst

the skilled artisans, or whether they were the means by which a wider identity could be formed, is

undecided. Despite these differences of opinion, however, Friendly Societies tre now recognised as

havingplayed a significant role in Engtish working-class culture as suppliers of leisure aaivities,

fellowship and insurance. Whether the members were skilled or unskilled, artisan elite or labourers,

urban workers or rural workers, Friendly Society members were just that, mernbers for whom membership

represented respectability and independence and the ability to protect themselves and their families

against funre adversity.

Although American historians have long recognised the relevance of fraternal societies for the

study of social relations and the formation ef ssm6rmity and zubgroup identities, there is little consenzus

on the role of fratemal societies in the construction of working-class identity. Some scholars have argued

that the fratemal orders were primarily cross+lass institutions serving to prevent the formation of class-

consciousness, while others have seen these societies as significant in the development of working-class

solidarity. John Cumbler, for example, has described the Oddfellows Lodges in Lyr, Massachusetts, a$

62 Dot Jones, 'Did Fnendly Societies lvfatter? A Study of Friendly Society Mernbership in Glamorgan, 17g+lgl0', The welsh
Hi.story Reuiew, 12, I 984-85, pp.32449.
ut ibid., p.3:2.
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one of nurnerous clubs, societies and lodges which tied working people together into a working-class

community, providing not only material benefits such as sickness and death benefits, but also an

opportunity for social expression and political comradeship. Cumbler believes that the major function of
these institutions was the provision of support and aid which 'substantiated their belief in class

dependence and solidarity'.65 David Montgomery has also claimed that the fraternal orders of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth cEnturies were representative workers' institutions. He has argued that it

was through the fraternal orders, co-operatives, and such clubs, that American workers'shaped a

collectivist counter<ulture'.tr Daniel Walkowitz, however, found in his local study of the cities of Troy

and Cohoes, New York, that ethnic loyalties were stronger than class loyalties. As a result, 'the rise of the

new ethnic middle class within these organisations began to shift the members' loyalties from social class

to ethnicity'.6t J.R. Orr and S.G. McNall have been even more emphatic that fraternal societies did not

serve to create class conscioumess. On the contary, they have argued that the ideology of brotherhood

actively served to inlibit the development of class ideology. ffi Agreeing with them, MaryAnn Clawson

has maintained that, in general, American lodges consisted of a mixed class membership which 'undercut

class as a category' and thus limited the potential for the construction of a working-class identity.6e

However, she has argued that while the American fratemal orders were not defined by class, they were

defined by gender. 'The mixed-class, all-male American fraternal order worked to deny the significance

ofclass difference and to offer gender and race as appropriate categories for the organization ofcollective

identity',70 Mark Cames has also identified gender as the key to explaining the enonnous membership of
American fratemal societies. Pointing out that, 'nearly all the orders were exclusively masculine

insfitutions, and their rituals were closely linked to issues of gender', he has argued that lodges appea.led

to the psychological needs of young white, male Victorim Americans seeking to acquire the necessary

skills of manhood. 7r

* ibid., p.sz.
u5 

John Cunbler, WorkingClass Conmunity in Industrial Ameico: Wo*, Leisure and Strugle in Two Industriat Cines, IB80-
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larrid Montgomery, 'labor in the Industrial Era', in Richard B. Monis, d., Ihe Unired &ares Deprmenr of Labor Hrstory
of the Americot Worler, Washington, D.C.,1976, p.l?.l.
6t Daniel J. Walkowita Worker CiU, Comryny lown, Illinois,lg7l,pp.60-6.
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All writers on the role of ethnic fraternal societies as a vital instnrment of acculturation have been

unanimous that these societies eased the path of assimilatjon for new immigrants, providing them with an

initial point of contact in the new world, offering fellowship and help in an alien environment.Tz Wherever

immigrants settled, ahnic benefit societies sprang up.73 Scott Cummings, has sfessed that the ethnic

fraternal societies were the collective response of ethnic minorities to the absence of social services,

welfare benefits and access to capital, and were thus a major force in facilitating the immigrants'

adaptation to the demands and conditions of urban and industrial life.Ta John Bodnar has basically agreed

with this characterisation, but suggested that the ethnic fraternal societies endeavoured to achieve more

than simply meeting economic needs; they also sought to preserve ethnic culture in a new land.Ts

Margaret Galey has emphasised the importance of the benefits ethnic fraternal societies provided to their

members. tu 
And Deborah Burnharn has focused on tbe essential role ethnic fraternal societies played in

the acculturation and naturalisation of immigrants in Roslyr, a small mining town in Washington state. 
77

The role of Friendly Societies as an essential tool in the acculturation process of immigrants into

Austalia has been highlighted by Nancy Renfree.78 She has claimed that they were an important put of
the 'network of British institutions which helped fust generation immigrants to adjust to change' for they

'integrated the economic, the social and the cultural aspects of an immigrant's life in a way which made

sense of both old traditions and new values'.7e She has u1s6 slaimed that Friendty Societies were an

integrating influence in the community, for their membership encompassed all sections of the worldorce,

labourers and professionals, skilled and unskilled workers, employers and employees.* Fo, J.B. Hfust

tt 
There ar" numerous American studies on individual ethnic fraternal groups, for orarnple, Michael R Webser, A Brctherhud

ol'Memory, New York, 1985; J.A. Hernandez, Munal Aidfor Suruivsl: The Case of the Merican Anerican,Idatabar, 1983.
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sooiety growth fiom 1880-1920 corresponded with an influx of imm@rants into the United States, bur tbjs figure includes
members of all fratornal societies, not just the ethnic societie.
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also, Friendly Society membership cut across allegiances of class and included members from all sections

of society. This broad based membership, he has argued, proved that the social strucnue of Australian

society was individualist and open" and not, as Hartz maintained, dominated by a collective proletrian

ideology.8l Mchael Roper, however, used the example of Bendigo's Easter Fair to show that class

divisions did indeed exist in Australia. By analysing the composition and course of the public procession

which begm the festivities, he concluded that, conhary to Renfree's and Hirst's findings, 'it is ritually

maintained separation between community leaders and the Friendly Societies which stands out rather than

their qmbolic integration'.s2

Internationally then, Friendly Societies are being increasingly rescued from

historiographical neglect. Indeed tbey have become the subject of widespread debate. Were they

exclusive to tJre artisan elite, or did they include a wider secfion of the working classes? Were they

instnrmental in creating working-class solidarity, or did membership cut across class lines? Dd they

work to advance gender and ethnicity as categories for the organisation of collective identity? Were they

a flawed and incomplete system of health insurance, or could they be an effective altemative to state

welfare today? On nvo aspects of their significance, however, historians are uunimous. Friendly

Societies were, without doubt, the principal suppliers of working-class welfare throughout the nineteenth

centu-ry and first decades of the twentieth century, and, undeniably, they assisted in the assimilation of
new immigrants in both Australia and the United States. As will be discussed in the next section, some of
these issues re just beginning to be considered in New Zealand histories.

New Zealand historiography has only very recentlg and to a limited extent, bee,n influenced by

this expanding investigation into the role, significance and ideology of Friendly Societies. Governments,

politicians and social policies remained, until the 1990s, the central focus of welfare writing. Even when,

in the early 1980s, the whig interpretation of state welfare gave way to a more critical welfae

historiography, welfare historians continued to describe, analyse, evaluate and criticise the welfare state,

and to ignore other forms ofwelfare. Friendly Societies passed entirely without analysis and if
mentioned at all, were only briefly cited as part of the limited and inadequate provisions necessitating

tr J.B.Hirst, 'Keeping Colonial History Colonial: The Hartz Thesls Revisite d', Hisroical Stutlies,vol. 21, no.82, 1984, pp.85-
l 05.
tt Mchael Roper, 'Inventrng Traditions in Colonial Society
Smdies,lT, 1985, pp.31-40.

Bendigo's Easter Fair. 1871-1885', Joumol qf Australian
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state intervention.s3 Labour historians have been equally as neglectful. In the profiacted debate about

class throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Friendly Societies, were occasionalty alluded to, but never given

any real consideration.sa

Recently, however, both groups of historians have extended their shrdies to examine the role and

significance of Friendly Societies. Although in its infancy, welfare writing is now being extended beyond

the confines of state welfare. Recognition that welfare provision is not exclusive to the state and that,

long before the state became involved, individuals were making efforts for the provision of their own

welfare, has meant that scholars are turning their attention to Friendly Societies, voluntary agencies,

building societies, insurance companiss and superannuation schemes. Labour historians are beginning to

analyse the membership composition and social role of Friendly Society lodges in an attempt to evaluate

their significance in the creation of group identities.

More than twenty years ago, W.H. Oliver warned that the dominance of the state in writing on the

history of welfare tended to diminish the significance of efforts made by individuals for the provision of

their own welfare. Any accourt ignoring Friendly Societies, buildrng societies, superannuation schemes

and the like, he cautioned, would suffer large gaps and distortions. Voluntarism dominated welfare for

many decades, whereas the state 'is a rather recent newcomer'.85 Therefore investigation of these

institutions was of primary importance in order to provide a balanced history of welfare. Despite Oliver's

uglng, the only outcome seemed to be one study - a descriptive research essay on Friendly Societies from

one of Oliver's students, Heather Shepherd. s 
Elsewhere, the horizons of New Znalandwelfare research

and writing still remained, for a long time, limited to the state.

Welcome thoug;h Shepherd's study was, it was underpinned by the accepted historical view of the

time: that state welfare was inevitable and desirable and that voluntary welfare organisations were limited,

irrelevant and inadequate. For Shepherd, Friendly Societies had had a very resticted effect and limited

impact, and, after the first decade of the twentieth century, they had faltered, suffering major set backs

with the Great War, the influenza epidemic and the Great Depression. This is not a very convincing

analysis, for while numerical and financial progress may have been temporarily halted, Friendly Societies

t' 
See for o<ample, Elizabeth l{anso4 The Politics of Social Securi4,, The 1938 Aa and some later developmears, Auckhnd

1980, p.l2; also Margara Tennant Pauperc and Proidert Charitable Aid in New kaland, Wellmgtor\ 1989, pp. 14 and 165
ta 
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were not ineffective during these crises. As her focus is the late nineteenth century, she overlooks the

period of the Societies' greatest expansion, the 1920s and 1930s. Reconsideration of the available

statistics and other evidence is needed to determine whether Friendly Societies failed to meet the

challenges of these years as Shepherd suggested, or whether they managed these three major crises

without losing members or having to reduce their benefits.

Despite the dearth of writing on Friendly Societies in welfare history generally, some studies have

shown their importance in the provision of affordable medical care to a large number of working people,

and as a result, their influence on many doctors' incomes.8T The rising status of the medical profession

and its quest for economic independence and control of the medical market led to long, bitter and well

publicised conflicts with the Friendly Societies which no historian of the medical profession has been able

to ignore. Rex Wright-St Clair, in a history of the New Zealand Medical Association, attributed these

conflicts to the unreasonable contracts the lodges forced on their medical officers.88 Members of the

lodges were, he wrote, 'insolent, exacting and tyrannical' and 'believers in sweated labour where doctors

were concerned'.8e This is, of course, exactly as the medical profession saw them. That Wright-St Clair

only conveyed the doctor's point of view is hardly surprising. A perusal of his references shows that he

drew his material almost exclusively ftom The New Zealand Medical Journal (NZNIJ), the official voice

of the medical profession.

A more balanced view has been presented by Michael Belgrave. By placing the disputes in the

wider context of the rising status of the medical profession and their quest for conhol over the provision

of medical care, Belgrave has demonstrated that the doctors' battles with the Friendly Societies were not

only an attempt to change tenns they considered unjust, but also part of their ongoing quest for political

and economic control of the medical market.eO Iain Hay has also linked the increasing hostilities between

the doctors and lodges to the medical profession's desire for eoonomic and political power in an

expanding medical market.er The loss of dignity the profession felt they suffered by being at the 'beck

8? 
See for example Michael Peter Belgrave, "'Medical Men" and "tady Docton", The rnaking of a New ZealandProfession,

1867-1941', PhD thesis, Victoria University of Wellingtor! 1985. He cortends tlnt 'Friendly Societies provided the mainstay of
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and call of the lodges', and the risk lodge confacts posed to 'the autonomy and economic and social

sovereignty which tlre medical profession had so recently won', resulted in vitriolic criticisms in the

NZMJ, and attempts by the medical profession to control lodge contracts. e2

Inspired by current reassessments of the state in welfare provision, fwo recent writers have looked

more closely at Friendly Societies and have attempted to evaluate the significance of their role in welfare

provision. As he did in the cases of Great Britain and Australia David Green has contended that the New

Zealandwelfare state has been economically disastous and has eroded any sense of personal

responsibility and mutual obligation, consequently harming fundamental institutions such as the family

and voluntary associations.nt Morring welfare away from the state and once again making individuals

responsible for organising their own independent welfare provisions through voluntary mutual aid

associations would, according to Green, resolve the welfare dependency problem. Because the purpose of

this book is to highlight the inadequacies of the welfare state and to demonstrate that there is an

altemative, Green has overstated the role and impact of New Zealand Friendly Societies, and has offered

no solutions on how to overcome one of the major barriers to a return to consumer control of the

provision of medical health - tlre medical profession. Neither does he suggest how those who could not

afford the Friendly Society contributions would be covered.

David Thomson, however, has seen Friendly Societies in a very different light.e4 Placing them in a

broader context ofnineteenth-century voluntary agencies, government assistance, savings banks,

insurance schemes and family and neighbourly assistance, he has argued that Friendly Societies were

weak and irrelevant, useful only to a very small section of the population, and increasingly propped up by

the state. As in an earlier study,e5 his argument is based on four premises: that Friendly Societies were

financially unsound, never having the resources to match their promises; that the size of the 'risk pool'

was 'ludicrously small' and each small branch kept and managed its own funds, bearing most of the risks

and expenditure; ttrat few benefits were offered, and that no provision was made for unemployment or old

age; and, that, because Friendly Societies were part of the'Old World's class structure and battles',

settlers were reluctant to join.e6 Thus, Friendly Societies were of very limited relevance to most of the

population. His arguments are not entirely persuasive. Because he is at such pains to prove the

e2 ibid., pp.5l-2.
e3 David CrreerU From Welfare Srarc b Civil Society, Wellington, 1996.
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limitations and inadequacies of Friendly Societies, and because his analysis appears to be totally based on

the official statistics, he fails to porffay the vitality of individual Societies, their significance in the lives of

their members and their communities, the crucial role they played in supporting members in hard times,

and the flexibility they showed in meeting unexpected disasters. He does not take into account the fact

that Friendly Society benefits extended to the whole family, not simply the member, so that while

membership numbers may not have been as high as in other counFies, the number of people benefiting

was considerably gleater than statistics suggest.

ln a recent paper, Erik Olssen, coming from a labour history background, has analysed the welfare

role of Friendly Societies in a more positive light.eT Friendly Societies' increasing efficiency as suppliers

of health insurance, their addition of new benefits and the creation of new frrnds to meet the ever changing

needs of their members, all demonstrate for Olssen their cenhality in the provision of medical and health

benefits to members and their families. The major crises of World War One, the influenza epidemic and

the Depression, all served to underline the effectiveness of the Societies in dealing with the needs of their

members and strengthened their position within the community.e8 How relevant then were Friendly

Society benefits? Is it reasonable to class them as irrelevant, as Thomson has done, just because they did

not meet the needs of the population as a whole? Or should we agree with Olssen's conclusion that they

were, by the 1930s, efficient health insurers with a relatively strong position in the community? What

other benefits were offered? How did lodges cope with the unemployed, the aged, widows and orphans

and those struck down by unexpected disasters? What other forms of help were available at the time?

And indeed, whom exactly did Friendly Societies help? Providing answers to these questions is the

purpose of this thesis.

Considering the large number of lodges situated in working-class areas and the fact that Friendly

Sooieties were largely made up of working-class members, it is surprising that the role of Friendly

Societies as an expression of working-class consciousness and culhre was never considered in the 1970s

and 1980s debate about the meaning of class in New Zealand Society. The focus of this debate remained

largely institutional and organisational, looking at the arbitration system, trade unions, trades and labour

councils and the political expression of the labour movement in the Labour party. What role, if any,

et Erik Olssen, 'Friendly Societies in New Zaland I 840- I 990', in lvlarcel van der Linder\ ed., Social Security Munslisrn, The
Comparative History of Mamal Benefit Socienes', Bern, 1996, pp.177-2o6.
ns ibid., p.tte.
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Friendly Societies and like associations may have played in the formation of a class culture and

consciousness was never explored.ee And although Olssen acknowledged that many working people

identified with institutions such as lodges, he also stated that, 'too little is known about patterns of

association in New Zealandto allow conclusions to be drawn about the relationship between such

affrliations and class consciousness'. lffi

Recently, however, as part of his study of Caversham, Olssen has expanded his investigations into

Friendly Societies and has reassessed their role in working-class culture.l0l He sees Caversham not so

much as a'working-class community' but a 'community of workers', incorporating all who lived and

worked within the defined boundaries of the area regardless of their social class. The community was a

place of shared values and equality of status where there were no real distinctions. 'ln short, Caversham

has some of the characteristics of a one-class community'.102 As long as everybody was engaged in the

same, or similar work, class was not a dividing line. The work process was oentral to the formation of

community, creating solidarity amongst different people and bringing men together across different

classes. Cultural consciousness for Olssen was based on the workplace. It was a culfure of working men,

defined by mutualism and egalitarianism, based on reciprocity and interdependence in which everybody

shared similar cultural and sporting activities. Friendly Societies were viewed in this light. Olssen

showed that the lodges recruited members from all classes within the same community whether they were

workers or employers.'o' Community, for Olssen, was built around work, but was cross class, and Friendly

Societies were an expression of this community culture. Olssen's study is based on one suburb of
Dunedin, Caversham. An exarnination of the membership composition a broader range of Friendly

ee 
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Societies would test whether Olssen's finding can be applied throughout New Zealand, or whether

Caversham is a particular case.

Caroline Daley's research into the composition of Friendly Society lodges in Taradale has

concurred with Olssen's findings. 'They reinforced ideas of egalitarianism. Rather than men being

divided by class, they were united by gender'.'0a Her main focus, however, was on Friendly Societies as a

crucial element of male leisure in Taradale. They were, she has asserted, part of a masculine culture

which united men and offered them an opportunity to band together and engage in social rituals.l05 lt was

for these reasons, primarily, that many men joined Friendly Societies. Do these conclusions for Taradale

stand up to examination from a more widely based study of Friendly Society activity? By a close

examination of lodge social activity, looking at the numbers of members attending meetings, analysing

minute books and interviewing old members, reasons for men joining Friendly Societies can be

ascertained. Only then can we decide whether most men joined primarily for the masculine conviviality

offered or for other reasons.

Welfare and labour historians are thus becoming involved in the debate of the role and

significance of Friendly Societies in New Znaland. Unresolved questions remain. Did Friendly Societies

have any relevance in New Zealmd? Were they significant welfare providers or were they too limited to

be effective? Were they primarily working-class institutions or were they cross class organisations? Did

people join principally for the social or for the economic benefit? Did they promote male bonding? Were

they agents of social cohesion and an expression of community spirit or were they too small to have any

impact?

As part of the developing debate on the nature and role of New ZealandFriendly Societies, this

thesis will discuss the relevance of Friendly Societies in the lives of a large group of New Zealanders. It

will be argued that, by the beginning of the twentieth century, their provision of welfare services that

could be had in no other way, became the main reason for becoming a member. However, althougb

Friendly Societies as providers of welfare is the primary focus of this thesis, the other questions will be

touched upon - whether membership was drawn from all classes, or only the working class and whether

lodges were effective agents of social cohesion - as it is necessary to situate the Societies within their

social, economic and political context.

roo Caroline Daley, Girls & Women, Men & Boys, Gender in Taradale,l886 -1930, Auckland, 1999, p. 154
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Miles Fairburn has argued that Pakeha society in the period 1850-1890 was atomised - that

people were dispersed throughout New Zealand in isolated settlements where they were strangers to one

another. The population, he believed, was marked by social isolation and bondlessness and was

characterised by the ideology of extreme individualism. Churches, voluntary organisations and social and

sports groups were weak and ineffective because resources were limited and numbers were too low to

support them due to the high levels of hansience.t* But does a high rate of transience necessarily mean

an absence of common bonds and social interaction amongst those who remained? In chapter two a more

disaggregated analysis of one voluntary association, the Friendly Societies, with the emphasis on those

who stayed rather than those who left, will perhaps show that New Zealand society was less atomised than

Fairburn has maintained, that social groups were able to be formed and maintained, that lodge social life

was instrumental in defining and uniting people into a cohesive social group, and that there was a settled

core of residents who provided the continuity necessary to facilitate regular patterns of interaction to

sustain a developing network of voluntary and social institutions. The question of lodge distribution

throughout New Zealand will also be clarified in this chapter. Were lodges restricted to urban areas

where there was a large population to support them, or were they found throughout rural areas as well?

Friendly Society lodges functioned as independent bodies, but were at the same time integrated

into the social life of the community. They organised nrunerous community activities such as picnics,

sports days, bazaars, faits, parades and anniversary celebrations to which the whole community was

invited. Fairburn, however, has claimed that community festivals were too 'diffirse, fleeting and

infrequent' to be effective instruments of social interaction or to have a role in defining and uniting

people in local ateas.tot Chapter two will therefore also explore the frequency and importance of local

community gatherings organised by Friendly Societies and investigate who else was involved in them and

how they changed over time. Only then can the extent to which Friendly Society community festivities

were an expression of community cohesion be established, and whether they were able to draw together a

wide variety of local inhabitants be ascertained.

Who were members of Friendly Societies? Was their membership restricted to working-class

people as many of the English historians have suggested, or was it more mixed as Olssen and Daley have

suggested? The English historians have based their conclusions largely on nineteenth-century

'ot ibid., p.rs2-3.
'6 Fanburq The ldeal Society, pp.l6l-93
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membership records. By extending the analysis tol940, in chapter three this thesis will consider whether

membership patterns changed over time and whether the emergence and proliferation of a new urban

middle class of salaried white-collar workers had any impact on Friendly Society membership.

A distinctive feature of Friendly Societies has always been their practice of ritual and secrecy.

Within the working-class culture in Britain ritual and secrecy were used to pressure members to conform

to certain social norrns, to accept social values and ideologies prescribed by the goup. Ritual provided

the framework which united these men (and later women) into a brotherhood of common aims and

beliefs. It was used to promote particular values, ideas and a vision of society. trnported unchanged to

New Zealand, this inherited value system lent validity to the organisation, gave members confidence that

nothing had changed in the transfer to the new county and helped make sense of old traditions in a new

Iife. Because each Order made sure its ritual was universal, a person could feel at home no matter where

he or she went. By being conversant with the forms used and ideas presented, an individual could

irnmediately feel part of a new lodge, a new community of brothers or sisters. The questions then arise as

to what values ritual promoted, how successful ritual was in cementing social relationships and creating

bonds of loyalty and obligation and, as values and attitudes within society changed, whether the message

imparted by ritual also changed? To what extent was ritual a way of controlling social behaviour of
members and promoting a code of conduct? ln an attempt to answer some of these questions and to

understand the values, ideas and belief systems of Friendly Societies, chapter four will explore the forms

of ritual, their meaning and messages, and how they changed over time.

ln chapter five Friendly Society benefit schemes, sickness and funeral funds, medical and hospital

schemes will be studied to assess the role and significance of Friendly Societies as providers of welfare.

Were they a flawed and incomplete system of health insurance as David Thomson has stressed, or are they

a viable alternative to state social welfare as has been suggested by David Green? Only a detailed study of
minute books and reports to assess the nature of the welfare offered will provide an answer to this

question.

Not on-ly is it necessary to examine Friendly Society schemes, noting whether or not they evolved

over time, but also it is important to discuss their relationship with other health professionals and

institutions, in particular the medical profession and the hospitals. As noted above, major changes were

occurring in Pakeha society during the years under study and these changes meant evolution and change

for the Friendly Societies, not only in their benefit schemes but in their relationships with both the
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medical profession and the hospitals. As suppliers of medical insurance Friendly Societies were linked to

the development of medical technology, the specialisation of medicine and the transformation of hospitals

into sophisticated places of teatment, and they had to adapt and develop their own schemes and funds to

meet the members' demands for access to new technology and medicine.

A high level of mutual dependence existed between the doctors and Friendly Societies. Lodges

provided a basic source of income for a large section of the medical profession and the doctors provided

an affordable medical service to lodge members. It was however an uleasy relationship with the medical

profession resenting lodge control and lodges determined to get the best deal for their members.

Exploration of this connection and investigation of the intensifuing hostilities between the two bodies

from the 1890s will, in chapter five, enable consideration of the increasing importance of the medical and

pharmaceutical benefits to the lodge members and their families, as well as the changed dynamics of

health care.

Chapters six, seven and eight focus on the relationship benveen the state and the Friendly

Societies. Analysis of this changing relationship is at once a study of evolving attitudes to state welfare

provision and changing values within society. Whereas throughout the nineteenth century and into the

first decade of the twentieth century Friendly Societies were lauded, encouraged and supported because

they represented Victorian values of self-help, thrift, independence and self-suffrciency, by the second

decade of the twentieth century political commitment to them was waning. The changing perceptions of

the causes of poverty and destitution, and the state's increasing involvement in the welfare of the

population, meant a change in attitude towards Friendly Societies. tn chapter six, where Friendly Society

legislation and the role of the Registrar are considered, this thesis will examine the state's attitude towards

and perception of the role of Friendly Societies as a means of limiting the costs of public welfare

spending. In chapters seven and eight, through an analysis of Parliamentary inquiries into the status of

Friendly Societies from 1910 to 1938, the shifts in the relationship between the state and Friendly

Societies will be investigated. The declining perception of Friendly Societies as a way of limiting the

cost of welfare spending, combined with the increasing interdependence between the medical profession

and the state in the health irena, will be explored as a partial explanation of the sidelining of the Friendly

Societies in 1938.

This thesis will argue that welfare provision became the major attraction of Friendly Society

membership and that the Societies played an important and relevant role in that provision. Strengthening
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the obligations of mutuality with ritual and social life, Friendly Society members created mutual aid

networks and provided social welfare services that could be accessed no other way.
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Chapter 2: The Spread of l,odges throughout New Znaland

As settlers to New Zealand struggled to establish themselves in unfamiliar, often hostile,

surroundings they sought to re-establish known and accepted customs and values, to recreate a familiar

environment and to give expression to their English heritage in their new colonial surroundings. As

Friendly Societies had been an essential part of many immigrants' lives in Britain there was no reason

why this particular aspect of their cultural heritage could not be successfully transplanted. Hence on

arrival in their new country, men' promptty established lodges and affiliated them to the Orders they

had belonged to in Britain. As more immigrants arrived, more Orders were established and more

lodges were instituted. Keeping pace with the development and spread of settlement the movement

expanded throughout New Zealand; by the turn of the century 465 lodges were established nationwide

with a total membership of 40,257.

Rowland Berthoffhas seen the proliferation of fraternal societies in nineteenth-century

America as representing the desire to uphold a popular culture which placed high value on the

community feeling which had characterised rural villages in an earlier era. He has argued that these

societies were an attempt to shore up the social framework threatened by the destabilising influence of
the individualism propounded by the 'laissez faire' industrialists and the great wave of migration from

all parts of Europe. The fraternal orders were symptomatic of the need for a new sense of community.

Although New Zealand immigrants did not experience the same extreme social confirsion as was

experienced by contemporary Americans, they were threatened with social dislocation and with the

loss of community and family ties. The reproduction and continuation of known social institutions and

adherence to familiar customs and values assisted the recreation of the community feeling and the

social order they had known in their home country. Coming to terms with a new environment and

minimising the dislocation and changes in social relations that migration caused were facilitated by the

establishment of familiar organisations. Berthoff has emphasised for the United States that the 'lodges

of Masons or Odd Fellows which sprang up everywhere ... were highly significant of the lack of other

forms of community in American society in their duy't' so it was with Friendly Society lodges in New

Zealand.

The organisation of a social life was one of the means used by lodges to facilitate the recreation

of social relations. Although lodges were set up to provide funeral, sick and medical benefits, they

' I use men here because only men were members in the early days.
2 Rowland Berthoff, Republic of the Dispossessed; The ExcLptiinal Old-European Consensus in America, Missouri, 1997,
pp.26-7.
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also functioned as social clubs aiming 'to promote the social happiness of our brethren and relieve our

minds occasionally from the pressure of care with temperate conviviality'.3 In the first decades of
settlement, when community activity for working people remained minimal, for many settlers lodge

meetings and social activities constituted important social outlets and provided an opportunity for

members to find companionship, conviviality and relief from the rigours of daily life. Meeting

together to discuss business and to engage together socially provided isolated individuals with the

feeling of belonging to the kind of defined supportive group many had experienced in Great Britain.

Although, by the first decade of the twentieth century, the social function of lodges had become less

significant and the majority of people joined Friendly Societies primanly to receive the medical

benefits, throughout most of the nineteenth century members joined for the social activities and

companionship lodges offered, as much as for the medical and sickness benefits.

Miles Fairburn has, however, argued that the greater number of lodges established in the

colonial era were not successful. Geographical mobility, according to him, made the successful

formation of associations, such as lodges, practically impossible. Or, if they were established, survival

for any period of time was most unlikely because there was never a core of stayers to maintain them.a

If they survived, lodges could not function effectively as social institutions because of a high turnover

of members. Moreover, according to Fairburn, lodges and other voluntary organisations were slow to

be established because the numbers of people in a settlement were 'initially too low to support

communal institutions'.5 Lodges were therefore weak and unsuccessful in atleviating the social

isolation and loneliness of many settlers. The ideology of 'extreme individualism' evident in New

Zealand further prohibited the formation of voluntary organisations and community institutions.6

Betterment and self-improvement were achieved by moving rather than by collaborative action.T

Finally, according to Fairbum, the large influx of immigrants further exacerbated this social

dislocation. The new immigrants were bondless, 'severed from their associations' and were unable to

re-establish new affi liations quickly.s

Because Fairburn's interpretation of nineteenth-century New Zealand society has been

influential, one of the objects of this chapter is to test his thesis for lodges. Did the high levels of
transience prevent lodges from thriving as Fairbum has argued, or were there enough persisters to

ensure their continuation? Were lodges able to aid immigrants in re-establishing community links, as

has been suggested by Berthoff for America, or were they ineffectual because of a lack of members?

3 General lttws.for the Govemment of the Ancient Order of Foresters, Friendty Society, Auckland District,Auckland,
1885, p.4.
o Miles Fairburn, The ldeal Society aul its Enemies, pp.l78-85.

' ibia., p. rsz.
" ibid., p.l9l.
'ibid., p.126.
u ibid., p.l9L
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By tracing the establishment of all lodges throughout New Zealand it will be possible to ascertain how

many lodges were founded, when they were established, where they were situated, and how many

survived their first years. The closeness with which Friendly Societies followed settlement will be

explored, and this thesis will try to determine whether there was, as Fairbum has suggeste4 a

significant time lag between initial settlement of an area and the institution of lodges, or whether they

arrived at the same time as the settlers.

This chapter will also explore the provincial distribution of Friendly Society members and will

analyse whether the national patterns of membership were valid for every region. A geographically

disaggregated analysis could show that there were significant regional variations. An analysis of the

urban/rural distribution of lodges will also be undertaken to asceftain whether Friendly Societies were

primarily urban institutions, or whether they also had a strong rural presence,

Finally lodge social life will be discussed briefly. While lodges were established essentially to

provide welfare benefits, a significant secondary benefit offered was an active social life. In the first

decades of settlement particularly, when little other social activity for these people was available,

lodges became a focal point for the social and recreational life of many working people. Inter-lodge

visiting, card evenings, dances, concerts, debates and dinners were frequently arranged by all lodges

for members and their families, providing a chance for people to come together and socialise where no

other opportunities existed.

Throughout the nineteenth century Friendly Societies also provided social diversion for the

whole community. Fetes, picnics, sports meetings, and parades were regularly organised.

Notwithstanding Fairburn's insistence that communal festivals can be safely discounted as being either

effective instruments of social interaction or as having a role in defining and uniting people in local

areas, it will be shown that local community gatherings organised by Friendly Societies drew together

large and varied crowds of people.e

The main sources for the first sections of this investigation are the tables and reports compiled

by the Registrar of Friendly Societies and, from 1877, published yearly in the AJHR. They supply a

wealth of information on each individual lodge - date of establishment, membership numbers, lodge

location, financial assets, benefit funds and days of sickness, as well as many other details on the

workings of Friendly Societies. To construct valid comparisons between provincial development,

population growth and Friendly Society development, the provincial location and establishment date of
every fodge in New Zealand was determined and entered on to spread sheets. Then, to determine to

what extent lodge establishment followed settlement patterns in New Zealand, maps were created to

illustrate a comprehensive pattern of lodge formation for the whole of New Zealand. Membership

n ibid., p.tot.
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numbers were then calculated for each province at five yearly intervals and entered on to a spread

sheet from which tables and graphs were created to show the paffern of lodge membership for each

province. lt was thus possible to ascertain whether lodges developed at the sam€ pace throughout New

Zealand, and whether they were more prevalent in some areas than in others.

The data was then organised into four categories - the four metropolitan centres, large towns,lo

towns with a population of over 1000, and small rural centres. The number of members for each of

these categories was entered at five yearly intervals, from 1880 to 1935, on to a spreadsheet and tables

were crsated to show the number of members in these four catesories for the whole of New Zealand^

and by province.

Because no oflicial figures were collected before 1877, it is impossible to know exactly how

many lodges opened before that date and subsequently became defunct. However, in 1942 the

MUIOOF published a history of its Order in New Zealand in which they listed most of their affiliated

lodges, existent or defunct, which had ever been established in New Zealand.ll Thus, for that one

Order there is a relatively reliable source of information on the survival of lodges established prior to

the 1880s. Although there must have been abortive attempts by the other Orders to form lodges, there

is no way of knowing this, other than through anecdote found in some of the lodge histories published

by the individual Orders. Nevertheless, because the yearly returns in the AJHR always listed the

foundation date of currently registered lodges, it is possible to determine how many lodges operating

in the 1880s and beyond had been established prior to that time. So, while any summary of the

survival rate of lodges established before the 1880s is only guess work, it is possible to demonstrate

with certainty the number that were founded from the 1840s that continued to exist.

The first lodge in New Zealand, established in Nelson in 1842, was afliliated to MUIOOF.

Within ten years, as settlers arrived, MUIOOF lodges were established in all the main centres,

Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Dunedin. As the development and expansion of settlement in

New Zealand progressed, so did the establishment and expansion of lodges. By the end of the 1850s

there were 25 MUIOOF lodges spread throughout New Zealand.12 By 1900 the Order had grown to

159 lodges with 16,043 members, making it by far the largest Order in New Zealand.tj

tu The large town category includes, Hamilton Gsborne, New Plymouth, Napier, Hastings, Wanganui. Palmerston North
Mastertoq Nelson, Belnheim, AshburtorL Timaru, Oamaru, and lnvercargill.

f l U W Gourlay, Odd Fbllowship in New Zeolend: A Century of Propye,is,1942, Christchurctr, p.150-63.
r2 ibid., pp. l5o-l.
" AJI{R, 1902, H-1, pp.l and l4-16.
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Table la : Friendly Society Membership of the six largest Orders 1880 - 1938

MUlOOF

AOF

UAOD

IOOF

toR

ttAcBs

Totals

Itt0 rE85

6,233 9,046

4,245 7,068

702 2,524

403 762

t77 980

386 691

t2,146 2tp7l

1890 1895

10.708 I r,888

E,150 9,447

2,892 3.91 l

724 1305

1205 1458

747 748

24,426 28,757

1900 lgfit l9t0

16,043 19,435 22,509

r t,487 t3,295 16,042

5,964 9,7s3 16,600

l94t 2ffi7 4980

t737 2A19 2913

928 1782 2546

3t,100 4t,E9t 65590

l9ls 1920

22,795 12,746

16,153 16,451

t7 946 17,3 13

6781 8l 18

4055 3749

3429 3259

70,259 7r,$6

t92S l9Jn

28,390 34,690

18,607 20,040

21,026 23,363

12163 13578

418 | 5216

1702 39.35

8t,069 100,822

1935 t93t

35.768 39,276

18,902 20,357

21,260 22,786

12771 14056

5408 5683

4239 5015

98J48 107,173

Source: Registrar's Reports, AJHR 188l-1939

The AOF, first established in Christchurch in 1852, followed a similar pattern- Courtsra were

quickly established in all the main centres and then rapidly spread to outlying settlements, so that by

I 900 there were I 1,487 AOF members in I 2 I lodges in all parts of New Zealand.ts By 1900 these two

organisations counted 280 lodges between them and, as table la shows, they had a total of 27,530

members between them. The other three major Friendly Societies, The United Ancient Order of

Druids (UAOD), International Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF),|6 and the Independent Order of
Rechabites (lOR), had a total of 9642 members, with another 3085 members in a handful of smaller

Orders.

It is hardly surprising that these two Orders were dominant for, by 1848, there were MUIOOF

lodges and, to a lesser extent, AOF courts to be found in every county in Great Britain. The best

organised of all the Orders, they easily had the greatest membership. At that time, their combined

membership was 333 ,733 and by I 876 had grolvn to 999 ,209, constituting two thirds of the total

affiliated Sociefy membership of 1,252,275.t7 Given this wide spread of membership it was not

unexpected to find amongst the immigrants to New Zealand, men who had been members of these two

Orders and who were keen to continue the tradition in their new homeland. As the following example

of the foundation of the Nelson Lodge, MUIOOF, in 1842 shows, many English lodge members came

to New Zealand armed with rule and ritual books intending to set up new lodges and establish Orders

modelled on their British antecedents.

to Court is the name used by the AOF for their lodges. Although the word lodge will be generally used throughout this
thesis to cover the synonymous terms 'court' and 'tent' used by Orders, when discussing a specific Order the appropriate
n-ame of court, lodge or tent will be used.

'' ibid., pp.l8-19.
'o The Independent Order of Odd Fellows, (IOOF) was affrliated to an American Order and usually spelt Odd Fellows as
two words, whereas the MUIOOF usually spelt it as one. Throughout this thesis I will spell Oddfellows as one word unless
specifically referring to the IOOF.
" Gosden, p.46.
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In 1841 George Goathead, an offrcer of a MUIOOF Leeds lodge, embarked from Liverpool on

the Martha Ridgeway furnished with a copy of the general MUIOOF rules. Once on board, he met

eight other members, 'all good on the books'.18 On landing in Nelson they wasted no time in

establishing a branch of MUIOOF, for, as Goathead said, 'I had been furnished with the new Law

Book, and therefore I, to a certain degree, felt a responsibility in the matter'.le First they met 'on a

hillside amid the fern' then in a tent on the beach, finally a room was found for them in the local

drinking spot - the Red House. Within two years a new hotel was built named 'The Oddfellows

Ams', one room of which was dedicated to the Lodge for meetings of the, by theq 80 members.

Within the decade the same pattern of MUIOOF lodge establishment followed in the four

centres of settlement - Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and Lyttelton. All the lodges were founded by

men who had been members in Britain,20 and it is reasonably certain that at least six other founding

members in each lodge had not only been members in Britain, but had held positions of responsibility

there; a lodge could not be founded without a core of past or present officers who were qualified to

occupy the minimum number of offices necessary for the operation of a properly constituted new

lodge. Affiliation with MUIOOF would not otherwise have been granted.2r

Despite their distance and difficult circumstances, these founders not only adopted rules and

ritual unchanged, but also the administrative and organisational structures already in place in Britain.

As Gourlay has observed for MUIOOF, 'one of the most noticeable featwes of the expansion of
Oddfellowship was that no matter how remote the region, Oddfellows took the greatest pains to

preserve as accurately as they could the model of organisation to which they had become accustomed

in their lodge and District in the homeland'.22 This was no different for the Foresters.

In Great Britain both Orders operated a three tier system. At the top of the MUIOOF

organisation, for example, was a Board of Directors. Underneath this board were the Districts which

united lodges within defined boundaries. At the bottom were the local lodges. The Board of Directors

was responsible for the general policy of the whole Order, gave advice and direction and ruled on law

and ritual changes. It was made up of delegates elected by the lodges of each District. As well as

uniting the lodges within their boundaries into one branch and ensuring that each lodge was properly

administered, the District structure was also created 'for the purpose of spreading the payments or

liabilities for funeral donations, and where provided for, the sickness over a greater number, with a

tE lilairarapa Standard,2 May 1883.

'' ibio., p i.
'" See Gourlay, pp.9-18 for the names and origins of some of the early founders,
" Rules of the Independent Order of Oddfellows, Mcorchester Unity Friendly Saciet"v, (MfnOOF Rules 1865) Manchester,
J865, p.13.
"'Gourlay, p.20.
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view to the better security of the members, and the better government of such Branches'.23 Each

District committee, supported by financial contributions from member lodges, was made up of elected

delegates from the participating lodges and was an intermediary between the board of directors and the

lodges. Members of the Distnct committee visited all lodges periodically to ensure that their financial

and fraternal affairs were in order. 'District officers shall see that all signs, charges, and initiations are

alike, that the rules are duly observed, and once in every two years shall examine, or cause to be

examined by one or more persons appointed by the District meeting, the books of each lodge in the

District, to see that they are properly kept and audited.'20 They were empowered to investigate any

breaches of the rules and enforce compliance with the laws by imposing fines or even susp€nding a

lodge. The individual lodges were fully responsible for the well-being of their particular members.

They organised the social life and maintained full control over their own sick funds and management

expenses. Although the top tier of this structure, the Board of Directors, was not immediately

instituted, the rest of the system was exported unchanged to New Zealand.2s

Maintaining strong bonds with head office and following exactly the same models of
organisation meant that a strong supportive base was established by men who knew how to organise

and administer lodges. New immigrants were encouraged to join, for familiarity with the forms and

structures immediately gave strangers a point in common, a recognition that they held the same values

and beliefs, and an incentive to join a new but known organisation in their adopted county.

Furthermore, on a practical level, both the MUIOOF and the AOF were ideally suited to the

needs of a mobile population. Procedures were in place which enabled a member to transfer his

benefits. For example, a member of a MUIOOF lodge in Britain could immigrate to New Zealand

armed with a certificate of clearance which, on presentation to a New Zealand lodge, gave entitlement

to all the benefits hitherto enjoyed in Britain. If, for whatever reason, a person was not eligible to join

a lodge in New Zealand, it was possible to simply remain a member of the former lodge. Contributions

were paid through a local New Zealand lodge which, acting as an agent for the former lodge,

forwarded them on, paid the member benefits and was eventually reimbursed. The member was,

however, welcome to attend the local lodge and participate in all the social and fraternal benefits.

Within New Zealand the same procedures applied. On leaving an area the lodge member applied for a

clearance certificate which was then deposited at the new lodge of choice. This way accrued benefits

23 MLIOOF Rules 186-5. p.17.
2n ibid., p.z t .

25 MLIIOOF New Zealand did not set up a Board of Directors until 1902. Until then the New Zealand Dstricts were
directly answerable to the Board of Directors in Manchester. The AOF never set up a central authority - High Court - for
the whole ofNew Zealand. Attempts were made to institute one but it never eventuated, therefore the third tier, the High
Court, remained, for the New Zealand AOF, in Great Britain. Although both these New Zealand Orders were independent
bodies they continued to regard themselves as part of their Mother Order. Headquarters, situated in Great Britain, gave
advice and direction and often mled on.law and ritual changes.
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were never lost.26 This system certainly made a transient life easier. Not only was the member able to

make immediate contacts within a new locality and possibly help to obtain a job, but was also assured

of sickness benefits, medical attention and of the care of fellow members. In the case of death a decent

funeral was assured, and a member knew that care would be taken of the widow and cluldren.

Unquestionably this system worked. There are many references to visiting or transferring

members in the lodge minute books, and lodges often corresponded with each other on behalf of their

members. In 1877 the Loyal Antipodean Lodge, MUIOOF Wellington, was informed that Brother

Richards, member of the Loyal Shakespeare Lodge, MUIOOF England, was seriously ill in hospital

and 'wished some member of the Order to visit him to arrange his affairs'. Bro. Richards was duly

visited and it was reported back that he 'was very ill of consumption'. Care and support was organised

for his family and his sick pay advanced by the Antipodean Lodge and, when he died two months later,

the funeral was organised and paid for. Subsequently an account for the sick pay, funeral expenses,

and widow's benefit was sent for reimbursement to his lodge in England.2T

In 1884 the Waikato Lodge MUIOOF, Thames wrote to the Abbotsford Lodge, MUIOOF,

Waipawa, to notit/ them of the death of one of its members, Bro. Walter Adair. As explained in the

letter the brother, at the time resident in Te Aroha, was on his way to Auckland to find work when he

died after accidentally falling into a mine shaft in Thames. Having established that the brother had no

family or friends in the immediate area, 'the officers of this Lodge took steps to claim the corpse and

to inter the remains with the last honours of Oddfellowship'. An advertisement was placed in the local

newspapers as result of which 'many of the members of this, the Charles Bruce, and some other

Lodges resident in the District assembled in the Lodge Room' to follow the coffin to the cemetery. The

brother's widow and children were left destitute in Te Aroha. An appeal was thus made to his

Abbotsford lodge for extra help, as well as a request for reimbursement for funeral costs and the

benefit due to the widow. 'l furnish you herewith with Certificate of Death and I will ask you to

forward cheque or money order to me at your earliest convenience, so that after defraying cost of
funeral the widow may be placed in immediate funds'.28

As no membership records are available for the first 35 years of settlement, it is impossible to

know how many English members carried their benefits with them to New Zealand. From 1877, the

Registrar's figures show that between five and I l% of members entered lodges by clearance each year.

tu Alt the major affiliated Orders established a system of clearance within New Zealand,but initially only the MUIOOF and
AOF seemed to have had an international clearance system.
2t Minutes of The Loyal Antipodean Lodge, MUIOOF, September I E? I -August I 882, Minutes 26 December I 877 to 20

february lE7E, Loyal Antipoldean Lodge archives, Wellington.
'" Letter Loyal Waikato Lodge to Loyal Abbotsford Lodge, Waipawa" 9 December 1884, Samples of Friendly Society and
Freemason records, 1874-1926, MS papers - 5400-03, Alexander Turnbull Library. (ATL).
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However, this figure is not broken down into those arriving from overseas lodges and those moving

within NewZealand.

As the New Zealand population expanded and settlement spread throughout New Zealand, the

proliferation of lodges, spearheaded by the MUIOOF, followed. By the end of the 1850s,25 MUIOOF

lodges had been established, four in Nelson, eight in Wellington, four in Auckland, one in Dunedin

and Christchurch, and one in each of the small coastal settlements of New Plymouth, Napier,

Lyttelton, Timaru, Wanganui and in the settlements surrounding Wellington - Porirua, Upper Hutt and

Lower Hutt. Nelson members had 'wasted no time in carrying the banner of the Manchester Unity to

many places in the Province' and had established lodges in the nearby areas of Motueka, Riwaka,

Wakefield and Blenheim.2e 1By 1854 Nelson with its population of 5,500 settlers was numerically the

third province in the colony).30 The AOF was slower to eskblish itself having, by the end of the

1850s, opened only two Courts - one in Lyttelton and the other in Christchurch.

The discovery of gold in the early 1860s led to a huge influx of immigrants and a

corresponding increase in the number of lodges. Previously uninhabited regions around Thames,

Westland, and Central Otago were opened up. Men poured into the gold regions transforming not only

the landscape but also the social structures.3' Ne* towns sprang up over night and the population of
New Zealand doubled in the three years from 1861. By 1870 it had increased by another two thirds.

The greatest increase took place in Otago, where, by 1871, the population had increased to 70,000,

from just 13, 000 in 1861.

With the immigrants came new Friendly Society Orders. Most of them were founded by

Australians, presumably come to mine for gold.32 In Dunedin, the Independent Order of Odd Fellows

(IOOF) established its first lodge, Pioneer Lodge, in 1862.33 Affiliated to an American Order, it was

slow to make headway. ln the 1870s only eight IOOF lodges were established throughout New

Zealand, (compared to the eight opened by MUIOOF and five by AOF in Otago alone for the same

period). It was not until the 1890s that it finally began to malie progress, althougb it never reached the

membership numbers of either the MUIOOF or the AOF (see table 1a). The largest of the temperance

Orders, The Independent Order of Rechabites (IOR), established its first Tent3a in Auckland in 1863.

Only those who were prepared to sign a pledge vowing to 'abstain from all intoxicating liquors and in

2e Gourlay,p.22.

:: W D Borrie, Immigration to New Zealand 1854-1938, Canberra. 1991, p.34.
'' Erik Olsserl A History of Ongo, Dunediq 1984, p.56.
32 For a discussion on the influx of Rustralian miners into Otago see J.H.M. Salmon, A History of Goldmining in New
Zealond, Wellington, I 963, pp.6 l -3.
" This Order was founded by Australians" and granted a charter by the Grand Lodge of Victoria" IOOF. See Early History
of the Indepetdent Order of Odd Fellavs in New Zealond, nd., pp.2-6, IOOF Archives, Dunedin.
" Tent is the name the Rechabites used for their lodges.
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all suitable ways discountenance their use, manufacture, and sale', were allowed to join.35 In 1869, the

Hibernian Australian Catholic Benefit Society (HACBS) was founded at Greymouth to cater

specifically for the large number of lrish-born miners arriving from Australia,36 After an initial burst,

it too made only slow progress.tt The Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of Australasia (PAFSA)

was established on the Thames gold fields in 1873. Restricting its membership to 'Protestants and

loyal subjects to the Protestant Crown of England', it never broke the 1000 membership mark.38

Almost certainly the reason for the slow progress of all of these Orders can be attributed partly

to their specialist nature - the Hibernians only wanted lrish Catholics, the PAFS only practising

Protestants, and the Rechabites only teetotallers - and partly to their not being affiliated to one of the

large British Orders.3e The IOOF was convinced that the reason for their slow progress was because, as

the Grand Secretary reported in 1886, 'we were long looked upon as of alien origin, our ranks have

never been recruited, as those of other societies, by clearances from the old country'.40 Many of the

immigrants arriving from the United Kingdom in the 1870s probably already belonged to the great

affiliated Societies there. Armed with clearances, they would have immediately sought out an

affiliated New Zealand lodge, or, if one did not exist in their new settlement, they may have

established one.nt Not only did the new immigrants seek to re-establish or rejoin their familiar

institutions, presumably in order to give themselves a sense of belonging and community, they would

also have wanted to make sure of not losing accumulated benefits. As has already been discussed, the

MUIOOF and AOF both allowed benefits to be transf'erred from one country to another.

No doubt because of this easy system of clearances, compared to the other Orders, the

MUIOOF and AOF flourished. Between 1860 and 1870, in Otago alone, the MUIOOF established 19

new lodges and the AOF 13, the majority in the small towns, such as Lawrence, Waitahuna, Alexandra

35 General Rulesfor lhe Governmenr of the New Zealand Centrcl Districr, No 86, lndeperulent Order of Rechabites,
Wellington, I 895, p. 12.

'o The Hibernian Australian Catholic Benefit Society, (HACBS) was originally srarted in Victoria as the Ballarat Hibernian
Society, see Patrick J. Coleman, 'Trmsplanted lrish Instintions: Orangeism and Hibemianism in New 7*atmd, 1877-
1910',MA thesis, Universiry of Canterbury, 1993. See also Rory Sweetman Faith and Fraternalism: A History of the
Hibenrian Society in New Zeolod, 1869-2000, forthcoming. He writes that, 'in l87l the lrish-born made up over one
quarter of the newly-created Westland province', p.2.

:l R P Davis, Irish Iss,res in New Zealud Politic.s, 1868-1922, Dunedin, 1974, pp.65-8.
tr Rul"t of lhe Protestmrt Alliance Friendty Society of Australaia, Dunedin, 1926, p.6. For the origins of this Society see,

Prian Stevenson, 'Stand Fost Together; A History of the Protestant Allinrce Friend\t Society of Victaria, Brisbane, 1996.
3e The exception was the IOR which was affiliated tL a large British Order. For a history of inis Order see, Richardson
Campbelf , Rechabite History, A Record of the Origin, Ri.se and Progress of the Independent Order of Rechabites,
Manchester- l9ll.
a0 Grand Secretary's Report for 1886, in Independent Order of Odd Fellows Grand Lodge Report, (hereafter IOOF Report),
1887, p.5, held at the IOOF Archives, Glasgow Street, Dunedin.
'' John Morris, 'The Assisted immigrants to New Zealand, 1871-79: A Statistical Study', MA thesig University of
Auckland, 1973, pp.25-6. Representatives of Friendly Societies and other suitable organisations were encouraged to come
and inspect New Zealand, and on their return to Great Britain encourage their members to emigrate. This may have
increased the number of British Friendly Society immigrants.
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and Waikouaiti, which had developed to service the influx of miners. While it is impossible to know

with certainty who the members were, it is probable that the majority were not miners. By 1885, 26 of
these lodges were still in existence which would suggest that there was a core of members who stayed

once the miners moved away. As Olssen has pointed out, many of these towns after 1870 became

small industrial centres all 'boasting their own bakers, carriage-makers, editors, and even brewers,

mill-owners, brickmakers, tanners, saddlers'.a2 Boosted in the 1870s by an influx of Vogel

immigrants, these small townships continued to grow and thrive. Banks, insurance companies, stock

and station companies were all established. Along with Friendly Society lodges, a variety of cultural

and community institutions such as libraries, Athenaeum societies, Caledonian societies, newspapers

and literary and debating societies were founded. Thus the gold fields, while bringing a huge influx of
miners, also brought in people to service the population. It was the latter who stayed when the miners

left to seek riches elsewhere. These 'stayers' maintained and ran community institutions, they

consolidated and built upon the wealth brought to the province by the gold rushes.

When gold was discovered in Westland in the early 1860s miners, many already members of
lodges in other parts of New Zealand., converged on the area. ln the years 1865-1867, 15,800

immigrants came from Australia, and many more thousands from the Otago and Nelson goldfields.a3

MUIOOF quickly opened lodges in Westport (1867), Charleston (1867), Reefton (1872),Hokitika

(1866),Ross(1866),Stafford(1867),Greymouth(1867),Goldsborough(1870)andKumara(1870).

Within three years, once the gold had run out and the population moved on, three had closed. Two

more did so by the end of the 1880s. The AOF opened lodges at Grel'rnouth ( 1867), Charleston

(1S71), Westport (1S75) and Reefton (1878).aa

The rush to the Thames goldfields between | 869 and 1871, although not on the scale of
the South Island rushes, also encowaged Friendly Societies to establish lodges. In 1867 the MLIIOOF

established two, one at Grahamstowno and the other at Thames. Due however to the rapid decline in

population,a5 both lodges could not to be sustained and amalgamation took place in 1871. Both the

HACBS and AOF opened lodges in 1870 which were still thriving in 1900.

Thus the 1860s, primarily because of the influx of men seeking gold, saw the introduction of
new Friendly Society Orders and the consolidation and spread of those already established. Whilst the

majority were established in the gold mining areas, several new lodges were founded in the main

centres of Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. By 1870 there were approximately l2l

o2 Olssen, Hixory of Otago, p.7l.
" Keith Sinclair, A History of Nev, Zealand, Auckland, 1988, p.106.
oo It is impossible to know if other AOF courts were opened on the West Coast during this time as there are no surviving
records. I have based my information on tle Registrar's lists of existent lodges, 1900.
a5 Salmoq p.200.
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lodges spread throughout NewZealand.a6 Forty-six were situated either in or near the main centres of

Auckland, Wellington, (including the adjacent country towns of Porirua and the Huft) Dunedin,

Christchurch, New Plymouth and Nelson, l0 in secondary towns of Napier, Wanganui, Timaru,

Invercargill, and Oamaru, and 36 around the gold fields. The rest were scattered throughout

settlements in the North and South Islands. (see map no.l )

Friendly Society growth received its next boost from the government assisted immigration of
the 1870s. Between 1871 and 1881, largely because ofthe huge influx of over 100,000 immigrants,

the population of New Zealand increased by over 90olo, from 256,393 to 484,929.47 Twenty nine

percent of immigrants went to Otago and27.68o/oto Canterbury. The provinces of Hawke's Bay,

Wellington and Auckland together received 37.12% of these new assisted immigrants, while Nelson,

Marlborough, Westland and Taranaki received only a total of 6% between them.a8

ln contrast to the North Island, where the new immigrants would help found 'a number of small

new colonies on lands where Europeans have hitherto been prevented from carrying on even the first

ruder processes of colonizalion', in Otago and Canterbury the new immigrants swelled the population

of already existing settlements and supplied 'a steady stream of labour to assist with the agricultural

operations already under way aiding the different settlements to enlarge themselves'.at They added to

the community institutions already established and founded many new ones, amongst them more

Friendly Society lodges. By 1880, for instance in Canterbury the MUIOOF had established 25 lodges,

the AOF seven, the IOOF five and the IOR, HACBS and SDT a total of four between them. These

lodges were spread throughout the small sefflements of the province, for the population, encouraged by

the spread of pastoral farming and the development of wheat cropping, was already widely dispersed.

Once the new immigrants arrived in the 1870s, they too were encouraged to disperse into the country

areas and settle in the small centres developed to meet the needs of the farming community.sO

hnmigrant reception areas were located throughout the province in Timaru, Ashburton, Rakaia,

Selwyn, Waimate, Temuka, Leighfield, Rangiora and Oxford - all these centres had at least one lodge

by the end of the 1870s - and cottages for rent or purchase were provided in country areas to encourage

people to settle. As one historian has commented, 'This was the era of the towns and villages as local

centres for social and business life and as reservoirs of labour for the estates where men gathered at

# I have taken this count from the Registrar's report for 1900 which lisrs all existing lodges at this date and their date of
establishment. Undoubtedly there more than 135 lodges by 1870 but they did not all survive until 1900. Gourlay for
example lists 65 MUIOOF lodges, whereas only 6l survived and it is known that the HACBS had, by 1870, set up lodges
in several of the West Coast mining townships which did not survive.o' 

Cens,ts, 1881. p. L
ot Morris, 1973. ;. 187
ae Report of A. Follet, immigration officer of the General Government, quoted in Rollo. D. Arnold, 'The Opening of the
Great Bush, 1869-1881; A Social Ffistory of the Bush Settlements of Taranaki, Hawke's Bay and Wellington', PhD thesis,
Victoria University of Wellington, 1971, p.80
'" W.J. Gardner, eA., A History of Canterbury, Vol. II, Christchurch 1971, pp.23l-2.
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harvest time. There were fifty of these villages of over 200 inhabitants'.)t Christchurch also boomed.

By 1886 its population had expanded to 44,688 and its industries and manufactories had multiplied.52

The North Island, on the other hand, until the mid 1870s, had seen little development outside

the main centres. Communications were difficult and settlements were sparse and isolated. Auckland

was an isolated province with a heavy concentration of the population in or near the city itselt.i3 In the

Hawke's Bay and Rangitikei areas the existing settlements such as Wanganui, Napier, Bulls and

Marton, were isolated and small and could not prosper until they could be linked overland with the rest

of the country.sa There, prior to 1870, Friendly Society lodges had existed only in the larger

settlements of Napier and Wanganui; the other settlements were either too small or the population too

transient to support a lodge.

In contrast to the widely spread populations of Otago and Canterbury, that of the North Island

generally gathered around the main settlements of Wellington, Auckland and Nerv Plymouth until the

mid 1870s. This is apparent when the location of Friendly Society lodges for the two main Orders,

MUIOOF and AOF, between the years 1840 to 1880, are compared. Of a total of eight MUIOOF

lodges, four were in Auckland City, two on the Thames goldfields, and one each in the in the

settlements of Cambridge and Gisborne. The AOF had seven lodges in Auckland City, one on the

Thames gold field and one each at Dargaville and Tauranga (See Map. no.2). In Wellington, six of the

l0 MUIOOF lodges were in the city or near suburbs rvhile five of the nine AOF lodges were in the

city. In Otago by contrast, of I5 AOF lodges, only tive were in Dunedin or near suburbs, with the

others being widely dispersed around the province. And only fbur of the 25 Otago MUIOOF lodges

were in Dunedin. The Canterbury District of the MUIOOF boasted l5 lodges, of rvhich only six were

in Christchurch or the near suburbs. And of seven AOF lodges in that province, three were in

Christchurch.

By the mid-1870s as more extensive sefflement of the North Island provinces started to take

place, a corresponding rvidespread distribution of lodges began to become apparent. In Hawke's Bay,

where much of the initial clearing and development was undertaken by Scandinavian settlers, British

colonists soon followed. It was they who 'provided the institutions and shaped the main social

patterns of the bush colonies'.55 In the newly established seftlements institutions such as churches,

schools and Friendly Societies were founded. Nineteen new lodges were founded in the province

between I 871 and l88l, nine affiliated to the MUIOOF, six to the AOF and fbur to the IOR. Because

membership was often comprised of sawmillers who moved on once the immediate bush was cleared,

tt 
Gardner, vol IU, p.125.

" Cer.sz.s, 1886, part I, p 8. This figure includes the suburbs.
" R.C J. Stone. Makers of Fortune, A (rttonial Rusiness (-omnnnity nnl its l"'att, Aucklarrt, 1973, pp.3l-5tt For a detailed discussion on the opening up of this part of New Zealand see Amold, 'The Opening of the Great Bush'.
55ibid 

. p. tzo.
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some lodges did not survive. For instance the MUIOOF lodge at Takapau established in 1877, only

lasted 4 years.56 Nevertheless of the l9 lodges known to have opened in this period, l6 were still in

existence in 1900. Improved communications made it easier for lodges to visit one another, share

social activities, and in the case of the opening of a new lodge, if necessary, to call on the Officers of
an already established lodge to fill the chairs until there rvere sufficient suitably qualified members to

do so. Furthermore it became easier for District Officers to visit struggling lodges, to help them

straighten out financial, secretarial and book-keeping problerns, and if necessary give financial help

from a central fund specifically created fbr that purpose. Support from the District Office often made

the difference between a lodge succumbing to its difficulties and closing its doors and continuing to

operate.5T

In the Wairarapa, the early settlements of Masterton, Carterton, Featherston and Greytown

finally started to grow. By the late 1870s each of these communities had two lodges, one each

affiliated to the MUIOOF and AOF. Improving communications and increasingly cleared bush meant

that new settlements opened further afield in Eketahuna, Martinborough, Pahiatua, Mauriceville and

Woodville. By the 1890s each of these settlements had at least one well established lodge (see Maps 2

and 3).

ln the Manawatu /Rangitikei area, lodges were slower to be established. Although both the

MUIOOF and AOF had established lodges at Wanganui in 1858 and 1867 respectively and the AOF in

Marton in 1860, no more were established until 1876 when the AOF tbunded lodges in Palmerston

North and Feilding. IOOF lodges had been tbunded in these torvns in the 1870s but, despite an initial

flourish of enthusiasm, none survived,ss thus demonstrating the importance of regular visits and

supervision from a District Officer. As the Wellington based District Officer complained, ' It is quite

impossible for a Wellington resident to exercise any power of supervision over Lodges in that District

without personal inspection at short intervals ... I rvould suggest that efforts be made to obtain the

services of a capable officer residing as near as possible to the scene of his labours'.se

Settlement in Taranaki had a slow start. Devastated by war, New Plymouth in the early 1870s

was still little more than a coastal strip of small farms spreading out fiom a straggling village capital,

56 Gourlay. p.37.
5t 

See for exarnple, Gourlay, pp.32 and 35. See also a report by the District Officer for Wellingron District, IOOF, who
emphasised the importance of visiting the 'outlying' lodges in order to keep them on the straight and narrow. Reporting on
a new lodge at Palmerston North he said, 'it requires, however. a certain amount of fostering and great attention should
therefore be given to it .. I several times during my terrn visited the lodge for the installation of officers, and for other
business in connection with the order', IOOF Report, 1887, p. l7 See also Grand Secretary's repon, IOOF Report, 1889,
p.5 on the dangers of small isolated lodges not being visited. See also a comment by Bro. Piggott, who was convinced'of
the necessity of more frequently visiting isolated lodges in his own distria: there had been frequent cases where visits from

9.D.G.M,'s would have saved lodges from injury', IOOF Report, 1889, p.57.
58loOF Report, 1877, p.49

" ibid., p.Jo.
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built along an open roadstead.60 In spite of these clifficulties and the very small population, five lodges

had been established there by 1870, two affiliated to the MUIOOF and three AOF courts. This

relatively high number can perhaps be accounted for by the migration of not only extended kin groups

to New Plymouth, but also goups of friends and neighbours who may have belonged to the same

lodges in Britain.6r Moreover, this was the only region in New Zealandwhere the AOF had a greater

presence than the MUIOOF. No doubt the explanation lies in the provenance of the first immigrants;

the majority came from the West Country, in particular Devon, Cornwall, Dorset and Hampshire,6:

where the AOF had a stronger presence than the MUIOOF."3

Despite the small number of assisted immigrants to Taranaki, by the mid-1870s the population

started to increase. Settlers started to flow into the province from other areas in Nerv Zealand.6a In the

ten year period from l87l to 1881, the population increased from 4,500 to 15,000, a large number

arriving in the last years of the 1870s. As new settlements were created, so were Friendly Society

lodges. For instance, in 1875 the township of Inglewood rvas founded as the central service point for

the clearing and development of the surrounding land known as the Moa Block. Within the year

application for a dispensation to open a Foresters' Coufi had been made to the High Court, City of
York, in England by members who had belonged to the AOF there.os This was granted on 6 January

1876 and the Court was duly opened by visiting officers from Court Waireka, New Plymouth.

Langley's Hotel was the venue of the meetings for the lirst vear, the owner being one of the founding

members and the first Chief Ranger. As the bush was opened up and settlements were established,

other lodges quickly followed, so that by end of the 1880s l3 lodges affiliated to either the MUIOOF

or AOF had been tbunded throughout the province.

By I 880, thanks to the huge increase in population, the number of lodges in Ner.v Zealand more

than doubled from 135 in l870, to 299 in 1880. Spread throughout Nsw Zealand, they were no longer

only clustered in and around the main settlements and gold fields, but had been established in the small

centres servicing the milling and farming industries. A base had been laid from which the Friendly

Society movement would continue to expand for the next six decades.

Even during the long depression which prevailed in New Zealand through most of the 1880s,

the spread of lodges and growth in Friendly Society membership continued. Although it slorved at

certain points during this time, and even decreased in one province. at no time was a global decrease in

('o 
Arnold, p.37.

u' Raewyn Dalziel, 'Emigration and Kinship: Migrants to New Plvmouth 1840 - t 843'. NZJH. 25.2, lggt, pp.I 12-28.
"'A.H.Mclintock, ed., An Encyclopaedia of Neu'7*alantl,1966, vol. llt. p.352; and Arnold, 'The openin-q of the Great
Bush', p.39.
6t Gosden, pp.43-6.
oo Amold, 'The Opening of the Great Bush', pp.379-81.
o' W.Bro. John V. Mclntyre. A Foresler's Heritage, A Century of the Ancient Ortler of l-'ore:;ters in Inglerruxl, t876-t976.
lnglewood, 1976, pp. I l-l 3.
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membership recorded. Despite the prevalent high unemployment,6('a close economic analysis of that

period has shown that certain areas of the economy continued to gtorv. lndustrial growth, especially in

the sphere of light industry, was sustained and indeed expanded. 
t't The industrial labour force

(including workers in 'handicrafts') grew to 39,000 in 1886 making an increase of 36.8 per cent over

the l88l figure.68 Moreover, certain sectors of the workforce were harder hit than others; the unskilled

were more affected than the skilled.6e Because the occupational structure of Friendly Societies was

dominated by working men, and more particularly skilled working men,t" numbers of Friendly Society

members continued to rise and the rate of establishment of lodges was sustained. Ninety-one lodges

were established in New Zealand between 1880 and I 890, making a total of 390 lodges in 1890.

Membership doubled from 13,423 in I 880 to 26,379 in 1890. Even in those areas, such as Canterbury

and Otago which were the most affected by the long depression, Friendlv Societies sustained an

increasing membership and lodges continued to be set up. In Canterbury for example22 new lodges

were founded between 1882-1890 and new members were added to those already established.

Between | 880 and 1885 membership there almost doubled, increasing from 2571 to 4952.

Contributing to this continuing growth was the appearance of a nerv Order, the United Ancient

Order of Druids (UAOD). Founded by immigrants from Australia, 'the first lodge established in the

Dominion was Pioneer Lodge in Christchurch which was brought into being by a handful of Druids

who met in the Orange Hall and there planted the oak which had grown and flourished'.tr After

founding this first lodge in 1875, the Druids rapidly established another l5 lodges in Canterbury before

1890, and 33 throughout the rest of New Zealand. Their membership numbers swiftly expanded from

702 in 1880 to 2892 in 1890, making it the third Order after the MUIOOF and the AOF.

The one exception to this continued Friendly Societ-v growth was Auckland province where, in

the five year period between 1885 and 1890, membership numbers actually declined by 915 (see table

lb). The depression had hit the North Island later than the South Island and Auckland was more

uu R.J. Campbell, "The Black Eighties'- Unemployment in New Zealand in the 1880s', Australiau liconomic Histon,
Ileviev1 XVl,l, 1976, pp,67-82
"' W.J. Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', in 7he Oxftn'd Hi.rtory of New Zectlqnd. Auckland, 1996. pp.57-86. See also G.R.
Hawke, I)esegregation of the Ncw Zealand l.abour Fbrce. l87l-1t-l5. VUW Working Papers in Economic History, 7911,
1979. See also Olssen, (laversham , pp.24-5, I2l and 125. Although he believes that the effects of the 'Long Depression'
were widespread and alTected both unskilled and, to a lesser extent. skilled working men, Olssen also lists the
establishment of several factories despite the depression and writes that. 'The Railways department kept expanding the
shops and providing new machinew tkoughout the 'Long Depression' See also, G.J.R Linge, 'Manufacturing in New
Zealand. Four Years in a Century of Growth,' in R.F Waflers, ed.. I.cud and Society in Nev'Zeqlqncl, Wellington, 1965.
pp I39-59. He claims that 'ironically enough these conditions were accompanied by an expansion of secondary industry'.
p.147.
6E Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', p.82.
oo Olssen, (aversham, p.l6l .

"' Shaun Ryan, 'Friendly Societies: Caversham. St Kilda & South Dunedin', Caversham Working Paper, 1997-1, Dunedin,

_1.997, pp 14 and 16, and chapter three of this thesis.
" T'he New Zealund Dntidic Gazette, May, 1928, p.2. For a history of the Order in New Zealand see Bro. J. Mackay,
Druidism Ancient and Mulem, Auckland 1896. For the Order in Great Britain, see Gosdeq p.49.
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affected than elsewhere in the North Island. As Arnold has shown, the other North Island provinces

not only retained their own natural increase, but'absorbed a portion of the exodus of the population

from the southern provinces, and, in the worst years, from Auckland also'.7? In the early | 880s, when

conditions had deteriorated in the South lsland, Auckland boomed. Large sums of money were

borrowed, extensive building projects were undertaken and speculation was ritb. All the development

centred on Auckland city however, rural development stagnated and fell well behind that of other

provinces. Migrating from the Southern provinces, workers flocked to Auckland - 'the workman's

paradise'ii - eventually creating an overstocked labour market which, when the depression hit and the

building boom collapsed, made the 'city's depression experience all the more painful'.7a

Table lb: Total Friendly Society Membership by Province

Itt0 1885 l8t)0 lt95 1900 t905 r9l0 l9l5 1920 te?s 1930 1935 t93r

Auck 210-1 4085 ll(:l(r .t-i3l 7l8r) s6t2 lli?t 135(J7 ll9{.}B loull 2Jt{,4 21614 27973

HawkesBay tll lzgo le()o :067 3157 ltll 18,16 i799 il04 5il6 6171 5289 -i9t7

Taranaki l1l 764 t02B 1.121 r99l 2+41 :1210 t8i(r 4re6 4559 5tr72 6564 7905

Wgtn 2t2l 35.15 445? 5trt8 7402 9(reo 13470 l4l.u 136t7 16686 20085 179i4 1926-5

Nelson l02E 1107 t9o9 2lll 273(, ll9-5 .r9n -re49 1495 -1672 {ll9 334R -1414

Marlborough l6t i-56 494 469 {02 576 7x0 '?o2 584 770 e07 el9 1048

canterbury 2571 5177 61:14 6703 tr37(, l()028 t25n7 I-1555 l-1559 t7044 20713 20'757 22i?3

Westland 874 s:B zq,(t 56t 756 959 n4i lt3l t]0] l-11{t l-144 1295 l52t

otago 3t]40 -5-352 59-t7 lzot 9746 r27ir t639i 18229 19{21 2t04e 2t7-52 tllE9 24141

Total 13152 22791 26361 3{lt)04 {0257 51056 68006 730{s 74210 9tJ55 107L67 lllJ909 il3?09

Source: Registrar'sReports, AJHR 188 l-1939

By the mid 1890s, throughout the whole of New Zealand,the industrial growth of the previous

decade had slowed. Between l89l and I 896 industry stagnated and the proportion of industrial

workers to the total labour force fell.75 The number of Friendly Society members, although growing

more slowly, continued to increase, from 26,379 members in I890 to 30,905 in 1895, and lodges

continued to be established throughout the period.

Despite transience, depression, and unemployment, the nineteenth century witnessed the

establishment and spread of Friendly Societies throughout the settled areas of New Zealand.

Established in many cases by immigrants who had been members in their country of origin , a great

number of the first lodges lasted the century - and beyond. Of the lodges established in the first five

72 Arnold, 'Opening of the Great Bush', p. I L
'' Stone, pp.37-8, and 57-64. See also Margaret Mutch, 'Aspects of the Social and Economic History of Auckland, 1890-
1896', MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1969, pp.l4-35.
7a 

Stone, p.64.
t'Gatdn"i, 'A Colonial Econonry', p.83.
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decades of settlement the Registrar's returns show that l2 established by 1850 rvere still surviving in

1900, of those established between 1850 andl 870,99 continued to exist, and 135 established in the

next decade were still active in 1900.76 By 1885 there was a total of 355 lodges in New Zealand.In

1900 the number had risen to 465. As maps l, 2 and 3 show, although the greater number of lodges

were situated in or near the main centers. there was a least one lodse in most of the smaller

settlements.

Given this number of lodges founded between 1840 and 1885, it is difificult to be convinced by

Fairburn's argument that social isolation was the norm for New Zealand sociery, that lodges, if
established at all, were unable to survive due to the lack of settled people to maintain them, and that

one of the primary causes of social isolation was the'tide of immigrants'cut off from their

associations in the home country and unable to re-establish lamiliar institutions in their new country.77

On the contrary, upon arrival in their new country many men rapidly made enough contacts to

establish lodges, and clearly enough members stayed long enough to ensure that a large number of
these lodges survived. Fairburn's contention that over half the lodges formed between 1865 and | 868

had dissolved by 1885 is inaccurate. He has used the figures of a research student, who in turn seems

to have drawn evidence very selectively from Gourlay's history of MUIOOF.TE Therefore only the

figures for MUIOOF have been taken into account and even according to Gourlay's list, only seven of

the 28 MUIOOF lodges established during this time had either closed or amalgamated by 1885.7e

Furthermore the fact that other Orders opened lodges during the same time has not been taken into

account by Fairburn; the AOF had opened 24 courts which were still in operation by 1885, and the

IOR and IOOF had established another five lodges. Even in the Auckland province, where lodges

were slower to be established and many, according to Gourlay, clid not endure,st' more survived than

became defunct. Fairburn states that, of the six lodges founded in Auckland province over the 1870s,

only two lasted until 1900. That indeed is true for the MUIOOF lodges,sr however, there rvere also

seven AOF lodges founded during this time, as well as nine lodges belonging to the smaller Orders. In

total l8 lodges fbunded in Auckland Province during the 1870s lasted the century.

By focusing solely on the transients and on the lodges that failed, Fairburn has neglected to

show that many more lodges stayed open than closed. Despite the relatively high turnover of members

7'; As explained on page 5 it is impossible to know how many of the lodges established in the firsr four decades of
settlement did not survive. lt is only possible to know those which did last because the Registrar always listed the date of
establishment in his yearly returns. I have therefore used the 1900 return ro estimate how many lodges established during

tle first fifty years of settlement. were still in existence in t900. AJHR, t902. H- I, pp.l4-21.
" Fairburn, p.l9l.
78 

Sheryl Fisk, 'Friendly Societies in New Zealand I 840- l 900. and Their Influence as an Agency for the Provision of
Welfare', Hist, 316 research paper, Victoria University of Wellingron,1979, p.5. See also Gourlay, p.43.
te Gourlay, pp. 150-2.
ou Gourlay. p.42
8r They had already established six lodges between the 1840s and 1860s which continued to survive well into the twentieth
century.
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suffered by all lodges throughout New Zealand, as indicated by the numbers leaving and entering by

clearance and the high number of secessions, there were, in most places, sufficient 'persisters' to keep

the lodges running. In her study on Castlemain Friendly Societies, Nancy Renfree found that

membership of the Societies there was made up of roughly equal parts of transients and a 'core group

of members' who remained for fifteen vears or more.*2 The situation was probably not dissimilar in

New Zealand; despite high transience rates there was usually a core of members who maintained the

life of the lodges. Because he was so focused on proving atomisation, Fairburn lost sight of this core

of persisters who stayed on, built community structures such as lodges, and then provided the

continuity necessary to sustain them. And he seems to have completely overlooked the role played by

lodges in facilitating communiqv social interaction, not only for their own members but fbr the whole

community.

By making national generalisations and failing to disaggregate data into local units, Fairburn

f'ailed to recognise significant regional variations. While his assertions may have been true fbr

Westland where, once the gold was exhausted, most of the miners moved on,8't and for many parts of

the North Island, where the establishment of seftlements was often slow and arduous, the same cannot

be said for Otago and Canterbury. Examination of lodge numbers and membership figures for these

two provinces for the 1860s, I 870s and 1 880s, periods of continuing high transience and social

isolation according to Fairburn, has clearly demonstrated there were sufficient 'persisters' to ensure

that rnost lodges continued to function and that a solid stable base, hom which Friendly Societies

could build up membership, was laid down during these years.

As further proof of atomisation Fairbum has contended that the time lag between settlement of

an area and the establishrnent of voluntary organisations such as lodges showed that the numbers were

'initially too low to support communal institutions'.Er Again, while that may have been the case for

some settletnents, in others, lodges were almost immediately established. The Nelson MLIIOOF

Lodge, as discussed above, arrived with the settlers; the AOF Inglewood Lodge rvas founded the same

year as the settlement; and in Queenstown the AOF established a Court and built a hall in 1863, the

first year of settlement.si

Moreover in many instances it is difficult to know when exactly, within one or two years,

lodges were established. Lodges often gave their date of foundation as the date they received their

dispensation from headquarters in England. Frequently a considerable period of time elapsed between

$2 Renliee. pp 134-56.
*t 

See Gouriay, pp 25-8 for a description of the difficulties faced bv MUIOOF lodges in Westland: see Sweetman, chapter

?, PP 4-5 for a discussion of the Hibernian lod-ees that were established and did not survive.
6a Fairbun\ p.182.
$ A lfalking Guitle to Hislorical ()treet.ttorutt, Queenstown. nd, p.4. See also Mclintock. vol. IIt, p. I0, who describes the
settlement of Queenstown in 1863.
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deciding to form a lodge, requesting the dispensation and receiving it. In the words of Gourlay, 'It is

as well to remember that in the days of sailing vessels and infrequent ships to New Zealand the

procuring of dispensations was a protracted process and we find lodges operating several years prior to

the arrival of their dispensations'.8u The Foresters in Inglewood, for example" applied for their

dispensation in early 1875, it arrived in early 1876 which then became the official date of the

foundation of the lodge.87 The MUIOOF Napier lodge, which received its dispensation on l2 May

1856 had been holding meetings since 1855,88 and the Loyal Britannia Lodge, the dispensation of
which was dated 8 February 1843, had for at least the whole of the previous year been holding

meetings in Weltington.*n [n all these cases there were demonstrably enough members both to hold

regular meetings and to supply the minimum number required for the granting of a dispensation some

time befbre the official registration date.

In other cases, settlements were able to gather together enough men to form a lodge but often

had to wait fbr an offrcial from another District to come and open the lodge. The rules of both the

AOF and MUIOOF stated that a lodge could only be opened with the permission of a District, and that

a District Officer had to assist at the opening.e0 The nearest District may have been several days

joumey away, and the District Officers, most of whorn would have been employed, rvould not have

been able to come immediately. Such was the situation for Egmont Lodge in New Plymouth. The

potential members asked someone from the Auckland District to come and assist at the opening in

September 1856, but nobody was able to go until April 1857. Therefbre the lodge had to rvait seven

months before it could officially open.'l To argue. as Fairburn has done, that in many instances lodges

were unable to gather together enough people to open, is to overlook the informal gatherings that took

place often long before a lodge became officially instituted. His 'time lag betrveen initial colonisation

of an area and growth to the point of being able to sprout formal leisure groupings' was, in the case of

many lodges, not necessarily due to lack of people, but to tardiness in being recognised as a formal

organisation. e2

High mobility, a transient workforce, and supposed atomisation did not prevent a high number

of lodges established in the nineteenth century surviving. This illustrates that, contrary to Fairbum's

assertions, in a great many settlements there was a sufficient core of stayers to provide the stability

necessary to initiate and maintain local institutions and to become the leaders and joiners of voluntary

societies such as lodges. Rather than assuming that just because a large percentage of the population

E6 Gourlay, p.32.
87 Mclntyre, p. I 3,

ll I E Siorkly, MLI Loyat Napier Lottge; A Hisrory,Napier, 1995. p 4

l'..History of the Loyal lJritannia Lcxlge, No.3833, Wellington. 1993, p 4
'" MUIOOF Rules, 1865, pp.13, 36-7
er Gourlay, p.42.
" Fairburn, p.182.
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left an area in any one year community institutions could not be sustained, it has been found that

indeed lodges did survive, that a certain element of the population was stable, and that sufficient

continuity was maintained for social interaction totake place.

The first three decades of the twentieth century were the period of greatest growth for Friendly

Societies. Benefiting from the transformations taking place in the European society and the long

period of prosperity lasting from the mid-1890s to the beginning of the 1920s, lodges continued to

spread to every part of the country and membership increased at a steady rate.e''

Graph la: Membership as a o/o of the population:
Alf New Zealand
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Source: Census of New Zealand ,1886-'1936: Registrads Reports, AJHR 1887-1939

In the period l90l to 1916 mernbership grew from 9% of the total adult population and l7o/o of
adult males , to lToh of the total population and 22Vo of males over 20 (graph I a). World War One

brought a halt to this increase. Owing to the unacceptably high risk involved, lodges stopped

recruiting men of military age unless they were exempt on medical grounds. This, combined with the

number of members killed during the War, meant that membership increase was minimal between

1915 and 1920. Thus a decline in the percentage of eligible males as lodge members was experienced.

Holever, once peace was declared and Friendly Society recruitment drives got underway again,

numbers surged. By 193 I the percentage of Friendly Societ.v members had peaked at 24a/o of adult

males, and l2o/a for the whole adult population. The Depression caused numbers to decline slightly

tr For a discussion on the changing New ZealandEuropean Society, see Olssen, 'Towards a New Society'. For a
discussion on the economic prosperity, see Tom Brooking, 'Economic Transformation' in I'he Oxlord History rf Neu,
Zealand, Auckland, 1996, pp.230-53.
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from 107,167 members in | 930 to 103,6l2 in 1935. This loss had been reversed by 1938 when a high

point of 113,709 members was reached.

These national figures however obscure considerable regional diff'erences. Graph lb, which

shows the membership for the four provinces of Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury and Otago,

demonstrates that membership as a percentage of the male population remained consistently high in

the two South Island provinces. The percentage of adult male Friendly Society members in Auckland

was I lYo in l885 and only rose to l5Vo by 1930. Wellington, which started with a relatively high 16%

in 1880 had, by 1930, reached2}o/o. By the 1930s, in both Canterbury and Otago 30% of the male

population over 20 years were Friendly Society members. In Otago. with its falling percentage of the

European population, Friendly Societies continued to grow steadily and to gain an increasing

proportion of the population.

10%

35%

3A%

25o/a

20%

ts%

l0o/o

s%

0o/"

ETotal Nelv Zealand

I Auckland

1I Wellington
rEt 

Canterbur.r'

Lr9tqr

Source: Census of New Zealand 1886-1936: Registrar's Reports, AJHR 1887-1939

Conversely, Auckland, with its increasingly greater share of the population had, until 1938, by

far the smallest proportion of Friendly Society members. Wellington, the second most populous

province, had a gleater percentage of Friendly Society members than Auckland, but considerably

fewer than either Canterbury or Otago. In terms of absolute numbers, despite Auckland's greater

population,uo there were only 8612 Friendly Society members in Auckland in 1905, compared to

10,028 in Canterbury and 12,733 in Otago. That meant 160^ of the Auckland male adult population

ea [n Aucktand province in I 906 there was a total population of 20 I ,5 19, and an adult male population of 60,596. Tlre
numbers were 162,013 and 49,389 respectively for Canterbury and for Otago 195, l7l and 56.595. ('ernu.r, I906, part l,
p.3.

Graph I b: Members as a o/" of males over 20 years by province

1886 I89l 1896 l90t t906 t9t I t9l6 l92l t926 l93l t9_36 1938
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were members at this time, where both Canterbury's and Otago's membership rate was over 20o/o. ln

1920 Otzgo still had the most Friendly Society members, and Canterbury had only 48 fewer members

than Auckland, although by this date Auckland province boasted a population of 369,618, or 30.3% of
the European population of New Zealand. Wellington's population was 248,801, or 20.4%o, of the total

population, while 136,880 people, or lI.2%o of the population, lived in Otago and 199,03 4, 16.30/o n
Canterbury.tt By 193 l, however, Friendly Society membership had risen to 34Yo of the adult male

population in Otago md32% in Canterbury, while Auckland's rate had barely increased from its 16%

level of 1906.

The reasons for this disparity in membership are not immediately clear. Although Otago, and

Canterbury before 1926, had a slightly higher proportion of industrial workers the difference was not

significant enough to account for the disparity in the proportion of members between the provinces. In

Otago, 1l% and ll.2o/o of the population were employed in industrial work in l92l and 1926,

compared with I 7o/o and 10.5% in Canterbury,10.3o/o and 10.60/o, in Auckland and l0% and 10.5% in

Wellington for the same period.e6

The explanation instead can be found in the early settlement patterns and traditions of the

provinces and the nature of their subsequent development. Canterbury and Otago settlers did not have

to contend with the difficulties of conflict and the resulting population mobility encountered by the

North Island settlers. Neither did they have to banle the inhospitable bush environment of the North

Island where isolated settlements were hacked out of dense bush, where roads were extremely

rudimentary, and making a living was exceedingly arduous. By contrast, in the provinces of Otago

and Canterbury, where the environment was peaceful, where much of the land was more hospitable,

where communications were more easily established, imrnigrants were able to settle more quickly, get

on with making a living, form family groups, develop networks and create a more stable community

base from which institutions and activities could develop. The gold rushes in Otago had served to

increase the population nearly sixfold and to open up the interior for close settlement. Once the rushes

were over, many people stayed and turned to developing other occupations. Commercial agriculture

and market gardening expanded as people began to take up small goverrment-leased farms.eT Towns

and settlements such as Cromwell, Clyde, Alexander and Roxborough, established during the gold

rushes, became industrial, administrative, and service centres for the surrounding rural populations.

They became settled communities with 'established churches, Athenaeums. schools, lodges, hospitals,

ei Campbell James Gibson, 'Demogsaphic History of Neu' Zealand'.PhD Thesis. Universilv of Califomia, Berkeley. 1971,
p.51.
t6Census,l92l. 

Part VIII. pp.3-5. 1926 Vol. lX. pp.5-6.
et James Forrest, 'OtAgo During the Goldrushes' in R.F. Watters. ed.. Land and Societlt in Neu, Zealand. Wellinglon
1e65. pp. 80-100.
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and newspapers'.e8 Families thus put down roots, created networks, and in nearly every small town

there was a least one and often nrro lodges. As an integral part of the community building process, the

lodges created and helped to sustain a strong sense of community. The Canterbury pattern of

settlement was not dissimilar. Small centres were established early on to serve the pastoral and

agricultural industry. Tbere too, lodges were quickly established, helping to engender and reinforce

the community building process. The influx of immigrants into both Otago and Canterbury during the

I870s helped to augment the population in these cenffes. Public works were undertaken, more

railroads were built and more industries were started. Existing communities expanded and new ones

were created.

By the mid-1870s Dunedin had become the largest and most industrialised town in New

Zealand. Artisans, tradesmen, small proprietors and manual workers flowed into the town to work in

the ever growing number of factories and work places. Well established ciry lodges swiftly expanded

and many new ones were created, thus laying down a strong base of Friendly Society lodges which

were sustained, organised and nurtured by an increasingly settled community. Canterbury followed

closely behind. By the mid-1870s, according to Eldred Grigg, 'Canterbury with 162 manufactories

possessed more industrial plant than any other province but Otago'.ee

In the more isolated settlements which survived after the gold rushes had passed, old traditions

were clung to, as it was these traditions that knitted together isolated and self-contained communities.

Olssen's description of Arowtown could well be applied to any number of small communities

struggling for survival. 'Old world customs still survived, everybody attended community dances,

people amused themselves with community festivals ... a world of hard work, simple amusements and

integrity'.lm In many cases, lodges were an integral part of this community life providing continuity,

support and social interaction for the inhabitants.

As growth slowed in the two Southern provinces, as the number of unmarried men and

immigrants declined, change also slowed. As the twentieth century progressed and the decline in

Dunedin's (and Otago's ) rate of population increase and industrial pre-eminence became ever more

apparcnt, old traditions, values and a sense of community were 'vigorously reaffirrned'.10' Immigrants,

far more likely to go to the North Island, were no longer coming into the area to bring different values

and to add new dimensions to the old traditions.tot By 1921. the South Island had a much higher

eB Olssen, History of Otago. p.77.
"",El&ed-OriEg. A Neu, HistorT- of Canterbury, Dunedin, 1982, p.38.
'"" Olssen, History of Otago.p.l7l.
'u' Olssen, History of Ongo, p.159. See also page 173, where Olssen describes the isolated rural settlements of Otago.
'These inward-looking and isolated settlements now looked to the past rather than the future and the past pervaded their
present'.
iot S"" for example Census, l g l6"section V. p.49 which states^ 'persons of foreign birth were considerabll, more numerous
inthenorthernprovincesthanintle southern'. InCensus. l92l.partV.p.Titwasstatedthat'newarrivalshaveinclined
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percentage of residents of long standing than the North Island. ln Canterbury and Otago 25 '40o/o and

27.Z1%respectively of the population had been resident for between forty and fiffy years' By

comparison the hgure was only 12.0g%in Auckland and I 6'll% in Wellington'to3 Both the South

Island provinces also had, by I 9l 6, a far higher percentage of native born than the North Island

provinces. 73.6%of Canterbury's rural population, for instance, was native born. And Christchurch,

with 67.2%, had a far higher number of native born citizens than any other New Zealand city. Thus

the population was more homogeneous, more settled, and more politically and socially stable than that

of the North Island.roa English culture dominated, especially in canterbury. According to Eldred

Grigg the province was .one of the 'whitest'. most middle-aged and most uniform provinces of New

Zealand'.1os

Concurrentty the South Island population became older than that of the North, with Otago and

Canterbury having the highest mean ages.106 Not surprisingly, this was reflected among lodge

members, with the average age in the South Island being higher than in the North' In 1909 for

instance, the average age for members belonging the North Island Grand Lodge of the UAOD was

31.g9 years, while that of the Canterbury Grand Lodge UAOD was 36.81 and for the AOF Otago

District it was 35.88 years-lo7

Secession rates of the lodges reflected these characteristics of a less mobile, more stable, older

society. for the greater proportion of those members seceding did so within a short time ofjoining, and

were generally young, unmarried men. As the Registrar noted, 'the majority of lapses takes place

among the younger or newer members, and that, as the members increase in age or membership' the

secessions gradually diminish'.108 For instance, in l90l Manchester Unity experienced an llo/o

secession rate in Auckland, 4% notago and 5Yo in canterbury.'on Io l9l0 a 9.46% secession rate was

experienced by Auckland MUIooF compared to otago's 4.39%oand canterbury's 5.8%o.tt0 In 1915,

7.gl%members left lodges in Auckland and 4'89o/o in Otago'rrr

It was perhaps for the same reasons that labour did well in Dunedin, that Friendly Society

membership was so high - there was a strong sense of community amongst the working people' They

tived in the same suburbs, attended the same clubs and, in many cases, worked in the same factories'l12

to the North lsland at the expense of the South'. It was also pointed out that 'the high percentage of residents of long

standing found in the South lsland is particularly noticeable"'

'ot Census,part V. 1921. P.7.
ro4 Plumridge, p.24.
r05 Eldred-Grigg, p.l 01.

'ou Census, 1916. section 1V' P.42.

'ot AJHR, l9lo, H-l, p.34.
r08 AJH& 1881, H-7, p.7.
toe4tHR 1902, H-1, p.22.

"u ibid., l9l l, p.36.

"' ibid., 1916. p.32.

"' See for example, Olssen Cqversham- esp' pp'33-45'
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A strong sense of worker solidarity had developed and when, after the 1890s, the local labour

movement became more moderate and skilled men 'found in sport and recreation, self-improvement

and suburban respectability a new ethos which supplanted that of the pub and workshop',t13 lodges

thrived. Representing the more traditional, conservative values of self-improvement, self-help, thdft,

industry, sobriety and respectability that the local working people seemed to be increasingly

embracing, lodges had become an integral component of the working man's tradition.lla

This same sense of working community has been commented on by Libby Plumridge for

Christchurch. She notes that because of its early industrialisation, Christchurch developed distinct

working-class suburbs, such as Woolston, Sydenham, Addington and Waltham, where a ovigorous

working class-culfure' thrived. l15 Moderate and reformist in character, these working people were

also inclined to focus on self-improvement and suburban respectability rather than radical politics.l16

Friendly Society ethos fitted well into this culture.

The high percentage of Friendly Society members in Otago and Canterbury serves to underline

the more stable, more conservative, less heterogeneous nature of the population in those provinces.

Where Auckland and Wellington looked to the future and focused on accommodating their fast

growing younger populations, and on creating jobs and wealth, the two South Island provinces took

refuge in the osecure values of times past'.117 Clinging to familiar traditions people here found security

and identity in known and well established institutions, such as Friendly Societies.

By 1920, 832 Friendly Society lodges had been established. By 1930 this number had grown to

1023. No part ofNew ZeaLand was without a lodge. Nearly every rural settlement had at least one.

Nonetheless, in spite of the large and constantly increasing number of rural lodges, the large

percentage of members remained urban. From the 1880s to the 1930s between nearly 55Yo and70% of
members belonged to lodges situated either in one ofthe four main centres or major secondary towns,

while another l5o/o to 20Yo were to be found in towns with a population of over I ,000. The rest were

in the small rural settlements and villages (see graph lc). In 1880 when 58% of the New Zealand

population was rural, 82% of Friendly Society'members were in urban lodges. By the mid 1920s,

though, when the New Zealand rural population had droppe d, to 40o/o,l18 rural membership of lodges

was just above 20%o, the proportional difference had become less marked. Despite the urban drift

I'i Olssen, History of Otago.p.1l7.
I'u ibid.. p.il7.
It5 Plumridge, p.20.
rro ibid., p.23.
r'7 Olssen, History oJ'Otago, p.160.
rr8 Gibson, p.69.
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experienced throughout New Zealand, rural lodges were able to maintain their numbers, and indeed

increase them, thanks to the great number of new lodges opening in smaller centres.

The greatest increase in the number of rural lodges after the turn of the century took place in

the North Island. This was because of the rapidly increasing population there and the 'strong drift to

the north' which had started to take place by the end of the nineteenth century.l'' Between 1886 and

1906 the North Island accounted for about 80% of the net New Zealand rural population increase, a

gain four times as great as that of the South Island,r:(' and this gain continued throughout our period.t2l

Graph 1c: New Zealand Friendly Society Membership By
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Source: Sfallsfics New Zealand, 1880-1938: Registrar's Reports, AJHR 1881-1939

The province of Auckland horvever experienced the greatest $owth. As already discussed, rural

development there had been slower than elsewhere in New Zealand; growth had for a long time

centred on Auckland city. By 1900, however, the northern and southern regions of the province were

becoming more settled and developed.l2l The opening up of Crown land in the North and in the

Thames Valley, the drainage and reclamation of vast areas of swamp land in the Hauraki Plains, North

Auckland and the Bay of Plenty, and the resettling of returned soldiers accelerated this process after

I 9 I 5. 
| 23 Between 1926 and I 936 the population of the Central and South Auckland-Bay of Plenty

tt'' J,S, Duncan, 'The Land for the People: Land Senlement and Rural Population Movements, 1886-1906', in M
McCashll, ed., Lend and Livelihoorl. (ietrytaphiutl C.*z4s in Honcnrr o/ ()eorge .lohbenrs. Christchurch, 1962. pp 170-90
t2o ibid.. pp.l77-9.
t'r 

Gibson, pp.45-53
r22 Mutch pp.33-4.
f 2r T.J. Hearn and R P. Hargreaves. 'The Growth and Development of a Ner.v Society', in R J Johnston, ed.. Society and
Environment in New Zealand, Christchurch, 1974, pp.64-87 See also lt'lalcom McKinnon, ed,, Nert'Zealqnd Historical
,4//o.r, Wellington, 1997, plates 59 and 61.
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district increased by 36.17o compared with a 12.60/o increase for Wellinglon and a9.lo/o increase for

Canterbury.l'a In centres established to service these developing rural areas, lodges were very quickly

established and their number proliferated (See Maps 5 and 6). For instance, of the 48 MUIOOF lodges

established New Zealand-wide between 1905 and '1915, 20 were in Auckland province. Another 50

MUIOOF lodges were established between 1920 and 1925,29 of which were in Auckland province.

Of the 49 lodges established in Auckland province between 1905 and 1925 only l4 were in Auckland

city itself, and one in Hamilton. The rest were in the smaller towns and settlements of the province.

Sixty two of the 95 new lodges established by the IOOF in New Zealandbetween 1905 and 1925 were

in the North Island. Forty of these lodges were in the province of Auckland. As graph ld shows,

although the large percentage of lodge members continued to be urban, after a surge in 1900 to nearly

25Yo,rural membership in Auckland stayed around the20o/o mark, double that of the nineteenth

century. The sudden increase in 1900 can be explained by the influx of miners to Waihi, Karangahalce

and Waitekauri. While in 1895 there were no lodges in those three settlements, by 1900 Waihi had 3

lodges with a total of 472 members, Waitekauri two lodges containing 206 members and Karangahake

one lodge with I 16 members. r25

-l
Graph ld: Auckland Membership By Town Size
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In Wellington province, the percentage of members belonging to rural lodges peaked in 1900

due to the development of the Wairarapa, Manawatu and Rangitikei areas (see graph le).'tt'Once the

railways were constructed and the sawmilling fell offl, the proportion of rural dwellers fell

dramaticallyr2T resulting in a decline in rural lodge members. Despite a rise in 1920, in response

probably to increasing numbers of people settling in the rural areas due in part to returned soldiers

going on to the land in this region,rr8 rural lodge membership had declined to l5% by 1925 and to l0%

five vears later.

Graph 1e: Wellington Membership By Town Size
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The proportion of Otago's rural Friendly Society membership, which had alrvays been higher

than that of the North Island, peaked at 3Ao/o in l9l-5-20. The slight downrvard trend after that was no

doubt caused by young men migrating from the country to either Dunedin or the North Island.lle

Canterbury also experienced a slight decline in the percentage of rural members after 1920 for similar

reasons.t3t'

r2n See McKinnon. plates 47 and 90.
'" ibid , plate 90.

''* ibid., plate -s9.t'u Olssen, Histon' qf Otttgo, pp I 58, l7l-2
''u Eldred-Grigg, p. I I l.
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Source: Sfafibfrbs New Zealand, 1880-1938: Registrar's Reports, AJHR'1881-1939

Despite the larger percentage of members in urban areas, the actual number of lodges situated

in the rural areas of all provinces was greater, invariably with a much smaller membership. For

example in Otago by 1905, 57 out of l0l lodges were in rural areas. However 60% of the members

were either in Dunedin or in the nvo large towns of Oamaru and lnvercargill. Twenty-nine lodges

were in Dunedin or near suburbs. The largest lodge had 610 members, two other lodges had more than

300 members, eight had more than 200 and l6 had more than 100 members. The two large towns of

Oamaru and Invercargill accounted for l5 lodges with a total of 1652 members, rvhilst the rest of the

lodges were in the smaller towns or rural districts. Only l l of the 57 rural lodges had more than 100

members.

By 1925 an even greater percentage of lodges had opened in all rural areas (see map 5), the

majority though, as already discussed, in the North Island. hnproved communications and transport

meant that lodges established in the more remote areas became less isolated, inter-lodge visiting

became common and distant members could attend lodge meetings more readily. Directors from the

District offices were able to visit, offer aid in times of difficulty, and revive declining lodges.

Increased Friendly Society growth was thus sustained throughout the first three decades of the

twentieth century. Although some provinces experienced a higher percentage of members tlan others,

the expansion took place throughout the whole of the country, (see map 6). Despite the greater

percentage of members being urban, rural lodges significantly increased their numbers, particularly

after 1915. By 1938 the movement was flourishing. There were 113,709 members in 1090 lodges
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throughout New Zealand. Friendly Society lodges seemed destined to become an integral component

of every New Zealand urban and rural centre.

l

70o/o
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Graph 1g: Canterbury Membership By Town Size
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Source: Sfafisfibs New Zealand, 1 880-1 938: Registrar's Reports, AJHR 1 881 -1 939

One of the ways local lodges had helped build a sense of community and had encouraged

people to join and remain as members was through an active social calendar. Throughout the

nineteenth century, in particular, lodges played a signiflcant role in the social and recreational life of

their mernbers, most of whom were working-class. Whereas the middle classes, profbssionals and

social elite had their exclusive clubs and a social life centred on dinners, dances, balls, receptions and

house parties,lll working people had their lodges and, after the mid-1870s in some centres, rvorking-

men's clubs.l12 Most Societies regarded the creation of a convivial social atmosphere, in which

harmony, friendship and benevolence could be promoted, as an indispensable adjunct to their benefit

function. As their rules stated:

To provide against the calamities just adverted to is, though great, not the only advantage
which results from our associated Brotherhood. This then, is another advantage incidental to
our Ancient Order; besides uniting to render less trying the vicissitudes of human existence, we
likewise assemble to promote the social happiness of our brethren and relieve our minds
occasionally from the pressure of care with temperate conviviality.lll

t" S"" for example, Terence Hodgson, (olonial (apitcrl, Llteltington lS65- 19t0. Auckland, 1990, pp.32-3, Stevan Eldred-
Grigg,.4 SouthemGennT',NevZeqlanclersw'hoinheritedthelturth.Wellington. 1980, pp 100-2.and l7?-]. Roberta
Nicholls, 'Elite Society in Victorian and Edwardian Wellington', in David Hamer and Roberta Nicholls. eds. T'lte making of
ll/cllingun, 1800 - l9lJ. Wellington, 1990, pp.205-9.t" The first working man's club probably started in Dunedin in 1877. Bv 1938, l2 clubs were registered with a total
membership of 8846, AJFIR, 1939, H-1, p 36
'" (ieneral Laws.for the (iovernmeil of Ancient Order of I.tn'esrers, Aucklurd Disajcl. Auckland, lS8-5, p.4.
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Gosden has argued that the early British Friendly Societies developed a social adjunct at each meeting

to encourage men to join. Simply paying the insurance premium was not enough to appeal to working

men. A fortnightly convivial gathering, a yearly or half yearly feast and organised excursions were

added attractions.tto Th. same could be said for the early New Zealand lodges. Established at a time

when many men were without families or relatives, living alone in boarding houses or lodging in a

small lonely room, the lodge evening offered an opporfunity for company and conviviality.l3s

Lessening the isolation, loneliness and dislocation of immigration, lodge social evenings recreated the

sense of communlty many had known in their home country.

Held in the local hotel or 'pub', the lodge convivial activity in early years probably only

consisted of drinking together once the business of the meeting was finished. However, keen to

disassociate themselves from the image of drunkenness and disorderly behaviour associated with pubs,

most lodges by the 1870s were either building their own halls or frnding alternative premises for their

meetings. As a consequence social activity became more varied, euchre parties were held or a member

might give a lecture or a vocal rendition; ladies' nights became popular where dancing, mixed card

competitions or singing took place; children's parties and outings were organised. Lodges became the

recreational focus for the whole family.

Caroline Daley in her study of Taradale has claimed that lodges were a crucial element of male

leisure in Taradale. and that, despite the advent of women after 1900, they remained masculine

institutions.l36 According to Daley, the leisure activity, the male companionship, and the social

contact constituted for many men the primary reason for joining a lodge - they gave men a refuge from

women. Indeed for many, this was no doubt true, particularly in the early years of settlement.

Nevertheless, by the turn of the century, as leisure patterns changed, as alternative structured forms of

amusement and occupation were offered and increased focus on family life became evident, fewer and

fewer men seemed inclined to spend their evenings in exclusively male company.l3T Lodges found

they could no longer count on men wanting to come out to spend a convivial evening with their male

friends.

Our Local Friendly Societies are certainly backward in the way of entertainments or outings for
its members and there is no doubt that if there is more it would be better for the Societies. The
very nimre society shows that it was the original intention that the fratemity should meet
together and yet what is our experience? Although the lodge may be fifty, u hundred or more

r3a Gosden, p. I 15.

'3t For a discussion on the preponderance ofmen in the colonial population and their tendency to rely on each other for
support and companl.-. see Jock Phillips, A Man's Counrr-v? The imagc of the Pakeha Male, A History', Auckland, 1987,
pp.6-10.
r36 Caroline Daley, Girls & Women, pp.152-4.

'" For a discussion on changing leisure patterns and the increase in organised sport. leisure and social life see Erik Olssen,
'Towards a New Society' . pp.262-4.
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strong, there is often a diffrculty in getting a quorum at the regular meeting to carry out the
routine administrative business- 138 -

Social committees were set up to work out and to implement social programmes. Progressive inter-

lodge euchre tournaments were put in place, as were inter-lodge card, bowls, quoits and ping pong

toumaments. Increasingly the after-lodge functions were extended to include wives, daughters and

'lady' friends. As will be discussed in the next chapter, the Ruth Rebekah Lodge, IOOF, (formed in

1895) always held their meetings on the same night as the local men's lodge, so that once business was

completed they could combine their social activities - singing, recitations, readings, lectures and

dancing. And the lodges that adopted mixed membership after l915 found that affendance at meetings

and social events significantly increased.

As with male clubs generally, there was always a hard core of members who attended regularly

and used the lodge as a 'refuge from females' and their domestic environment. These men

undoubtedly would have preferred to keep the lodges exclusively male. Even so the evidence shows

that, if even the exclusively male lodges had not extended at least a part of their social life to include

women' getting a significant number of men to continue coming to lodge night would have been

difficult' Evolution from male exclusive social activity of the nineteenth century, to a more mixed

gender divertissement of the twentieth century, meant that the social adjunct to the core business of
insurance was able to carry on. From being places where only the male members of the community

could interact and find companionship and diversion from their daily lives, many lodges in the

twentieth century became the focus of social activity for both the male and female family members.

Sports days, fetes, picnics, and concerts orchestrated by local Friendly Societies were a focal
point for social and recreational activity for the whole cornmunity in the nineteenth century. For many

years the Foresters of Nelson took the opportunity of the Nelson Anniversary to celebrate their own

anniversary with a huge sports day. After assembling at their lodge rooms, the Foresters marched, in
full regalia, through town to the Oddfellows Hall. Joined by the Oddfellows, the two bodies .then

walked in procession through the town, displaying their banners and preceded by music' to the

paddock where the fete was to take place. Around the grounds were 'stalls for the sale of all kinds of
refreshments', booths selling a variety of articles. and 'a revolving swing largely patronised by

children who had never seen anything of the kind before', as well as 'all kinds of foot racing, jumping

and leaping with bars, quoit playing' and various other sports. After darlq the Nelson band was

installed in the large marquee 'decorated with flags and the handsome banners of the Orders of
Foresters' and dancing went on 'until the following morning'.I3e From the mid-I850s. the Wellington

|i8 Ausnalasian Friendly Socierv Journal, l6 July 1888. p.3.
t3e Nelson Examiner,3 iebruary 1869.
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Oddfellows held an annual Boxing Day excursion to Lowry Bay. In 1862 this excursion, 'the most

attractive feature oflered to the holiday seekers', attracted 'a thousand persons'.140 And the next year

the press, commending the Order for their organisational abilities, commented that 'from the large

amount of patronage they have received on former occasions these excursions may be deemed the

principal event of the Christmas holidays'.rat By 1870, this annual Boxing day excursion had been

replaced by combined Friendly Societies picnic and sports day, atfacting large crowds and appreciated

by many- 'We commend the Friendly Societies for their laudable efforts in promoting public

amusements, and feel that the public are in no small degree indebted to the combined bodies for
providing a place of enjoyment with all the usual accessories'.142 By 1874 the numbers attending this

fete had grown to 3000 people, ' all of whom found plentiful entertainment either in watching the

sports proper or in taking part in one or other of the many diversions'.I43 And for many years the

Druids of Wellington organised an annual Easter fete in Wellington's Basin Reserve. In 1894 reporting

that between '3000 and 4000 persons were on the ground', the local newspaper felt that 'the members

of the committee are to be congratulated upon the success of the meeting'.laa

In Dunedin, where their entertainments were so appreciated by the local government. the

combined FriendlS' Societies were granted six acres of land at Sawyers Bay to use for their annual fetes

and sports days.la5 And in Thames, the Foresters'Athletic sports were considered the chief attraction

of the Easter holidays.ra6

From 1893, the Auckland Oddfellows celebrated their anniversary with an annual picnic and

sports day. From the first picnic, attended by 2000 people, this yearly event grew into a monster event

attracting crowds from all over Auckland, and Oddfellows and their families from Thames,

Warkworth, Coromandel, Waihi, Mahurangi, Whangarei and Paeroa. In 1898 the Heralddescribed the

picnic as 'one that will long be remembered. From the hill the eye quickly passed from the thousands

in the sports grounds to the numbers promenading the beaches and from these to the crowds watching

the aquatic events''147 Reported in 1904 that 'there were fifteen to sixteen thousands at Motutapu'la8

(the site of the picnic for several years), this day had become biggest to be regularly held in the

province. In 1905 the Premier, R.J. Seddon, attended, adding great prestige to an already highly
regarded occasion, and in1908 Premier Sir Joseph Ward, in what was to become a regular yearly

attendance, visited for the fnst time. Providing a central rendezvous once a year for Aucklanders to ger

r4o ibid.,27 December 1862.
t,o,t- tt*, Zealand Spectqtor and Cook,s Strait Guardian, 25 December I g6l .

',".- W ellington Independent.2T December 1870.
'"' Nev, Zealand Timell6 Januarv I 874.
tu- Evening Post, (EP) 4 eprit t tlf .

'*' See for example Otago Dailt' Times (ODT), I8 March 1878, l0 November 1882, 20 March 1899,
'.'.1llew Zealand Herald. (NZH) l6 April 1895.
rot ibid.. 14 Februarv 1898.
r4t ibid..22 Februarv 1904.
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together, the Oddfellow picnics also promoted the Order and ensured 'a continuance of the friendly
relations which should exist between the lodges and strengthens the bonds of unity with which the

various organisations are linked'.lae The picnic was stopped in l9l4 because of the War, and despite

discussions to resurrect it, as happened with most of the large Friendly Society community events, it
never restarted. Replaced by a multitude of other activities the need was no longer there.

Clearly these Friendly Society events were significant recreational occasions throughout the

nineteenth century. Some, such as the MUIOOF picnic, lasted into the frst decades of the twentieth

century. Frequent reports of such picnics and sports days, as well as concerts, plays, church parades,

dinners and dances often involving large numbers of people are to be found in the pages of the local

contemporary newspapers and demonstrate the multitude of social occasions organised by the Friendly

Societies throughout the period. Providing social interaction at a local levelthe lodges were an

integral part of thefu communities and an effective means of gathering together large numbers of
people. Fairburn's assertion that communal festivals were not effective instruments of social

interaction is based on one example - the increasingly segmented celebration of Wellington province's

anniversary day. As Daley has pointed out, 'the province of Wellington had over 120,000 inhabitants

by 1896, so could hardly be a local community'.1-t0 If e',nents in smaller localities are studied,

community festivals did indeed provide occasions of communiry- interaction. As the exarnples in this

chapter have shown, Friendly Society events continued throughout the nineteenth century to gather in

significant numbers of people from the surrounding areas.

Friendly Societies were part of the lives of many New Zealanders. And although, as this

chapter has shown, membership was not evenly spread throughout New Zealand, no small town or
township was without at least one lodge. If the number of surviving lodges established during the

1840s to 1880s is taken into account, it becomes clear that Fairburn has over-emphasised their inability
to retain members and remain functional. The closure of a certain number of lodges, because of lack of
members. does not negate the fact that many survived. Transience was a widespread phenomenon

during this time, but nonetheless, in a great number of settlements a settled core of people provided the

continuity necessary to sustain the growing network of lodges. These lodges, in turn, served valuable

functions as a focal point for community interaction and community building, and as a welfare support

for their members.

However, as will be discussed in chapter 6. despite an ongoing lively social life, by the

beginning of the twentieth century, it had become evident that an increasing majority of members were

'ot ibid., 14 Februarv l g9g.

'50 Daley, 'Gender in the community: A Study of the Women and Men of the Taradale Area. l gg6-1930'. phD Thesis.
Victoria University of Wellinglon" 1992, p.13.
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joining for the welfare benefits, not the social life - a reality recognised by some lodge officials. In
1905 the District Grand Master, North Canterbury, IOOF, complained that, 'the majority of members

are not interested; they do not care what happens so long as the doctor attends and the sick pay is

promptly forwarded'.|sl And in 1929 one official admitted that, 'it was not so much the tie of
brotherhood which kept the members together as the idea of getting financial benefit by their

association ... the Order was simply for mutual insurance'.1s2 Where previously, in many areas, the

lodge had been the only institution to provide social interaction for working people, now there were

other institutions such as working-men's clubs and sports clubs.l53 As the twentieth century progressed

a decreasing proportion of members attended lodge nights, but an increasing proportion of the

population became lodge members. Nineteenth-century lodges provided significant social outlets and

opportunities for members to frnd companionship, conviviality and relief from the rigours of daily life
while at the same time providing insurance. Twentieth-century lodges still offered an active social life,

but effective and reliable insurance increasingly became their raison d'etre.l54

15i IOOF Report, 1905, p.79.
'" Grand Lodge, UAOD, North Island, New Zealand Conference Report ( Hereafter UAOD Report), March 1929, p.34.
Held by the writer.

't' Olssen, 'Towards a New Society', p.262.

Ito foil increased emphasis on insurance rather than social life was not confined to New Zealand. Lord Beveridge reported
in 1948 that seven out of eight members never attended a Friendly Society meeting. He believed that,'to the bulk of their
eight million members, the friendly societies to-day represent not good fellowship but a means of insurance by contract'.
Beveridge. p.293.
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Fig.2. Wellington Oddfellow's Hall, built in 1859.

Fig. 3: Comer of Lambton Quay and Grey Streets, Wellington, showing the
Oddfellow's Hall. ca 1870.
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Fig. 4: AOF Lodge, Queenstown, Built 1863. (Photographed 2000)

Fig. 4a: Druids' Sherwood Lodge, Motupiko, Nelson, built 1904 (Photographed
1998) Friendly Society Halls were the only community halls in some small New
Zealand settlements.
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Chapter 3: Membership

Until recently British historians have maintained that the social composition of Friendly

Societies was almost exclusively limited to better paid skilled artisans. Manual and unskilled workers

were generally excluded by their inability to meet the necessary monthly contributions. Gosden

argued, in 1961, that the affrliated Orders recruited their members amongst the better-paid groups of
working menr and for the next thirty years British historians continued to affirm that Friendly Societies

were the preserve of the respectable urban artisan. Gilbert, in his discussion of Friendly Societies' role

in the advent of old Age Pensions and National Insurance in Great Britain, claimed that Friendly

Societies 'made no appeal whatever to the grey, faceless, lower third of the working class. Friendly

Society membership was the badge of the skilled worker'.2

Gray, Kirk and Crossick in their studies of urban industrial 'labour aristocracy' further

confirmed this predominance of skilled artisans in Friendly Societies. Crossick, for example, in his

study of Kentish London, wrote that 'the skilled workers and a scattering of lower middle-class

occupations built and dominated the Friendly Society movement in Kentish Town'.3 Gray argued that

there was a preponderance of skilled workers and an under-representation of unskilled manual workers

in his discussion of Edinburgh lodges,a and Kirk concluded that there was 'a strong presence of craft,

skilled and lower-middle class occupations .. that their appeal was to the broad mass of regularly

employed and relatively well-paid operatives'.t For these three historians Friendlv Societies, with

their membership virnrally restricted to skilled artisans, played a significant role in the formation of a

separate working-class culture, providing, for the skilled working man in particular, an independent,

socially exclusive but respectable organisation within the communitv.

More recently however, these conclusions have been questioned. Neave, in his study on

Friendly Societies in East Riding, has argued that Friendly Society membership was far more broad-

based than previously assumed. He has shown that agricultural workers, both labourers and hired farm

servants, accounted for a large percentage of the affiliated Order membership in East Riding and that

the proportion of these workers increased over time.6 Marland, Gorsky and Jones also have all

claimed that Friendly Societies were not the exclusive preserve of the skilled artisan but potentially

open to all workers.T Two Australia studies, by Renfree and Green and Cromwell. have both

' Gosden Friendly Societies, pp 75-32.
'Glbert, p.166.
3 

Crossick, p.198.

' Robert Gray, The I'obour Aristocraq) in tr'ictorian Minhurgh, Oxford. 1976, p.l2l and 125-6) Kirk, p.198.
" Neave, p.68-
' Gorsky, 'MutuatAid and Civil Society', p.3l6lMarland. pp 182-8. Jones, p.337.
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established that Friendly Society membership extended well beyond skilled artisans, to incorporate not

only manual workers but men from all sections of the workforce, from professionals to labourers.s

While it had generally been assumed by New Zealand historians that Friendly Society

membership was drawn almost exclusively from the skilled workers,e two recent local studies have

shown that all occupational groups, from professionals to manual labourers, were represented. Olssen

and his research.team have extensively analysed Friendly Society membership records for the

Caversham, South Dunedin area, and have concluded that, within these areas 'men of all social classes

joined'.10 Furthermore. Olssen has demonstrated that, as the number of white-collar workers in the

worldorce grew over time, the proportion of white-collar workers as lodge members increased. 1l

Daley, in discussing lodges in Taradale, has concurred with Olssen's findings and writes that,

'each lodge drew together men who were petly proprietors, skilled, semiskilled and unskilled workers.

They reinforced ideas of egalitananism. Rather than men being divided by class, they were united by

gender'. l2

These two studies have established that lodge n'rembershrp in Dunedin and Taradale was broad-

based' embracing members from all occupational groups and have thus dispelled any notion that

lodges were the exclusive preserve of either a working-class elite of skilled workers, or were limited to
only working-class members. But can this be applied to the rest of New Zealand? Was national

membership inclusive of all groups as Daley and Olssen have found? Or was it exclusive to one group

of working people? or did it vary from location to location, or from year to year?

By analysing the occupational cornposition of lodges throughout the whole of New Zealand.

this chapter wrll establish a national pattern of lodge membership, will show what sort of people were

members of Friendly Societies, and will determine whether the composition of membership remained

the same throughout the years, or whether it changed to reflect the transformations taking place in the

worldorce.l3

I Renfree, pp 65-70 and I l6-35, Green and Cromwell, pp.l3-14 and pp.2l2-13.

l^Sg for example, Tennant, pp.9 and I 65; Shepherd, p. t Z: fhom son, e World fr,ithout Welfore, p.4A.
"'Olssen, Building the Nev'World. pp.36-8. See also Ryan. pp.l3-22.
" Olssen, 'Friendly Societies', pp. 197-9.
'' Caroline Ddey, Girls & Women, p.154
'' As far as can be ascertained. there were vinually no Maori Friendly. Society members. The tists analysed show no
obvious Maori names, and on only one occasion have I come across a Maori member. T.M Hetet joinid Loyal Te Kuiti
Lodge' MLIIOOF, in 1920 and went on to become Auckland Districr Grand Master in 1937, see Report of Meeting,
Auckland District, MIIIOpF (llereafter Report Auckland Disrict, MfnOOF), 1938, p.1. held at Manchester Unit!
Indpendent Order of Oddfellows, Auckland District Archives, Auckland. The IOOF continually battled their Soveieign
Lodge in the USA to be allowed Maori members. It was against the Constitution to allow ."rberr of 'coloured blood'. See
for example IOOF Report, 1913, p.74; 1919, p.175 and 1925, p.264 Despite being baned from doing so by their Sovereign
Lodge' the IOOF officers decided to allow Maori members anyway tn t 9Z: it wai reported that 'maoris had already and
still were entering the Order, and that they were fit and proper persons to associate wiin. aithough not strictly legat, iirat
positionmightbeallowedtocontinue', IOOFReport,lg?3.p.216 ltisimpossibletoknou,horimanyMaori joined,butit
is safe to assume that Friendly Sociaies were essentially pakeha institutions.
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The chapter has been divided into two sections, the first dealing with male membership and the

second with female membership. Reasons for separating the two lie in the nature of Friendly Societies

themselves. Traditionally they were exclusively male organisations, and the membership throughout

the period under study remained predominantly male. It was not until the 1890s that the first female

lodges were established, and that some Orders, notably the Temperance Orders, started to admit

women to some formerly male lodges. Nonetheless, the number of female members over the next

three decades increased only very slowly and Friendly Societies remained fundamentally male

institutions.

Men were almost exclusively the breadwinners for New Zealand families. Lodges gave the

security that this role could continue even in times of illness and unemployment. Women on the other

hand were encouraged to view their main role in life as that of wife, mother and homemaker, and were

discouraged from pursuing their own careers. Work for them was a brief interlude between school and

marriage, making membership of a lodge unnecessary. Once rnarried, women were able to benefit

fiorn their husband's rnembership. Although the bias against prolonged female involvement in the

workforce did not change after World War One. voung women gained more independence and

freedom. Institutions, such as lodges, began to show'more willingness to open their doors to women.

Consequently the percentage of lemale lodge membership markedly increased after 1920. Most

Orders by the end of the decade had not only established female lodges, but a significanr number of
them had allowed females to enter what had previously,been exclusively male lodges. Hence the story

of women in lodges is very different from that of men and needs to be treated separately. The pace of
women's admittance inlo lodges was a reflection of the wider changes occurring for women in society

and so female lodges must be studied in that context.

Before proceeding however, to determine the occupational composition of male lodges, a brief

explanation of the methodology used will be given. First, admission lists of 6l lodges spread

throughout New Zealand were collected and analysed (See Appendix I for list). Forming part of the

official returns filed with the Registrar each year, these lists record the occupation, age and marital

status of each new member. Although not always complete, they are a valuable source of information.

Indeed, for the great majority of lodges they are the only available source of occupations of lodge

members. However, it must be borne in mind that these lists record the occupation of a member only at

time of admission. Occupational change and mobilitv were features of the male workforce throughout

the period under study, but there is no way of tracking how many lodge members changed their
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occupational group, or whether one occupational group was more likely than another to retain

membership over a long period of time.la

Unfortunately, these records only start in 1886, all records prior to that having been lost in a

fire at the Registry. However, all lodges were asked in 1886 to list the names, occupations, marital

status and date of admission of current members. Although not all the lodges complied, many did,

providing a useful srxnmary of membership trends to 1886, and shedding light on several aspects of
membership to that date.

As there are nearly 2000 lodges listed in the Registrar's's retums, it was clearly impossible to

analyse or even look at all membership lists.l'5 A total of 6l was randomly selected, five or six from

each of the major centres of Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and Christchurch, two each from the large

towns of New Plymouth, Napier, Wanganui, Palmerston North, Masterton, Nelson, Gisborne, Timaru,

Oamaru and Invercargill, and sixteen from smaller farming or mining centres. More than i00
occupations were listed in the returns and these were grouped into the six major categories used by

Daley in her study on Taradale: One: High White Collar; Two: Lorv White Collar; Tlree: petty

Proprietors, Managers and Officials, Four: Skilled; Five: Semiskilled and Service Workers; Six:

Unskilled Labourers and Menial Service workers.16

Spread sheets were then set up for each category - major cities, large torvns and small centres.

Data for each lodge was entered into the appropriate category at five yearly intervals from l g90 to

1935. Where a lodge had made a summary of current members in 1886 this was also entered. This

statistical base was used to explore and analyse trends, to determine occupational patterns, to find out

whether lodges were exclusive to one group or included diverse groups of rvorkers, to chart and

interpret anomalies, and to ascertain whether or not lodge membership reflected the changes in the

occupational structure of the New Zealand male urban work force.

Rapid social changes, modernisation, urbanisation and bureaucratisation all impacted on the

occupational stmcture of the New Zealand work force. The greatest change was the $owh in white-

collar occupations, pushed from 12.50% of the workforce in 1896 to 17.3|oh in 1926 by the

proliferation of clerical, secretarial and sales positions.'7 Skilled and semiskilled positions grew more

slowly, while the unskilled group of workers declined significantly, dropping from 44.5%of the total

'o For a discussion on occupational change see Miles Fairburn, 'social MobiliW and Opportunity in Nineteenth-Century
NewZealand', NZJE 13, 1, 1979, pp.43-64.
rs I looked at the admissions lists of apptoximately 200 lodges to make certain that those I had selected were typical. Of all
the lodges I looked at, none deviated in any significant way from the patterns produced by the lodges analysed. There
would be some local variations. this thesis, however. has concentrated on national general rends and pattirns.
16 

See Appendice 2 for details Daley grouped tbe occupations into six majoput"giri"r, based on the definitions 1Wchael
B. Katz used in his studv of Hamilton, Canada West.

I elU Vt Meuli. 'Occupational Change and Bourgeois Proliferation: A Study of New Middle Class Expansion in New
Zealnd 1896-1926', MA thesis, Victoria University of WellinEon. 1977, pp.32-3. See also Olssen. 'Towards a New
Society', pp.272-3.
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workforce in 1886 to34.630/o in 1926.r8 To what extent r,vas Friendly Socieqv membership influenced

by these occupational changes?

Graph 2a: Male Lodge Member:s' Occupational Categories:
All New Zealand
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Source: Friendly Society Annual Returns, National Archives, AACS 537.

Graph 2a, which shows the combined results for New Zealand, illustrates three global patterns

of membership. First, while category 4, skilled workers, dominated lodge membership throughout the

whole period, a growing overall percentage of category 2. white-collar members, is clearly discernible.

By 1935 this group represented approxirnately 26on of membership, up from 59lo in l 886.re Just as it

was the clerical workers, managerial, office and sales categories rvithin this group rvho experienced the

greatest $owth in the national workforce, so it was with Friendly Society membership.t" Primarily it

was clerks and, in some cases, civil servants who swelled the percentage of white-collar workers in

lodges. Moreover as the white-collar category increased, the overall trend for the skilled workers was

rt Meuli, p.28
'" Although the percentage of white-collar workers had been steadily increasing fronr 1886, the doubling of the percentage
of white-collar workers between 1930-35 could have reflected the uncertainty of regular employment of skilled workers
during the Depression. However, there is no way of knowing. As Hawke has pointed out 'it is not possible to divide the
population into fixed categories whose relative position can be summarised quickly tbr the Depression years as a whole.
nroney incomes could change at any time', G R. Hawke, The lrlaking o/ Nu'Zeqland: An Ectnprnic Hislor)', Cambridge,
1985, p 126
'" Meuli. pp 36-7
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to decrease slightly, corroborating Olssen's claim that the white-collar sffatum were recruited 'not

only from the sons and daughters of manual workers but among manual workers'.2l The same men

from the same communities were joining the same lodges, but they had moved into a different

occupational category.

Secondly, the national trend of low growth rates amongst the unskilled manual group is

reflected in the changing occupational status of Friendly Society members. As graph 2a demonstrates,

there was a downward movement of unskilled workers from a high in 1 886 of nearly 29% of all

members, to I5o/o in 1935.

Finally a national analysis of the admission records shows that category l, high collar workers

and major proprietors, were very under-represented, accounting for barely l% of the membership.

Undoubtedly these statistics are not fully representative as they only register occupations of men at the

time of their initiation into the lodge. It is probable, as Olssen found for Caversham, that some men"

who joined when they were young, worked their way up to becoming managers or large employers.22

There were, however, variations between each city, the large towns and srnall centres which

need explanation. First I will discuss the major differences between the four main centres: then the

differences and similarities between the large centres and the four urban centres; and finally the

differences between rural lodges and all urban lodges - those in the four metropolitan centres as well as

in the large towns.

Wellington lodges consistently had the highest percentage of low white-collar workers,

category two (graph 2b). This group accounted for ?4oio of membership in 1890, remained relatively

steady around 15% until 1925 when it reached 3092i,, rising to 32o/o in 1930 and33o/o in 1935. This is

hardly surpnsing as the city itself had the highest percentage of white-collar workers, a consequence,

no doubt of its position as the seat of government.:3

The composition of the five individual lodges studied in Wellington varied from year to year.

No particular profession or category of worker seemed to favour any specific lodge and- with the

exception of the UAOD Lodge (see below), there was a reasonably even spread of white-collar entries

across all the lodges studied. That said however, in some years an unusually high percentage of white-

collar workers was experienced by some lodges. For instance, in the years 1886, 1890 and 1895, the

admission of category 2, low white-collar workers, into Southern Cross Lodge IOOF constituted

47.79h,50o/o and 3304 respectively of all admissions.

't Olsse4 'Towards a New Society', p.273, also Olssen. 'Friendty Societies'. pp. I 98-9.t' 
Olssen, Building the Nev, |trortd, p.38; and 'Friendly Societies;, p.198.

''' Census,l92l, part VIII,Industriesand Occupation, p.5; 1926, part lX, p.6, and 1936, part X, p.ii.
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Graph 2b: Male Lodge Members'Occupational Categories:
Wellington
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Source: Friendly Society Annual Returns, National Archives, AACS 537.

Well above the national, and even Wellington, average for those years, perhaps it happened because

John Ballance, New Zealand Premier from l89l-93, was one of the initiators and continusd to have an

involvement with this lodge.r' Other prominent public figures who also belonged during this time

were Robert Stout, William Hall-.lones. James Reid and Henry Williams.r't Possiblv they encouraged

parliamentary office staff to join. There seems to be no other obvious explanation. The lodge was

situated in the central city, but so were both the Britannia and Antipodean Lodges and neither of these

had an exceptionally high intake of white-collar workers, or indeed of any other particular

occupational gtoup.26

While Wellington experienced the greatest increase of white-collar rvorkers, Auckland had the

smallest increase, and consistently had a higher percentage of unskilled workers until 1930 (graph 2c).

to IOOF Report, 1877, pp.56-7. John Ballance had belonged to an IOOF lodge in Wanganui and when he came to
wellington in 1875 to enter Parliament he rvas asked to institute a new lodge there.
" lhe ('cntenilal History of Southent Cross l.txlge, no.21, nd. Typescript held at IOOF Archives. Dunedin, Reid was the
assistant Crown Law Officer and Revising Barrister of Friendly Societies, and Williams a broker and general commission

?qent. the (-.y'clopaedia o-f Nev' Zealand, tr.olunre L-IVellingkn I'ro,rrnciql l)istrit't, 1897, pp. I J6 and 575
"'It was however, not unusual to get a sudden influx ofone occupation in sonre lodges fbr one or several years and was
probably due to work place recruitment
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The existence of heavy industry in the city itselfl,27 combinecl with the gleater proportion of its

population emploved in industry 18 could constitute an explanation. Or, as already discussed in chapter

two, maybe it was a reflection of the younger, less stable more mobile population.

Graph 2c: Male Lodge Members' Occupational Categories:
Auckland
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Source: Friendly Society Annual Returns, National Archives, AACS 537.

With the exception of the IOOF lodge (discussed below), occupational composition in all

Auckland lodges studied varied from year to year. No set pattern appeared and, as with the Wellington

lodges, there was a relatively even spread of occupations across the Auckland lodges studied. No

particular occupational group seemed to prefer one lodge over another. The IOOF lodge in Avondale

was the exception. From 1907 (when the first lodge records were collected), a constantly high

percentage of admissions amongst men employed in pottery or brick making was evident, members

obviously being recruited from the nearby Avondale brick and pottery works. Established in 1898,

tt G.J R. Linge. 'Manutbcturing in Auckland: lts Ongins and Growth, 1840-1936', Nev'Zealantl Gutgruphcr, XIV, I,
1958, pp 47-64

'*G.J.R.Linge.'TheGeographyofManufacturinginNewZealud 1840-1936', Pru:eeelittgsofthesecrndNev,Zealqnel
G eography (' cnrference. I 958, pp.a0-8.
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this factory was the area's biggest employer and had become 'the largest fbrickworks] in the colony

having a capacity of 90,000 bricks per day'.2e

Some years other Auckland lodges saw a disproportionate number of admissions of one or two

occupational groups. For example in 1905, conductors and seamen entered the UAOD Auckland

Lodge, Newton, in abnormally large numbers. Of the 14 admissions in the unskilled category, 12 were

seamen, and of the 38 entries in the semiskilled category, 22 were conductors. Why this should have

been the case is difficult to explain. It only happened in one year and this was not the closest lodge to

either the railway workshops or to the wharves.

Tramworkers' conditions of work could offer a possible explanation for the sudden surge in the

admission of conductors. Herbert Roth has claimed that while 'tramwaymen had long been amongst

the most exploited section of workers', those in Auckland were the most abused, their wages were kept

Iow and the employees were antagonised 'by a policy of petty pinpricks'. in 1906 discontent with

their situation provoked the tramway men to strike.30 Feeling insecure in their jobs and faced with the

threat of destitution in the case of an accident leading to inability to work, these conductors may have

been motivated to take out insurance in the form of Friendly Society membership. Furthermore, they

may have been encouraged in this course by fellor,l,workers who were already members. Workplace

recruitment was common. The admission lists of most lodges show a sudden substantial intake of
members of one trade at different times which often can onlv be explained by personal contact in the

workplace. Because competition for members between the Orders was always rife, all existing

members were encouraged to recruit as many nen'adherents as possible. Prizes were frequently

offered to the lodge member who introduced the most recruits. In many instances this led to a sudden

inflow of a large number of new members and often those new recruits came from one particular

occupation.3l

As for the influx in seamen in 1905, perhaps job uncertainty there also motivated them to join a

lodge. ln January 1904, unable to reach agreement with one large employer, the Northern Company,

the seamen's union had referred the new round of wage and conditions negotiations directly to the

Arbitration Court. This was, however, a slow process. Indeed a decision was not glven for another 20

months.3z In the meantime the uncertainty, compounded by the employers' refusal to even discuss

union's demands for better wages, overtime rates and conditions of work, may have encouraged some

te Linge, 'Manufacturing in Auckland', p 59
'u H Roth, Trade Unions in Nev,Zealand, Past and Presenl, Wellinglon, 1973, pp.25-6.
rr For example see UAOD Report, 12 Februarv 191.2, p.31. The Shannon lodge i.raOn reporred in 1912 that it had
increased its membership from 79 members to 112 'due to the keen competition that exists befween several of the members
to obtain new Druids' one member alone had 'obtained fwenty-one new members out of a total thirty during the first six
months of the year'. Obviously the easiest and most convenient place to recruit members was in the workplice, it is
therefore hardly surprising that some years experienced an upsurge in certain occupations
" Neill Atkinson,'Auckland Seamen and their Union', N4-A thesis, University of .Auckland. 1990, pp.l l3-4.
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seamen to seek insurance elsewhere, i.e. from a Friendly Society. No doubt also. as probably

happened with the conductors, workplace recruitment played a role,one seaman rvho was already a

member more than likely encouraged the others to join.

Graph 2d: Male Lodge Members' Occupational categories:
Auckland, Wellinton, Christchurch, Dunedin.
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Source: Friendly Society Annual Returns. National Archives, AACS 537.

Lodges were predominantly found in the more working-class areas of the four main cities.

Olssen found in Dunedin that the 'poorer and predominantly working-class areas ... boasted a

remarkable density of lodges'.33 Christchurch, Wellington and Auckland followed the same pattern.

Suburbs of Sydenham, Woolston, Lvttelton and Papanui, all boasted several lodges in Christchurch. as

did Nervmarket, Parnell, Ponsonby, Otahuhu, Onehunga, Grey Lynn and Avondale in Auckland. By

about l9 15, although it appears that a very small number of lodges may have been established in

better-off suburbs of these cities, sometimes the name given to the lodge was misleading. For example,

although the MUIOOF established a Remuera lodge in 1912, it was actually located in Greenlane, an

adjacent suburb containing a greater number of working-class people than Remuera.14 Therefore,

$ Olsseq'Friendly Societies', pp. l94-5
to McKinnon. Historical Alla.s, plate.73
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unless it is known exactly where the lodge held its meetinqs, caution should be exercised when

assuming" by virtue of the lodge names, that they expanded into rvealthier areas.

Graph 2e: Male Lodge Members'Occupational Categories:
Large Towns
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Admission lists for the large towns show one notable dif'ference to those of the four main

centres. As a comparison between graphs 2d and 2e shows, in the large towns a constantly higher

proportion of petty proprietors, managers and offlcials became lodge members. Two explanations can

be clffered for this dif-ference.

First, in these towns, people were more inclined to live and work in the same area, particularly

in the early vears when the towns were small. Lodge membership was therefbre made up of men who

knew each other and lived nearby. Social distinctions were less marked. Although by the end of the

nineteenth century some of these large towns were growing and attaining some of the characteristics of

the four main centres, they still retained 'the cross-class values and institutions' which were so

dominant in small towns.rs

Residential differentiation, a l'eature of the cities, was scarcely discernible in the large

provincial towns. Renfiee, in her study on Castlemain Friendly Societies, found that not only did lodge

tt Erik Olssen. 'social Class', p.39
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membership encompass men from all classes, but that it often helped men to gain business either from

the lodge itself, or from the contacts made at lodge meetings.36 Daley has similarly argued for Taradale

that, 'lodges also allowed men to make important commercial contacts ... and strengthen business

contacts, while men who relied on casual work could also fbster important links with local

employers'.3t The same could probably be said for many New Zealand large town lodges. Although

the large proprietors did not join in the same numbers as they appeared to in Castlemain, small

businessmen, such as grocers, drapers, publicans and boarding house proprietors, did.r8 Joining a

lodge may have olfered them the opportunity to develop new contacts, confirm old ones and to

encourage local residents to patronise their businesses.

Secondly, at the outset there was often a high percentage of farmers in these lodges. This

would have increased the proportion of men in category three during the first few years. For instance,

in the AOF Palmerston North Lodge in I 886 farmers accounted for | 4 of the 25 entries of category

three; the others were settlers, storekeepers and a publican. The same applied to the MUIOOF Egmont

Lodge in New Plymouth, where there were 28 farmers of a total of 39 entries in category three in

1886. Consequently, overall the percentage of category three members in 1886, was l5o/o. In I890 it

fell to lloh as the proportion of farmers in these town lodges declined; (in many cases they may have

lelt to join country lodges closer to home). Nonetheless the percentage of lodge members in category

three remained consistently higher than in the cities, the farmers being replaced primarily by small

business owners, whose numbers increased as the town expanded and diversified.

Of all the lodges surveyed in both the cities and in large towns there was no real or consistent

difference in pattern of occupational composition between the MUIOOF, the AOF and IOOF.

Although the composition of lodges from different Orders may have varied within a certain locality,

the differences were not sustained throughout the country. For example, the MUIOOF lodge in

Lyttelton had an exceptionally high proportion of labourers and seamen throughout the period and a

slightly higher percentage than the local AOF lodge situated there.re The MUIOOF lodge was older

and had undoubtedly established an early tradition of catering for the waterfiont workers. However,

generally it cannot be said that unskilled workers joined MLIIOOF lodges in preference to other

Orders. For instance in Christchurch City, in most years the MUIOOF lodge admitted a lower

percentage of unskilled workers than either the IOOF or AOF lodges. Thus the occupational

16 Renfree, pp.l9l -2l0
" Daley, Women and (iirl.s. p. 152. See also Olssen, 'Friendly Societies', p. 197.
'" See Jin McAloon, 'No ldle Rich: The Wealthy in Canterbury and Otago, I 890- I 9l 4', PhD thesis, University of Otago,
Dunedin, 1994, who argues that 'lodge memberihip among ttre rictr. as well as being comparatively rare, was lirgely
confined to the lower ranks of wealth. Such men tended to be leading figures in snrall communities and to be self-made
rnen', p.260.
ro They also had a very high percentage of unskilled workers but, as stated. slightly less than rhe MUIOOF. This was not
surprising as the majority of the workforce there was engaged in maritime trades, services and industries. Waterfront
workers made up the largest single group of workers. See, Plumridge. p. | |.
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composition of a lodge belonging to these three Orders was probably determined more by location

than by the Order to which it happened to be affiliated.

The one Order showing a consistently lorver percentage of rvhite-collar rvorkers and a slightly

higher overall percentage of unskilled and semiskilled workers was the UAOD. The small numbers of

admission figures captured each year from the four city lodges surveyed perhaps limits the usefulness

of comparisons with the other Orders. Nonetheless it is known that the UAOD had a lower

conffibution rate, had abolished initiation fees earlier than any other Order and until l9l I offered a

substantial supplementary death benefit for little extra cost.a0 This would have meant that the UAOD

lodges were more accessible to men with less disposable income. On the other hand they were

probably slightly less attractive to white-collar rvorkers who may have been aware that low

contribution rates often meant a lodge was actuarially unsound.

Despite the slightly different occupational composition found fbr the UAOD, generally

speaking urban lodges had a socially mixed membership As already discussed at the beginning of this

chapter, most British historians writing on urban Friendly Societies have concluded that they only

appealed to the better paid skilled members of the working class. Unable to afford the monthly

payments, most unskilled rvorkers could not join. Gray's analysis of the membership of an Edinburgh

lodge of the Scottish Order of Oddfellows in the 1850s -70s revealsTlo/o of members were in the

skilled category whereas the unskilled only accounted for 1.5%. a' And Crossick's analysis of 28

Foresters'courts in Woolwich showed that 53% of members were skilled and 307o unskilled,a2

Analysis of the records of New Zealand urban lodges does not concur with these British findings, but

rather with those of Green and Cromwell for Australia. Just as they have found that Australian

Friendly Societies were joined not only by 'better paid manual workers' but also the 'less well paid',4'1

so it has been found in this study for New Zealand. Skilled workers as a single category dominated all

urban lodges. But, if the two categories of semiskitled and unskilled are combined, they are found to

represent the greater percentage of lodge members. Higher wages and more consistent work reduced

the wage differentials befween skilled and unskilled in New Zealand,rvhich meant men tiom all

occupational groups could afford to join lodges.a{

Certain jobs predominated within each category. Amongst the skilletl workers, the building

ffade was always well represented, as were blacksmiths and later, mechanics and engineers. Equally

well represented were those employed in the handicraft sector, such as butchers, bakers. plumbers,

{o 
See Chapter 6 ofthis thesis for a discussion on these points.

','.Gray. p.122.
'" Crosssick, pp. | 8 I -3 and I 89-91 .

"' Green and Cromwell, p. 12.* 
Olssen, Buitding the Nev' Wortd, pp.1. 134-6, and 242-4: Olssen, 'Towards a New Society', p.274. and Margaret Galt,

'Wealth and Income in New Zealand, c1879-c1939', PhD thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1985, pp.223-5 and
289.
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tailors and bootmakers. [n category 2, clerks dominated throughout the period, although from 1925 the

number of civil servants and salesmen discernibly increased. In the semiskilled category, bricklayers

and brickmakers as well as those involved in transport, such as carters and drivers, were the most

numerous. And labourers were by far the most nurerous members of the unskilled group.

Despite the very small number of members from occupational category one, New Zealand

urban Friendly Societies drew together and mixed rnen of different classes and different occupations.

Committed to the values of equality where, once in the lodge all members were equal regardless of
their status in their rvorking life, the only qualification was the ability to pay the regular contribution

and abide by the rules. Just as Mary Ann Clawson has argued that American lodges consisted of a

mixed class membership which 'undercut class as a category', and thus limited the potential for the

construction of a working-class identity, ot ,o it was fbr Nerv Zealand urban lodges. With their

emphasis on mutuality, benefit functions and male brotherhood, urban lodges rvere cross-class

institutions drawing their membership from all occupational categories. Olssen has claimed that the

Caversham lodges represented a community of different workers, united by the ideology of co-

operation, mutualism and egalitarianism. The same could be said tbr urban lodges nationwide.

Situated mainly in working-class areas of the cities and, to a lesser extent large towns. and dominated

by working-class men, they however opened their doors to any man who shared their values of
'brotherhood and mutual aid'.46

Membership occupational patterns for the smaller country towns and centres differed from

those described above. Looking at graph 2f three things stand out. First, whereas skilled workers had

dominated lodges in the urban areas, unskilled workers dominated the rural lodges. Secondly, the

percentage of lodge members in category 3, the petty proprietors, managers and officials, was

generally higher than in the cities and major towns; and finally the proportion of category 2, white-

collar workers, was low and grew more slowly in the rural sector than elsewhere.

In his study on Friendly Societies in the rural East Riding, David Neave clearly illustrated that

agricultural workers, labourers and hired tbrm servants, fbrmed the majority of the members of
affiliated branches.aT Despite the actual classification of New Zealand rural labourers often being

different - bushmen, miners, farm hands, factory hands, mill workers - generally speaking they rvere

alf unskilled labourers and, as in East Riding, they dominated New Zealand rural lodges.

a$ Clawson, p. l 07.* Olssen, Friendly Societies, p.198
" Neave, pp.68-72.
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Graph 2f: Male Lodge Members'Occupational Categories:
Small Centres
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Although labourer was narned as the sirrgle most fiequent occupation across all these lodges,

rvhen each individual lodge is analysed it is not clear w'hether these members rvorked as fann

labourers, or as labourers in the small industries and husinesses in and around the communitl,. For

instance, in 1885 in Waipawa, which was an important servicing and distribution centre for the

surrounding farmland and the logging industry,9l out of a total 195 adrnissions to the MTJIOOF

lodge, and29 outof T4totheAOF[-odge,gavetheiroccupationsimplyaslabourer. Further

deflnition as to whether they rvere farm labourers, mill lvorkers or railway employees was not given.

Because Waipawa. as well as servicing a sizeable larming communit\'. was also an important railhead

fbr the local timber industry sending logs to the port in Naprer. undoubtedly these 'labourer' members

worked in all three industries. As rvell, at this tirne there \\'as a high level of transience and job

mobilir-v" amongst the unskilled section of the Nerv Zealand rvork fbrce. So these'labourers probably

moved betrveen the industries, labouring on t'anns in the busy seasons. filling in with logging when not

needed for f-arm work and occasionall), tlnding work lal'rouring fbr the railwat,s. fherefore thev 'uvere

indeed 'gencral labourers'. By the 1920s. rvhen 'occupations tended to be more sharply defined ...

specialization became nrore important than versatilitv',r* distinctions were made between the various

t* 
Olssen. 'Towards a New Society', p 27?
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types of labourers. Farm labourers were defined in the lodge registers as farmhands, labourers

working in the milling industry as millhands, and railwav labourers as simply 'raihvays'. In 1925 for

example, the MUIOOF, Waipawa, admitted six farmhands, two millhands, one labourer and two

railways; and in 1930 three farmhands and four rnillhands or sawmillers. By 1935 farmhands

accounted for l7 of the 26 admissions, illustrating the predorninance of farming as the area's primary

industry and the decline of loggng in the area.

Many lodges in the smaller centres had a predominance of members from one particular

occupation, illustrating that the township had been established to service a specific industry. This rvas

especially evident in areas where mining, logging and farming had been the principal reason for the

establishment of the community. It was common though, as rvill be shown, for the initial predominant

occupation to become less marked; in some lodges it was replaced by one other principal occupation,

in others a wider variety of occupations became evident. Thus the change in the economic base of the

area was reflected in the occupational composition of the local Lodge.

In 1885 miners were by far the largest occupational group in both the MUIOOF and AOF

Thames lodges. The MUIOOF lodge counted 70 miners. or 47.29ot'o, out of a total 148 members. A

similar proportion was found in the AOF lodge. This rvas not surprising, as the reason Thames existed

at all was its gold mining. Over the next 20 years the percentage of miners in these lodges fell as the

mining industry steadily declined. By l9l0 miners were no longer joining these lodges.ae They had

either moved on or turned to work in the other developing sectors - fishing, farming, milling and

dairying. Consequently both lodges admitted increasing numbers of farmers, fishennen, rnillhands and

dairyhands.

An interesting exarnple of a lodge's occupational structure evolving in accordance with the

changing economic activities of a district is the AOF Court Star of Dunstan, situated in Clyde. The

lodge opened in 1866, presumably to cater to the miners working the Dunstan field. In the list of
admissions for 1888, the first available, miners and labourers accounted for 52Vo percent of all

occupations listed. Towards the end of the 1890s, dredging started to become a widespread and

popular means of finding gold. By about 1900 it reached its peak, employing over 2,000 men.io

Corresponding to this increased employment in dredging, the lodge admission lists, from 1900 to

1910, showed that men employed as dredgemen, winchmen and dredgemasters were becoming

members. However, as this industry declined and men turned to other occupations, these job

definitions disappeared fiom lodge lists.5r By that time the 'flood of alluvial miners had passed on,

many being absorbed in the ranks of the agriculturalists and small farmers ... or became hired labourers

ae 
See Mclintock, vol. 3, pp.386-7, for a discussion on mining in Thanres. See atso Salmon, pp.177-207.

to ibid., pp.23 l-39; also see Mclintock, p.364.
'' ibid., p.236.
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in the larger mining ventures of organised companies'.52 For several years there were only a few new

members. By the 1920s, however, admissions picked up, and once again the profile of members

changed. Orchardists and farmers started to account for the greater percentage of new members. In

1928, fbr instance, there were nine orchardists and seven farmers listed amongst the24 admissions. In

1930, although there were only five entries, two orchardists and two farmers were admitted. The

changing lodge occupational composition thus closely mirrored the economic transformations taking

place in the area as the economy moved from relying on mining to dredging, and then to orcharding

and farming.

ln other areas the changes in the predominant economic activity happened more slowly and less

perceptibly. For example, in the township of Kaiapoi the woollen mill was for many years the largest

employer. Established in 1875, it was for a long time, after the Public Works Department, the biggest

single employer in Canterbury.t' In Kaiapoi it remained the principal employer throughout the first

two decades of the twentieth century. The AOF Woodford Court was opened in Kaiapoi in 1879,

undoubtedly in response to the increased employment provided by the mill. For the next four decades

a high percentage of its members were employed in some way in the woollen mill. In 1885 factory or

mill hands accounted fbr 33% of all members. In 1900, amongst l7 admissions there were five

spinners, four mill hands, and two warpers and in I910, of a total of six new admissions, four were

involved in some way in the woollen industry. Proportions were similar in 1920, r,vith two mill hands,

three wool classers and one dyer from a total of nine admissions. The decreased proportion of mill

workers in 1925 conesponded to the drop in the number of employees in the mill. Thereafter the

occupational structure of the lodge became more diverse.sa

As small centres grew, infrastructures to support surrounding industries evolved and a variety

of diverse trades developed, so the occupations of lodge members became more varied. Typical of this

evolution is the MUIOOF Oxford Lodge. Until the end of the nineteenth century this Lodge was

dominated by bushmen, working in the timber industry.55 In 1885,25 out of 68 members, in 1890

seven of l4 and 1900 five out of six new admissions were bushmen. Yet, in 1910, bushman was no

longer listed as an occupation at all. Milling had completely moved away and, in the rvake of the

Liberal goverrlment's subdivision of parts of the large estates at the turn of the century, farming had

become the principal industry in the area.to Farmers, farm hands and labourers now began to appear in

larger numbers in the lodge. As the township slowly developed an infrastructure to support the

52 Salmon. p. 122.
tt W.H, Scotter, A History o;f Canterhury.I'olume IIt: t87Gt950, Christchurch. 1965. p,71. See also pauline Wood,

f3iapi. A Searchfor ltlenrity, Rangior4 1993, p,l l4
" Wood, pp.206-7.

lln ru Hawkins. Reyonel the lhsimakariri: A Regional Histor.y', Christchurch. 1957, pp.l93-7.
5u ibid,, pp. 197-200.
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farming, the lodge became occupationally more diverse. The semi and unskilled occupations continued

to contribute the largest percentage of members but, from 1920, railway workers, engine drivers, plate

layers, carriers, shop assistants, public service rvorkers, gtrocers, carpenters, farmers and a teacher were

admitted as members.

Turning to the second distinguishing feature of small centre lodges, that is, the greater

percentage of category three occupations, two explanations can be offered. First there was a high

number of farmers in these lodges. Daley's findings for Taradale, that farmers were less likely to join

lodges, does not to apply to the small centres analysed in this study.57 As with the large towns, in the

first years of establishment membership often included a significant number of fanners. Court

lnglewood, AOF, is typical. In 1886 fanners accounted for 43.28 percent of the membership, (29 out

of 67 mernbers). However, where the proportion of farmers tended to diminish in the large towns, it

frequently remained at the same level in lodges in rural centres, or even increased. At Inglewood

Court farmers continued to be the single largest occupation admitted. From 1895 to 1935 of 194

admissions surveyed, 83, or 42oh, were farmers. By comparison in Egmont Lodge MUIOOF, New

Plymouth, the largest town in the area, farmers accounted for 28 out of 155 members, or l8 o/0, in

I 885. But between 1900 and l 935 this dropped to 10. l59zir, or I 3 out of 128 new members.

The example of MUIOOF lodge in the small centre of Reefton on the other hand shows a

marked increase in category three in general, and fbrmers as an occupational category in particular.

There, until 1915, miners totally dominated admissions. Of-78 admissions counted in 1886, 54 were

miners. These high numbers continued. tn 1889 14 miners were admitted of a total 20 new members

and in 1895 all the four members admitted were miners. And miners accounted for 39 of a total 68

men admitted between 1900 and 1915. In 1920 admissions to membership were more mixed. Five of a

total of l9 entries were farmers, and only two were miners. This trend continued. In 1925, farmers

accounted for six of the 28 admissions (and no miners at all), and in 1930 four of the eight admissions

were farmers.ss

In the four examples Waipawa, Clyde, Oxford, and Thames, the initial predominant

occupations of milling or mining were gradually replaced by farming. Although this is a very limited

sample, it was probably characteristic of many areas. The break up of the great estates, the clearing of
land, the rise in dairy farming and the settlement of retumed soldiers on farms, all meant an increased

number of small family f'arms. This would, in part, account for the steady increase, from 1905 in the

numbers of admissions in category three and the corresponding decline in admission of unskilled

members.

5TCaroline Daley, 'Gender in the Community', p.226.
58 Reefton Lodge 1884 -1969, MUIOOF, Listsof Members admitted. 1885-1915. AACS 537 t07a N.A
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The second explanation lies in the fact that in smaller communities, even more than elsewhere,

the social role of lodges was irnportant. As Pearson found fbr .lohnsonville, social life in small towns

was less socially segregated. Everybody, regardless of social or economic status, mixed at the same

social and community events, joined the same clubs, participated in the sporting activities and the

children went to the same schools.5e The stratification that existed in the cities and to a lesser degree

in the large torvns barely existed in the small centres. Upper strata comprising bankers, wealthy

merchants, manufaclurers, lawyers, businessmen and doctors,r'O if they existed at all, were not

numerous enough to form their own elite clubs. Neither were there enough small businessmen and

lnanagers, - publicans, glocers, chemists, storekeepers - to forrn separate associations. Consequently

everybody belonged to the same associations, to the same lodges. Where in the cities, institutions such

as lodges, churches and sports clubs tended to compound class differences, in the small communities

these institutions mediated between social strata.('l Moreover, as was the case in many of the large

centres, it was important to belong to the local lodge; contacts were maintained, business was gained;

and the local lodge, because of its active social role, was a significant contributor to community life.

Belonging to a lodge meant belonging to a somrnunitv.

Finally, the clearly discernible groMh of the white-collar sector in lodge admissions in large

towns and cities was very much less marked in the smaller or rural centres. To 1910 the numbers of
white-collar workers in small centre lodges were infinitesimal. l9l5 to 1925 shorved an increase, but

where the larger centres retained or increased their gains, the percentage of white-collar workers

entering lodges in the smaller centres decreased. By 1935, rvhen the national average fbr white-collar

admissions was269'o, only I l7o rvere admitted into the lodges in small centres. Meuli has written that

urbanisation and the expansion of the nerv middle class, characterised by white-collar workers, went

hand in hand.62 Reflecting this trend, it was the lodges in the cities and large towns lvhich experienced

the greatest growth in white-collar workers, while the farmers and small proprietors continued to

account for a large proportion of lodge admissions in the small centres.

Despite the findings that country lodges tended ofien to be dominated by one occupation,

particularly in their early years, this did not lead to social exclusiveness. The very fact that the

predominant occupation changed meant the lodges were open to all men regardless of their

occupational or social status. Even more than urban lodges, they drew together and mixed men of all

social groups - professionals, petty proprietors, skilled. semiskilled and unskilled workers. Lodges in

small rural centres were part of the local community and reflected the social mix of the community.

5e David G, Pearson, "lohnsonville: Continui\, and (hange in a New Zcalatkl'fowt.shi1t, Auckland. 1979, pp. 128-32
no 

Olssen. 'Towards a New Society', p.272.
or 

Olssen, 'social Class'. p.35.
6? Meuli, pp.42-5.
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Fig. 5: IOOF delegates attending the Wellington Session, 1905

Fig. 6: Officers, Court Pahiatua, AOF, 1932
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What Olssen has claimed for nineteenth-century New Zealand continued to apply to Nerv Zealand of
the twentieth century, 'the small towns and villages that grew to meet the demands of farming

communities were very similar in social structure and differences in income and status were mediated

by the community and its comlnon institutions'.63

Globally then male lodge membership was mixed. The cities and main towns were dominated

by skilled workers, but admitted a sizeable percentage of serni and unskilled workers. And as the

occupational composition of the New Zealand workforce changed, so did the occupations of those

being admitted to lodges. Increasingly white-collar workers rvere admitted to urban lodges. Lodges in

small centres, although equally mixed, had a different occupational composition. Unskilled workers

predominated, but as areas became more settled, the admission of pettv proprietors and farmers

became more marked. Whatever the dominant occupational composition, it can be said of all male

lodges, rural and urban - they admined all rnen, regardless of social or economic stratum.

Prior to the 1890s, with the exception perhaps of a few Temperance Societies,uo New Zealand,

women were completely excluded from Friendly Society membership. Female lodges did not exist and

there was no question of women joining the all-male lodges. By the I 890s, this situation started to

change and lodges found themselves having to address the question of admitting women. Women's

increased presence in the workforce, their changing position in society and their enhanced public

profile all meant that Friendly Societies could no longer afford to ignore them.

The feminist movement of the late nineteenth century was slowly but perceptibly changing

traditional attitudes to the role women should play in society.6-t Women themselves were beginning to

expect more and to take a wider interest in the public sphere. No longer were they content to accept a

subordinate role. Claiming the right to an equal education, they also expected to have a voice and

presence in the social and political lif'e of their country and legal and social equality with men.r'6 In

education they had sought and achieved equal education opportunities. By 1893 all New Zealand girls

were receiving primary education and many were beginning to go on to secondary education.6i

ur Olssen. 'social Class', p 30.
6o Although The Sons and Daughters of Temperance had mixed lodges, and The Independent Order of Rechabites had
some mixed Tents as well as separate Tents for women, it is impossible to make an assessment of the numbers of women
who may have been involved in these Orders prior to the 1900s. The lists of members pubtished by the Regisrrar in the
AJHR every year never distinguished befween mde and female members or nrale and female lodges. I have looked at the
returns of all the large IOR lodges and with few exceptions they did not seem to have female members before the end of rhe
I 890s.
65 

See Patricia Grimshaw, Women's Stffrage in Nev,Zealantl,Auckland. 1987, particularly the inrroduction and chapters
one and two.
o6 ibid., pp.l - I I
'' ibid., p.3.
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Property rights were granted to married women in 1884; in I893 women were granted the vote after a

long, organised, public campaign and equalisation of the divorce laws took place in 1898.68

Women's presence in the workforce had increased enormously. By l89l welt over 45,000

women were classed as wage-earners.t'o Although domestic service was still the biggest employer of
women. a large percentage was beginning to find ernplovment in industry. Manufacturing, which had

been developing since the 1880s, had opened up new opportunities and women 'poured into the

workforce'.70 Textile and clothing industries principally absorbed them. There the number of female

workers rose from 4594 in l88l to l l,8l7 in l90l and to 19,275 in l9l l.ir The sweating scandal of
the late 1880s, which had mobilised many women into union activity and raised awareness of the

precariousness of t-emale employment, may also have encouraged women working in the textile

industries to want the financial support and social activity ofl-ered by lodges.Tr

Mary Ann Clawson has noted in her discussion of women and fraternal orders in nineteenth-

century America that, as women's public role increased, so did their incursion into the exclusively

male preserves of fraternal lodges.tt So it rvas in Nerv Zealand. As young women gained economic

independence, education and a public voice, they slowly began to ask for the same protection and

social opportunities fiom lodges that men had long considered their exclusive preserves.

Aware of these developments, many of the men rvho ran Friendly Societies were, by the early

1890s, beginning to urge their Orders to include women. F'or example in 1894. F.A. Hancock, a Past

Grand Master of the IOOF, made an eloquent plea tbr the inclusion of women as full benefit members

into the IOOF. Stressing the changing position of women in society he implored his fellow

Oddt'ellorvs to admit them. Allowing women in, he argued, could only be advantageous to the Order

and 'the forming of women's lodges and enlisting their sympathy by their working together would

produce good results and would soon become a powerful agency in extending the usefulness of
Oddfellowship'.7a

The AOF was the first Order to establish women's lodges. Before even it was sanctioned by

the High Court in England, a Court had been opened in Nelson for females. " In 1893, the same year

o* ibid., pp.36-73
un ibid., p.+
to 

Olssen, Iluilding the Neu, Ilrorttt,. p 76.
" Erik Olssen,'Women. Work and Family: 1880-1926', in Phillida Bunkle and Beryl Hughes, lllomen in Nev'Zealcntd
Socieg,, Auckland, I 980, pp. | 59-83.
'' Melanie Nolar\'Employment Organisations', in Anne Else, ed.. W<tnert lbgether, Wellingfon, 1993,
pp. I s0-207

1] Vt"w Anne Clawson, ('onslrucling Brotherhorxl: Clctss, Gencler and l;raternali.sm, New Jersey, 1989. pp. 179- 180.
'' F A. Hancock, Women as Odd.felknvs: A Paper reod hefin'e the District ('ctmminee ofthe LO.0. /r., Dunedin 1894, p.9,
IOOF Archives. Dunedin.
tt 

The date is uncertain, but was probably about 1890. See Walter G. Cooper, 'l'he Ancienr Ortler of l-'oresters l;riencllq,
Su'iety, I 50 years, I 831- I 981, Ipswich, 1984, p.26.
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the High Court in Britain voted to admit female courts to the Order, the AOF Taranaki established a

court for women, Court Pride of New Plymouth.

Petitions were also made that year to the executive of the Wellington District of the AOF to

establish female courts affiliated to the District.Tr'Although the idea was favourably received, the

Order's constitution had first to be amended to allow the executive the 'power to sanction the opening

of these courts'.77 This was done in May 1894 and two female courts were immediately established,

Court Primrose in Wellington City and Court Ladv Glasgow in Petone. Canterbury, Otago and

Auckland quickly followed suit and by 1896 female courts were established in lnvercargill, Dunedin,

Oamaru, Christchurch, Kaiapoi and Auckland.

MUIOOF, IOOF and UAOD, the three other big Orders, met resistance to the idea of women's

lodges and consequently were forced to delay their establishment. Opposition, however, came not

always from their own members but in some cases fiom the head office situated either in Great Britain

or the United States. Many New Zealand lodges rvere considered as branches of the main Order and

were therefore subject to the rules and regulations laid down by head quarters. Permission had to be

obtained before any part of the constitution governing the operation of the lodge could be amended.Ts

As early as 1892, the IOOF directors had sought permission to start female benefit lodges but

were repeatedly refused by their Sovereign Lodge in the United States. Although female lodges,

called the Rebekah Degree, did exist there, they were only auxiliaries to the men's lodges and had a

purely social and benevolent role. Only the wives and daughters of Oddfellows could join. They were

encouraged to provide support for the needy families of members, visit the sick and affend to

benevolent work within the community. There, it was emphasised, 'she is in her proper sphere, visiting

the sick, relieving distress, and drying the tear of the widow and the orphan'.7e A similar system had

been attempted in New Zealand, in 1870, when the male members of the Alexandra Lodge had opened

a Rebekah lodge for their wives and daughters. Another had been started in Auckland in the same

year. Lack of enthusiasm and shortage of members meant they did not survive beyond the first year. 8"

By the 1890s in New Zealand, however, other Orders were beginning to open female benefit

lodges and as W.M.Reid, Grand Secretary of IOOF recognised, if they did not open to women they

would lose potential members to other Orders. 'Women's benefit lodges are just now being opened in

tu Wellington District, Ancient Order of Foresters, Minutes of the Annual District Meeting (Hereafter, Report AOF
Wellington District), November 17, 1893, p 5, Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society, Wellington District Records,
I p6 I - | 993. MS-Group-0341.
" ibid., p 6
78 Nearly all New Zealand Orders had originated in either Great Britain, Australia. or the United States. Throughout the
nineteenth century the headquarters were still in those countries of ori,ein and the MUIOOF and IOOF both were obliged to
get permission from the mother body before changing their constitutions. By the twentieth century this situation changed,
and most New Zealand Orders acquired a certain amount of autonomy. Although the AOF also cr:nsidered their
headquarters to be in Great Britain, they seemed to have more autononrv earlier.
" Grand secretary's Report for year ending 1893, in IOOF Report, 1895, appendix, p.20
"" Typescripl celebrating the 75th Anniversary of the IOOF in New Zealand, 1937, p.6, IOOF Archives, Dunedin.
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our large centres by other societies, and it seems a pity that rve should be blocked by the action of our

Sovereign Grand Lodge from pafiicipating in any benefit rvhich may accrue from their establishment

among us.'8r FIe did add however his personal belief that:

It is likely to be a doubtful experiment. Wornen's aims and objects, except in a few isolated
cases, are pretty well limited to one object and one ambition, which, attained, her mental
horizon is limited to a very small radius, within which all her interests are (and should be)
centred to the exclusion of the petty aims and ambitions of the outside world ...There are many
difficulties in the way of women's admission to benefit lodges ... not least of which, however.
is the weaknesses of her physical nature.82

Permissjon was finally granted at the beginning of 1895.83 lmmediately, on l5 February 1895,

the first IOOF benefit Rebekah lodge was opened in Roslyn, Dunedin, under the auspices of the nearby

male lodge, Linden Lodge. Of the 33 inaugural members, 14 were men. Already benefit members of
Linden Lodge, they were initiated into Linda Rebekah Lodge simply as honorary members so they

could assist in the establishment and running of the Lodge.Ea It was from this group of men that the

first officials of the new lodge were chosen.Et This was not uncommon. All Rebekah lodges were

opened under the auspices of a male lodge, many of whose members joined in an honorary capacity

and initially filled the chairs.

Neither had Rebekah lodges completely lost their original role as auxiliaries for the wives and

daughters of male members. By paying a small fee on entrv and a yearly subscription women could

belong as honorary Rebekah members. They were entitled to participate in the meetings, rituals and

all social occasions but were not entitled to any benefits at all. 'Honorary members shall be eligible for

any office in the Lodge, and may vote on all questions except those relating to sick and funeral

benefits'.8t' Wives of male members regularly joined a fernale lodge as honorary members and often

went on to fill the chairs.

For example, in June 1895 when new officials rvere installed at Linda Rebekah Lodge, the

Secretary, Sister Cook, the Grand Master, Sister Durston and the Treasurer, Sister Martin, were all

wives of offrcials in Linden Lodge. Regularly working with each other, the two lodges often socialised

together and sometimes attended each other's meetings, In his report of 1897, the Distrjct Officer

noted, 'ln conjunction with the Linda Rebekah Lodge, a series of open meetings are regularly held

during the winter months, which prove very successtul, and tend to increase the attendance of

8r Grand Secretary's Report, 1893, p.20,
"'ibid.. p.20*t IOOF Report, 1895, p.9.
"' See page 132 of this thesis for an explanation of the difference between benefit and honorary members.*t IOOF Report, 1897, p.15.
"" Rules of the IndepenJent Orcler of Odtl Felkws o.f Nev' Zealand. Danedin, 1934, p.96.
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members at both lodges'.87 When it came to opening a second Rebekah lodge in Dunedin, W.H. Reid,

Grand Secretary, explained that, 'the prospects of the new lodge are seemingly good if the Leith

Officers alljoin in as honorary members and assist the movement, 30 members should be secured to

open with'.88 ln the event this second lodge, Ruth Rebekah, opened on I November 1895 with 16

benefit members and 12 honorary. Rebekah lodges continued right through the period under study to

have a high percentage of honorary members, Indeed more than half the female members were

honorary right up until the I 940s. In l9l0 there were 235 benet'it members and 484 honorary; in 1924

from a total membership of 1987 women, only 659 were benefit members; and in 1935,2635 out of a

total female membership of 3623 were honorary. More than any other Order, the IOOF perceived the

ritual and social role of their Rebekah lodges to be as important as the benefit role. Wives and

daughters of male lodge members continued to be encouraged to join and probably made up a large

percentage of the honorary members. Rebekah lodges therefore served merely as social clubs for

many women.

Over the next ten years, Rebekah lodges were established in Auckland, Wellington,

Christchurch, Invercargill, and a third one in Dunedin. Yet benefit membership progressed very slowly

and the secession rate was high. By 1905 there were 126 benefit members, and by l9l0 only 235. As

with the other Orders, the vast majority of women joining as benefit members were single. Aged

between 16 and 24 they often only stayed three or four years. Analysis of the 1904 admission list of
Linda Rebekah shows l8 new admissions, all single women and, with the exception of two women

who were 23 and 37, all aged between l6 and2l .8e Working in a variety of occupations: domestics,

tailoresses, machinists, a cook, a clerk and a bookkeeper. most were probably entering their first paid

job. The largest single occupational group was millworkers, six of the l8 members, explained no

doubt by the proximity of the Roslyn woollen mills which, according to Olssen, employed hundreds of
women workers.ot' Over the next 26 years, 1906 - 1933, mill workers continued to be the largest

occupational group admitted into the lodge. Nearlv all young and single, most probably did not stay

long.el

The MUIOOF also met resistance to the opening of female lodges fiom head ot'fice in Great

Britain, but went ahead anyway, opening in Wellington on 2l November | 895 its first female benefit

*t ibid.,l897, p. 13. Olssen tbund rhe same interaction between Ruth Rebekah Lodge and Leith Lodge, see Olssen, 'Friendly
Societies'. pp.l9l-2.
*t IOOF Report, 1897,p24.
n' Returns for Linda Rebekah Lodge, AACS. 537/228a. NA.
oo 

Olssen, A Historl' o! Otago. p 122.
"' ibid., See also Olssen, 'Friendly Societies', pp. 192-3 where he writes that 'ln South Dunedin's Miriam Rebekah Lodge,
for instance, almost every member joined the lodge as a teenager when entering their first paid job. . .the single womar, 165
in all, usually resigned or fell into alrears within five years of admission.'
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lodge.e2 Called Sister Wallis, it was named after its first Noble Grand, the wife of the then Bishop of

Wellington, Frederic Wallis.er Nevertheless, the Board of Directors in Britain refused to grant a

dispensation to the lodge arguing that female lodges 'were not considered as branches', but had the

same status as juvenile lodges and were only a social adjunct to male lodges.ea This meant that Sister

Wallis Lodge could not receive passwords, confer degrees or indeed enjoy any of the benefits of the

rnale lodges. The Wellinglon District was forced to withdraw all privileges it had previously granted

the lodge. In March | 898, after several unsuccessful attempts to get the Board of Directors to change

their minds and, finally exasperated by their attitude, despite it being against the rules, the Wellington

District reinstated Sister Wallis Lodge's privileges. For, as J. Kershaw" the District Secretary,

Wellington, explained in his letter to the Board of Directors; 'As you are no doubt aware, women in

this country have the franchise: and they cannot understand being treated as juveniles; y'ea even worse,

because when a boy reaches the age of l6 he can join an adult lodge, and so be entitled to almost full

privileges, but not so with the members of women's lodges.'ot At the end of I 898, the General Rules

were finally amended at the Oxford Annual Moveable Conference to allow female lodges full status.%

Dispensation was at last received from Manchester for Sister Wallis Lodge in January 1900.

Canterbury followed closely in Wellington's lbotsteps and, undeterred by the disapproval from

Manchester, went ahead in 1896 and opened a t'emale lodge in Christchurch bestowing on members

the full privileges and benefits of the male lodges. A second Canterbury lodge was established at

Kaiapoi in 1 896 which thrived for a few years and then closed in I 9l 5 because of lack of members.

Auckland District, MUIOOF, was not so eager to establish fbmale lodges. The idea, t'irst

mooted in 1894 by the Grand Master who strongly believed women should be admitted to the Order.

was dismissed in I895 by the new Grand Master. According to him, fernale benefit societies rvere

unnecessary as women got manied and could benefit from their husband's membership.

'Furthermore', he added, ' I do not think the population of Auckland sufficiently large or the

conditions favourable to warrant our embarking in that sphere of usefulness for some time to come'.e7

T'here the matter rested and it was not until 1908 that a f'emale lodge, the Sisters of Friendship,

affiliated to the male lodge, Fountain of Friendship, was opened. Another opened the same year in

Hamilton, Sisters of Hamilton. Neither was very successf'ul, never having more than l2 and 28

e2 Gourlay, p.93
or He wai a member of Britannia Lodge. MUIOOF.
eaGourlay. p.94. See also R,W. tvtoftey. A (entury of O&lfeltow.rhip , Muchester 1910, p. I 18, where he explains thar
new rules were introduced in 1893 to provide fbr female lodges. but it was some years before they were incorporated into
the Order as fullv functionine branches.
ei Letter from J, Kershaw tJBoard of Directors in Manchester. May 1898, quoted in Gosden, p.94.
e6 tvtoffery. p. 130.

"Report, Auckland District, MLTIOOF, 1895, p.3.
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members respectively. After the District rules had been amended in l9l5 to enable females to be

initiated into male lodges, both these female lodges amalgamated with nearby rnale lodges.

Although the Canterbury Grand Lodge United Ancient Order of Druids, UAOD, had opened a

female lodge in Ashburton ( | 904 ), and one in Christchurch ( 1908 ), the Auckland Grand Lodge was

not so enthusiastic. In 1900 a committee was asked to investigate the f'easibility of women's lodges.

But, despite their observation that many Orders were opening female lodges and their recommendation

that it would be sensible to follow suit, the Grand President decided against such a moue.ns Nothing

more was discussed until 19l5 when a motion was put to open a female lodge during one of the annual

executive meetings. This was dismissed by the Grand President on the grounds that he 'thought it was

a dangerous question'. Having given it consideration, he 'advised the Grand Lodge to keep clear.

Canterbury is the only Grand Lodge in New Zealand who admits them, and I don't think they would

recommend the Executive of this Grand lodge to take the f'emale lodges under their wing'.ee Over the

following years, when the question of admission of females was raised, it was turned down rvithout

discussion. Eventually, in 1927, when it was again moved that women be included, the executive

declared that they were at last prepared to vote on the matter for 'it was quite satisfied that it would be

to the advantage of the Order to admit women. It would not prejudice the dignity of the Lodge

meetings'. 100 And although one member 'sincerely hoped that Grand Lodge would seriously consider

before it took such a backward ,t"p',tu' the motion was passed . By 1929 several UAOD lodges which

had admitted rvomen were extremely positive about the move, a sentiment expressed by Bro. J.T.

Brown when he declared that the 'Star of Paeroa lodge had been a 200 per cent. better lodge since its

admission of female members ... socially, there was a great improvement and a much tiner atmosphere

in the lodge'.102 Notwithstanding such enthusiasm, other lodges remained averse to the idea and

continued to oppose the admission of women. By I 93 | , 39 lodges of the 96 in the North Island

District had accepted234 women (the total male membership was 13,000). Despite the executive's

announcement that 'the innovation is meeting with marked success','03 many male lodges continued to

reflse to initiate rvomen.

By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century female lodges rvere thus being

established throughout New Zealand. Yet it was a slow process, depending often, it seems, on the

personal views of men in authority. Some, such as Kershaw in Wellington and Hancock in Dunedin,

unreservedly believed women were entitled to benefits. They both asked why, since women were in

tt UAOD Report, 1900, p.l l.
" ibid., r9r5, p.lo6.

'oo ibid.. 1927,p.12.
tot ibid.

'ut UAOD Report, 1929. p.18.

'ot ibid., 193r, p.r2.
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the workforce, had the franchise and were gaining increasing independence in society, should they be

excluded from lodges? Others, such as Reid, though believing a woman's sphere was in the home and

doubting the value of women members, recognised that the time had come when women could no

longer be excluded. For him it was a pragmatic decision, if the IOOF did not include women, they

would go elsewhere.

Nonetheless a large percentage of lodges continued strongly to resist admitting women.

Regardless of the increased numbers of women in the workforce, New Zealand remained a male

dominated society where men controlled positions of authority and dominated the decision-making

process at all levels. Women were still excluded from many spheres of public and social life. Friendly

Society lodges were a reflection of that society. As Gourlay has pointed out rvhen discussing the

admiffance of female members into the MUIOOF, 'The resentment with which many of the brethren

watched this incursion into their lodges is reflected in the slow progress of the sister movement

throughout the country'.'H Consequently the number of women in lodges remained small.

Approximately 1672 women, or 5.2Yo,were members by 1910, compared to 29,372 male members.

Although the number continued to rise slowly to 1683 female members in 1915, the proportion of male

members rose faster. By 1915, female members accounted for only 2.35% of the total membership.r05

Neither the UAOD nor the MUIOOF in Otago nor the UAOD North Island allowed women to be

admitted into their lodges until the end of the 1920s.

From the very first days of female Friendly socielv membership it is notable that, despite the

refusal of two large Orders to admit women in Otago, there was a higher number of women in lodges

in Otago than any other province in New Zealand. With three fbmale lodges, the AOF had the most.

Woodlands Pride, AOF in Dunedin was the largest with membership rising from | 80 in 1900 to 265 by

l9l0 and over 300 by the 1930s. Both the Rechabites and IOOF also counted more women amongst

their members in Otago than in other provinces of Nerv Zealand. The reasons are not clear but a

number of factors probably contributed. A larger number of women were employed in industry in

Dunedin at the turn of the century than anywhere else, ""' young unskilled women rvere being paid

roa Gourlay. p.97.
rt" This number can only be approximate, as I have incomplete figures for HACBS. SDT and IOR. Only female benefir
members are counted in this total. Honorary members were not listed in the official returns and were never included in the
Registrar's figures. The IOOF is the only Order for which the number of honorary female members is known. I have no
idea for other Orders. However, I am reasonably sure that the number was minuscule, as the other Orders did not place the
same emphasis on female auxiliary lodges as a social adjunct to the male lodge and did not encourage w'omen to join as
honoraw members.

'ou Diani Unwin, 'Women in New Zealand Industry, with special reference to Factory Industry and to Conditions in
Dunedin'. MA Thesis, university of otago, 1944, p.66. see also ('ar.rr,1 1906, part vlll. p.355.
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slightly higher wages in Dunedinl0T and finally the union organisation that took place in the early

1890s may have awakened women to the benefits to be gained fiom organisation.lOs

Not only in Otago, but throughout New Zealand, the AOF seemed to have been the most open

to female members. More AOF female lodges were established than any other Order and up until the

1920s, a higher female membership was evident in the AOF. Why this should have been so is not

clear. Contribution and benefit rates did not significantly vary fiom Order to Order, and all Orders

were recruiting similar women - young working women. Maybe they recruited more energetically,

rnaybe their leaders were more liberal minded or maybe they were just more supportive of their fernale

members.

With the exception of the Temperance Orders only the AOF admitted women to male lodges

befbre l915.rOe ln 1902, Court lnglewood Forest, made the first, and for the time extrernely unusual,

move to allow wolnen to be admitted into a male court. Meeting to discuss the institution of a female

court in January 1898, a committee of male lodge officers had, for unknown reasons, decided instead

to allow women to join the men's court,'lo The first two wornen joined in 1902, and in 1907 another

seven women joined from a total of 24 entries. They were all single, aged between l6 and 17 and all

occupied in 'house duties'. Over the next 20 years, a few women joined each year, but others also

resigned every year when they got married. "' As a result, for many years there were never more than

about ten women members at any one time. By the 1920s the proportion of female members

increased, and from then there were usually about 30 women out of a membership of between 300 -

350. r r: Although Court Redclyffe in Taradale also became mixed in l909, it seems to have had very

few fernale members. I l -'

Not only were women allowed to join AOF rnale lodges, but, in 1904, Court Inglewood elected

a woman to the office of Chief Ranger. This uas the highest offrce in the Court and if the duties of the

office are looked at it is apparent how powerful the position was - a fact which makes it all the more

surprising that a woman was given the role. 'The duty of the Chief Ranger shall be to sit as Chairman

of the Court, presiding over it as the head of a family; to preserve order and decorum; to examine or

cause to be examined every person who shall be in the Court-room before the Court is opened; to see

that all fines are enforced, to preside at all meetings; to see that justice is fairly administered'. r14

tot Olssen, Building the Neu' Mild, p.77
ru8 Unwin, pp 76-83.
ruu The Rechabites had established the first female lodges in New Zealand. In Wellington, Haste to Rescue Tenr was
founded in 1872. They were probably also the first to establish mixed lodges. ln 1890 the first women were admitted into
Hope of Dunedin Tent. By 1905 many of their larger Tents had become mixed.llt' Mclntyre, p.26.
rrr ibid.,
r'' ibid , p.zz
rrr Daley, 'Gender in the Community', p. I 59
"* General Lcru's.for lhe Government of the Ttrrailaki Ancient Order of l:u'esters, New Plymout[ 1890, p.32.
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T'hroughout all the Orders, female lodges did not have an easy time for those first few years.

Some closed almost as soon as they opened, many others struggled to survive and most never reached

the hundred-membership mark.

The IOOF, for instance, struggled to keep some of their Rebekah lodges viable despite efforts

such as public installations, open social events and campaigning. Membership hardly grew during the

first years, the secession rate was high, and many lodges were financially very unstable.ll5 The two

MUIOOF Auckland lodges limped along until they were absorbed by the male lodges, and several

female lodges opened in other parts of the country only to close after a very short time.l16 And the

AOF, having opened six female courts between 1894 and 1900 in the Wellington District, had been

forced to close four of them by 1904."7

Contributing significantly to the problems was the extremely high turnover of members. The

great majority of women who joined the lodges were single, usually teenagers. or in their very early

twenties, and were probably entering their first jobs. Most stayed only a few years leaving, no doubt,

as Olssen has pointed out, to get manied. 'lt may not be entirely coincidental that the exits occurred at

about the age when, given the national average, they might be expected to rnarry.'l18 For although

women were entering the workforce in ever growing numbers, most left again as soon as they married.

Work was but an interlude between schooland marriage for the great majority of young women.l''

The Caversham researchers found for Miriam Rebekah Lodge that the average length of
membership was four years, as opposed to six years for men in other lodges, and the average age of

departure fbr women was 25 years.l2(' Statistics from the Registrar's's reports confirm this finding by

showing that overall the average age for the women's lodges was lower than that of the men's. In

1909, for example, the average age for female IOOF lodges was 24.55 years, whereas for men it was

33.97.rrr For the MUIOOF, Canterbury District, members of female lodges averaged 25.36 years of

age compared to 38. I 1 for men.'t2 In l9l0 men belonging to the AOF Wellington District averaged

37.36 years of age rvhile women were 25.93.113 Although men and women entered at approximately

the same ages, most women only stayed a short time, thus assuring that the average age of the lodge

staved lorv.

t 
' 
t 

See fbr example, IOOF Report, 1 903, pp l 9 and 99. As already discussed there was a large percenrage of honorary
members They contributed little to the lodge financially.
"o Gourlay, pp.96 -7 He describes the various attempts and failures of MUIOOF Districts to form female lodges.

"'Report AOF Wellington District, December 1901, p.7.

"* Olsserq 'Friendly Societies', p. 193.

'ln Olsser\ 'Women Work and Family', p 165
r20 Ryan. p.9.
''' AJHR. 1910. H-1. p.37
'"" ibid., p.37 .

'tt AJH& I9r r, H-r. p.23.
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This high turnover of members meant there was little continuity in the running of the lodges.

Difficulty was experienced in filling the chairs or even in finding officers who knew how to run the

lodges. Secretaries and trustees changed almost every year, (in many of the male lodges the secretaries

stayed for many years and essentially ran the lodges). As a result the books were often not properly

kept and the funds were badly managed.l2a

Women's Friendly Society lodges were thus slow to get going. Member numbers were low and

there was a very high turnover of members. From the mid 1890s when they first started, until the

1920s only a srnall number of female lodges were opened, and many of those languished and then

closed. The 1920s, however, saw the beginning of a significant increase in female lodge members.

The reason however, was not because female lodges were being established and rvere now being more

successful. No. the main reason was the opening up of many male lodges to women. This is the topic

of the next section.

By the early 1920s the issue of mixed lodges had becorne a much discussed topic at most

MUIOOF lodge meetings. The First World War had heightened women's status and presence in the

community. Their own self-confidence had increased, their outlook was broadened, their interest in

public and civic aftairs heightened and their desire for full political and social equality arvakened.l25

Young women gained and retained 'a freedom and autonomy that their mothers had not had' and after

the war asserted themselves more and aspired to more independence and freedom of choice.r26

Traditional social controls had been weakened, forms of entertainment changed and young girls were

freer to go out and profit from the 'nerv freedoms offered by the cities'.127 In the workplace many

women very successfully assumed jobs vacated by men going to war. And although most women

surrendered these jobs to men at the end of the war, the success and ability they had shown in these

jobs helped erode long-held notions about wornen's unsuitability for certain jobs. War also provided

more opportunities for office work and had considerably accelerated women's movement into jobs as

clerks, typists and stenographers rvhere their nurnbers increased from 5024 in lgll to 13,425 in

192l . 
r28

r2t See for exarnple IOOF Report, 1903, p.29.
'" J C Mcleod, 'Activities of New Zedand Women During World War l'. Research Essay, B.A.Hons., University of
9!ugo, 1978, pp.e7-l I I
"" Olsserq 'Towards a New Society'. p.265.
ttt Olssen. Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', in Peggy G. Kooprnan-Boyden, ed.. lramilie.s in
Nev'Zealand Society, Wellington, 1978. pp t-25.
''" Olssen, 'Women, Work and Family', pp. 163-4. By choosing to limit their fertility many young women expressed this
desire to control their own lives and to make choices their mothers had not been able to nrake. See also Mcleod, pp.86-90
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Education also influenced young women prefening to work outside the home, rather than

fulfilling the traditional role of 'mother's little helper at home'.'t' Once the free place system was

instituted in 1903, providing those who passed the Proficiency Examination rvith at least two years'

free secondary schooling, girls increasingly entered secondary education.r30 At the same time technical

schools emphasising practical rather than academic subjects were being developed. These provided

young women with new opportunities to learn professional skills, which they then expected to put to

use in the workforce.t'' By the 1920s, the number of all New Zealanders receiving secondary

education had increased significantly fiom the turn of the century. Between l9l5 and 1924 the

number had doubled.l32 Young women, as Bronwyn Karran has shown for Dunedin, and Daley for

Napier, made up a significant percentage of this increase.rsl

This new freedom, a more integrated social life and women's increased profile in public life led

many lodges to acknowledge that women could have a valuable contribution to make to lodge life, and

that it was no longer necessary to segregate them in their own lodges. Women, it was recognised,

could bring a new perspective to the lodge. Besides lodge attendance was flagging and lodge social

lif'e was often dull. Many men, particularly younger men, no longer wanted segregated social activity

and were therefore less inclined to attend lodge nights if women were not included. Thus many

members started urging their lodges to admit women. Those who did found it a great success. As one

member, whose lodge had become mixed, attested, 'there has been a great improvement in lodge

attendance in those cases where they had admitted female members'.r-ta Napier lodge, which had

opened its doors to women in 1922 reported at the end of the year that 'the introduction of ladies into

the lodge has had a marked eflbct on the social side of our meeting, as when the lodge adjourned for

harmony, they took part most enthusiastically in games and music'.'t5 Hence at every opportunity

MUIOOF District and Unity officials encouraged lodges to become mixed. ''u Daley's description of

lodges as' masculine institutions, run by men for men' and'refuges from home' where men could go

to escape from their women could no longer be applied to all lodges.tst Instead, by the early 1930s,

many men were increasingly encouraging their lodges to open their membership to women.

r2e Daley, Girls qtul Women, p.62.
'" Sandra Coney, Standing in the Sunshile, Auckland, | 993, p.201 .

r3r 
See for example Daley. Girl.s and Women, p 63, who urguei that increasingly young women chose to do commerc.ial or

professional courses over domestic ones. See also Melanie Nolan. Bread Wining: Nev,Zealand llomen and the Stqte,
Canterbury, 2000. pp 103-li6
'"' Daley, Girl:; aud Women, p.63.t" ibid., pp.62-3.Bronwyn Karran, She Stoops to Conquer: The Feminisation of the Clerical Workforce in New Zealand,
1890 to 1935', Research Essay, B.A. Hons. University of Otago, 1991, pp.77-9.

'.'o ()drlfetkrr,s lvlagazine,l November 1923, p.7,366 3, Auckland publii Library.
'" ibid., I December 1922, p.10.

'rf Seeforexamplereportsof speeches inA*lfettou,slvlagazine.lg2l-lg24,l l\{arch l9?3, p l4and I June I923, p 15.

'" Daley, 'Gender in the Community', pp.224-5.
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Yet opposition to such an idea was often very strong, particularly from older members who

feared their traditional forms of convivialiry - smoking and drinking - would be curtailed. Onehunga

lodge for example delayed the admission of women for some time due to resistance from members

who feared 'their smoke would be curtailed' or that 'the fair sex' would be given undue advantages.lss

And as the following quote from a letter illustrates. some members continued in the belief that women

should either stay at home or form their own branches:

neither my son, who is a Juvenile Oddfellow, nor myself miss the direct f'emale influence in the
lodge room ... ladies desiring membership should be encouraged to form female branches and
if the presence of the fair sex is so essential to the well being of our Society, interchange visits
occasionally; but don't mix it ... I will always strenuously oppose their admission into male
lodges. The knowledge that so many brother Oddfellows are on my side of the fence gives me
infinite pleasure.tle 

-

Notrvithstanding the opposition, more lodges opened their doors to women. Disregarding the

objections of several of its members, Nelson District, MUIOOF" voted in 1923 to admit members to its

affiliated lodges.ro" And Hastings Lodge, 'after many lengthy discussions during the past few months

decided to admit female members into the lodge'.'o' By the early 1930s all MUIOOF Districts, with

the single exception of Otago, which had chosen to retain segregated lodges, had amended their

constitutions to allow mixed lodges. More and more individual lodges were admiffing women.

The AOF, as already discussed, introduced mixed lodges very early in Taranaki and Hawke's

Bay. By the end of the 1920s in the Otago District I I of the 24 male courts had become mixed, in

Wellington District 9 out of 27 were mixed and Canterbury six of the 12 male courts had become

mixed.

By degrees women began to fill the offices. ln 1922 Ponsonby lodge elected a woman as

Grand Master, the highest office in the lodge. In the Masterton lodge in the same year, tbur of the l4

newly elected officers were women. As the District Grand Master remarked during the initiation

ceremony, 'the high position the lodge was now in was greatly due to the work of the Sisters, and he

knew they would receive all assistance from the 200 odd rnale members who had placed them in

office'.142

Judging by the increasing proportion of women in Friendly Societies from 1925, mixed lodges

were obviously a success. In 1920 there were approxirnately 2604 female members, constituting 3.5%

of the total membership. This had risen to 4.73o/o, or 4330 members, by 1925, and in 1930 women

accounted for 6.06% of members. In 1935 they accounted for 6.900/o of membership, rising to 6.92o/o

'.tr,tJrlrffettou,s Magazine, I April I922, p 7
"'Ibid..l June 1923. p.9
roo ibid., I october to2:, p.s.
rlr ibid., lDecember 1923, p I l.
'42 ibid., I January t92t, p.i5.
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in 1938. But the high secession rate continued, women leaving as soon as they got married. Noble

Grand for Ponsonby Lodge commented, 'ln the matter of resignations from the Lodge, we are perhaps,

labouring under a disadvantage. About 50% of the members of the L,odge are ladies, rvho, in time,

marry, and as they would receive no material advantage by continuing paying into their own Lodge,

resign and fall back on their husband's Lodge'.'n' As the female workforce continued to be dominated

by young single women who invariably left work when they married, so too was fbmale lodge

membership.laa

Table 2a: Number of Female Friendly Society lllembers, 1900-1938

Auckland
Canterbury
Hawkes Bay
Nelson
Otago
Taranaki
Wellington
Westland

Total

STD
HACBS

TotaI

Grand Total

1905 l9l0

59 l2l
195 276

0 t4
20 20

722 958
139 t 6l
267 233

00
1402 1783

I 53 r39

l9l5 1920

t92 296
2e9 346
l0 t2
20 20

982 1339

177 219
235 239

00
1915 2471

t20 130

102 106

222 236

1685 2193
l4t5 1485

2't4 210
t22 94

2402 1921
5?5 618
597 430
t"t t2

6637 7023

t40 | 50

874 874
l0l4 1024

7651 8047

1900

50
194

0

2A

429
20

t84
0

897

1925

758

696
28r

63

1454

140
502
l8

4tt2

l.l3
221
357

4469

1930

l66l
1245
364
l19

r 856
499
634

z+
6402

n5
250
3E5

6787

l93Et935

Other Members without regional breakdowns

153

1555

139

E97 1922 2t37 2707

Although the numbers can only be approximate and it is not known if their secession rate began

to decline, the trend is clear. By the end of the 1920s more and more women were joining lodges.l{5

'*t ibid , I February 1923. p 7.

'uu Olssen, 'Women, Work and Family', pp 165-6
tut 

These numbers can onJy be approiimaie and ir is more than likely they are under-estimated. I am certain of the numbers
for the four biggest Orders, MUIOOF, AOF, IOOF, and UAOD, and confident that the numbers are reasonably accurate for
the IOR (l have investigated the returns for all of the large IOR Tents and some of the smaller ones. and have therefore
been abfe to estimate with reasonable accuracy the number of females in this Order). These five Orders accounted for gloh
of membership. The figures for SDT and HACBS remain speculative. lt is know'n, from the Registrar's's report in 1906,
that the SDT had 153 women members and 416 males. Women therefore accounted for 12o/o of their membership in that
year lt can be assumed that this percentage did not change, and I have therefore presumed that l2o/o of their membership
every year was female, For the HACBS, four fema.le lodges are known, however the total of the four known lodges was
only 2-50 in 1930 and in 1935 there was a total of 874 female members. Presumably some HACBS lodges became mixed
after the 1920s, but as to which ones or rvhen is not known, any estimation of the possible female numbers has not been
attempted. No estimate of the number of PAFSA wonlen members has been attempted as there is no basis on which to
estimate. However their total membership was neyer more than 1000, and it is highly unlikety that more than l0olo were
women. By 1930 two new Orders appeared, the GUOOF, and the NUIOOF with a combined total of 895 members in that
year,682 in 193-5 and 830 in 1938. And finally in 1925 therewere -147 members in'Other Societies'. (see AJH& 1926,H-
l. p.27.) This number increased to 3072 in 1930, decreased to 2546 in 1935 and increased again ro 3228 in 1938. These
'Other Societies' were. Auckland Transport Club: Wellington Corporation Tramways and Electric Lighting Friendty
Societv: Canterbr.rry (N.Z ) Seed Co , Ltd.. Employees' S. and B.F S; Auckland City Council Employees' Voluntary Sick
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Whether they were joining for social or benefit reasons is unknown. Many would have joined for the

social activity, which, in rnixed lodges became extremely active and was often inspired and organised

by the women members. As already discussed, by the twenties women rvere less constrained by

restrictive conventions, freer and more inclined to seek mixed company. Lodges were a safe organised

venue where young working womsn could socialise comfortably with young men.

That said, however, there was undoubtedly also a large number who joined for the benefits

offered. Significantly the major upswing in female membership started in the last years of the 1920s,

the beginning of the Depression. A considerable number of lodges had become mixed and were

actively encouraging women to join, but also the unequal treatment for unemployed wornen, and their

exclusion from unemplovment relief may well have spurred working women to join lodges as a form

of economic self-help.la(' Unable to turn to the state for support, women rvere obliged to draw on their

own resources for survival in the depressed times. Mutual assistance in the form of lodges and the

newly established Nerv Zealand Co-operative Women's Guild (NZCWG), a 'system of mutual aid in

response to economic hardship', were two possible means by which women could help themselves.'07

A brief look at the occupational composition of f'emale lodges will show that, as with male

lodges, they too reflected the change in the workforce. The nature of women's work in New Zealand

underwent many changes during the period under study. Olssen has shown that, prior to 1880,

domestic service provided the main avenue of employment for working-class women. While the

number of women engaged in domestic service continued to increase between l88l and 1936, as a

proportion of the f'emale worktbrce this occupation decreased. From the 1880s, women had

increasingly chosen factory employment, and after 1900 employment opportunities opened up for

women as 'waitresses, cooks, nurses, teachers, clerks, and typists'.148

In the 1920s, the number of rvomen throughout Nerv Zealand entering clerical work, becoming

teachers and nurses, noticeably increased. This trend, well undenvay before the outbreak of war was

accelerated by the large number of men who left for the front and the creation of new services and

department branches on account of the war.ltu Women t'illed the gaps. Even when the men returned

and Accident Societf and Wellington Municipal Employees' Sick Benefit and Death Levy Society. Given the nature of
these 'Other Societies' it would be reasonable to assume that there were l'ew if any women members. However until further
research and analysis can be undertaken. any estimate of female membership must remain approximate,
'* For a discussion on women and moves made to include them in unemplol,ment provisions of the late 1920s and 1930s.
see Melanie Nolan. 'Politics Swept Under a Domestic Carpet'? Fracturing Domesticity and the Male Breadw'inner Wage:
Women's Economic Citizenship, 1920s- 1940s'. NZJH, ?7, ?, 1993, pp 199-217, Nolan. Ilread Winning, pp. | 65- l9l; Lisa
Davies and Natalie Jackson, llomen's Labour Fbrce Participation ht Nev, Zealarul: The Past 100 Yeors. Wellington.
1993, p.36;and Margaret Tennant and Kate Flintofl'Women's Unemployment Committees, l93l-1939', in Anne Else,
ed., W ome n 7't rye t he r, I 993. Wellington, pp. 3 8-40.
'"' Fiona McKergow, 'New Zealand Co-operative Women's Guild, 1928- I965-, in Anne Else, pp -308- I I
'"n Olssen, 'Women, Work and Family', p 162
rae Mcl-eod, pp.87-90.
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fiom the Front and most women relinquished their posts, the numbers remained higher and indeed

continued to increase throughout the post war period.l-t"

Graph 29: Women Lodge Members'Occupational Gategories: All New Zealand
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Graph 2h: Women Lodge Members' Occupational Categories: Wellington
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From the mid 1920s the occupational composition of female lodges started to reflect this shift

(See graph 2g). Where previously domestic workers and those employed in industry, particularly the

textile and clothing industries, had been predominant, now a growing number of office workers was

joining. Wellington lodges, owing to the concentration of government deparmtents, showed the

greatest increase, with the number of women lodge members emploved in office work rising from 5%

in 1905 to35o in 1930. (graph 2h). Although the proportion of domestic service employees fell, they

still remained the largest female occupational group in lodges throughout New Zealand, as they

continued to do in the workforce. Teachers and nurses as lodge members only increased slightly,

reflecting their smaller increase as a proportion of the workforce.

Although many conclusions about women as Friendly Society members must remain

speculative, certain trends are clear and reflect the changes taking place in society. Many Friendly

Society Orders, inf'luenced by the changing status of women liom the 1890s, elected to include them.

Resistance shown by others and the consequent slow progress in female membership, however,

reflected the continuing prevailing beliefs that a woman's place was in the home, that the spheres were

still separate, and that men still controlled the decision making processes.

After the First World War, when women became more assertive and independent, were

seeking more political and social responsibility, were increasingly being employed in offices and were

taking up teaching and nursing as professions, many male lodges opened their membership to include

women. Lodges could not operate in isolation, secluded from societal changes. As society evolved

and changed, so did the Friendly Societies. The evolution of a large number of lodges from the

exclusive male preserves of the early years to the mixed lodges of the 1930s was no more than a

reflection of the changes taking place in the wider society of rvhich they were part.
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Chapter 4: Ritual

As the first chapter discussed, in the early days of settlement Friendly Societies were one way

of helping immigrants adjust to their new environment. Lodge social life was a means of getting

people together, providing contact and diversion in days when little else was available to working

people. The next chapter will shorv that the range of rvelfare benefits supplied by Friendly Societies at

a time when governmental assistance was almost non-existent was, by the twentieth century, fbr most

people, the primary reason for belonging to a Friendly Society. Friendly Societies however

considered themselves to be more than just mere insurance companies or social cluhs. Equally

important to them was their ideology, disseminated to their members through ritual. Promulgating a

code of conduct and morality that mirrored the Victorian notion of respectabilit-v, Friendly Society

rituals were an integral and important component of membership. As John Frome Wilkinson, a

nineteenth-century chronicler of Friendly Societies, stressed:

The social element continues to be the mainspring of action ... the social, moral and educational
influences of the Friendly Society movement are both direct and indirect ... As a candidate duly
elected, it being known that a certain standard of proficiency is expected, the neophyte will be
in the right frame of mind to answer the solemn questions of the presiding officer, and to listen
to the initiation charge instilling into his mind the duties he owes to God, his neighbour, and
himself. 'Friendship, love 3nd truth', 'benevolence, unity and concord,' rvill be driven home
by ceremony and by ritual.'

Many British historians have written on the respectability of the skilled working class.2 Various

interpretations have been accorded to the meaning and function of this respectabiliry'. What constituted

respectable behaviour has been discussed, as have the means of attaining respectabilit-v. The outward

signs - membership of certain institutions, making sure of a decent funeral, job stability, decorous

behaviour - have all been noted and discussed. Most have made the observation that the membership

of a Friendly Society conferred'a badge of respectability'.1 Yet none of these historians has examined

the means by which the message of respectabitity was conveyed - Friendly Society ritual. Ritual,

usually developed in the first half of the nineteenth century, was the vehicle used to transmit the whole

philosophy of respectability to Friendly Society members, and to instil a communality of moral

purpose in these members. Imbued with Victorian moral tenets, ritual was used at every Friendly

Society meeting and on every special occasion. Special ritual cerernonies were held to further impart

the message. Friendly Societies outside of Great Britain transplanted the ritual with its messages of

respectability unchanged. Most of the founders of Friendly Societies in Nerv Zealand, having been

' Wilkinson,, p 205.
' See the introduction ofthis thesis, pp. I 5-16.

' F.M.L. Thompson. 'the 
Rise of Reipectahle Sctciety, A Soc:ial History of trtictorian Rritain, 1830- 1900, London. I988,

p.201.
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members in Britain, subscribed to the values espoused and considered the moral message was as

appropriate in the new world as it had been in the old.

Whether in New Zealand, Great Britain, Australia or the United States, all Friendly Societies

aimed to create a brotherhood of like-minded people, united by common goals and moral principles,

desirous of improving themselves and helping others. As the introduction to the MUIOOF ritual book

stated, ritual was the glue and the means of imparting the message: 'Without its ritual the Unity would

be nothing but a commercial organisation and as "a man cannot live by bread alone," so the Unity

cannot live by insurance alone. Within the covers of this book will be found the means rvhereby the

golden bond of the Unity may be cemented'.4 While each Order had different rituals, they all aimed

for the same result - a united brotherhood of principled, responsible, respectable men and women.'t

The irnportance of building a moral character is thus expressed by the Oddfellows :

Mutual relief, it is true, is a leading office in our afflliation. To visit the sick, relieve the
distressed, to bury the dead and educate the orphan is the command of our laws, and an
imperative duty which Oddfellowship enjoins. But these, although its frequent and almost
daily ministrations are but a tithe of the intrinsic virtues of our beloved Order. We seek to
improve and elevate the character of man...our aim is to lead man to the cultivation of the true
fraternal relation designed by the Great Author of his being ... .May you ever be animated bv
the pure principles of Odd Fellorvship, and may 1,our life and conduct afford no reproach to the
new character which you have this night voluntarilv assumed.6

The Druids were also clear on the sort of person they expected their members to be:

Living friendly, feeling friendly,
Acting fairly to all men,
Seeking to do that to other,
They may do to me again;
Hating no man, scorning no lnan,
Wronging none by word or deed;
But forbearing, soothing serving,
Thus I live and this rny creed.'

And for the Foresters:

A Good Forester is a man who, jealous of his rights as a citizen, maintains them in a temperate,
manly, and decorous manner. Knowing his duties, he perfbrms them well, and pays a ready
and willing obedience to his country's laws - neither cringing nor servile on the one hand, nor
wild and factious on the other. In his private character as a father, son, or husband, he fultils all
claims with scrupulous fidelity. Benevolence and friendship are our objects - justice and
morality our characteristics. n

t llitualand Lecture:; of the Manchester Ilnity lrutepcntlent Ordcr of Odtt l.'eltows Friendly Sociuy, (MUIOOF Ritual),
Huddersfield, I 929. p.5.
s Although women became members after 1900, the term brotherhood remained irr common use and seemed to apply to
both wornen and men. Sisterhood is not a term they used.
n Perry Howard, Hov'qrd'.s Odd l.'etlrnship up ro /)rre, New York, 1909, p.30.
'McKay, p.8
" General Lau's, Ancienl Order <tf Foresler.s Friendly Society, Hrnhe's Bcy- Districl, Napier, 1889, p 4.
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To what extent these ideals were actually put into practice is impossible to quantify. Neither is

it possible to know how many of those joining were really interested in anything other than the

benefits or, for some, a convivial evening amongst like-minded friends. Nonetheless ritual, and the

values it taught, was the glue which bound the members together, which cemented them into a

universal brotherhood. A member could travel throughout New Zealand knowing that, as part of a

nationwide brotherhood, aid and comfort would be forthcoming if needed. A person could travel to

Australia, Great Britain or the United States and, knowing that he or she belonged to a universal

brotherhood sworn to uphold the principles of the Order, feel confident of being able to call on

strangers in time of need. Immigrants arriving in Nerv Zealand in the 1840s, 50s, 60s and 70s, could

instantly find a rapport, a common thread which bound them together in their lodge. Although it was

probably the benefit f'unction that accounted for the future success of Friendly Societies, it rvas the

ritual that tacilitated recognition and created a bond amongst unknown and disparate migrants and laid

the base for the future development of the movement in New Zealand.

In her study on American fraternalism, Mary Ann Clawson has argued that movements are

more likely to be effective 'when they can make use of already existing structures of action instead of
having to build from scratch'.e According to her. the existing forms and structures provide trust and

confidence in an organisation, facilitate co-operative activity and give a base for leadership and

expertise. Undoubtedly that was the case for New Zealand Friendly Societies. As has already been

discussed in a previous chapter, the New Zealand Orders imported their associational forms, their

content, their benefit packages and their first leaders from countries where the movement was already

well established - from Great Britain, Australia and the United States. They were able to establish,

unchanged, known and tested organisations. Attracted by the security of the familiar and the

confidence that the membership shared common values, people joined. What in every case defined the

institution, bound it together and created a unity of moral purpose was its ritual. Just as Clawson has

argued for the United States that it was the collective experience of the ritual that created social

relationships at the same time as it created a meaning for the grouprO, so it was in New Zealand.

Brought together by social or economic need, disparate rnen (and later rvomen) rvere unified by the

ritual of lodge life.

By exploring the fbrms of ritual used and analysing their meanings and messages, this chapter

will show exactly what this ritual tried to teach its members, and how it was used to promote particular

values, ideas, and a vision of society. Ritual imbued every aspect of lodge life; the fortnightly

meetings were opened and closed with the appropriate rituals, the meetings were run according to

',clawson, p 8.
'" ibid., p 13.
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precisely defined procedural ritual, the appointment of otTicers to chairs was carried out in conformity

with the appropriate rituals, and the rituals governing initiation rites and funeral ceremonies were

always strictly adhered to. While it is dilficult to actuallv evaluate rhe success of ritual in instilling a

certain code of conduct, in cementing social relations and in creating bonds of loyalty and obligation,

the devotion shown by a number of members in fulfilling the offices and working long unpaid hours

for their lodges or Orders shows that its message was successful in some cases. Something of value to

some tnembers was imparted, and the spirit of brotherhood, for these members at least, was more than

just a notion - it was a reality.

The main source for exploring the ceremonial and ritual character of Friendly Societies is the

Orders' ritual and lecture books. As will be discussed, the ritual came to New Zealand unchanged

from the Order's country of origin. Because the preservation of the universal nature of the ritual was

vital, the books continued to be published in the original home of the Order - Great Britain for

MUIOOF, Foresters and Rechabites. In the case of the IOOF, although the Sovereign Grand Lodge

was in the USA, the New Zealand charter was granted by the quasi- independent Australian body

which printed its own ritual books. These were the primary source of ritual for the New Zealand

branch. Throughout the period under study, 1842-1940, the ritual of all the Orders remained virtually

unaltered, apart from minor modifications. Therefore, except where otherwise stated, the following

discussion is as valid for the beginning of the period as it is for the end.

Once the rituals were imported to New Zealand great vigilance was exercised to ensure that the

universal binding rituals of the mother Order remained unchanged. Each ritual was performed in

exactly the same manner and with the same precision as it had been in England, America or Australia,

depending on where the Order originated. The prescribed text of charges, lectures, ceremonial rituals

and odes was precisely adhered to and fines rvere imposed for incorrect delivery. No changes were

made for colonial conditions. Whereas the Orders adapted, where necessary, the rules and regulations

governing their day-to-day functioning, the ritual remained untouched. Any question about, or desired

divergence from, the original form rvas refened back to head ofl'ice and all changes updating ritual

emanated frorn there.

In colonial times, making sure the ritual conformed exactly assured the maintenance of a link

with the mother country. A constant element in a time of major change and upheaval in the lives of
the immigrants, it helped them accommodate to their new environment. It was an affirmation of a

cultural heritage and, in particular, tbr the first twenty years of settlement an English heritage. Many

historians have commented on the transfer of English institutions to New Zealand and the importance
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of retaining cultural links to facilitate the adjustment of immigrants to their ner,v environment.r I

Retaining the ritual exactly as it had been 'at home' was one way Friendty Society members

maintained and reaffirmed their links with the home country. Perfect ritual also showed that the

colonial lodges were part of a greater authority whose universal belieft and messages were embodied

in the ritual. To alter the ritual meant a departure from the fundamental principles of that authority.

By perfbrming the rituals with the exact solemnity, decorum and precision as at home a member could

demonstrate adherence to the fundamental values and belief system that underpinned the Order and

show that moving to New Zealand did not make a person any the less good an Oddfellow, a Forester or

a Druid.

And of course there was the important question of universality. Just as Gosden argued for the

British Friendly Societies, 'The aim was to make an Oddfellow working in a cotton mill in Accrington

feel that he had more in common with an Oddfellow working in Portsmouth Dockyard than he had

with another Accrington cotton worker who was not an Ocldfellow',|2 the same could be argued for

Societies world-wide. The aim of a standardised universal ritual was to mahe an Oddfellow in

Australia or Great Britain feel there were common bonds with an Oddfellow in New Zealand. The

Orders have never deviated hom this notion of worldwide brotherhood and have always insisted that

all affiliated branches, no matter where they were in the world, follow the same ritual. For them:

A Universal Ritual practised and observed by all its Lodges is the strongest bond of union any

affiliated Friendly Society can possess. No matter which Lodge of the M.U.O.F. members may visit,

be it in their orvn town or country or in any of the countries overseas where English is spoken, they

will find that the formation of the Lodge is the sarne as at the home, the working that which they know.

In the opening and closing of the Lodge, the initiation of new members, and the conferring of the

degrees, the words used are those with which they are tamiliar.rl

All Orders kept their ritual strictly secret. Fines, suspensions, and expulsions were among the

penalties prescribed tbr divulging any part of the signs, rituals or ceremonies from the ritual and

lecture books. 'That should any brother make known to any person not duly and legally initiated a

member of this order any of its secrets, and more especially the Grip, Password, Sign, Countersign or

I I See, for example. Sinclair, p.213: Jeanine Graham, 'settler Society'. in Ceoffrey W. Rice, ed.. 'lhe Oxfitrtl History of
New Zealand, Auckland, 1996, pp.l l9-20; James Belich,i4aking I'eoptres, Auckland, 1996. pp.303-5; Rollo Arnold, Satrler
Kaponga, l88l-1914:A[;rontierl;raggnenlof thel{/esternWorld, Wellington. 1997,pp.158-9
r2 Gosde4 p.128.

'' MUIOOF Ritual, 1935, p.4.
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travelling password, shall fbrever be expelled.'la Detailed instructions were given in the law books of

all Orders forthe rules as to the keeping of the ritual and lecture books and the assurance of secrecy.

The ritual and lecture books are to be kept in a safb and secret place when not in use, and upon the

conclusion of every meeting should be retumed to the Chief Ranger, who is responsible for same. For

the purpose of study and instruction so as to improve the performance of the ceremonies the Chief

Ranger may, at his discretion, allow an Officer to take his ritual Book from the Court Room but only

on the solemn assurance that same will be kept secret from all unauthorised persons.li

As the following example shows, keeping the ritual secret was a matter to be taken very seriously.

Because they rvere so concerned with keeping the new IOOF ritual work totally secret the Australian

Grand Lodge, which was acting as the agent for the Sovereign Lodge in the United States, refused to

write it down to send to New Zealand."' Consequently in November 1882, the Deputy Grand Master,

H.J. Williams, made a trip to Melbourne specifically to obtain the secret work of the new ritual.

Because 'no copy printed or written, in cypher or shorthand, should be taken, and that any brother

taking a copy would violate his Oddfellow obligation', he had to commit the rvhole of the rvork to

memory.'t It *as no small task and, as he reported back, took the large part of each day of the wo
weeks he spent there.

It is impossible to say exactly rvhy this ritualised secrecy, so characteristic of all Friendly

Societies, became popular or where it came from. Doubtless it was a combination of circumstances,

influences from other groups and practical considerations. Trade guilds had developed oaths to be

sworn by their members to keep the secrets of the craft. l* The compagnonnages, journeymen's

associations formed in France in the seventeenth century, had used secret ritual to protect themselves

from repression by the church, the state and their masters,le and of course the Masonic Orders were

surrounded by secrecy and ritual.2tt Undoubtedly there was some conscious imitation of the masonic

rituals and ceremonies among the early Friendly Societies, especially the Oddfellows. Members

themselves seemed to believe that their ritual was based on Masonic rites as the following quote from

the Oddfellows' Magazine for t 829 shows, 'The Order of Oddfellows was originally instituted on

ta Amended lqv's <tf lhe ( lnilet! I(ellington District o.f the Ancient Ordcr of l.'ore sters. Wellington. t869, p. 16. Arcient
Order of Foresters Friendly Society, Wellington District Records. l86l - 1993. ATL. MS-Group-O}41 .

t.3. Rilual of Ancient Order of Inresters of Neu' 7*alantl, 1962. p.19
'" The IOOF, as distinct from the MUIOOF, was affiliated to the American Independent Order of Odd Fellows.

't IOOF Report, 1883, p t2
'' E.P.Thompson, p.4l8
re Clawson, p.42
'" For a discussion on Masonic ritual see J.M. Roberts, 7'he \4ytholop, of the Secret Societje.r, London, 1972. He does
however claim that the Masonic Orders which became popular in lSth century Britain based much of their ritual practices
on the 14th and I 5th centurv mutual benefit associations ofstone masons where, because ofthe itinerant nature ofthe
occupation, the ntembers very early on evolved a secret systenl of signs and rituals fbr mutual recognition of its members,
p.19.
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Masonic principles, the object of which is to cement more firmly the bonds of social feeling and

sympathetic intercourse between man and man'.ll Wilkinson" as a contemporary commentator on

Friendly Society matters, claimed that, 'the customs and rites were ... in part, Masonic in origin, and

that they sprang up about a hundred and fifty years ago; a date coeval with a widespread diffusion of
the fraternity of Freemasons'.12 More recently Walter Cooper, historian to the Foresters, has remarked

on the early connection between Masons and Foresters.t' And Gosden has shown that there was often

a close connection between the two groups with membership overlap. Moreover, according to him, the

Friendly Societies attributed the Masons' unity and apparent success to their secret activities and as a

result felt inspired to imitate them. 2a

The British Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800, which prevented Friendly Societies from

fbrming regional or national links, unquestionably added another layer to those secret rituals already in

place.2s The practices used by the British working men to circumvent the restrictions imposed on all

combinations in the early nineteenth century have been well documented by E.P. Thompson in his

seminal work on the English working class.26 The Societies, caught up in an all pervading atmosphere

ofconspiracy generated by these acts, developed an elaborate system ofsecret signs, passwords and

procedures to ensure that strict secrecy was maintained and that none but approved members was privy

to what happened in the lodge room.2t The need to be cautious meant there are almost no written

records extant from the early l9th century. But it is very likely that the office of 'guardian' or

'warden' was created during these restrictive times. Two members elected to act as 'guardians' or

'wardens', one for the outside and one for the inside. protected the lodge from an 'unfhendly 'person

entering or even eavesdropping outside. First they verified that everybody entering the lodge rooms

knew the password and signs, then, once the meeting had started, they locked the doors and stood

guard throughout the session to prevent any unwelcome intrusion. Heavy fines were imposed on any

doorkeeper who inadvertently admitted non'members. 'shoutd the guardian or guardians admit a

member without the pass-word he or they shall be fined two shillings and six-pence each; should they

leave the door so that a stranger obtains admission, they shall be fined twenty-one shillings for each

offence.'28 Established in the early nineteenth century this tradition was still thriving in the early

twentieth century as is illustrated by the New Zealand Druid's rules. 'The lnner Guardian's dut_v will

be to attend at the door of the Lodge to prevent intrusion; to see that no member enters the room

2r 
Quoted by Gosden, p.127

" Wilkinson, p 9,
tt coopet. p.i.
2r Gosden, p. 127.
25 For a disiussion on how those laws alTected Friendly Societies see for example Wilkinson, pp 8-9, Gosden, pp. 156-9
to E.P. Thompson. pp.l8l and 497-521.
" see for example ibid., pp. l99, 459 and 461.T 

Rules of the tndependenr Orcler o.f Ottel Fellows, Manchester Unit1, I"i'ienctly Sctcicly (MUIOOF Rules). Manchester,
1865, p.39.
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without the pass-word ... .The Outer Guardian shall attend outside the door during initiations, or at any

time rvhen the Arch Druid may direct'.2e

Passwords, secret signs and ceremonial rirual also had a practical purpose. In a time when the

large majority of the rvorking class could not read or rvrite, when, on entering the lodge room, a

member could not sign a register, passwords and signs were memorised to ensure that only those who

were true members could be admitted to lodge rooms and to lodge benet'its. To protect against fraud

and imposition on the f'unds, the passwords and signs rvere changed every six months. Only the

members currently 'good on the books' were eligible to receive the new knowledge. The ceremony of

the regular secret rituals used to open and close the lodge, initiate new members and generally regulate

the running of the lodge further reminded an illiterate member of his duties and obligations. lt was a

visual and aural way of reaffirming the bonds of brotherhood, of strengthening a member's loyalty to

the Order as well as a reminder of the binding nature of the vows taken.

Most Orders then. had probably originally instituted secret signs and ceremonies as a way of
keeping out intruders, as a way to attract members and as a way of retaining a certain mystical

element. For the Independent Order of Rechabites, (lOR), the purpose of secrecy was practical. It

served to keep their tentsro free from intrusion by non-members hostile to their beliefs. Fearing

ridicule of their customs by those who did not espouse the ideals of abstinence, members were warned

that, 'our best actions are liable to be distorted by the drunkard and the drunkard maker: and our very

virtues called in question ... Such being the case, you will at once see the necessity rvhich exists for

guarding, with great care, that secret which prevents the intrusion amongst us of those, who from idle

curiosity, or a worse motive, would be very likely to ridicule or frustrate our best intentions'.31

Although the origins and reasons for the elaboration of secret ritual are varied and in most

cases, uncertain, one important reason for the further development and the continuing use of secret

ritual stands out - it served to make members feel special and unique in some way; it strenglhened the

bonds of brotherhood; it made members feel that they belonged to a body of people who possessed a

certain knowledge that only they could know because they had been initiated into that knowledge -

therefore it rvas important to keep it secret. [n her history of Freemasonry in America, Lynn Dumenil

argued that 'the ritual's emphasis on secrecy was another means of establishing the barriers between

Masonry and the outside world'.31 She recognised that the secret rituals served to emphasise the

common bonds between members, it gave them a wisdom unknown to anybody else. The same could

be said for Friendly Society ritual. By using a secret ritual members of the Orders constituted

'" Rulet of the Distrie:t Gram! Lcxlge of the North Islantl of Nev' Zettlancl I Inited Ancient Ortler of l)ruid.r (UAOD Rulesl,
Wellington, 1901, p.31.
''" This is the word thev used for their Lodses.t' I-erturn., of the Intliperulent Onler o{ RJchahites. Manchester, 1883, p.6
" Lynn Dumenil, Freemaxnrry qml American (-ulture 1880-1930, Princeton. 1984, p.38.
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themselves into a confraternity of like-minded men sharing common values, able to recognise each

other by a system of secret signs and passwords. One's occupation or station in life did not matter.

Once initiated into the lodge, a person was among equals, part of a universal brotherhood united by the

possession of a secret knowledge that only they had. Once the Affiliated Orders grew and became first

nationwide and then world wide, this use of secret ritual, passwords, and signs had even more

significance. Members could feel they belonged to a nationwide/worldwide unique brotherhood united

by a secret knorvledge revealed only by the ritual.

The initiation ritual was the first and single most important step into the secrets of the lodge.

Serving to emphasise the entering into and the creation of a new relationship - that of brotherhood - the

initiation ceremony was an elaborate ritual loaded with symbolism intended to convey the essential

messages, and to cement the new brother or sister into the fraternity. Clarvson has suggested that the

American fraternal orders based themselves on models of families and kinship. These models

envisioned society not as a collection of individuals but as a corporate entity greater than the

individual. Responsibility for the well-being of each other and the obligation of unqualified mutual

help were stressed in terms of kinship, as were many of the activities carried out by fraternal

societies.33 Seen in this context the initiation ritual served as a kind of baptism which tbrmatly marked

the entrance of a new member into the kin group, or in this case fraternit-v, and enabled the members to

define one another as brother.3o This same model of kinship can be applied to the New Zealand

Friendly Societies. Bro. McKay of the Druids wrote in 1895, 'Our lodge is the semblance or

counterpart of our home life where we meet to discuss matters with each other as members of one

common family, bonded together to try and do the most good we can to each other. We are pledged to

mutually assist each other, we can only do so by mutual forbearance'.3-t And in 1937 the Oddfellows

maintained that, 'the members of the Order he finds as a tbmily of brethren, among whom the welfare

of the whole constitute the happiness of the individual. Each conceives himself bound to contribute to

the general fund of enjoyment: good humour and good will are the characteristic features of the

fraternity: Friendship, Love and Truth is the motto'.3'' As the follorving discussion on initiation ritual

will show, the notion of becoming pan of a new family, a new kin group, underpinned much of the

ceremony. Swearing to uphold familial obligations, such as mutual help and support, brotherly love

and respect, and showing honour to the Presiding Officers as one would a father, the new recruit was

bound to his or her new family bv the rituals of initiation.

tt 
Clawson, pp.2l-5.

"'ibid.p3l.
3s Mackay, pp 7-8.
o' HqruJfunk of the Independent Order ttf O&tfellov,s, Perth, 1937. p.3 5
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During the initiation ceremony, to impress the candidate with the seriousness of the step about

to be undertaken and to create a solemn and magical atmosphere, many Orders used costumes and

regalia, and lit the room by dim candlelight. The ceremony was then conducted in a dignified and

solemn fashion while at the same time being as dramatic as possible. 'The dramatic part of the degree

should be acted slowly and impressively. Proper pauses should occur between each event in the

drama, so that the candidate may be duly impressed with each incident.'r7 Dramatic effect was further

achieved by the wearing of special costumes. The Oddfbllows, (those affiliated to the IOOF), for

instance wore scarlet, blue or black robes trimmed with gold or silver, covered their heads rvrth white

or black helmets 'with drooping visor', and many carried 'staffs of hard rvood, polished or painted the

colours of the robes'.'t8 The Druids also dressed in long white, blue or green robes, wore long white

beards, covered their heads with a conical hood and held a staff.se They too believed it important to

create such an atmosphere fbr, 'Young men are quickly and properly impressed by the mysterious

suggestiveness and picturesque appearance of a group of venerable looking, white-robed figures

suddenly illuminated by a blaze of ghastly light ... The surroundings are wrapped in silence and

solemnity and the candidate's mind receives an impression which inspires him with respect - an

impression which time rarely effaces'.4('

Prior to 1834 candidates for initiation into Manchester Unity were put through a dramatic

tenifuing ritual. Based on what were, and still are, elements of Masonic ritual of the time, the

ceremony with graphic syrnbolism ret-erred to a man's mortality and exposure to the vicissirudes and

dangers of life amongst strangers. Redemption was offered by entering the brotherhood, by obtaining

its knowledge, and accepting its moral code.ar Divested of his clothes the candidate was blindfolded

and bound in chains and then led slowly into the lodge where the silence was punctuated by groans and

the rattling of chains. When the blindfold was taken off. he found himself standing in front of a human

skeleton - the representation of mortality - being held by trvo members wearing "hideous masks and

shrouds' one of who was 'pressing a spear to his breast'. After questioning and exhortation the initiate

swore an oath of secrecy before the figure of death and thus received redemption. In 1834 this

elaborate ritual was done away with and the initiation oath was abolished in response to government

31 Regulalions.for lhe Ope ning and Clo,sing of the Lcdge together n,rth the l;orm of iniriation .for the use of Suborclinate
I.odges of fhe Grund Lodge of Ausn'alqsia of the Independenr ()rder of 0&l l:ellous ( IOOF Regulations), Sydney, 1952,
p.32
It ibid.. p.::.
t" (lnited Ancient Order of Druict,,;, (rnstitution antl Ritua! of the llo.\,al Arch (hapter of the t1.A.0.D., Wellington, 1924,
pp.4-5. These costumes. used in New Zealand in the twentieth century were unchanged from the English costumes of the
nineteenth century. See also Ancienl Order of Dntids, Lecture.for the Inauguration of Past Arches, Nottingham, 1871,

pp 6-7, for a description of the costumes and their meanings
-' United Ancient Order of Druids. Grand Lodge of Australi4 Clonstitutional Laws, 1917; Au.stralian Druid, vol. I , no. I ,

October, 1903, [sic] quoted by Renfree. p.272.
'' For a description of the similar Masonic ceremony see, Norman MacKenzie, ed.. Secret Societies, London, 1967, pp.
I 54-5
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action in enforcing legislation against secret societies and oath taking.a: A simplified form of ritual

was put in place and although this initiation ritual in turn has been modified slightly over the years to

suit changing conditions, the fundamental structure of adrnonition, obligation, exhortation or charge

and finally information remains as it was in 1834.{l

The following description is based specifically on the initiation ritual for MUIOOF, 1935.

Nevertheless it serves as a good example of the form of initiation all Orders followed for, although

details differed f'rom Order to Order, all followed a similar pattern. The content of the ritual changed

very little during the period under discussion. So. although a 1935 book has been used, apart from

small amendments, the 1940 ritual was very similar to that of I 840. Moreover, it must be remembered

that, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 'every lodge, rvherever situated, in the Homeland or

Overseas, will accept and practice the Universal Ritual, and thus present to the world a Unity in reality

as well as in name'.{a Thus the same ritual books could be used rvorldwide whether printed in Britain,

America, Australia or New Zealand.

The initiation ceremony took place on a regular lodge night, the candidate rvaiting outside until

the doors were opened and the noble Grand summoned him or her to be brought in. As the candidate

was ushered into the lodge room by the 'Conductor' all the members present rose to their feet and sang

a short ode assuring the candidate that there was nothing to fear:

Enter boldly, do not fear
None but brothers true are here;
Bound in Friendship, Love and Truth
Staffof Age and guide of Youth.as

The candidate was then presented to the Vice-Crand who outlined the principles to which the initiate

was expected to adhere:

ln this lodge room where all meet on equal terms, rvhere expressions of opinion may be freely
offered, with that courtesy due to discipline and authority, you rvill realise that each member
becomes interested in each other's weltare. and that it is our duty mutually to assist and support
each other ...1 hope that you will at all times conduct yourself as a true Odd Fellow, in
accordance with the principles I have outlined.a6

a2 A. Lewis. the ('omplete Mamnl o.f Odttfetlou'ship, London, I895. p.76. He makes the point that, frightened by the
deportation of the Tolpuddle Martyrs in 1834 for illegally adnrinistering oaths, the English Oddfellows, MUIOOF,
modified their initiation ritual. However. the American Odd Fellows, IOOF, unaffected by the English restrictions,
retained certain elements of the old ritual. As late as I 952 the New Zealand branch of the IOOF was still using chains.
blindfolds, darkened rooms and representations of death in a much more dramatic initiation ceremony than that of the
MIIIOOF. See IOOF Regulations, pp.3l -55.
a3 

See Bro.W A.Turley. Reminisceices antl Tdlks on Oddfeltou,ship, Auckland, 1972. pp.20-30 for a full discussion on the
modifications to ritual over the vears.{ uLnOOf Ritua.l, Huddersfield, t935, p 6.
u' ItIUIOOF Ritual, 1935, p.21.
ou ibid., p.22.
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As the members sang another ode to reinforce the message just delivered, the candidate was

ceremonially conducted clockwise around the room to the Noble Grand to whom were made the

binding vows to keep the secrets and to perform the obligations of the brotherhood. Solemnly and

formally introduced by name, the candidate then repeated ths following vow after the Noble Grand:

I do most solemnly and sincerely promise that I never will on any occasion whatever tell, show,
or give or by any other means make known any matters appertaining to the Order which its
rules or customs declare shall be kept secret should such matters at any time be entrusted to my
keeping; that I will in all things uphold and rnaintain the Rules and resolutions of the Lodge,
District or Order. I will never knowingly wrong an Oddf'ellow but at all times endeavour to
apprise him or her of approaching danger, promote the prosperity of the Order and foster the
cultivation of its fiaternal and philanthropic principles as lbr as in my power lies.aT

This was witnessed in song by all the members, and the new'member was then invested with the

prescribed Regalia.

A solemn pledge has now been given,
And we are witness to the Vow,
Guard well the trust, a brother ffue,
We then can say we find in you. a8

Once initiated, the new member was then conducted to the Lecture Master and instructed on the

principles of the Order, in his or her moral duties and obligations to God, to neighbours, to fellorv

members, to country and finally to oneself. Rerninded that the principles of the Order rvere friendship,

charity and benevolence, the new member was advised 'to stretch out your hand to members in

distress; to oftbr up your warmest petitions for their welfare; and to assist them with your best counsel

and advice'. A member was instructed to be independent, attend carefully to 'domestic duties' and in

all ways conduct his or her life 'so that by the example of your virtue, you will convince them that Odd

Fellowship has a tendency to make those who enter among us, better members of Society'.ae Finally

the candidate was reminded that propriety and decorum were always expected from members, as was

respectful conduct toward the presiding officers. Once the Lecture was completed, another Ode,

reinforcing the message, was sung by all the members. Then, led back to the Noble Grand, the new

member was given the secret knocks, signs, grips and passwords, which rvere to be used for the

'purpose of guarding the lodge against intrusion'. Finally the newly initiated candidate left the lodge

room to seek re-entry by using the new-found knowledge - the appropriate knocks and signs. At this

second entry all the members arose and sang the welcoming ode. As the final act of the initiation

ceremony, a 'competent member' gave an address on the aims and objects of the Society and

explained the symbols of the Emblem.

ot ibid.. p.2+,
o* ibid , p.z+,
o" ibid., p.zt.
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Just as the initiation ceremony served to introduce an initiate to the ideals and tenets of

Friendly Society membership, it also had meaning for the older members who rvitnessed it. It
reminded them that they too were members of an important, respectable, and worthwhile organisation.

Participation in the rituals enabled them to reaff-irm their loyalty to their Order and its teachings. For

them, as well as the initiate, the ceremony promoted the sense of communal solidarity with fellow

lodge members.

Some Orders, such as MUIOOF and IOOF, in a system similar to that of the Masonic Orders,S0

offered the initiated members the chance to go on to gain further knowledge through a system of

higher degrees. Rich in religious themes, each of these degrees highlighted and elucidated one

important tenet of the Order's guiding moral philosophy. Attending at special lodge degree nights

members could, 'learn by means of our degree system w'hat the Order means by Friendship, Love and

Truth. Everytime when a degree is conferred light will be shown on one of these subjects'.ir The

degree ritual thus served to further instruct and inculcate a member with the Order's code of morality,

commitment to God and loyalty to fellow members.

Much of this degree ritual was based on biblical allusions. In fact, much of the regularly used

Friendly Society ritual resembled familiar church practices. Although the Orders were not religious

institutions, indeed any discussion of religion was banned at lodge meetings, many of their principles,

tenets, practices and objectives were based on the teachings of the Scriptures. Requiring that members

aflirm belief in God, many Orders maintained that their guiding principles were divinely inspired.

Odes sung during the opening and closing ceremonies of lodges mirrored the hymns sung at the

commencement and ending of church services. And much of the content of the lectures accompanying

the degrees was of biblical origin and religious significance. As Mark Carnes has shown in his study

of American fraternities, the meaning of symbols largely depend upon the cultural context in which

they were employed. The professed purpose of the rituals - to make members mindful of the moral

principles of the Orders - accorded with the teachings of Christianity. Because the fratemal symbols

and messages were associated with the familiar ceremonies and symbols of the church, respectability

and propriety lvere bestowed on the Order.5: Just as Protestant morality dominated American culture

throughout the mid-nineteenth century, British culture in the early Victorian era rvas also largely

influenced by Protestant morality.s3 It set the mores and the moral standards by which one's conduct,

personal and public, was judged. By adapting this morality into their rituals and messages, British and

50 For a discussion on Masonic ritual see for example, Robert lnghanr Clegg, Mackay's Sy776o1rt^ of f'rcemasonry,
Chicago 1945 and Dumenil, esp., pp. 3l-71.
t-t Fire mimile lessons.fi'om the Grurct Lodgc, I)Ot;. Netherlands and Belgiunt, Holland. 1997, p.5.
sr Carnes, p.62.

'-' James Obelkevich, 'Religion', in F.M.L. Thompson, ed.,'l'he C,---o---- t _-- -

Cambridge, 1990. vol. 3, pp.328-48

'amhridge Social HistorT, of Britoin. I 750-l 950,
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American Friendly Societies affirmed their respectability and confirmed that their members belonged

to a community of upright, moral Chnstian people. This morality was imported unchanged to New

Zealand. A brief synopsis of the MUIOOF and IOOF degrees will provide a sense of the religious and

moral views expressed in much Friendly Society ritual.

Each degree had its own sign, gnp and password, which were communicated to the member on

passing the degree. To progress on through the degrees, a member must have taken the preceding

degree and be able to give the signs and passwords appropriate to that degree. Furthermore, he or she

had to be 'good on the Lodge books' and to have given notice in advance in open lodge ofthe

intention to take the degree. Whereas the four MUIOOF minor degrees, white, blue, scarlet and gold,

could all be conferred at a regular lodge night, higher degrees could only be bestowed at a specially

convened degree night. Even the name of the degrees contained religious significance; white was one

of the curtains leading up to the Tabernacle in Jewish tradition; blue the colour of the Heavens; scarlet

the emblern of purifoing fire, gold symbolic of the divine light of wisdom and purple the colour of the

High Priests robes in the Old testament.5a The Lecture of the MUIOOF's first or white degree stressed

the importance of charity, 'lt springs from the heart, softens the mind, and excites us to good actions;

if affords gratification to the donor and rescues the receiver from distress ... .What can more exalt the

dignity of human nature than munificent acts of charity?'i-t The second or Blue lecture drew attention

to the importance of truth: 'there is nothing sweeter to man than the lift of truth. It is to the

understanding what music is to the ear, or beauty to the eye. It is the element of an intellectual nature,

nothing imports so much dignity to man as truth. All right-minded men have esteemed it - history has

testified to its value and philosophy has pronounced its eulogy'.50 The third or Scarlet degree

explained the value of knowledge, tempered by Benevolence, and the fourth or Gold degree, science.

By understanding and practising these jdeals a member would gain inner peace and 'live in the love of

God', gain the respect of other men and finally find 'everlasting happiness in the Grand Lodge above':

You must constantly practice those three great virtues, Charit-v, Truth and Benevolence...By the

practice of those virtues, you rvill be free from pride, envy and malice and in place thereof find your

heart filled with humili$, gratification and brotherly love ...You should live always in the love of God;

obey his injunctions, and attend to his Divine precepts ... Act thus, and when you are called from this

earthly Lodge to the undiscovered country from whose bourne no traveller retums, you will enjoy

everlasting happiness in the Grand Lodge above.5t

5* For a detailed discussion on the symbolic meanings of all the colours used by MUIOOF, see Turley,
pp.42-6.

5r NfLIOOF Ritual. 1930. pp.36-7.
tu Ibid., p.ao.

" MUIOOF Ritual, t949, pp.65-7.
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The higher degrees, conferred on officers and past officers, were accompanied by lectures

emphasising the qualities, ofjustice, industriousness, empathy, impartiality, humility, compassion and

gratitude - all the qualities that an officer was expected to display towards his f'ellorv brothers. The

Purple degree, the highest degree of all, was only confbrred on members who had already obtained the

other four degrees, filled the office of Grand Master for at least thirteen nights and passed through the

office of Noble Grand. First a candidate had to be proposed and voted as 'wofihy' in open lodge.

Only then was the degree bestowed in a particularlv solemn and impressive special degree ceremony,

with all the attending officers fully arrayed in their regalia of sashes, aprons and medals. Standing in

the middle of the lodge room encircled by Past Grands, (those who already had the degree) linked

together by the little finger - to signify the links that bound them together in the bonds of brotherhood -

the officers receiving the degree made their promrses and were instructed in the tenets of the Order.

The religious tone was evident:

Worthy Brother (s) Sister (s). - You who have norv closely entered into this most honourable
Degree, be solemn and thoughtful, and always love a remembrance of those sacred and holy
things laid down in the unerring standard of Divine truth; ...May you and each one of us live as
men considering the Great End for lvhich the Supreme Being created us; may He give us
wisdom to act aright in all our doings, strengthen and support us in all our difficulties and grant
that we may agree together in brotherly love and charity towards one another; in all our
dealings in this world, may we do justice to all men, love mercy and walk humbly with our
God.5s-

The IOOF had a similar Degree system. The first three minor degrees enlarged and elucidated

on the three fundamental tenets of the Order - Friendship, Love and Truth. Religious motifs and

symbols were pervasive. The scene from the story of Jonathan and David, vividly enacted to

demonstrate the obligations of friendship, the message underlying the first degree, was just one of the

biblically inspired ceremonies. The story of the Good Samaritan illustrating the self-sacrificing total

brotherly love espoused by the second degree, was another. While the conferral of the third degree,

degree of Truth, was not accompanied by the enactment of a bible story it was imbued with religious

allusions. The degree was called the 'priestly degree' and the ceremony was conducted by a High

Priest Aaron who exhorted the candidate to, 'hearken to the voice of Truth, speaking through tbrms

and symbols, for truth is taught as well by emblems as by words. They speak of duty and of love -

they inculcate morality - they foretell destiny'.se An integral part of this third degree was the

recapitulation and review of the symbols of the preceding degrees and instructions conceming their

significance and use. Gaining an understanding of the syrnbols was part of the acquisition of the

tt ibid., 1935, pp l o4-5.
" Howard, p.74.
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'secret knowledge' that only the initiates to that degree had the right to know, and once gained they

vowed never to reveal the secrets.

Those members rvishing to advance in the mysteries of Odd Fellowship 'or move into higher

realms of Truth', could be admitted to the Encampment and pass the three Encampment degrees.t'('

The first, the Patriarchal degree, was bestowed through the re-enactment of the story of Abraham and

Isaac to symbolise the virtue of obedience, the importance of duty and loyalty and faith in God. The

second of the encampment degrees, the Golden Rule degree, taught tolerance, and the third, the Royal

Purple degree, represented the journey through life. Play'ing the role of a pilgrim, the candidate was

piloted around the lodge room by a guide on his 'joumey' through the perils of life. Accosted by

danger, tempted by indolence, intemperance, and improvidence, the candidate survived all the dangers

and crossed the river Jordan to safety. 'All human excellence is the reward of perseverance, toil, and

danger, such as we have endeavoured to picture to the imagination in the mimic journey of life through

which you have been conducted'.r'l

What is evident is that all these ceremonies - degree rituals - were designed to reinforce certain

tenets of Friendly Society ideology, to teach a moral code and make the member a better person. The

religious element lent respectability, credibility and acceptability to this code of morality. Although

written in Victorian times and espousing a Victorian moral code, the beliefs propounded never

changed. As Turley wrote in 1972:

fundamentally the structure of the Ritual remains today very much as it was a century and a
half ago. The purpose being all through. h'om the Initiatory Degree to the minor degrees, the
Past Officers Degrees culminating in the Purple Degree, to inculcate the great principles for
which our Order stands. To make us all lovers of Friendship, Love and Truth, and to teach us

to be independent, charitable and moral, so that we may better carry out our duty to ourselves
and those dependent upon us, and become better members of society. 

('l

The IOOF was the only Order to have a degree specific to women, the Rebekah Degree.

Infused also rvith biblical significance this degree was named for Rebekah, the wifb of Isaac, son of

Abraham. She was noted fbr her virtue, kindness, humbleness, unselfishness and benevolence. Indeed

she epitomised the womanly virtues or in the words of the IOOF historian 'all the high qualities of true

woman hood', so cherished by mid-nineteenth century Americans.ot Rebekuh lodges were named

after notable, worthy biblical women - Ruth, Naomi, Miriam and Sarah, and the degree had its own

distinctive and peculiar signs, countersigns, and svmbols, the knowledge of which could only be

obtained by being initiated into a Rebekah lodge and then passing the degree.

ou 'History and Principles of the IOOF', in Holl, Rihte. Otltt Fellov's Mition, Kansas, 1978, p.36.
u'ibid.. p.r2o
62 Turley, p.30.
63 'History and Principles of the IOO F', p.49. This Degree was adopted in l85l in the American IOOF lodges and
introduced into New Zealand in the 1890s.
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Ritual was not only resewed for special occasions, but rvas an integral part of lodge life. All lodge

meetings are opened, closed and run according to a combination of prescribed ritual and rules. The

ritual provided the binding glue, and the rules, reflecting the Victorian ethos of respectability,

governed the behaviour of members.

Before the start of a rneeting the room was correctly set up according to the specified

instructions, the regalia laid out on the appropriate chairs and the ritual books, bible and anything else

of significance taken out of the tocked box and placed in the room.t'4 On entering the room members

were expected to give the password to the guardian who rvould be fined 2s 6d for admitting any

member without obtaining the password. Each oficer took his or her designated seat, the Noble Grand

sat at the end of the room facing the door, with 'supporters' sitting on the left and right. Once

everybody was appropriately seated, the Noble Grand opened the lodge by knocking three times with a

gavel. This signal, echoed by the Vice Grand, Ineant that the meeting was due to start and that the

lodge should come to order. The guardian was requested to lock the door and keep watch on it, and

the warden asked to verif,i that no unauthorised person was in the room. Once this was satisfactorily

achieved, the Noble Grand called on the o{Iicers one by one to rise, give the sign of the Order and

recite the duties of his office. After exhorting the officers to do their duties well, the Noble Grand then

reminded the lodge members of the importance of benevolence and charity, and counselled them to

sustain a harmonious meeting based on the principles of true brotherhood. To reinforce the message,

to further remind the officers and members of their duties and create a feeling of unity of purpose and

brotherhood, all the members then sang the opening ode:

Brethren of our Friendly Order,
Honour here asserts her sway,
All within our sacred border
Must her high commands obey.

Join, Oddfellowship of brother.
In the song of truth and love;
Leave disputes and strife to others,
We in harmony must move,

Honour to her courts invites us.
Worthy subjects let us prove,
Strong the chain that here unites us,
Linked with the Friendship Truth and Love.

ln our hearts enshrined and cherished-

6a This description. although applicable with minor modifications to all Orders at any time, is based on the 1935 IVIUIOOF
Ritual book.
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May these feelings ever bloom,
Failing not when life has perished,
Living still beyond the tomb. 't'

Just as this opening ritual served to reunite the members in the bonds of brotherhood at each meeting,

it also reminded them of the virtues they had chosen to embrace and of their duty toward their fellow

brothers and to all mankind. By participating in the ceremony they could, each time, reaffirm their

allegiance to the Order and all it stood for.

Once the opening ceremony was completed, the business of correspondence, balloting for and

initiation of new members, reports from sick visitors, authorisation of the payment of sick benefits and

accounts and any other business was then dealt with. At the close of business a closing ode was sung

and the lodge closed with due ceremony. Afterwards social activity often took place, sometimes

members played cards. members of other lodges visited, or entertainment was organised - vocal

renditions or informative talks were given by members. Refreshments were served and toasts rnade in

the prescribed manner to members, to omcers, to the Order in general and to the Queen or King.

Members' behaviour in the lodge, and indeed out of it, was also governed by a strict set of

rules. It has been described above how a good Oddf-ellow, Forester or Druid was expected to observe a

set moral code in all aspects of life and how this moral code associated with the Victorian culture of

respectability and virtue was conveyed through ritual. The rules goveming lodge meetings gave

practical expression to the same code of behaviour. A member was expected to behave quietly and

with decorum, not interrupt or give offence, act reasonably and courteously to others and at all times

tbllow the established moral and social laws of the Society. Intemperate language and behaviour were

expressly forbidden, as were immoral acts. Failure to comply resulted in a fine or even expulsion. As

the Foresters rules stated, a member was expected 'to be cleanly and decently attired. He shall

address the Chief Ranger in a proper manner, and observe due respect to all present ... members

wishingto speak shall rise and address the Chief Ranger and the speaker shall utter his sentiments in a

respectful manner'.66 The concern expressed by these words for decorum, for formality and

respectable manners was unmistakable. And indeed, these rules were enforced. Fines for speaking out

of turn, using improper language, sleeping during lodge, singing indecent songs, talking during

initiations, arguing, discourteous behaviour towards the otficers and being late for meetings were

regularly listed in lodge minutes.

Outside the lodge a member was expected to behave rvith equal decorum. Drunkenness,

infidelity. dishonestv, and disreputable behaviour were censured by a fine or, in extreme cases, by

"5 ibid., p.78.
66 General Ltws.ftn' the (iovenmtenl of the , ncient Ortler of l;'oresters, f't'iendll; Society. Aucklond Distric'l, Auck.land,
188-s, p.25
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expulsion from the lodge. Friendly Societies were respectable institutions, and expected their members

to do nothing to tarnish the reputation of the Order. Although it is impossible to know to what extent

lodges enforced their code of morality, some of the early minute books do record charges brought

against members behaving badly. On 30 November 1848, Brother Haigh of Britannia Lodge was

suspended for continuing 'to tbllow that melancholy practice of habitual drunkenness, thereby injuring

himself and family and entailing most disgraceful impeachment upon the order generally'.6t On l0

January 1849, in the same lodge, Bro.Connelly brought a charge against Bro.Mason on the grounds

'that he is living in a manner contrary to the laws and morality of the order'.68 Rather than have his

affairs investigated by the lodge, brother Mason resigned. In 1845 Brother Alder of Loyal Nelson

Lodge brought a case against Brother Sullivan of the same lodge for using 'insulting and ... abusive

language to him on lst March' when they had met in the street the previous week. The charge was

heard on I I March in the lodge by the Grand Master, who, after hearing witnesses and evidence from

the two men concerned, ruled that indeed 'Bro. Sullivan used abusive and very personal language to

Alder'. Sullivan was flned 5s. He appealed the decision but the fine remained. 6u All these examples

show concern, in the early days at least, that members behave in a respectable manner outside the

lodge as well as inside.

The final ritual, and one which again touched all members, was the funeral ritual, an important

final assertion of the bonds of brotherhood. In early Victorian England, one of the greatest fears was a

pauper"s funeral. To be buried amongst the nameless paupers in an unmarked grave rvith no f'amily or

friends to mark the passing and to assure that the ceremonies and rituals for the burial of the deceased

were properly carried out was an inconceivable shame. By joining a Friendly Society and paying the

monthly dues a member was assured not only of a respectable burial with a coffrn, a plot in hallowed

ground, a headstone and the services of the clergy, but a departure surrounded by friends, workmates

and neighbours.to ln early colonial New Zealand, when many men were rvithout kin, neighbours or

the structures of,settled community life, to die a lonely anonyrnous death was often one of the risks of

pioneering. By joining a Friendly Society such a fate could be avoided and the member could be

assured of a proper burial, at which the proper mourning rites and ceremonies would be correctly

observed.

67 Minute Book, LoyalBritannia Lodge, 1848-1856, 30 November 1848. held at Manchester Unity. Head Office Archives,
Wellington.
u* ibid.,lo January 1849.
un."'liials and friumphs", Lolal Nel.son Ltxtge, MUIOOF. Nelson, 1992, pp.l8-19.
"' Thompson. The Nse rf llespectable Society, p.200
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The funeral serv'ice, like other rituals, rvas carefillly prescribed. Wearing their funeral regalia

of black sashes, hatband, white or black gloves and 'aprons bound black',71 the members first

assembled at the lodge room. After an address from the officiating officer they formed into two lines,

linked together by their little fingers, and in procession marched to the graveyard in front of the coffin,

on top of which was placed the deceased's regalia. Following the religious service, the funeral sewice

of the Order was read, members rvere called upon to remember the departed brother or sister, and to

'yield ... to the moral and salutary admonitions of our Order' so that they may be prepared 'for that

state of being to which it hath pleased God to remove our departed brother/sister and to which we are

alt rapidly hastening'.tt Aftet the prayer, the assembled members passed around the grave and threw

in sprigs ofthyme - tokens of esteem. At the first meeting fbllowing the funeral, the deceased was

remembered by the officers wearing 'draped regalia' and by the holding of a minute's silence.

The all encompassing notion of brotherhood rvas further demonstrated during the first and

second World Wars when many of the Orders instituted a remembrance ritual, accompanied by an ode,

to be performed every lodge night for the duration of the war. Added on to an extensive body of

existing ritual, the war time ritual further reinforced the axiom that, ' from the moment of his entry into

a Friendly Society Order to the moment when his body is laid in its last resting-place, a member ceases

to be regarded as an isolated unit, but is from first to last placed in relations of brotherhood, not merely

as regards the working of a money insurance scheme, but as regards his whole life and conduct'.73

Ritual was therefbre the thread that bound the brotherhood together. It served as a constant

reminder to members of their commitment to the principles of the Order and their bonds of

brotherhood. In the words of one Order, 'unless we bind ourselves together by solemn ties, our

boasted institution rvould shortly become as a rope of sand'.7a The singing of odes, the dramatic

enactment of bible stories, the initiation ceremonies and the pictorial depiction of symbols were all

important parts of the ritualistic tradition of Friendly Societies. But to be strong this thread had to be

vigilantly maintained and ritual correctly and precisely perlbrmed. Visiting district ofticers always

verified that lodges within their jurisdiction were performing ritual with sufficient precision, decorum,

solemnity and generally in a manner befitting the occasion. lf thev were not, instruction was given.

Competitions were inaugurated to encourage lodges to perfect their ritual perlormances and special

ritual lodges were established to instruct officers in the correct ritual procedures. Ritual conveyed the

7t Rtiles of the tndepenclent Order of Otld Fetlov,s, Manchc.ster I lnit.v', Manchester, 1t(-5, p.22. (By l900 this regalia had

simplified to white gloves and a black armband.) Although this is a Brirish mle book. they were often used in New Zealand
until local ones were printed However, comparison of the earlier New Zealand and British rule books show they were
almost identical, the New Zealand Orders just reproduced the English rules, Even those published after the turn of the
century retained most of the English rules for the conduct of members and running of Lodges, although rules relating to
benefits chaneed to meet the New Zealand law.
tt 

IT,IIJIOOF F;tual. 1935, p.136.
7i wilkinson, p.204
1a Lec'tures of the lntlependant Order of Rechabites. Manchester, 1883, p.7.
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ideologies of respectability and independence. Continual repetition and vigilance that the rendition was

always correct meant that the message was never forgotten.

Because the notion of antiquity f'urther conferred a mark of respectability on the Orders, as well

as reinfbrcing a perception of authority, all the Orders traced their beginnings back to ancient times.

'Freemasons stop at Solomon, but the Druids go back to the builder of the Ark, Free Gardeners to

Paradise, and Oddfellows may. with more reason claim Adam as the primary head of their Order;

while the Foresters, although originally dwellers in Eden, court popularity under the guise of Robin

Hood, Will Scarlet, Little John Friar Tuck and Maid Marian.'t5 The Hibernians traced their

foundation back to sixteenth century Ireland where they were formed to protect the priests, and the

Rechabites could find their roots in the Rechabites of the Old Testament. In the early nineteenth

century, when most of these myths appeared, they were taken seriously as antiquity conferred

substance and the myths themselves evoked an image of long tradition based on the founts of ancient

wisdom. They established continuity with an illustrious historic past and bestowed respectability and

authority on the young Societies. To use Eric Hobsbawm's words, ' invented traditions, so fhr as

possible, use historv as a legitimator of action and cement of group cohesion'.7(' Indeed although these

myths have not been accorded any credibility since the mid-nineteenth century, they have been

inJluential in the shaping of the Orders' diffbrent ideologies and rituals. Combined in some instances

with the Christian messages, they provided a basis and an authority for much of the symbolism that

underpinned the diffbrent rituals.

The Druids, for example, who traced their beginnings to before the advent of Christianity,

dressed in long robes and wore beards to signiS these illustrious beginnings. The attributes of these

rvise old Druids are recalled in their ritual:

We are Druids in little more than the name. and that our chief claim to be considered the
successors of those venerable men is founded on the garments and the grey beards that we wear
at our ceremonials. The ancient Druids perfbrmed their sacred and mysterious rites under the
green boughs of a widespreading oak ... .We are content to meet in our chapter room or our
lodge room...The ancient Druids were the professors of science and literature, and kept the
traditional records of the history of their country ... .ln their love of learning rve may all imitate
our Druidic forefhthers to an unlimited extent, and we may at least cultivate our mem.ory to the
extent of learning all the lectures and instructions pertaining to our respective office. "

The Ancient Order of Foresters, tracing their beginnings to the forest of Sherwood, included physical

combat with cudgels in their early initiation rites. To prove his worth and to ensure his fitness as a

7s witkinson, p,5

"'Eric Hobsbawm, 'htroduction: Inventing Traditions', in Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, Ihe Invenlion qf
Tradition, Cambridge. 1983, p.12.
" Ritual of the Royal Arch (hapter.fttr lnstnrction and.for (-onferring Degrees, Wellington 1924, p.8 See also. McKay,
pp I -5; Ward, pp.8-9 Both these Druid members discuss the Ancients Druids and their importance as a basis for modern
Druidism.
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member, the candidate had to undergo a physical test by defending himself with a cudgel or other

weapon against an adversary similarly armed. Although ceremony rvas modified and physical combat

was removed in 1843, the brethren for many years continued to dress up in clothes of,woodsmen and

carried boughs of wood during initiation ceremonies. And the initiation ritual still refened to the

original 'dwelling place in Eden' and alluded to the 'forest of life'.

This grip is intended as a memorial of the Dependence upon each other of our first parents,
who, when expelled from the garden of Eden, through the sin of disobedience, became in more
than a figurative sense, the first Forester, the wilderness of the rvorld before them wrth all its
danger, difficulties, and temptations. We are taught by this to recognise the duty of walking
hand in hand through the lorest of life and of helping each other to surmount its struggles.'n

The Oddfellows claimed to have been introduced into Britain by Roman soldiers in the reign of

Titus Caesar,Te while the Rechabites found their beginnings in the history of the Ancient Rechabites of

the Old Testament:

They were the descendants of Hobab, the son of Reuel, Moses' father-in-law. It appears from
the sacred volume that they were the descendants of Hobab, the son of Reuel or Reguel,
Moses' t'ather-in-law, and were then called Kenites. They appear to have been much respected
even at that early period by the lsraelites, and were invited by them to come and dwell amongst
them; and it is pretty certain that they never afterwards deserted each other until the scattering
of the Jewish nation. Balaam speaks of them in his prophecy as a strong people, who built their
nest upon a rock. In The Chronicles they are mentioned as being Scribes, and are called the
Kenites, who came of Hemath, the father of the house of Rechab. Johadab, the son of Rechab,
also, it would appear, was a companion of the kings and princes of the land, and was with Jehu
at the slaying of the whole house of wicked Ahab, in Samaria. [t was he who gave his sons that
memorable command, "Drink no wine," &c, the obeying of which afterwards procured for
them a peculiar blessing from Almighty God - a blessing which remaining to their posterity
even to this dav. 80

Permanent reminders of the ancient mythical beginnings of all the Orders existed in the names

of their courts and lodges, as well as in the titles of their officers. The Foresters held their meetings in

Courts named Robin Hood, Sherwood, Little John, Greenrvood and Maid Marian, while their officers

were Woodwards, Beadles, Chief and Sub-Chief rangers, all of which recalled an affiliation with the

forests. The Druids wore long robes and beards, met in lodges named Stonehenge, Acorn, Mistletoe,

Myrtle and lvy and called their chief officer Arch Druid and the officers who visited the sick and paid

the sick money, bards. The Rechabites met in Tents to recall the original Rechabites who were tent

dwellers, and their officers were called Chief or Deputy Rulers (to signifu the head of the tribe) and

their sick visitors Levites. to remind members that thev descended from the tribes of Israel.

7E Rimal of the Ancient Order of Foresters of Nev, Zeuland, |'qranaki District, nd, p. I I
7e Turley, p.3l .

r" Lectures of the Ineleperulent Order of Rechahites, Manchester, 1883, pp.9-10.



Fig. 9a: AOF Past Chief Ranger's Certificate. Still in use today.
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Fig. 9b: AOF Past Chief Ranger's Certificate. Still in use today.
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Each Order had (and still has) its own emblems and coats of arms carefully designed to

symbolise its history and to depict the principles upon rvhich the Order was based. Printed in rule

books and on banners, reproduced on certificates of association and achievement, the symbols of the

Order were widely displayed to remind members of their moral, religious and social duties. The

benefit of visual symbolism has been as recognised in modern times as it was in the nineteenth

century. In 1886 Wilkinson wrote, 'morality enforced by outward sign and symbol appeals to the eye

and is the readiest and easiest possible method of educating; information by action, as it were, taking

lasting effect, where no mere verbal teaching would leave any or little impression'.8| And in 1972

Turley affirmed that 'within the Order where members are duly instructed, emblems and symbols

convey essential lessons'.E2 As well as symbols retbrring to their ancient past, symbols based on

lessons flom the bible were used and were common to several Orders. The dove and the olive branch

symbolising peace and reconciliation appeared somew'here on all emblems, and the all-seeing eye,

symbol of the supreme being 'whose all-searching glance each brother must prepare to meet' was a

central feature of nearly every emblem. Common to both the Rechabites and the Oddfetlows was the

beehive illustrating industry, thrift and frugality, the crossed keys, symbolic of security and

knowledge, the cornucopia promising better times and the lamb which symbolised Christianity and

innocence to the Oddfellows and innocence, patience and courage to the Rechabites. The emblems and

symbols of the Foresters left one in no doubt as to their mythical symbolic origins, Robin Hood and

Little John dressed in woodman's costume, the stag's head and the oak tree rvere featured on many of
their certificates.

Emblems, symbols, certificates, and banners all came to New Zealand unchanged, and most

remained unchanged,s3 the members who spread the spirit of the Orders throughout New Zealand

seeing no need to alter any part of the visual message. Representative of continuity in a new

environment, these symbols emphasised the close links between members throughout the world, they

spoke a universal language and conveyed meanings which were culturally recognisable by all English

speaking immigrants. Whether living in England, America, New Zealand or Australia, Oddf'ellows,

Druids, Rechabites and Foresters could recognise them, and be reassured that they rvere part of a

universal brotherhood sworn to the same truths, principles and aims.

The fbllowing is a description of a MUIOOF's Grand Master's Certiticate which incorporates

nearly all the symbols and emblems used throughout the Order, including those added after 1900 to

represent links with Australia, Nerv Zealand and South Africa. Universally employed throughout the

8r Wilkinson, p 2l I
82 Turley, p.5 i .

&r ln the early twentieth century the MUIOOF worldwide added two Maori to signiS their links with New Zealandand an
emu and a kangaroo to signify the links with Australia
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worldwide Order, all the symbols displayed were as relevant in New Zealandas they were in Great

Britain, Australia or the United States. Understood by all members. they needed no f-urther

explanation (see Fig. l0)

At the top of the certificate is the all-seeing eye. Surmounted by the dove of peace the eye

radiates knowledge, light and love to the world depicted below by the terrestrial globe. Signi$,'ing the

universal character of the Order the globe is surrounded by the laurel branch and surmounted by the

open hand and heart exemplifying the love and fiiendship which defines the Order. Underneath is the

shield of the Order quartered by the Christian cross as a reminder that the Order is founded on the

principles of the gospel. Upon the shield are depicted the hour glass, symbolising fleeting time, the

cross keys, emblematic of securify and knowledge, the beehive illustrative of thrift, industry and

frugality and the lamb and flag, symbolising Christianity, innocence and peace. The Crusader's shield,

afflxed on the centre of the cross, bears the Rose of England, the Thistle of Scotland, the Shamrock of
Ireland, and the Leek of Wales, to symbolise not only union that exists betrveen fhr-f1ung members,

but also their crusade to further the work and spread the ideals of Manchester Unity. Standing on

either side of the shield are the representations of the three cardinal virtues, Faith, Hope and Charity,

each accompanied by its respective symbol, the Cross, the Anchor and the Widow with her orphans -

an additional reminder that the Order is founded on Christian principles, and that its primary raison

d'etre is to relieve those in need and distress. Undemeath the shield, the universalit_v of the Order is

illustrated by a depiction of Britannia bestorving Oddfellowship on persons representing Europe,

Australasia, Africa and the United States. The lion seated beside her symbolises to all the strength,

dignity and honour of the Order. The whole rests on a substantial base and is supported on each side

by two massive pillars conveying to the observer the solid foundations upon which the Order is built,

and reinforcing the notion that members' confidence and trust is well placed. In the top corners are

medallions representing the countries to which the Order has spread. On the left is America, indicated

by the Stars and Stripes and an Eagle, while next to it Australia is represented by its coat of anns

supported by a kangaroo and an emu. On the right is South Afiica with its shield, unicorn and

springbok, rvhile New Zealand is represented by two Maori.sa The whole symbolises not only

Victorian notions of mutual aid, hard work and worthiness, but also a Victorian vision of the world -

Great Britain at the centre bestowing the benefits of English tradition and custom on her far-flung

colonies.

These emblems were not designed to be secret. On the contrary, as Hardwick pointed out in the

1850s, they were a very effective form of advertising Friendly Societies to the world.si And Wilkinson

reminded members that, 'neither should it be l'orgonen that the processions, regalia and such like

*4 ibid., pp.54-7
*' Hardwick. p.245



Fig. 10: MUIOOF Grand Master's Certitlcate, 1919. Still in use today.



Fig.l l: Apron of Past District Grand Master, MUIOOF

Fig. l2: Apron of Chief Ranger, AOF
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accessories are means of advertisement; and a much cheaper means too than the newspaper and

commission method of insurance companies'.tt' Emblazoned on banners they rvere carried in

processions, fluttered in the breeze at fairs, picnics and sports days, and decorated the stage at concerts,

dances and dinners. As the following description pubtished in the Otago Daily |'imes in 1878

demonstrates, the Orders were proud of their banners and wanted the world to see them:

The AOF Court Star of Canterbury has recently received tiom Home a gorgeous banner, which
is thus described:- It is composed of silk, specially prepared for such purpose, the whole of the
large central portion being without a seam ... .The ground colour of the banner is a light green
with a broad crimson border, the supporting rod being in silver, with gilt finials ... .The centre
is occupied by an allegorical group, in which are well drawn figures, representing the various
parls of the globe, who are in attendance upon Robin Hood, the central and seated figure.
Britannia is placing upon his head the laurel wreath and America is holding above the shield at
his side the crest of the Order- The motto, 'Unitas, benevolentia and concordia,' is, as a matter
of course, introduced. Upon the opposite side of the banner the inscription upon the ribbon is,
"The Ancient Order of Foresters, Court no. 2309, established 1849". The painting represents
the Expulsion from Paradise.sT

Colourful ceremonial regalia, embossed rvith the emblem and worn by officers of the Order, was also

publicly and proudly displayed whenever the lodges held their own events or participated in

community activities. Keeping in the public eye was of paramount importance in affracting new

members. The Druids, for example attributed their popularity to:

the manner in which the Order is ever kept in evidence before the public, the spectacular
pageants that for many years appeared in the Southem Cities and in recent years in Auckland
has given a fillip to our society, which has resulted in a considerable augmentation in the roll of
members throughout the colony. These torchlight processions, embracing novel and popular
tableaux, historical figures and striking costumes of the brethren have caused thinking men to
make enquires as to the object and origin of Druids, inquiries that as a rule resulted in an
increased number of initiations.r

And in 1895 the local press described a Druid parade in Auckland as'one of the best organised and

certainly one of the most picturesque sights witnessed in Auckland for a very long time past'. *" Often

lodge anniversary days were celebrated with a church parade. Members dressed in f'ull regalia,

carrying banners and accompanied by a band paraded through town to the church and after the service

paraded back again in the same fashion.' In 1884, in Christchurch, a one thousand strong parade of
the combined Societies marched through town to the Cathedral.'r Others celebrated with a fete or

sports days, open to the whole community, the banners, flags and emblems of the Order proudly

E6 Wilkinson. p.2lo.
*t ODT, 26 Januarv 1878.
t* ward. p.14
tn NZH, 30 April I895.
"" For descriptions of such parades see:ly'ew Zealand Speclator arul Cook's Strait Cuardian,25 December 1861, ODT. 5

fanuary 1887; i/eu,' 7*alan.l Times,27 May 1895;EP, l0 February 1902erGourlay, p.137.



Fig 13: Banner, Court Pride of Onehunga, AOF.



Fig^ 14: Back and front of a banner AOF, Court Pride of Thames, New Zealand, 1875.



Fig. l5: Sash, Past Chief Ranger, AOF. Fig. 16: Sash, Secretary, AOF.

Fig. l7: Various officers' sashes, AOF.
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displayed. The Foresters of Nelson for instance for many years, celebrated their anniversary with a

huge fete preceded by a procession of Foresters 'in full regalia' from the lodge rooms to the fair

ground 'decorated with the handsome banners of the Order of Foresters'.e2 The Druids of Wellington

held a yearly sports meeting, as did the Oddfellows in Auckland. Who could fail to be impressed by

seeing groups of Oddfellows, Druids or Foresters marching in solemn procession, decked out in

brightly coloured regalia, trimmed in gold or silver and carrying huge multi-coloured pictorial

banners? It must have incited curiosity and inspired people to join, if only to satisfy their curiosity.

Whatever the reasons for joining a Friendly Society, every member was encouraged by the

ceremonial and regular ritual and by regular exposure to visual symbols to remember the moral codes

upheld by the Order. Made up of a hodgepodge of religious elements and mythical references, with

extensive borrowings from the bible, this ritual reflected the prevailing Victorian religious and

moralistic viewpoints at the time when the rituals were written.

Friendly Society moral code did more than just mirror the mid nineteenth-century cultural

values however. Through its ceremonies and its emphasis on brotherhood and mutual aid it created a

bond amongst its members and provided them with a chance to express their commitment to the

respectable virtues of hard work, mutual support, benevolence, independence, thrift and a faith in God.

Conferring a certain respectability and legitimacy upon the Orders themselves, the principles conveyed

in the rituals underscored the values common to all members and served to bind together a brotherhood

of people, often whose only point in common was their lodge.

Although written in Victorian times, the Orders never felt the need to change the messages, or

adapt them to an increasingly secular and individualistic world. The principles expressed, the life
lessons taught, were for them, no less valid in 1940, than they had been in 1840. And indeed the same

beliefs are still expounded by Friendly Society ritual today.

As the next chapter will show, the values conveyed in the ritual of brotherhood, of mutual help

and of charity towards fellow members, really did work. Friendly Society aid was not restricted to the

formal funeral, sickness and medical benefits. Whenever a member was distressed a helping hand was

extended. The injunction given during initiation - 'each member becomes interested in each other's

welfare, and that it is our duty mutually to assist and support each other'e3 - was taken seriously and

applied in a practical manner.

'2 Nelson Exqminer,3 February 1969.
e3 MUIooF Ritual, t93s, p.2i.

See also Gourlay p.139.
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Chapter 5: The Benefits of Membershipl

In an era when there were no state income maintenance schemes and any provision of welfare

was limited and restrictive, for the wage eiuner who could afford regular contributions Friendly

Societies were one of the most comprehensive forms of insurance against the calamitous effects of
illness or accident. By 1935, although only I l% of the population belonged to Friendly Societies,

benefits extended to their families, which meant that approximately 20o/o of the population were

assisted by the Friendly Society benefit package of sick pay, medical attention and a funeral benefit.

Further miscellaneous aid was dispensed on an ad hoc basis as need arose, the lodges raising the extra

funds by subscription lists, benefit concerts, charity balls, theatricals and levies.

As will be shown in this and the next chapter, as the twentieth century progressed Friendly

Societies evolved into substantial financial institutions focusing on the efficient provision of medical

insurance to their members. They became increasingly businesslike in running and organising funds

and facilities to meet their members' changing needs and to give them affordable access to modern

medical technology and drugs. Friendly Society pharmacies were set up, hospital funds were

organised, discounted access to state-run health institutions such as the Rotorua or Hamner Springs

thermal baths was negotiated and access obtained to the state- run maternity benefit. While throughout

the nineteenth century the social role of lodges had been as important as their insurance role, and as

many people probably joined for the social interaction as for the insurance benefits, it is apparent that,

by the end of the first decade of the twentieth century the greater percentage of members joined solely

for the insurance benefits oftbred. Although social activity continued and was a drawcard for some

members, the greater number of members, once initiated into a lodge, never set foot there again.

Getting a quonrm on lodge nights was sometimes difficult, while in many lodges with large

membership only a small percentage of members ever attended lodge nights.

However, despite their widespread membership, the broad range of benefits offered, and the

fact that they were the most significant affordable means of insuring against the disastrous effects of
illness or accidents for many working people, Friendly Societies, until this last decade, have either

been ignored completely by welfare historians, or dismissed as insignificant because of the

requirement that that only those who could afford to maintain the regular contributions could be

members.2 It is only in the past few years that it has been recognised that Friendly Societies did indeed

make a contribution to assuring the weil-being of a large number of New Zealanders. Erik Olssen, for

example, has described them as becoming eflicient and 'professional as suppliers of insurance',3 and

I 
See also article by J CarlyorL 'Friendly Societies, The Benefits of Membership', NZJH, 32,2, lgg8, pp.12142

'Seeforexample, Hanson, p.12 and Tennanl, pp.14 and 165.
' Olssen, 'Friendly Societies', p.185.
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David Green has depicted them as having 'provided all the services which enabled people to be self-

supporting'.4 David Thomson, on the other hand, although recognising that Friendly Societies had a

place in a pre-state welfare society, has found them wanting because they were of 'limited relevance to

most of the population,' were weak, beset by 'financial difficulties' and offered 'few benefits'.s He

has based his conclusion on what the Societies did for the aged, and because they apparently did very

little for this particular group of New Zealanders, he argued that they were insignificant providers of
welfare. While it is indeed true that Friendly Societies had no formal arrangements for the aged and

had difhculties in coping with the problem of aged members, it seems an inadequate basis on which to

assess their overall significance.

It is also necessary to remember that Friendly Societies were far more than just insurance

companies, that benefits were not restricted to the formal funeral and sickness funds, and that, by some

means or another, members in need were as a rule helped. As discussed in the previous chapter,

belonging to a Friendly Society meant membership of a brotherhood where every person was pledged

to help other members and their families. As the words spoken to a new member of the Ancient Order

of Foresters (AOF) during initiation expressed so clearly, it was this fraternal bond that characterised

the Friendly Societies and set them apart from ordinary insurance companies:

You are about to become by your own free will, Members of a Society that is united for the
purpose of promoting the well-being of each other. We feel and know that we are not born for
ourselves alone and recognising the duties and responsibilities of the social condition we are
desirous by association to relieve distress, aid the weak and comfort the mourner... The word
of the Forester expresses the active interest we take in the welfare of our brethren and our
readiness to share their burdens and relieve their distresses.u

Any consideration of benefits therefore has to look beyond the purely formal financial

insurance aspect of Friendly Society welfare provisioq and also explore the supplementary ways and

means by which Friendly Societies sustained their members in need. Broadening the scope of
investigation to all benefit schemes, formal and informal, will make it possible to understand how

Friendly Society assistance operated, and whom it helped. Then the real relevance of Friendly Society

benefits can be assessed - whether the Friendty Societies were successful in meeting every need, as

suggested by Green, or whether their benefits were too limited and membership too restricted to have

had any real relevance as welfare providers, as has been suggested by Thomson.

All Friendly Societies offered the same basic benefits and, while there was some variation in

contributions, benefits paid, procedures of payment and selection of members, the New Zealand

o David Green, From LYelfare State to Civil Society, p.l12.
5 Thomson. A World Withottt Welfare, pp.35-5/.
6 Formularies and Lectures of thi Ancient Order of F'oresters' Friendty Society, I 930, pp. 19-21 .
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Friendly Societies all operated along similar lines. Bntish rule books were used as a basis for the New

Zealand benefit system and the structue of contributions and benefits already set in place by head

office was followed. Notrvithstanding small adjustments and changes to the rules, benefits and

contributions over the years to accommodate changing costs, conditions of living, and conformiry with

New Zealand govemment regulations, the rules of the late 1930s were remarkably similar to those of
the 1860s.7 Not only did they continue to detail minutely every benefit and the criteria of eligibility,

but also the expectations the lodge had of its members. To make the system work, to give people

confidence in their lodges, to maintain the culture of respectability associated with Friendly Societies,

any form of uncertainty had to be excluded. Absolute conformity to the rules and maintenance of the

regular routine were required. The prescribed conduct in and out of the lodge was expected to be

followed - the flouting of it meant either a fine or the benefit withdrawn.

Because of the expectations placed on members, becoming a member was more involved than

simply filling in the application form and paying the fee. Members were only admitted by initiation,

which meant a half hour ceremony during which the candidate swore to uphold the values and rules of
the Order.s One could be either a benefit member, if aged between l6 and 40 years or, if either over

40 or not wanting funeral or sickness benefits, an honorary member.e [n either case the candidate had

to be proposed by one member and seconded by another, one of whom must have known the nominee

for at least three or six months. The name, age, occupation and residence of the candidate and whether

single or married was written into the proposition book and signed by the proposer and seconder. The

proposal, accompanied by half the initiation fee, was then handed over to the secretary who would read

it out at the next lodge night when a ballot was taken on the suitability of the candidate becoming a

member. Once successful, the proposal was then referred to a small committee of members to

investigate and report back to the lodge as to the character and moral standing of the applicant. The

' Although all the Orders had the same basic laws, the detail varied from Order to Order. and all were amended from time
to time. To explain how the system worked I have generalised, basing my descriptions on the following rule books: Rnles
of the United Ancient Order of Dnrids, Grqnd Ldge of the North Islsnd of New Zeqland ond its Branches, Wellingtoq
1898 and 1929; Rules of the Wellington District of the Independent Order of Oddfeilows, Mqnchester Uniry, Wellington,
1897: Rules of the New Zealand Branch o/ the Manchester (lnity Independent Order of Oddfella+,s Friendty Srrciety,
Wellington, 1920; Rules, Otagt District M.U.LO.O.F, Dunedin,I g32; Constittttion of the Independent Order of Odd
Fellows of New Zealand, Dunedin, 1886 and 1958; Genercil Laws for the Government of the New Zealand District, no. 84,
of the Independent Order of Rechabiles, Salford (lnity, f'rierutty Society and the District By-laws, Auckland, 1886 and
1927 ; General I'aws for the Govemment of the Ancient Order of l;oresters Friendly Socierr-, Hawke'.s Bay Dislrict Napier,
1883 and 1933.
8 

See chapter 4 for a description of the initiation c€remony.
' All Friendly Societies allowed honorary members. They were primarily people who were too old to be able to become a
benefit member but wanted to join a lodge and participate in the social life. However often prominent members of the
community such as the mayoq Prime Minister, or MPs were made honorary members, thus lending respectability and status
and conferring the seal of approval on the lodge. Honorary members had no right to any benefits, although some Orders
allowed their honorary members to pay into the medical scheme and thus receive the low cost medical benefit provided to
full members. In that case they had to pass the medical test. Although honorary members could hold office they were
barred from voting on any financial or procedural matter within the lodge. It is impossible to know exactly how many
honorary members there were in any lodge. Nonetheless, perusal of some of the proposition books show that their numbers
were probably very low.
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constitution of the I.O.O.F stipulated that 'a committee of three should be formed to carry out this

investigation',Io whereas the Druids' rules were less specific and simply stated that, 'The Arch Druid

shall appoint a Committee to inquire into the character of the candidate'.rr The rules of the AOF stated

that, 'the Chief Ranger shall appoint two inquirers, who shall ascertain that the person proposed is of
good moral character and sober habits'.'t Because the lodges were committed to the philosophy of
brotherhood, of mutually assisting and supporting each other, it was essential that members be

prepared to uphold the moral code of the Order and abide by the rules. In other words only persons

who were prepared to follow the code of respectability as laid down in the rules were wanted as

members. Imbued with the Victorian ethos of respectability and morality, the Orders obviously

wanted no member who would be a risk to their good reputation. On a more practical level, any

member who drank too much and led an irregular life was probably more inclined to be out of work,

neglect the family and fall ill, thus ending up being a financial burden on the lodge. No lodge

consequently wanted to admit a member'who bears a bad character, leads a dissolute life, frequents

bad company, is guilty of habitual intoxication, or is of a quarrelsome behaviour',13 and any member

who knowingly proposed such a candidate was subject to a heavy fine or even, in some cases,

expulsion from the lodge.

Like all insurance companies, Friendly Societies were mindful of protecting their funds and

were obviously unwilling to insure a bad risk. Therefore, as part of the application process a candidate

for full membership had to undergo a medical examination and sign a declaration of age and health.

Because a married male member was entitled to a funeral benefit on the death of his wife, proof of
marriage was required, as was a declaration as to his wife's health. A certificate, veriffing that the

candidate and, if applicable, his wife had been examined, been found to have a sound constitution, to

be in good health and to have no disabilities, was then issued by the medical offrcer of the lodge.

Once all investigations were completed and medical certificates and declarations filled in, the

candidate could then undergo the ceremony of initiation into the chosen lodge, at which stage the

second hatf of the initiation fee was paid.la This ceremony had to take place within three to six months

of the proposal or the initiation money already paid was forfeited.

Some members were admitted to lodges by clearance. Clearance rules were strict and all

lodges were as careful about granting clearance to members and accepting members by clearance as

to Constittttion of the Independent Order of O&l Fettows of New Zealond, Dunedin, 1886, pp.32-3. This rule was later
amended to increase the size of the investigation committee to five and it had to include the Noble Grand and Past Grand.tt Rules of the District Grand Ldge of thi North Island of New Zea[and. Llnited Ancient Order of Dntids,Wellingtor\
1895, p. 34.
'n Rules ctf the Taranaki Districl of the Ancient Order of Foreslers, New Plymouth, 1933, p.22.

'' ibid.. pil.
ro This ft"" ** scaled according to age, was relatively high and varied slightly from Order to Order. For example in 1898
MUIOOF charged 5s for candidates under 24 years old rising to f,3 for a3740 year old. The AOF charged f I for those
under 21, 1,2 l0s 0d for 36-38 year olds and 13 5s 0d for 38-40 year olds.
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t0 Constitution qf the Independent Order of Odd Fellows of New Zealand, Dunedin, I886, pp.32-3, This nrle was later
amended to increase the size of the investigation committee to five and it had to include the Noble Grand and Past Grand.
" Rules of the District Grand I'dge of thi North Island of New Zealqrd- United Ancient Ordzr of Druids, Wellington,
1895, p. 34
',1Ruks of the Taranaki Disnia of the Ancient Order of Foresters, New Plymouth, 1933, p.ZZ.
" ibid.. n.23.

'o This'f:ee was scaled according to age,was relatively high and varied slightly from Order to Order. For example in l89g
MUIOOF charged 5s for candidates under 24 years old rising to .f3 for a3740 year old. The AOF charged J,l for those
under 21, f,2 l0s 0d for 36-38 year olds and !3 5s 0d for 38-40 year olds.
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they were about accepting members by initiation. Universality of benefits was an important advantage

offered by the affiliated Orders. In a country such as New Zealand where the work force was

particularly mobile, and immigration and emigration were high throughout most of the nineteenth

century, it was important for a member, when joining a lodge, to know that atransfer to another lodge

either within New Zealand or elsewhere in the world, without losing the benefits accrued" was a

possibleandeasyprocedure. (Asalreadydiscussedinchaptertwo,between5o/oandllo/oofmembers

entered by clearance each year). Therefore detailed rules were put in place to control clearance

procedures and severe sanctions were imposed against any lodge or member who infrrnged them. To

be granted a clearance, one had to have been a member of a lodge for at least twelve months, be clear

on the books, not have been suspended in the previous six months and be no older than 45 years. Once

granted the clearance a member had to 'throw' it into the new lodge or back into the original lodge

within a certain time. Failure to do so meant a fine from 2s to 5s, depending on the Order, or the risk of

losing all benefits for several months.

Once initiated into a lodge, a mernber imrnediately started paying contributions either quarterly

or fortnightly but had to wait six months before being entitled to the sick benefit and twelve months for

the funeral benefit. A new member could, though, immediately go onto a doctor's list and receive

affordable medical care.

Contributions, benefits and conditions of payment varied from Order to Order. However, the

most common practice was for a member to pay a combined contribution for the sickness and funeral

benefit and, if they wished, a further sum for medical care. From the 1840s to the I 880s, contributions

were low and uniform, supplemented by a large initiation fee. By the 1880s most Orders, under

pressure from the Registrar, had introduced a graduated scale of contributions for the sick and funeral

fund,ls which on average ranged from 7d a week for members admitted under 20 years, rising to 1s 6d

per week for members admitted between 38 and 40 years of age. This amount barely changed over the

next 60 years.

The sickness benefit was the mainstay of the whole Friendly Society benefit system and

covered all illnesses and temporary or permanent disabilities resulting from accidents. Up until the

1890s the amount paid seemed to vary not only from Order to Order, but within the Orders themselves,

each District or individual lodge fixing its own rates. However, by the end of the 1890s benefits had

been standardised, most Orders paying 20s per week for the first 12 months, and 10s for the next

15 
See chapter 6 for a futl discussion on Friendly Society finances.
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twelve and either 5s or 7s 6d thereafter.tu After the 1890s there were no more adjustments to keep

pace with the changing cost of living, and these rates of benefit payments were still in force in lg1l.17

Until the turn of the century sick pay compared favourably with current rates of adult male pay.

In 1885 in the Auckland district, skilled labourers such as masons, plumbers and carpenters were

receiving a weekly wage of up to 66s, general labourers 45s, bakers 45s, and farm labourers 20s.l8ln
the early twentieth century both wages and prices started a sustained rise which continued throughout
the first decades of the twentieth century until, by 1920, consumer prices had almost doubled since the

mid 1890s.re Friendly Society sick pay did not increase at all which meant that its relative value fell
markedly over time. When, by 1925, the minimum weekly award rates of pay were for bakers 99s,

masons, carpenters and plumbers between 96s, and 99s, for general labourers Z5s, and for farm

labourers 55s,20 the Friendly Society sick rate was still 20s, reducing to l0s after l1months, it was

obviously worth considerably less than it had been in the l g90s.

Yet it must be remembered that, even with the considerable drop in real worth of the Friendly

Society sickness benefits by the 1920s, it was the only affordable way in which many working people

could be assured of any income, albeit reduced, in time of need. For instance, John Nesfield who
worked in the public service and joined the MUIOOF in 1923, explained that his reason for joining
was to receive the sickness benefit: 'I had an accident playing football, I broke my collarbone, I was

offwork six weeks and on no pay, and a friend of mine, his father was secretary of Hikurangl Lodge,
M.U-, he said, "well you know John, if you had been a member you would have been getting a pound a
week sick pay". My wages were only 22s 6d,a week, but being on no pay, the difference between that
and no pay was mighty big.'tt

The only alternative was public relief. As Tennant has shown, having to prove genuine need

to relieving oflicers was often a humiliating and degrading experience, and, if relief was granted, it
was frequently grven in kind with the stigma of charity attached.22 The Fnendly Society cash benefit,
small though it was, was not charity but a right earned by paying regular contributions into a fund.
'The Benefits payable by the Society are not to be regarded in the light of charitable donations, but as

lt 
These rates applied only to male members. Women were entitled to half these rates and paid a correspondingly smaller

contribution. See chapter 3.
' ' These amounts are based on the Auckland District MIlIooF special Rules (Ir4uIooF special Rates), Auckland, 1g77,
pp.l9-29, which record the rates of benefits from 1871 to 1976. Howeuer, upon inspecrionof the rule books of the Druids,
Ancient Order of Foresters, IOOF and Rechabites, it is apparent there was tiute variation arnongst the Orders in the amount
ofsickness benefits paid out.
',o Statistics of New Zealand, Wellington, 1885, p.203.
'' For a discussion on the rise in wages see: M. Arnold, lfiage Rates, IB73 to /9//, Discussion paper No.l l, Department of
Economics, Victoria University of Wellingtoq April 1982; and for a discussion on the rise in pricei see: M. ernota,
Consamer Prices. 1870 - 1919, Discr"rssion PaperJa 12, Department of Economics, Victoria University of Wellington,
May 1982. See also Thomson, A Worldwithout Welfare, pp.43-5.
'", Statistics of New Zealand, 1926, p.57 .

'' Interview with John Nesfield, Auckland, May 1996.
22 Tennant, particulady chapters 5 and 9.
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just claims, the honestly-earned reward of the member's prudence and forethought.' 23 Moreover, if
Fnendly Society spending on sick pay is compared to charitable aid expenditure its significance

becomes evident. By the twentieth century the value of Friendly Sociefy sick pay was equivalent to

half of all spending on charitable aid.2a

Although members had an automatic right to claim on the sick funds, a close watch was kept to

prevent any imposition on the funds. Strict rules regulating the sick benefit were put in place, were

rigidly enforced and were fairly standard amongst all the Orders.

To be able to claim the benefit, first the member had to be examined by the lodge doctor, after

which the doctor was required to sign a standard certificate of ill health and irnmediately forward it to
the secretary of the lodge. The doctor was then expected to keep a close eye on the patient for the

duration of the illness, sign a sickness attendance sheet every week to enable the member to continue

to receive the benefit and to report, either in person or in writing, to the fortnightly lodge meeting on

the sick member's state of health. If the patient was able, a twice weekly visit to the doctor was

mandatory. 'Any member failing to visit the Medical Officer of the Lodge as aforesaid shall be liable

to a fine of five shillings unless satisfactory reasons be given for not complying with this clause.'25 All
claims were automatically passed for payment at the fortnightly lodge meeting unless it was suspected

that the claimant had breached a lodge rule. ln that case an investigation was undertaken before

payment was made. Not even the most regular contributor could expect to draw a benefit from the

lodge funds if the illness or accident was caused 'by fighting...or any intemperate, improper or

immoral conduct or by running, leaping, wrestling or act of bravado ... [or by] venereal disease'. 26

Where it was suspected that the illness was caused by any of the above, the case was

thoroughly investigated before a decision was ever made. When, on25 January 1881, Bro. Robinson

of the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society applied to his lodge for sickness benefit on account of an

accident, it was decided, after a lengthy discussion and the heanng of evidence of witnesses not to

accord him the benefit 'he having brought the accident upon himself .27 In 1849 Bro.W. Mason Jnr.,s

case was investigated by summoning 'the whole of the members' of the Loyal Antipodean Lodge, as it
had been reported that his illness was the result of 'a little youthfirl indiscretion'. Upon lengthy

consideration, and after his father had testified that his son had injured himself carrying a very heavy

13 
nytat 9f tne Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Manchester Uniry Friendty Society, (MUIOOF Ritual. 1935),

Huddersfield, 1935, p.27.
"'Thomson, A Worldwithout Welfre, pp.45-6.

'jnyns of the Loyal Remuera, Lodge Ui.AzAS, of the Aucktand District of the Nev, Zealsnd Branch of Llniry Independent
Order of Oddfellows Friendly Society, /9/.i, Auckland,1913, p.22.
'" General Lanustor the Goventment of the Ancient Order of Foresters, Friendty Society, Hawkc's Bay District, (General
L-aws AOF), Napier, 1883, p.38.
"' Protestant Alliance Friendly Society, Alexandra Lodge Minutes, 1879-1883, 25 January 1881, protestant Alliance
Records, 1879-1970, MS 93193, AIM.
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weight, it was decided that 'his illness was not caused through any immoral practice' and he was

allowed to receive his sick pay.28

Outings for the invalid were restricted, for todges believed that anyone sick enough to stay

home from work was too sick to go out, especially at night. The 1895 UAOD rules were typical and

stated that, 'every sick member receiving sick pay must be at his residence by one hour after sunset

until sunrise next day. A lodge surgeon may, in an exceptional case, give a written permit to a member

in receipt of sick pay, to be out after this hour, provided such permit states the hour at which the

brother must be home. For violation of this Rule he shall be fined 5s'.2e

Any member found drinking, fighting, or garning while in receipt of the sickness benefit was

fined and the benefit stopped. Likewise, if a member continued to carry on his trade or business

during his illness, he would lose his benefit and be fined. However all charges were thoroughly

investigated, and if the accused member was dissatisfied with the decision he had a right of appeal to
the District.

A typical investigation was that rnade into the charges brought against Bro. Bennett of the

AOF, Court Sir George Grey. On 19 Novemb er 1867 a charge was made 'against Bro. H. Bennett for
being intoxicated both in and out of doors whilst under medical treatment, and at same time receivrng

relief from the funds of the Court'. An investigation was held, witnesses were called, one of whom

testified that, 'he also saw Bro. Bennett on the day of the fire at Lockyer's house staggering on the

street opposite to the Bank of New Zealandand appeared to be intoxicated'. The Iocal barman also

affirmed that he had served Bro. Bennett with small glasses of grn and that 'he asked me to allow him
to help himself as he only wanted a small quantity each time he being very weak, againl saw him in
the afternoon towards 5 o'clock he was the decidedly the worse for liquor'. Bro. Bennett was deemed

guilty, fined 5s and had to forfeit one week's sick pay.30 There was never any evidence of his having

appealed the decision, and the incident left no legacy of ill feeling. Bro.Bennett continued to attend

lodge meetings regularly and take various offices over the following years.

Every Order had a system of 'sick visitors'. Two members, usually appointed to the office for
six months, were obliged to visit the sick person immediately on notification of the illness, and then

continue visiting once a week, reporting back to the Iodge until the member was better. 'They shall

visit the sick members not less than once a week each, but in case of suspicion" as often as they please,

pay the sick allowance (which they shall draw from the treasurer), the day it may become due, and take

a receipt from the sick Brother or his representative; report to the C.R. every Court night the condition

1l !"y.t Antipodean Lodge Minutes, I 848- I 856, 9 and l6 May I 849." Rules oJ the District Grand Ldge of the North Island of New Zealond, UAOD, Wellingon, 189g, p.zl4
3o Minutes Court Sir George Crey, ,1,<ir, 1863-1870, l7 December 1867, Ancient Order 6f Foresters Friendly Society,
Wellington Distria Records, I 86 l- I 993, MS-Group-O34 I .
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of the sick-'3l Although obviously the sick visit was a form of control to ensure that the sick pay was

being claimed legitimatelY, the sick visitor appears to have been welcomed rather than resented. Not
only did the visitor pay over the sick pay thus avoiding the ill member having to go and get it, but he

also provided some company and comfort to the afflicted member. Being unwell and without family

or friends in colonial New Zealand, could be a lonely and isolating experience. The Friendly Society

sick-visitor often provided the only link with the world. There is little doubt that they were genuinely

welcomed as the minute books often cited letters of complaint from members who had not received a

visit for some time.tt Visiting the 'sick and distessed', who may otherwise never have received a

visitor was, €ls the Grand President of the UAOD proclaimed, an important component in the

fundamental principle of mutual care underpinning all Friendly Societies. 'This altruistic principle has

rung down through the ages, and by medium of our Bards [the name given to their sick visitors] has

times out of number brought loving cheer to many a saddened home, and raised the drooping hopes of
many a weary Brother who had laid long on a bed of sickness.'33

This aspect of brotherhood, this concern for the well-being of fellow members, was not just

hollow rhetoric. It was taken seriously and put into action. Visiting was not just limited to the home

or to the temporarily ill but, as illustrated by the following two examples, was extended both to the

hospitalised and chronically ill older members. While visiting all the subordinate lodges around the

country in 1901, the Grand Master of the IOOF reported that he had visited 'our old friend Bro.

Rowlands at the "Home". Although bed-ridden for over twelve years he is never forgotten for a week

by some of the brethren or sisters. In fact, visiting the sick and distressed is a duty which is well
exemplified in Auckland'.34 And Canterbury District, AOF, appointed a 'Woodward' specifically to

visit members in hospital who may not otherwise have received any visitors at all. At each fortnightly
meeting the woodward reported back to the lodge on the number of patients visited, their state of
health, whether they had any specific needs which could be met by the lodge and, if they had

dependants, whether they too needed financial assistance.3' In both these cases the care extended well
beyond the payrng of a weekly benefit.

3r 
General Laws, AOF, p.32.

" See for example a complaint of being neglected by the sick visitor from Bro. Menzies to the secretary, Fountain of
Friendship Minutes, 1882-91, 28 November 1882: a communication from Sister Comrie, Court, Queen of Canterbury to the
secretary indicating her pleasure at the visits from the woodwards, Mnutes, Court Queen of Cantlrbury, February 26,
1917, Ancient Order ofForesters- Canterbury United Distria, Macmillan Brown Library, University of C"ntoUu.y, ium
105. two Druid members who had been In Auckland Hospital for some weeks report"a tit"t 'on a recenr Sunday ntt one of
lFF.l$lavepaidlhemavisitorpassedonawordofcheer', TheNewZealandDruidicGazene,vol.5,no.55, 1926,p.10." UAOD Report, March 1917, p.3.
3o IOOF neport, 1901, p.51.
" See for example Minute book Canterbury United District, Ancient Order ofForesters, February 1935 to December 1942,
Ancient Order of Foresters - Canterbury United District, Macmillan Brown Library, University oiCanterbury, MB 105,
where the hospital visitor reported on the number of people he had visited during t-h" year.
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Although the sickness benefit was indeed a right, earned by paying regular contributions into a
fund, the fund had to be protected from fraudulent claims. Therefore sick visitors, clear, stringently
applied rules, and detailed investigations into charges of rules being broken were the means the

Friendly Societies used to control and regulate their sick benefits and to resist any attempt to take

advantage of their systems. Because the sick pay was administered by the local lodge, all members

knew each other personally, a sense of moral responsibility was created and cheating on the system

meant defrauding work mates, friends and acquaintances. While all charges of malingering,

drunkenness or working while on sick pay were thoroughly investigated, every attempt was made to
follow the spirit of fairness and impartiality. 'We must endeavour to distinguish the really deserving ...

still those who unworthily seek assistance are not to be neglected if really in disress, the voice of
misery' proceed from whence it may, should never be disregarded. As it is better that ten gurlty
persons escape than that one innocent should suffer'. 36

The sickness benefit was not only paid out to those temporarily incapacitated, but more and

more it was used to support aged members who were incapacitated or could no longer work as a result
of chronic illnesses associated with old age. Dealing with the aged members was a problem with
which the Societies increasingly grappled.3T When lodges were first established in New Zealand
membership was young, reflecting the youthful population of New Zealan6. Problems of dealing with
aged members were not a concern. However, just as the New Zealand population aged, so did the

membership of Friendly Societies.38 As can be seen by the reports filed by the Registrar, the average

age of members of the longer established lodges started to rise first and, within thirty years of their
establishment, many of these lodges found themselves having to provide some fonn of long-term
support for chronically ill, aged membe.s." One way was to pay a sickness benefit over a long period

of time. This payment of between 5s and 7s a week served as a de facto pension and compared

relatively favourably with the state old age pension, the maximum entitlement of which was 7s per

week in 1898, rising to 10s per week in 1905.40 And of course the members did not have to go through

the humiliating process of proving their worthiness. As lodge members of long duration they were

entitled to it by right. As the years passed and the membership aged, the percentage of longterm

sickness benefit (over 12 months) being paid out increased from 24.91 o/o of thetotal amount in l gg5 to
3323% in 1897- This figure obviously rose more steeply in the older established Orders. For example,
in 1902, the longterm sickness payments made up 39Yo of total payments for the MUIOOF, Z9%o for

'u MLIOOF Ritual 1935, p.42.
3t 

See chapter 6 for a discussion of this problem.

ii?:g |[lt:f"*tfish Gelyralonsi The Ageing of New Zeatand's Wetfare,Sare, wellington, leei, p.4.

;; +IR r.87.e,H-r2, p.l l; 1881, H-7, p.t4;1887, H-3, p.23; 1897. H-1, p.3; leos, H_l, p.10.
'" Although this is more than the 5s paid to some Friendly Society memberi, it must be remembered that all claims were
subject to an asset test and the maximum was not necessarily paia. see Gaynor wtryte, 'old-age pensions in New zealand,
I 898- 1 93 9', MA thesis, Massey University, I 993, p. I I 6.
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the AOF and only l8% for the UAOD. This last Order was established in New Zealand approximately

30 years after the MLIIOOF. ln 1909, when 37o/o of total lodge payments were longtenn, MUIOOF had

reached 45o/o,the AOF, 29%and UAOD, l8%. These long-tenn payments were however a drain on

Iodge funds and, as will be discussed in chapter six, superannuation schemes were regularly

investigated and discussed although nsver implemented.

Apart from this prolonged sick pay, the ways and means Societies supported their aged

members varied according to the means of each lodge or the policy of each Order. ln some, using part

of surplus funds showing at their quinquennium valuation to pay the sickness and funeral contributions

of members over the age65 years became standard procedure. The IOOF for example created a fund

using these surpluses, not only to pay contributions for older members but also to supplement the 5s

benefit.al In others, where an aged member's situation became dire, either the lodge benevolent funds

were used to help or a special appeal was launched to raise the required funds.

Although it is true, as Thomson has stated, that Friendly Society superannuation schemes never

eventuated and this support for aged Friendly Society members was ad hoc, some form of support was

provided. More importantly it was not considered chariqv; members did not have to face an

investigating panel as they would have had to do if claiming the only altemative - a state Old Age

Pension. Support was considered to be a right an elderly member had earned over the ye:rs.

lnvestigations were only undertaken if the beneficiary was suspected to be claimrng fraudulently. As

the years progressed the average age of members in the older lodges rose perceptibly, the percentage of

long term sickness benefits paid out increased, and the sums paid out for funeral benefits rose

noticeably, this last suggesting that, accidents aside, more members were stalng in lodges until they

died. The evidence points to Friendly Society funds supporting more elderly citizens than Thomson

has allowed for.a2 However, until it is known with more precision the ages of all Friendly Society

members, any conclusions as to the number of elderly lodge members must remain speculative.

The funeral benefit was the other major cornerstone upon which Friendly Societies were built.

In Victorian Britain the idea of a 'pauper's funeral' was too dreadful to be contemplated. The dread of
such an eventuality led the majority of the working class there to pay into some sort of insurance

alSee for example IOOF Report,1923, p.74 when f,986 l8s 16d was paid to zustain old members. See also AJIfi, 1910, H-

.l^, 
p.5, where the Registrar cornments on the use of surplus funds to support aged members.

'" See Thomson, A l{orldwithout Welfare,p.42. He has shown the global percentages of each age group for the year
1 882. However, if that figure is broken down, and the eight lodges established before the year I 850 are considered, the
figures look very different. Members for the ages group 40-50, instead of making up 79.70o/o of the total, accounted for
22.93o/o. Those aged between the ages of 50 and 60 accounted for 9.09Yo of total membership, instead of 3.90o/o, and those
aged betwean 60-70 made up 3.13% of the membership instead of the 0.49% for all lodges Anfi, 1S84, H-1, p.4,
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company, burial society or Friendly Society fund to safeguard against it ever happening.o3 The benefit
paid by the Insurance Companies and Burial societies provided for a decent funeral, but the Friendly

Societies provided much more. A Friendly Society member did not go to his grave alone. To ensure a

good turnout for a deceased member, the lodges, in the early years, made it compulsory for all
members to attend the funeral. Failure to do so resulted in a fine. By the end of the nineteenth century,

when it was no longer practicable to compel members to attend a notice was placed in the local press

'inviting' all members to attend the funeral of the 'departed brother'. While the funerals may not have

been as elaborate in colonial New Zealand as they were in working-class Britairg it was no less

important to avoid a pauper's funeral, be attended by one's peers and be assured that one's wife and

children would not be left destitute. The Friendly Society Funeral Fund could provide all of this.

The value of this benefit slowly increased over the years but, as with the sickness benefit, did
not keep pace with the increased cost of living and rising wages. Up until the 1870s, f 15 was standard

payment on the death of a male member, f,t0 for his first wife, and f7 for his second. ln the 1880s this

increased to f20 on the death of a member and f 12 on the death of his first wife. At the turn of the

cenfury many Orders increased the members' benefit to f25 and by l9l5 to f30, while the wife's
remained at fl2.aa Thereafter there was no real increase until the 1950s, when MUIOOF increased its
benefit to f'50 for both male and female members.a-t Until that date, female Friendly Society members

received f10 compared to the male benefit of f30.

The lodge's concern did not end with the funeral. The widow and her children were looked

after by the members, and if hardship was suffered, either a gift was made from lodge funds or a

special collection was organised to which all members subscribed. For example, after it was reported

to the members of the Loyal Antipodean Lodge. MUIOOF Wellington, that 'Mrs Hirst was in

circumstances of a very painful nature, consequent upon the death of her husband' (a former lodge

member), she was granted a gift of f4 from lodge funds.a6In January 1885 f33 10s was raised at a

concert organised by the Auckland District MUIOOF, for the widow and orphans of the late Bro.

Compton.aT It was not unusual for one lodge to circularise the whole district, or even the whole Order

to raise money for an impoverished widow. For instance, on26 July 1860 the Good Intent Lodge,

MLIIOOF, Auckland requested the Wellington District to organise and issue to all lodges in the

District a subscription list 'for the purpose of raising funds to enable the widow of our late

o' For a discussion on British working class funerals, see Paul Johnsoq Saving md Spending, Ihe Working Class Econony
in Britain 1870 - 1939, Oxford, 1985, pp.l2 and43-6.* 

See MIIIOOF Special Rules, pp.12-16. This was a fairly standard rate amongst the large Friendly Societies.# By the 1920s most Orders Ua, in addition to the ordinary funeral allowance. provided an e<tra optional facility whereby
for additional cost members could insure their lives for up to €200.6lufinuteBook 

Loyal Antipodean Lodge 1848-1856, eprl Ze ttS+.-'Report Auckland District MUIOOF, 1885, p.5.
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Bro.Thomas Woods to come to Wellington from Nelson'.48 In 1933 an application was made to the

Grand Lodge of the IOOF to issue a Dominion- wide appeal on behalf of the widow and 3 children of
a late member of the Southem Cross Lodge. All they had to live on was 7s 6d per week, and the

mother and one of the children were conskntly unwell, therefore needing to visit the doctor and also

pay for medicine. The Grand Lodge not only granted permission to appeal to all the lodges, but

immediately donated f,I0. within a year the appeal had raised tr43.4e

Lodge members also ensured that children who had been left orphans were looked after.

When, on26 April 1848, Bro. Cottle of the Loyal Antipodean Lodge, MUIOOF, Wellington, died he

left trvo orphans. First the secretary of the lodge wrote to the late Bro. Cottle's father in England to

inform him 'of the death of his son and of the circumstances of his grandchildren' and then set about

organising the children. Guardians were found and were grven the amount of money owing to Bro.

Cottle from the Lodge fi,rneral Fund, with the proviso that a certain amount be given to the children

when they were a little older. Then an apprenticeship was found for the eldest son. That, however was

not the end of their concern. On 3l July 1850 two members of the lodge visited the children and

reported back that they were not being treated 'in a proper manner'.50 The minute book, unfortunately,

does not relate if anything further was done.

A widow did not have to be destitute to continue to receive assistance from the lodge. All the

Orders made provision for the widow, if she could afford it, to be able to remain in the medical fund.

thus continuing to receive affordable medical care for herself and her children. And some Orders

established a Widow and Orphans' fund into which a male member could pay a small monthly
contribution and in the event of his death the fund would pay out a small remittance to his surviving

familv.

While the funeral and sickness funds were the mainstay of Friendly Society finance and

constituted the capital base upon which the failure or success of a lodge depended, the inexpensive

medical care offered by the Friendly Societies had, by the begrnning of the twentieth century, become

one of the major attractions to members. Without this particular benefit, Friendly Societies would not

have experienced the significant growth that took place throughout the first third of the twentieth

century. As Mr. E. Bold, a member of the Druids, explained to the 1908 Friendly Sociefies

Consolidation Bill Committee of lnquiry, 'A very large majority of the people who join a Friendly

4 Minutes Wellineton Disrrict MI-IIOOF
ot IOOF Report, ter+, p.so.
'u Minute Book Loyal Antipodean Lodge

l86l-73, July 26 1870, Held at Society Headquarters, Wellington.

I 848 - 1856, May - June 1848, and 3 I July I 850.
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Society do so to get the benefits of a doctor and the medicine and regard them as worth the whole of
their contributions'. 5 I

At first the only medical benefit was inexpensive general practitioner care, (see below).

However by the end of the nineteenth century major technological advances were occurring in

medicine. Treatment and drugs were fast becoming more sophisticated and complex, and the hospitals

were undergoing a metamorphosis from 'the dumping ground for the aged, the infirm and the

handicapped' to complex institutions dealing with the medical care of the wider population.s2 Friendly

Society members, expecting to have access to this more complex medical care, looked to their

Societies to provide the means. This meant adapting and expanding existing benefit schemes and

introducing new ones. United Friendly Society (UFS) dispensaries were established to provide

members with affordable drugs (the first in 1884), and LJFS Medical Institutes were instituted to

overcome problems encountered with the medical profession. Hospital Funfu were created by the end

of the first decade of the twentieth century to give members affordable access to hospitals. And in

1916, in recognition of the growing number of women using hospitals to give birth, the Societies

started offering a maternity benefit of f,4 (this rose to f,6 in 1919) in conjunction with the

government's National Provident Fund.

Nevertheless the most popular medical benefit remained the provision of affordable general

practitioner care. For the small sum of about threepence a week in the 1880s, rising to sixpence or

sevenpence by the 1930s, a member could obtain the services of a doctor and any prescribed medicines

free of charge for the whole family. Before general practitioner benefits were introduced by the state in

1941, this was the only way that many working people, particularly those with large families and

especially in the case of chronic illness, could afford the services of a doctor. Doctors' fees averaged

5s per visit in 191l, meaning that anything more than the very occasional visit was impossible for a

worker earning on average between 40s. and 50s. a week. By l920,when the average working wage

had risen to approximately 80s a week, doctors' fees had correspondingly risen to lOs 6d. per visit.

As can be measured by the growrng amounts paid out for medical benefits, this service had

become, by the 1920s, the most significant of all Friendly Society benefits. By \924,at a total

expenditure of f 109,488, the payments for medical services exceeded sick pay expenditure of
f'I03,407.53 By 1930 expenditure on medical services had increas edto f,176,087 compared to sick pay

of L140,24'/sa andby 1938 the amount paid for medical care exceed ed f200,000.55 As two elderly

members recalled, medical care had become the primary reason for many people to join a lodge: ' The

5r Report of the 1908 Friendly Societies Consolidation Bill Committee, AJIIR' 1908, l-15, p.12.
s2 Belprave. p.2l Ln.l,ti ZeaWta fficial Yeq Book (NZYOB), WellingtorL 1925,pp.615-9.
to ibid., 1932, p.614,
5s [bid., 1940, p.736. This does not include the amount paid our for Hospital benefits.
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contribution did not change with a wife and children, it was a wonderfirl benefit, that was an incentive

to join of course ... and you paid one shilling a quarter to the dispensary for medicine',56 and, 'I joined

the lodge because there was a free doctor, free medicine and I got a maternity allowance'.S7

Friendly Societies themselves realised that a lodge which did not provide access to affordable

medical care was doomed to failure. It was 'quite impossible for a lodge to make new members, or

even retain its old ones, if it is without the services of a medical man and without prospect of getting a

doctor. It is true there are other benefits, but these are not sufficient to induce members to hang

together'.58

ln rural areas particularly the survival of a lodge depended entirely on not only having a doctor,

but on having one at the right price. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when

doctors were often reluctant to go to small backblock communities without a guarantee of a certain

level of income, many small country lodges were forced to close, unable to obtain the services of a

doctor.se Typical was the IOOF Lodge, Otaki. It started strongly, but then lost its doctor and, despite

continued efforts, it proved impossible to find another one. Members drifted away,new ones could

not be initiated without a medical examination and finally the lodge was obliged to close for, as the

district officer reported, 'this lodge had been in trouble for a long time ... it was impossible to increase

membership of the lodge owing to the fact that the lodge cannot get a local medical man to act as lodge

doctor'.60

To give their members access to this affordable medical care the lodges contracted with a
medical practitioner to become the 'lodge medical ofFlcer', and paid him a fixed annual capitation fee

to provide medical examinations, medical care and medicines for each lodge member and his family.

This capitation fee varied from area to area. In 1873 the Fountain of Friendship Lodge, MUIOOF in
Auckland paid l5s per member per annum, whereas two years later in Taranaki the fee varied from los
in Waireka to 12s 6d in Inglewood. By the turn of the century the fees in the larger towns seem to

have become a standard f I per mernber per annum, with the doctors supplying the drugs. By l9l9 the

fee was still f l, however the doctors were no longer supplying drugs, and by the late 1920s this fee

had increased to 25s. On top of their base fee the doctors were also paid a set fee for mileage beyond a

certain limit from their rooms, (usually 3 miles) and were able to charge extra for operations,

tu Interview with Nesfield.

" Interview with Mr. David Prowse, 12 August 1996" Auckland. Mr Prowse joined the MUIOoF in 1935, became an
officer of the Order and was still a member h 1996t* IOOF Report. 1907. o.44.
5'Belgrave,'pp.225-66.' 

In his discussion of the movement of doctors within New ZealandBelgrave shows that in the
1880s doctors were reluctant to settle in the backblocks communities, and preferred to be in thi coastline settlements.
While the doctors had spread out into the country by the early 1900s the majority practised in the larger towns or cities. As
Belgrave has argued, 'The high levels of urbanisation of the medical work force *Lre tery much at tfie e*pense of small
towns and rural areas'. o.259.
oo IOOF Report, tgoi,;36.
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anaesthetics and delivery of babies.ul In the country districts, the fees were more vaned and depended

on the availability of a doctor and what sort of agreement the local lodge was able to reach with the

local doctor.

Initially each lodge employed only one medical officer, but by the 1880s some of the larger

lodges were appointing more than one medical officer or allowing their members a free choice

amongst the local practitioners. Any local doctor accepting lodge members onto their lists was paid the

same capitation fee as the official lodge doctor and was expected to sign the same agreement and to

comply with the same rules and regulations.

Friendly Societies retained a tight control on the provision of their medical care and the

contract given to all their medical oflicers clearly defined the expected level of care. The doctor was

'bound to attend such Member and likewise his wife (if married), together with their unmarried

children under eighteen years of age, residing within three miles of the Court-house, in all cases of
sickness and performance of surgical operations, except as provided in Law I3g' .62 He was obliged to

report, either in person or in writing, at the fortnightly lodge meeting, on the state of health of atl the

sick members under his care who were 'on the funds'. Expected to be available at his surgery at

certain stated times, the medical officer was also obtiged to attend any emergency within a specified

time. Should he plan to be absent from his practice for any time he had to anange a properly qualified

substitute and obtain approval from the lodge.

Arty member who was dissatisfied with the attention received could lay a charge of neglect

against the doctor which was heard before the whole lodge. Should the charge be proved the doctor

was fined, the amount being deducted from his quarterly payment. 'If he neglect, delay or refuse such

attendance as laid down in the preceding Rules, and a charge be preferred against him, such charge

shall be decided in accordance with Rule 43; but the penalty (if any) shall not exceed five pounds

sterling.'63

While it was not uncommon for members to complain of the treatuent received from the lodge

doctor, each complaint was thoroughly investigated. Bro. Taylor's (PAFS) complaint of neglect

against Dr. Tennant, the lodge medical officer, was typical. On 4 May 1880 the complaint was laid

before the Court in writing and a copy wlts sent to the doctor for an explanation. On the 18th of that

same month Dr. Tennant attended the lodge meeting to reply to the complaints. Clearly his

explanation was satisfactory for it was resolved, 'that the thanks of this meeting be given to Dr.

6l In the nineteenth century not all operations could be charged separately, however as medical technology became more
sophisticated and surgical interventions more complicated and commonplace, the lodges, pressured by thi medical
professio+ eventually excluded all operations from the annual capitation fee.
""Amended Lqws for the Governmenl of the Ancient Order of Foresters Friendll, Society in the United Otago District,
Dunedin 1880, p.37.
"" Bye Lav's of the Loyal llrailcato Lodge, Aucklod District, MTJIO()F, Auckland, 1871, p.6.
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Tennant for the satisfactory replys [sic] he has given to the complaints contained in Bro. Taylor's letter

and express their entire confidence in him as a medical officer'.64

In I910 the Auckland United Friendly Societies Medical Institute (UFS) committee on the

other hand, after investigating a complaint from a member for negligence, found the doctor concerned

guilty 'of gross neglect...and request him to pay all expenses, and to be more particular in future in

keeping hrs call book in conformity with the instructions of the board'.65

A doctor was essential to the lodge, not only to allow the members and their families access to

affordable medical care, but also to undertake an initial medical examination, without which no Order

would admit a member. As with all insurance companies, the Friendly Societies did not want to accepr

members who were going to be a drain on their funds and a chronically ill member could cause serious

financial difficulties, particularly in the smaller lodges. For instance, in I 336 Unity Lodge IOOF,

found that its funds were depleted by excessive sick claims, and the lodge had to be saved from ruin by

financial aid from the Grand Lodge.6 Blue Spur Lodge, MUIOOF, Otago District, ended up in

financial difficulties and eventually had to close because of one member taking over f 1000 in sickness

benefits which the small lodge could ill afford.67 Accordingly it was imperative that no member be

admitted who was not healthy, and for the lodge doctor to examine carefully all potential members

and their wives68 so as to exclude any who could be an unreasonable future drain on lodge funds.

Friendly Societies could not, therefore, function effectively without the services of a doctor.

Conversely, many doctors would not have been able to make a living without Friendly Societies, for

they provided the mainstay of many doctor's incomes throughout the period before social security. As

Belgrave has suggested, 'without the payments for medical attendance and drugs made to doctors by

Friendly Societies or medical clubs, then the country could have only supported a good deal less than

the number of medical practitioners it did between the 1880s and 1941'.6e Moreover, because the

Friendly Societies covered about 20o/o of the population they were able to have a signrficant influence

on doctors' incomes and practices, and were consequently in a position to dictate conditions and

remuneration, a situation which the doctors found extremely disagreeable and tried hard to change.

By the late nineteenth century the doctors were feeling increasingly exploited by the Friendly

Societies, complaining that they were underpaid and overworked" of having to attend to members who

could well afford to pay firll fees, of having to examine candidates for admission to Lodges without

6a Protestant Alliance Friendly Society Alocandra Lodge Minutes, 4 and 1 8 May 1880. See also, Mclnryre pp. t 7-20 where
various complaints against doctors are discussed in detail.
o' Minute Book ofBoard of Management, United Friendly Societies Medical Institute, 6JFS Institute), 1910, p.50. Held by
the writer.* lOOf Report, 1887, p.26.
o'Gourlay, p.55.
oo A male member could register his wife on the books ofhis lodge and claim on the funeral fund in the event of her death.
however, female members could not insure the lives of their husbands.
6e Belgrave, p.I76.
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extra pay, of harsh Lodge rules, of high-handed attitudes of lodge members who were 'insolent,

exacting and tyrannical in their treatment of the doctor',7o and of being obliged to go through the

demeaning process of having to tender for positions.il

First there was the longrunning argument over the medical examination. As the lodge rules

stated, the cost of this examination was included in the doctors' annual capitation fee, 'The surgeon

shall strictly examine all candidates for initiation, and also their wives, and furnish the Court with a

certificate of their good health or otherwise, free of any other extra charge than as set forth in the

agreement entered into between the Court and the Surgeon.'72 This had been satisfactory to all

concerned in the early years. But with the growing sophistication of medicine and a large increase in
membership this examination had become more and more time consuming. As Dr T.H.A. Valintine"

lnspector General of Hospitals, so succinctly summed up in a memorandum to the Minister of public

Health,

the methods of diagnosis and treatment ...were practically, and in many cases, utterly unknown
in those Mid-Victorian days when the scale was first fixed .,. "Investigate all the functions"
would, in these days involve the use of many delicate instruments of diagnosis taking up a
greater amount of time than in all probability was ever conceived ... no examination would be
regarded as complete without an estimation of the opsonic index, the bacteriological
examination of secretions and a blood count.73

Lodges, for their part, complained that the doctors did not take enough care in conducting the

initial examination and therefore too many medically unsuitable members were initiated into lodges.

'A bigger factor in regard to the success of a small lodge than most would perhaps be prepared to

admit - this is, the careless doctor. If through carelessness of his examination of candidates for
membership an undue proportion of bad lives fall into a lodge, they must, to a large extent, discount its

chances of success financially and deplete its funds by an abnormal rate of sickness not brought into

calculation.'7a The Wellington District of the AOF reported on 1l December 1893 that:

your committee have found out from the doctors themselves that the present examination is
nothing more than a farce, that the candidates are not examined as they should be and they, (the
doctors) propose that an extra fee be paid them for a better examination. Your committee think
otherwise and call yow attention to the fact that rule 133 bears upon this point, "The Doctor
shall strictly examine all candidates for initiation and also their wives if required." your
committee recommend that in future this part of their duty must be more faithfirlly carried out.
One Doctor gave an instance of his having refirsed to pass a candidate and was astonished some

xBritish Medical Journal, 336 (t):330, quoted by RE Wright- St Clair, p.81.tl tg u contemporary account of the doctors' complaints se., Lud*ig Bru ck, \he Sweating of the Medical profesnon by
the Friendb Societies' of Australasiawith apractical schemefor its Abolition, Sydney, tt96.
'' General I'awsf,or nlGwernmen( of the Wellingon District of Ancient Order of Foresters, Wellingto4 lg9g, p.35.
" Memorandum from Dr T.H.A.Valintine, Inspector General of Hospitals, to the Minister for'public frealth, I May 1916,
Hl.BI07 149/-, p.2, National Archives (NA), Wellington.
'' IOOF Report, 1893, p.40.
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time afterwards to find the candidate had placed himself on his list having been passed by
another doctor.Ts

To these accusations of carelessness, the doctors responded that examination of potential

candidates for membership was a time consuming business for which they, the doctors, were not

properly remunerated, for the cost was included in their annual capitation fee. From the 1880s

repeated demand was made by the profession for normal consultation fees to be paid for the initial

examination. It was not until 1907 that the Friendly Societies finally recognised that the only way to

ensure a thorough initial examination was to accede to this demand. They agreed to pay 5s for all

initial examinations.

Other conflicts took even longer to resolve, doctors resorting to boycotting certain lodges and

lodges resorting to importing their own doctors from ovetseas.t6

In 1893 the fledgling New ZealandMedical Association had first proposed that all its

members be required to comply to a set capitation scale and then the next year had tried to introduce a

model agreement setting out terms and conditions to be followed by all lodges and doctors. Both these

initiatives however met with a marked lack of success. Friendly Sociehes continued to set the terms.

By the turn of the century the Medical Association, now affrliated to the British Medical Association,T?

embarked on a concerted campaign to unify their members and to rectifu what they considered to be

unjust lodge contracts - primarily low pay and having to accept lodge patients who could well afford to

pay. Their success was slow and uneven.

ln 1903 in Auckland, for instance, the medical profession started a boycott of the Auckland

Medical Institute in an attempt to force them to raise their fees. This boycott dragged on until 1913.78

Despite warning notices in the British Medical Journal, and the New Zealand Medical Journal

CNZMJ) that the Auckland Division of the NZBMA would 'ostracize any medical man who accepts

such a position',7e the Friendly Societies were able to employ doctors, many of them coming from

Britain, and to continue to pay them a capitation fee of l4s as opposed to the l6s sought by the

medical profession.so When the official medical boycott was finally abandoned in 1913, the doctors

had not achieved tJre rise in capitation fee they sought. At that stage the NZBMA did not have the full

]]nepon Wellington District AOF, December t893, p.5.
'o The disagreements between doclors and Friendly Societies started in the late 1880s and lasted until the 1930s, becoming
particularly acrimonious from the turn of the century to World War I. This subject has been discussed in detail in
J.Carlyorq 'The Doctors and the Friendly Societies in New Zealand,1880-1949', MA Research Essay, University of
Auckland, 1991. See also Belgrave, pp.l73-86 and R.E. wright-st clair, chapter 8, pp.8t-5.tt Relgta'ne, p.183. Belgrave his zuggisted that one of the principal reasons for the NZMA affiliating with the BMA was
the BMA's campaign to improve the conditions of British Friendly Society medical officers.
'" For a frrll discussion on this dispute see Cadyon, pp.30-41.

]i NztW, [I, March 1903, pp.l2z-8.thl-y of the doctors emigrated fiom Britain in response to the advertisements probably did so because the UFS Institute
positions paid higher salaries than could be gained in Britain for similar work. See Belgrave, p.190.
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backjng of the medical profession, thus the Friendly Societies were able to ignore the boycott and

continue to employ enough doctors to run the institute. By contrast in 1913 a strike by l0 doctors in

Southland was very successful in achieving the right for those doctors to charge lodge members extra

for all operations.sl

ln l9l4 the NZBMA prepared a standard agreement to be used as the basis for all Iodge/doctor

contracts.s2 However, due to the lack of support from Auckland,s3 and the onset of war, it was decided

to leave the negotiations with lodges until after the war.e Despite this decision, the Wellington

doctors resolved to press for a fee increase from their lodges. When refused, they went on strike and

threatened to boycott any doctor who accepted lodge work.85 Although many of the individual lodges

eventually agreed to the doctors' demands, the Wellington UFS did not, continuing for the next 20

years to employ doctors from Britain despite the waming notices in the British Medical Journal.K

Once the war was finished the NZBMA Council members recommended that the model

agreement be put in place. Enthusiasm from the doctors, however, appeared to have waned, most

seeming to be more satisfied with the agreements they already had. The 'model agreement' became a

dead letter.87 Despite the ongoing advertisements in the British Medical Journalwarning doctors not

to accept appointment to the Wellington UFS Institute,ss and the odd complaint in the NZMJ about

lodge working conditions, tensions seemed to have diminished, and a relatively mutually acceptable

working relationship established.8e Nonetheless a residual legacy of distrust of lodge contracts

remained. As will be discussed in chapter 7, it was, in part, this legacy which determined the

profession's attitude toward the Friendly Societies throughout the long negotiations over social

security.

The difficulties experienced with the medical profession and their desire to retain control of
their own medical schemes motivated the different lodges in the larger towns such as Auckland and

llNAl,)ilI, June lel3, pp.376-8.
"'NZMJ, )flII, June 1914, pp.2l6-19,
t'ibid.. p.223.

l]Nzrrai, XlV, February 1915, p.37
85 For a full discussion on this drawn out dispute see Carlyoq pp.45-60.
8u Wright-St Clatr, p.gq.

l NZnf )O( October 1921, p.306.
88 Belgrave, p. 184.
8e See Belgravq pp. 184-6, who suggests that the tensions subsided because lodge work was accounting for a diminishing
proportion of professional incomes, that the working conditions were easier and that generally doctors had become less
dependent on lodge work It should not be forgotten either, that despite the highly publicised complaints by doctors againsr
lodge contracts and BMA organised boycotts, a large number of doctors, particularly those in 

"ouotry 
towns, had very

amicable relationships with their lodge patients and fully appreciated that without lodge work their piactices would be very
small indeed. See for example, R. Bums Watson" The Doctor Must Get Through. S|-Yeors a General-Prqctitioner-
Surgeon, Wellington, 1971"p.78; SirFrankBowerbanh A Doctor's.9tory, Wellingtoq 1958, p.78;and F. Bennen,l
canterbury Tale, The Autobiography of Dr. Francis Bemten. wellington 1980, p.127.
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Wellington to band together to form UFS Medical Institutes.m Managed by committees of delegates

from the affiliated lodges, the Institutes initially employed full-time salaried doctors. The first,

established in Auckland in 1902 as a result of a unilateral decision by the Auckland Branch of the

NZMA to raise the capitation fee,er initially employed 3 doctors at a salary of f,400 per annum plus an

allowance of f75 each for transport.e2 Owing to continuing pressure from the Medical Association it
proved difficult to keep full- time doctors, so in 1906 the UFS Institute switched to a capitation fee

system. Six part-time medical offtcers were employed, each was paid a capitation fee of l4s per

member plus extra for operations and births. This was more successful as it meant the doctors had a

base pay and could, at the same time, develop a private practice. By 1908, 22lodges with a

membership of 2791had become affiliated. With dependants included, the Institute was estimated to

be providing medical care to approximately 9000 persons. The second medical institute was

established in Wellington in 1917, again in response to a boycott from the medical profession.e3 By

1929 it included 3260 members, plus their dependants. ea

As well as Medical Institutes, the combined Friendly Societies also set up United Friendly

Society Dispensaries. Where in the early years lodge doctors had dispensed their own drugs, by the

1870s individual lodges were beginning to contract with local chemists to supply all drugs prescribed.

This proved unsatisfactory. The drugs supplied were often very expensive and it was suspected that

many chemists adulterated their drugs to make them go further. To resolve these problems the

Friendly Societies united and established their own non profit-making dispensaries. Run by a board of
delegates from the participating lodges they were available not only to lodge members, but to the wider

public. Apart from the dispensing of prescriptions, the dispensaries also supplied a wide variety of
items at heavily discounted prices to their members, while the general public was charged full prices.

The first UFS Dispensary in New Zealandwas established in Invercargill in 1884 'after

complaints from members that the medicines prescribed for them by the lodge doctor did not contain

all the colrect ingredients'.es Others soon followed, spread throughout New Zealand, until by 1931

there were 34 UFS phannacies supported by 50,000 members.

As already noted, rapid developments in medicine and medical technology meant that hospitals

were no longer small institutions dealing only with the indigent and poor. lncreasingly they were used

e0 These LIFS Medical Institutes were based on the British and Australian models. See Greeq Working-class Patients,
pp.2l-7, and Green and Cromwell, pp.96-100.
er Carlyon, pp.31-3.
" This remuneration compared relatively favourably with government salaries to doctors, see Belgrave, pp. 188-90.n'Carlvon. po.45-56.
no Anf,bugn i third IIFS Medical Institute was established in Hastings in 1924, I have been unable to find any information
about it.
nt H Shirley Smith ft€ Invercmgill (lnited Friendty Societies' Dispensary, t884-1984, Invercargill, 1984, p.6.
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by the wider population who perceived them as 'acceptable and even desirable places in which to gain

medical treatrnent'.e6 Acknowledgement of this growing use of hospitals by their own members

motivated Friendly Societies to make agreements with the local hospital boards to enable their

mernbers and families to be treated at half price. The first such agreement was made in Auckland in
the early 1890s, but was discontinued by the hospital board in 1904 on the grounds that they had no

legal authority to make such arrangements. After the Auckland United Friendly Societies had

effectively lobbied the government the Hospital and Charitable Institutions Act of 1909 included

provision for hospitals to contract with Friendly Society groups to provide care to their members at

reduced rates. It was to everybody's advantage. The hospitals got some payment and the lodge

members received reduced fees. 'It was clearly established that the Friendly Society patients payments

were fifily per centum in excess of that received by the Board from other patients treated at the

Hospital'.e7

Notwithstanding the legal and moral obligation for patients or their relatives to pay full hospital

fees, the large percentage of patients who were treated in hospitals did not pay. The Hospital

Commission of 1904 disclosed that twenty percent of the patients were well-to-do people, yet only

seven percent ofthe patients paid.es Members of the Friendly Societies, conversely> on average paid

more than the general public, despite their reduced fees. 'They contributed a sgm equal to about 2s a

day for members and their wives and ls a day for children, while the average collections from general

patients was 1s %dper duy.'nn

In 1910 the Auckland Friendly Societies entered into a new agreement with the Auckland

Hospital Board whereby members, and wives of members, paid half fees for hospital treatment, and

their children under l8 years of age quarter fees. By 1918 at least half of the hospital boards

throughout the country had come to an arrangement with the Societies to take lodge patients at reduced

rates. The terms of the agreements varied from board to board. The most usual arrangement was either

to pay a set sum per anntrm for occupied beds. For example in 1917 the Canterbury United Friendly

Societies paid f l8 per annum, rising to f,35 pounds in 1923 and f43 in 1926,for each occupied bed, or

for the hospital to charge half fees for members and their families, (in 1920 the full fee was 9s per day,

therefore the members were charged 4s 6d). Some arrangements included treatment for services such

as x-rays and anaesthetics, others did not. The bill was sent to the member's lodge, which guaranteed

payment.

n6 For a discussion on the growth of hospitals see, Hay, pp.29-34;also Belgrave , pp.z2l-39.
" Lettet from the secretary The AucHand United friena:fy Societies Dispensary, to Mnister of public HealtlL 30 May
1904, Hl.8107. NA.
e8NzlL 

16 October 1904.
ee ibid.. l5 October t904.
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The Health Department, keen to promote and standardise agreements with the Friendly

Societies, recogni sed that:

the boards would benefit by such an arrangement, it being remembered that members of
Friendly Societies, though doubtless a provident type of person, yet, generally speaking, are
members of the less affluent classes, and it is doubtful if Hospital Boards would recoup under
ordinary conditions two-thirds of their ordinary maintenance charges if such Friendly
Societies' members had to pay their own fees, bearing in-mind yh3r-facl.llft ott about one-
third of their fees receivable are recovered annually by Hospital Boards.

Perhaps it was also hoped that by making agreements uniform and accessible to lodge members, more

people would join Friendly Societies thus payrng a greater proportion of hospital expenses. In short, it
would have been the beginnings of a state sponsored and subsidised hospital insurance scheme.l0r

Despite the Health Department drawing up a uniform agreement and circulating it to all the hospital

boards, a variety of agreements continued to be put in place, many of them at arute lower than the

50% discount suggested.

Concerned by the increasing use of hospitals, the associated expenses and the difficulty of
recovering fees, hospitals boards themselves had, for a number of years, been looking into the question

of 'providing free hospital treatment to wage earners and their dependants on an insurance basis'.102

Standardising, promoting and extending agreements with Friendly Societies was one possible

option.r03 With this purpose in mind, on26January 1928 aconference was held in Wellington between

the hospital boards and Friendly Society representatives. Recommendations were drawn up for a

universal agreement, approved by the Department of Health, and circulated to all Hospital Boards.loa

Despite this agreement, uniformity was not achieved. Diverse agreements between the two parties

continued to be drawn up and implemented. Finally in 1932 the Department of Health in another

attempt to introduce some uniformity into the agreements, drew up a standard fonn of contract to be

used by all hospital boards and Fnendly Societies. They tried to insist on its use and in a circular sent

to all the boards stated that any agreement had first to be approved by the minister who would refuse

'to sanction any agreement which does not conform to his requirements'.105 Once again little notice

was to be taken of these directives. Various agreements between Friendly Societies and hospital

boards continued to be drawn up and implemented. Once more in 1935 the Departrnent of Health

rm Memo Secretary, Department ofPublic Health, Hospitals and Charitable Aid, to The Minister of Public Healttr, 23 May
1918, Hr.8107-149 NA.
rorHay, p.79.
'"'David Bolitho, 'The Response of the New Zealand Medical Profession to the Introduction of Social Security', MA
tlrssis, Victoria University of Wellingtor\ 1979, pp.2t-4.
lft Others were considerid, see Hay, pp.78-80.
rs Memorandum, on Conference bltwlen delegates representing Friendly Societies and the Executive of the Hospital
Foards Associatiorl 31 January I928,H1.12779 149, NA.
r05 Memorandum from Department ofHealth, Hospital Board Agreements with Friendly Societies, lE October 1932, Hl.
12779 t49.NA
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complained ofthe lack of uniformity and again issued a standard agreement to be used for all contracts

between Friendly Societies and hospitals.lffi However, by the time this agreement would have been put

into effect it had lost its relevance because of the introduction of the 1938 Social Security Act. By
1941 treatment in public hospitals became free for everybody, thus making any Friendly Society

hospital scheme redundant.

By the 1930s, in addition to their basic medical benefit, Friendly Societies had instituted

hospital funds, UFS dispensaries and medical institutes. They had battled with the medical profession

to keep the care affordable and negotiated with hospitals to get the best deal for thsir members. They

had provided their members with access to the National Provident Fund matemity benefit and had

negotiated special rates for treatment at the government owned Rotorua and Hanmer hot springs.

Without their lodge membership most members could have only afforded a fraction, if any, of this

care. As lodge officials recognised 'this benefit is looked upon as the greatest one we offer'. tot For
this reason, if no other, membership of a lodge was considered worthwhile, relevant and valuable.

The principles of brotherhood did not stop with the formalised funeral and sick benefits,

supplying affordable medical attendance and subsidising hospital care. Members in distress were

granted assistance by various means; either through the benevolent fund, from levies on members of
the lodge, from donations granted from the incidental expenses fund, from subscription lists circulated
to all lists the lodges in the District or even throughout the country, or frorn funds raised from benefit
concerts, theatricals or charity balls.

By the 1890s District or lodge benevolent funds 'devoted solely towards relieving extreme

cases of distress',r08 had been established by all the major Friendly Societies. Every appeal for help,

whether from an individual member or another lodge, was considered by a committee of five lodge

members in the case of the lodge benevolent fund, or 5 delegates from the affiliated lodges if the

appeal was to the District fund. Financed from the regular District quarterly levies and all fines,

donations, 'commission onmagazines, surplus of festivals or other extraneous receipts', the fund
served to meet a diverse range of needs. On 10 July 1883 Bro. N. Marshall received the sum of f,2 to
enable him to go to Wellington to look for work; on 16 March 1886 a distress gift of f,2 was voted to
Bro. W. Page who had been severely burnt in a fire and had lost all his clothing and effects; on 12

April 1902 f lwas granted to Bro. Field who had fallen on hard times while visiting from England; and

on24 April the same year, f5 was granted to another visiting English brother. Mrs Scully, widow of a

106 
Memorandum from Director General of Health, Form of Contracr with Friendly Societies, October 1935, Hl. l2'l7g 149,

NA.
roT IOOF Report, 1901, p.19.
tor Ind"Pend"lt Orler of Odd Fellows, Manchester (tnity, Bye-Inv,sfor the Government of the Auckland District,
Auckland, 1866, p.9.
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member who had died in Belfast, was granted f5 on 25 February 1903 and on 8 August an application

for f5 from the Fountain of Friendship lodge, on behalf of the children ofBro. Sheppard was granted,

the lodge to have discretionary power in paying over the money. On l1 May 1926 Bro. Skinner of the

AOF, Wellington, was granted f5 l0s to help pay for a new set of teeth. Larger sums were raised by

either organising concerts or subscription lists to help members who had fallen on hard times. For

instance when a member of the IOOF, Unity Lodge Otago lost his job at a printing company after

having been severely ill for a number of weeks, the lodge combined with the Gaelic Society and Burns

Club and held a monster benefit concert raising enough money to enable the brother to start a new

business.loe

Circulating a subscription list amongst the lodges of the Distnct or even the whole country was

another way of raising money to assist a brother who had fallen on hard times. On 17 October l93l
such an appeal was launched for a member of the Mangapapa Lodge, IOOF, who had been unable to

work for two years through illness, and was unlikely to work again. He was receiving 7s 6d a week

from the lodge as a sickness benefit and had a lvife and four children to support. permission was

granted for a dominion-wide appeal by the Grand Lodge, which started it offby donating f 10 from the

Benevolent fund. By December 1932, f.165 2s 0d had been raised and paid into a fund set up

especially for the member. In 1930 the directors of the MUIOOF reported that the general appeal on

behalf of Bro. D. Foster, an incapacitated member of the Loyal Eketahuna Lod.ge, had been a great

success with f330 having already been raised, and more to come.ll0

The notion of 'Universal Brotherhood' was realised in the form of financial aid to brothers in
distress in other parts of the world. When a major disaster hit a lodge or lodges within an area, the

worldwide brotherhood was called upon to help. Afterthe Wairau Massacre in 1843 the Sydney

branch of the MI-IOOF came to the aid of the Nelson members by sending money to help them get

back on their feet. In 1906 fiurds were raised throughout New Zealand to help the victims of the

catastrophic San Francisco earthquake and fire, and in l93l the English branch of the MUIOOF added

f600 to the f 1182 l4s 6d already raised by the New Zealand lodges to help members rebuild their

lives after the devastating Napier earthquake.

The calls on the District and lodge benevolent funds increased significantly during hard times

as was seen during the economic depression of the 1930s. Between October 1929 andNovember

1933, for example, 35 of the 228 members made calls on the Court Sir George Grey, AOF Benevolent

Fund, whereas in nonnal times no more than two members a year applied for assistance. During this

period the funds for all Societies were stretched to the limit for, as the Grand Master of the MUIOOF
recognised, 'the gteater proportion of our membership comes from the ranks of the worker and the

'o] lOOf Report, 1905, p.69.
f r0 Report oituteetings Ne* ZealandBranch MUIOOF (HereafterMUIOOF Report), Wellington l5 October 1930, p.13.
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middle classes, who are totally dependent on regular employment ils a means of sustenance. To-day

hundreds of the best of our members, who considered they had permanent work are without jobs and

no chance in the immediate future of getting them'. I I I Nevertheless, it was imperative that the

Fnendly Societies not only helped those in distress, but kept members good on the books until such

time as they could afford to start paying their own contributions again. Brotherhood was after all the

ideal upon which the Societies were founded and as members were reminded, it was their duty .to do

our best for those who are worthy of our help...Our promise of Fellowship and Brotherly help must

hold good, particularly when members deserve our kindness and consideration'.112

So while lodges or Districts continued to use the local benevolent funds to give financial grants

to needy cases, central funds, usually financed by the appropriation of the surplus funds from the sick
and funeral funds were created by most Orders to pay the contibutions of those who were

unemployed, and thus unable to pay their regular contributions.tt' ln this way the IOOF paid the

contributions of 300 members in 1931,769 rn l932,and by 1933 had paid f4183 l2s 4dfor dues of
unemployed members. The MUIOOF, Auckland District,by 1932 had paid fTI4 4s 6d in

contributions for members who could not pay their own.rra Although Friendly Society membership

declined by 6.50/o between 1930 and 1933, without the emergency funds a much bigger decrease would
undoubtedly have been experienced and many members would have lost benefits they had spent years

accumulating.

Considering this multiplicity of benefits and proficiency in meeting the ever evolving and

increasing medical needs of their members, it is apparent that the Friendly Societies managed

successfully to supply significant relief to their members for 100 years. They protected their members

from the devastating effects of illness or accidents, allowed them to make provision for a decent and

dignified burial, and gave them some relief in old age or times of unemployment. Although the real

value of the sickness benefit declined markedly from the turn of the century, it nevertheless continued,

until 1938, to be the only form of cash income available to families whose main bread-winner had

been incapacitated by illness or injury. Benevolent funds and special collections supplemented the

sickness benefit when necessary, and obviated the necessity for impoverished members to appeal to
charitable aid.

rrr MLIOOF Report, t933,p.27
"' Report Auckland District MLIOOF, 1931" p-30.
"' It was usually illegal to- transmit money from one fund to another. or to use money for anything other than the stated
purpose ofthe particular fund. However, as an emergency measure during the depression the actuary and Registrar allowed
the zurplus monies from the Sick and Funeral Funds to be used to create Jpecial funds to help those members-adversely
effected bv the deoression.
t'o In normal times, if a member's contributions were more than three or four months in arrears membership was
suspended, no benefits could be claimed until the member had made himself financial again. Il after anothei month. the
whole of the alrears.were not paid up. membership was cancelled and any benefits accrlmulated over the years lost.
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Medical Institutes, United Friendly Society Pharmacies, hospital subsidies and access to

affordable general practitioner care all gained in importance throughout the twentieth century to the

point where they became one of the greatest attractions to membership. These medical benefits

allowed working people not only affordable general practitioner care but also access to the new and

complex medical cures that they would not have otherwise been able to afford.

All Friendly Society benefits combined - sickness, funeral, medical, hospital, matemity -
represented an extremely comprehensive insurance package for members. By the end of the first

decade of the twentieth century this insurance package had become the major drawcard for members.

Social activities continued to be part of lodge life, but only small numbers of members attended

regularly. Complaints from officers about poor attendance at meetings became common. For instance

the District President of the UAOD, after he attended the installation of new officers at the New

Plymouth lodge, reported, 'I was much disappointed with the number of brethren present as there were

only just sufficient to fill the offices... As this Lodge nunbers 150 members such a gathering was not

satisfactory .. The members of this Lodge have evidently no interest whatever in their Lodge beyond

the actual f, s d benefits'.115 And a report on the Ponsonby Lodge, UAOD, pointed out that, ' perhaps

the largest Lodge in the jurisdiction, and well up the ladder in every way except in the matter of

attendance. The work of a lodge numbering about six hundred is carried on by less than twenty'.r16

Small attendance at the lodge meetings of the St.Aloysius Branch, I{ACBS, so exasperated the lodge

president that he threatened to resign: ' the President, Bro. Pender spoke very strongly to the meeting

about the non-attendance of the members and stated that he would consider his resignation as president

unless the meetings of the lodge were better attended'.11t Where in the nineteenth century the social

role of Friendly Societies had had equal importance to the insurance role, by the twentieth century this

role had considerably diminished. An increasingly smaller proportion of members turned to their

lodges for social activity. Their role as providers of effective and affordable medical and sickness

insurance in particular had become dominant.

Significant also is the fact that, although Friendly Society membership was confined to the

better-paid worker who could afford the monthly fixed contributions, the whole family was able to

benefit, which meant that approximately 20o/o of tbe population was protected by Friendly Society

benefits. ln addition, if Friendly Society spending is compared to all public spending on welfare

throughout the first thirty years of the twentieth century, their contribution in financial terms to the

well-being of their members was also quite considerable.llE Friendly Societies accordingly cannot be

ttt UAOD Report, 1907.p.29.
"o UAOD Report, 1'9Za,p.57.
u7 ffinu1s Book St. Aloysius Branch no. 399, 1909-1921, 24 lanuuy 1910, held at HACBS Headquarters, Wellington
t'8 For a comparison of itate welfare spending and Friendly Society spending see Thomson" World without Welfari,pp.45-
6.
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dismissed as irrelevant, but, notwithstanding their limitations and shortcomings, should be recognised

as having provided an effective bulwark against the effects of adversity for a large number of New

Zealanders.
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Chapter 6: Becoming Effective fnsurers

Friendly Societies represented the ideals of self-help, self-reliance, mutual aid independenoe,

and thrift so promoted by the govenrments of the last half of the nineteenth century and the beginning

of the twentieth-t Through their numerous funds and their willingness to provide miscellaneous relief
to their members, the Friendly Societies embraced, promoted and put these ideals into practice. As

already discussed in the previous chapter, Friendly Society's medical and sickness funds paid out sums

which compared favourably to government spending on welfare.2 Additional sums, dispensed by

benevolent, hospital, and widows and orphans funds, further added to Friendly Society welfare

spending, making them significant providers of welfare throughout the nineteenth and first three

decades of the twentieth century. As such they were lauded and encouraged by successive

govemments who sawthem as invaluable institutions which provided help to those in need and thus

alleviated, to a certain extent, the government obligations toward those who had fallen on hard times.

Legislation was passed to protect them, and limitless advice and help was offered. For governments

hoped that, by ensuring financial stability, minimising the risks of fraud, defalcation and

mismanagement and by increasing Friendly Society accountability to their members, public confidence

in them would increase, membership would rise and 'the public burden' would be diminished.

Even once the state started moving towards providing a limited amount of welfare,

encouragement of thrift and the promotion of Friendly Societies initially in no way diminished. The

Liberal govemment of l89l-1912 has often been represented by historians as having moved away

from these Victorian values of thrift, self help, respectability and independence. Liberal social

legislation has been interpreted as the first steps towards the welfare state enacted by politicians

motivated by progressive and humanitarian concerns.s However, as Linda Bryder, David Thomson

and Gaynor Whyte have all shown, there was only a slight shift in thinking. The continuities between

the Liberals and earlier administrations are more remarkable than the supposed new values of
humanitariaqism, justice, and compassion usually given as the underlying motivations for Liberal

social reform.a Noturithstanding however, the statutory pensions, even though very small, d.id endow

the recipient with a sense of rights which charitable aid did not. Nevertheless the concerns for
independence, self-responsibility, thrift, respectability, discipline, national efficiency, order" and for

' For a discussion on the English precedents for these attitudes and New Zealand's determination to keep state welfare to a
minimum and to encourage individual, family, voluntary and mutual assistance in time of need see Thornson . A World
without Welfare, especially chapter l.
'See p.136, note24.
' See for example, J.B. Condlifle, The Welfare State in New Zealand, London. 1959, pp.284 and 29g; Sinclair, p.lg7, Barry
Gustafsoq From the Cradle to the Grave. A Biogrqhy of Michael Joseph Savage, Auckland, 1988, p.75, Brian Easton,
Social Policy and the Welfare State in New Zealand, Sydney. 19g0, p 61.
'Linda Bryder, "A Social Laboratory': New Zealand and Social Welfare, 1840-1990', British Review of New Zealard
Studies,4 (1991), pp.3749; David Thomson, 'Taking the Long View on Pensions', NZJH, 32,2, tggf.:pp.93-120; Whyte.
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distinguishing the deserving from the undeserving remained evident. These considerations continued

to guide legislation every bit as much in the Liberal era, and beyond, as they had in previous

governments. Encouragement therefore of self-help institutions, such as Friendly Societies, at the same

time as it enacted limited welfare measures, was not inconsistent with Liberal social policy.

The legislation of the Reform govemment,1912-1928, was motivated as muctr, if not more, by
these same concerns of encouraging individual self-help and self-reliance and limiting the state's

liability for income support. Margaret McClure has shown that Reform extended pensions reluctantly,

only when pressured to do so, and only ever conceded the minimum possible.5 Although Reform
politicians made it clear that they prefened the contributory social insurance alternative to the non-

contributory pensions already in place, little progress was made in that area. Indeed, often it seemed

that Reform used the excuse of the proposed insurance scheme to deflect demands for extensions to the
pension system.6

A significant shift in thinking came with the Labour govenrment of 1935-19 49.8y introducing

universal national health, unemployment and old age insurance, the Labour govemment moved from
previous governments' emphasis on individual self-help and independence, to a recognition that all
members of the community were threatened by insecurity and ill health, and that anybody, through no

fault of their own, could fall on hard times. The government accepted that all citizens had the right to
have their needs met, and that the state had a responsibility for meeting those individual needs.

So how did these successive governments view Friendly Societies? Was the Societies' impact
on the alleviation of distress as effective as goverrments hoped it would be? Did the governments,

origrnal enthusiasm for Societies diminish over time as other ways were sought to alleviate disfiess

and poverty? Did Liberal and Reform have the same attitudes towards Friendly Societies, or did their
different political philosophies mean different approaches? Was a partnerstrip between the state and

Friendly Societies ever considered an option? Did the Friendly Societies want to be involved in state

welfare? By examining the relationship between the Friendly Societies and the govemment in the next
three chapters I will answer these questions, show the evolving relationship between the two bodies,

demonstrate the transition of the Societies into effective suppliers of welfare, and will explore their

reactions to the movement of the state into the welfare irena. Measures taken to ensure the stability of
the Societies and to promote them as welfare providers are the subject of this chapter. The next will
explore how the Societies fitted into the state's increasing involvement in welfare, and chapter 8 will
examine the role of the Societies in the advent ofthe 1938 Social Securiw Act.

sMargaret McClure, A Civilised community, A Hislory- of social security in New zealand, I8g8-Iggg,Auckland, lggg,
pp3a-a1.
" ibid., pp.53-4.
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David Thomson has claimed that the Friendly Societies were weak and financially unsound.

This was the "dark secret' of friendly societies everywhere', and meant that they never had the

resources to match their promises.t He believes these financial difficulties and weaknesses prevented

Friendly Societies from ever having more than limited relevance, and restricted their usefulness to a

'minority of younger men and their immediate families'.8 Was this tnre? Were indeed Friendly

Societies highly lauded but largely irrelevant institutions, unable to be relied upon because of the threat

of insolvency?

To answer these questions I will trace the Friendly Society financial and legislative

developments throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It will be shown that, although it is

true that a gleat many Societies were actuarially unsound throughout much of the nineteenth century,

measures were being undertaken by the 1870s to remedy the situation. Legislation was enacted. Rules

and regulations governing Friendly Societies were progressively tightened. Successive Registrars

undertook a vigorous campaign to make the Societies aware of the dangers of financial

mismanagement, and at the same time offered them unlimited financial, administrative and managerial

advice. As annual reports, valuations and minute books show, the Societies themselves increasingly

strove to put their affairs onto a sound financial basis.

Exactly how successful they were will also be analysed in this chapter. First the legislative

framework will be studied, and then the steps taken by the Societies themselves, under the guidance of
the Registrars, actuaries and valuers, will be explored. Just how far the Friendly Societies were able to

evolve from the small local, often precarious, lodges of the nineteenth century, combining

companionship, conviviality and social life with health insurance, into large consolidated Societies of
the 1930s will be invesfigated.

Governments recognised that for Friendly Societies to function as effective benefit societies

providing succour to the working classes they needed to be reliable, efficient, financially secure and

have the protection of the law. This was achieved by a series of Acts. The first, passed in 1856, laid

down the guiding principle of all Friendly Societies' legislation until 1911 - to allow Societies their

independence but to encourage and lead the members to act in their own interests as far as the stability

of the society was concerned:

Whereas the protection and encouragement of Friendly Societies, for the raising by voluntary
subscriptions of the members thereof separate funds for the purpose of affording relief and
maintenance to the members thereof in sickness old age and for other purposes of a provident
and benevolent natwe, is likely to be attended with very beneficial effects by promoting the
happiness of individuals and at the same time diminish public burdens, and as it is expedient to

' David Thomson, 'Colonial Thrift', Htstory Now, Vol. 3, Mray, 1997, pp.8-9
E Thomson, World without llelfare, pp.SO-t
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give protection to such Societies and the funds thereby esFblished and to afford encouragement
to form like Societies within the Colony ofNew Zealand:e

Thereafter maj or acts were passed in I 867, I 877 , 1882 and I 909 with several short amending acts in

between. With the passing of each act, govemment requirements were increased and tightened.

Measures to improve the collection and reliability of Friendly Society data such as systemisation of
bookkeeping, statistical recording and statistical analysis were progressively refined. Measures were

put in place to protect the Societies against fraud and mismanagement. At the same time much

valuable advice and help was offered to the Societies through the office of the Registrar. Other than

the necessity to meet certain legal obligations to enable registratiorq the Societies were left to organise

their own intemal affairs themselves. There was no obligation to accept the Registrar's advice or even,

before 1911, to adopt the recommended tables of contributions and benefits. In short, the aim of the

legislation was to make the Societies more reliable as insurers, and the way to achieve this was by

getting them to manage their own financial affairs more efficiently. The Registrar was there to

facilitate this process, to encourage the sound and advise the weaker Societies on ways of improving as

insurers rather than to dictate to them.

The first Friendly Society Bill, initiated at the request of the Societies themselves,r0 passed

through both houses without debate and was enacted in 1856. It established the pattern which all the

other main acts would follow - the offer of certain benefits and protection in return for voluntary

registration It laid the foundations of the legal constitution of the Societies and gave them the

opporhmity to register and thus protect themselves in law. The purposes, use of funds and government

of Societies were outlined as well as registration and reporting procedures. Treasurers of the lodges

were obliged to give a bond in order to protect the funds against fraudulent officers, and the Society

was able to prosecute to recover any money and all costs. The basic rights of being able to sue and be

sued were included. In the case of death or banlcruptcy of a trustee the remaining trustees were entitled

to first claim on the assets of the deceased. Once the mles of a Society had been approved by the

Attomey General as conforming to the law, the Society could register and become a 'certified Society'

entitled to the protection of the Act.rl Despite the protection offered very few Societies availed

themselves of the opporfunity to register. Some lodges seemed to be unaware that a law had even been

passed.12

n 

4n act for the Regulation and Management ofFriendly Sociaies in New Zeatand,l6 August 1856, t9-20 Vic, No. 2g,

P^73
'" Gourlay, p.106.
'' For a more detailed description of all the Friendly Society acts and amendments between t 856 and 1909 see N. Soissons-
jfriendly Societies', Legal Writing Requirement, LLB.Hons, Victoria University of Wellington. 1972
^"Letters were written to the central government in 1859 and 1860 asking the govemment to enact mea.sures that had
already been enacted, IA 1, 1859/ 1254, NA, IA t, 1860/1809, NA; IA I. 1867/3394 NA.
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rn 1867 a further Act was passed.13 The major innovation was the provision of a Registrar of
Friendly Societies, who took over from the Registrar of the Supreme Court. A 'Revising Barrister'
was appointed for each Province to 'peruse the rules and alterations and amendments of rules'.la
Societies were now unable to register unless they supplied an actuarial certificate attesting to the
adequacy of their contributions for the benefits offered.15 The annual returns of Societies were to be

submitted for each calendar year to the Registrar, who in turn was required to submit an abstract of
these returns with an annual report to both houses of the General Assembly. Any Friendly Society
officer failing to make the returns could be penalised. Five yearly returns of sickness and mortality
were also to be furnished by all registered Societies. The upper limit of funeral benefits was lifted from
f 100 to f200 and all Societies were exempted from stamp duty.

As with the 1856 Act, this new Act of 1867 seemed to have little impact. A Registrar was

never appointed, only one extremely brief list of registered Societies was filed in 1872, 16 and inlg77 a
slightly more detailed abstract of the returns was presented to both Houses.'t By l8T7 only 100 of an

estimated total of 249 Societies in New Zealandhad registered. Provincialism, isolation and poor
communications often meant that lodges, particularly those in the smaller areas, were inward looking,
focusing solely on providing a service to their local members. They remained oblivious to
developments affecting the Friendly Society movement as a whole. As long as everything was going

well, they no doubt felt there was no need to look beyond the immediate community. Government

officials were unlikely to interfere. Provincial goverTrments were not concemed with them, and central
govemment was too remote to have any impact.ls Provincialism also is a likely explanation for the
Iack of a Registrar, and for the lack of encouragement given to Societies to register. A-lthough central
government had passed the regulating legislation, at this stage it probably had little interest in
enforcing it. Responsibility for welfare rested with the Provinces. Expending their energies on
charitable aid, hospitals, industrial schools and a variety of other institutions, provincial authorities
were only too pleased to leave Friendly Societies to their own devices, especially as they seemed to
function well' asked for no financial aid, and indeed probably saved the provincial governments

money by supporting people who otherwise may have resorted to charitable aid.le

13 An Act to consolidate and amend the Law relating to Friendly societies, l0 october, 1867. 31 vic, No. 27. This Acr also
p.assed quickly through both houses with very little comment oi debate.'' ibid., p.386.
ls See page L64, note 27 for a discussion on this poinl
'o AJFm, G-52,1972.
" AJFR, H-19, 1877, p.2.
''William Pember Reeves, The Long White Cloud, (fust published in 1898), this editiorL Auckland. 1973, pp 193-5.to _'- Iennant, pp.l4-25
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In 1875, concerned by the rising costs of social services, parliamentarians' attention turned to

the importance of encouraging thrift.20Increasing membership of Friendly Societies was an obvious

way. But, despite the Act of 1867, few Societies had registered and most were financially unsound a

situation attributable in large part to their lack of knowledge of actuarial principles. They needed to be

encouraged to register and helped to achieve financial stability. For, as William Rolleston (Mp for
Avon) argued, 'there were no bodies that did more in relief of sickness and distress and which

deserved more largely the encouragement of the Government and the assistance of the Government

when they required it ... such assistance would be amply repaid by the increased efficiency of societies

which were so effectual in the prevention of poverty and the relief of distress'.2r

In June 1876 the Colonial Secretary, Dr Daniel Pollen, introduced a new Friendly Societies

Bill. It was an attempt to impose more stringent financial controls on the Societies, and advocated the

appoinfinent of a government valuer and compulsory government auditors. Despite recognition that a

new act was needed to strengthen these Friendly Societies who 'performed an extremely useful

function in the State...to render assistance to members in cases of need, which, but for their operation,

in many instances would require to be granted by the State'2z the Bill did not proceed. Some Mps
argued that it sought to diminish the independence of the Societies, that it 'was a departure from the

very principle of non interference with the internal affairs of societies'.23 They argued that the

Societies should be able to choose their own valuers and auditors, and not have them imposed by the

government. Others thought it was advisable to wait for the new British Bill to be enacted and take

guidance from that.2a

In July 1877 a new Bill, which was with few exceptions 'in point of fact a transcript of
Imperial Legislation with such modifications as their peculiar circumstances rendered necessary',25

was presented in Parliament. This time there was little debate and the Bill passed into law. More

comprehensive than the previous two Acts, it sought to streamline, centralise, and make the activities

of the Registrar's office more efficient. The appointnent of a Registrar was made mandatory and his

role was clearly defined. He was to collect and collate information, prepare model rules for Friendly

Society guidance, and set up actuarially worked out tables of contributions and benefits for the

Societies to use, 'provided, nevertheless that the adoption of such tables by any society shall be

optional'.26 And he was to give advice to all Societies on the best ways to manage their affairs. Where

20 Nfichael Bassett, The State in New Zealand, 1840-1984: Socialism Without Doctrines? Auckland, 199g, pp.74-5.21 NZPD,17,I 875, pp.265-66.
" New Zeoland Porliamenary Debates (NZPD), 20,1976, p.237.t'ibid., p.z:t.
'- For a discussion on the English Act of 1875 see Gosden, pp. 185-90. He describes it as 'the most lengthy and
comprehensive measure concerning the societies enacted up to that time'. p. lg5.2'NZPD, 24,1877,p.59.
'o The Friendly Societies Act, t877,4t Vic, No. t0, section 9, (S) (c) p. Z7 .
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previously there had been several provincial revising barristers now a single one, based in Wellington,

was appointed for the whole counfiy. Although Societies could continue to choose local auditors, a

government auditor, public valuer and actuary were also appointed to the Registrar's office. These

centralising measures, it was hoped, would make the collection, collation and publication of data more

effective. Having the data in one central office, instead of spread throughout the country, meant results

were easier to co-ordinate, evaluate and publish, Tracking the progress of the Societies would become

more efficient and it would be easier to ascertain their weaknesses and, if necessary, judge what further
measures may need to be taken.

Hoping to encourage more Societies to register, the new Act simplified the registration
procedure, dropped the fee of two guineas for the revising barrister's certificate, and did away with the

1867 provision for an actuarial certificate testiffing as to the adequacy of the contributions. The

Societies themselves had argued for the exclusion of this condition of registration, maintaining that it
was this condition that had prevented registration for so many.27 As part of the drive towards

encouraging Societies to become financially responsible, all registered Societies were obliged to
submit to an actuarial valuation of their assets and liabilities, including esfimated risks and levels of
contributions and benefits, every five years. An audit of their accounts was required every year.

Although the 1867 law had provided that the Friendly Society returns of receipts and expenditures

should be made annually, they had not been done so. Penalties for failure to make returns were

increased. To make it easier for both the Society secretaries who had to file the returns and the

Registrar who had to collate them, a simplified set forrn was issued for the returns. All the inforrration
collected was to be collated and tabulated, published and used in the creation of contribution tables.

Finally this Act a required a Society to have at least seven members before it could be registered and

stated that no amendment of rules was valid until registered.

This new Act, like the English one upon which it was based, hoped to make the New Zealand
Friendly Societies financially secure and turn them into reliable health and welfare insurers.

Reinforcement of the underlying fundamental principle of encouragement, not compulsion - certain

benefits and advantages were offered for voluntary registration - meant that Societies would be

tt On September 1876 a meeting of all Friendly Societies had been held in Wellington to discuss the draft Bill. The general
feeling had not been in favour of having to submit sufficient tables of contributions for registration. Representationi lad
been made to local MPs and the government had withdrawn the relevant clauses. Reports-AOF Wellington District, 1g76,
p 2, See also Report AOF Wellington District. 1877, p.3, where the Chief Ranger totA tne assembled irembers tfrai tney
had tried under the old Act to register new rules, and had been refused on the grounds that the scale of contributions wis
not sufficient. However, under the new i877 Acrt there had been no problem registering those same rules. See also N?D,
332, 1879, p.658' where Mr. Pitt, MP for City of Nelson, pointed out that many of the larger Societies who had wanted to
register amendments had not been able to because of the inadequacy of their contributions and thereforg while
unregistered, were no longer entitled to the benefits that came with registration.
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encouraged to register.28 Registration in turn would give the Societies a seal of ofiicial approval and

create a public perception of respectability and reliability, encouraging people to join. publication of
the yearly results would demonstrate the Societies' worth and their value in alleviating distress, adding

further encouragement to membership. The Act was indeed successful in these aims and managed to
provide 'a stable foundation for dramatic growth in the period from I 877 to lgl4'.2e The number of
registered lodges rose sharply, rnembership increased dramatically and, as will be discussed in the next

section, societies increasingly heeded the advice of the Registrars.

An amending Act was passed in 1878 making it mandatory for Sociefies to create separate

funds for separate benefits and making it illegal to transfer moneys from one fund to another. The

annual retums now had to include lists of members, their ages, periods of sickness and rates of
mortality, (previously these details were only supplied quinquennially). This requirement was included

because many of the lodge secretaries had little or no accounting training and found the compilation of
returns onerous and difficult. As a result their returns were often inaccurate and unreliable. The

Registrar hoped that the obligation to file returns on a more regular basis would compel the secretaries

to keep up to date and thus make the task easier. 'The imperfect manner in which the books have been

kept, and the frequent changes among secretaries have prevented a considerable number of Societies

from furnishing complete quinquennial returns. The system of rendering the sickness and mortality
return annually will probably require less labour on the part of secretaries than the present system and

the returns will almost certainly be far more complete and reliable.'30

The next major revision of the Friendly Societies Act took place in 1909. From 1878 until that
time several amendments had been made,3r all of them aiming to simplify and thus encourage

registration, clarify reporting procedures, and provide clearer guidelines for the efficient management

of funds. By the beginning of the twentieth century many Friendly Societies had become sizeable

financial institutions. It had become obvious that a major rewrite of the Act was necessary.3' In many

lodges, due to inexperienced and incompetent officers, funds were frequently unsatisfactorily invested.

Many lodges did not receive an adequate return on their investnents, and many more had indulged in
what the Registrar termed 'a passion for building halls' which, in some cases, had used up all the funds

t* AJ}fi, 1878, H-l4, pp.2-3. This fust annual report laid out in detail the advantages a Society could gain by voluntary
resistration.
tnblrs"n,'Friendly 

Sociaies', p. I 82.
" AJHR 1879,H-12,p.20.
" Amendments were made in 1882, 1886 and 1892. See 'The Friendty Sociefies Act, 1909 and Regulations with an
introduction and complete Index, (Ilae,after 1909 Act), WellingtorL 191 I, pp.5-14, where all the Friendly Society asts and
amendments are described.
32 

See for example, NZPD, 148, 1909, p.883, where Sir Joseph Ward commented on the sieeable increase since 1gg2 in the
invested and dispensed Friendly Society funds.
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and had almost bankrupted the lodge.3t This situation caused the Registrar considerable concern.3a

Realising the need to address some of these problems, the govemment, in 1906, drew up a Bill to
implement the necessary reforrns and circulated it amongst all the Friendly Societies for their
comments. Because the Societies were unable to agree on certain clauses, it was another three years

before the Bill was actually enacted.

The main thrust of the 1909 Friendly Society Act was to ensure the Societies operated in a
more fiscally responsible manner. Supervisory powers of the Registrar were considerably extended.

Now he could compel a Society or lodge to submit its accounts for audit. In the case of a dispute he

was granted special powers 'to appoint an inspector to examine into the affairs of the society'.3s He

could refuse to register an amendment to a Society's rules or tum down an increase in benefits or a

reduction in contributions without certification from an actuary. Stricter controls were imposed on

allocation of surpluses and investrrents - any invesftnent in land or halls had to earn at least 4Vo and

the proportion of funds that could be invested in mortgages was limited. Surpluses could be used only
after the fund had been earning 5% interest for at reast two y€ars.

The powers and duties of the central bodies were increased. They had to approve the rules of
new lodges and sanction any lodge investrnent in land or halls. They became responsible for assuring

the registration of new branches within three months, were liable for a fine if it was not done, and they

could impose their own terms and conditions when granting consent to the dissolution of a branch.

Regulations regarding the trustees and secretaries were tightened and any officer 'in receipt of money

shall in all cases give the security of a guarantee society'.36

As with the previous legislation, the main concem of the government was to offer the Friendlv
Societies protection against fraud or mismanagement, pressure them into good investrnent and

financial practices and consequently turn them into reliable providers of welfare benefits to the

working classes. As the Hon. Mr Trask, MP for Nelson, declared, 'The Government know the great

benefit conferred on the people of the Dominion by these friendly societies, they know that they render

so many people independent of going outside the societies for assistance'.37 Nevertheless, as the

government had recognised, the Friendly Societies needed government support and assistance in the

form of effective legislation. Without continually updated legislation to meet their growing and

tj 
+q 1888, H-1, p 2; AJIIR, 1895, H-1, p.6-7; AJI( I904, H-1, p.6. see also IooF Report, 1887, p.4, where the

Society secretary W.M Reid reported that 'The building mania which overtook the order some nine o, ten yea6 ago has
done more serious injury than an epidemic breaking out amongst the lodge which were victims to it could possibly tave
do_ne. It swept the Wanganui and Ravensbourne Lodges out of existence-, the star of Canterbury nearly succumbed to its
influence, while the Victori4 Alexandrovna and Pioneer Lodges are struggling on under burdens heavier than they can
bear'.
3a 

See for example AJHR, 1905, H-1, pp.5-6; AJHR 190g, H-1, pp.l0-14; AJI{R. 1909, H-1, pp.8-9.til9o9 Act. p 54.
3ol9o9 Rct, p. oo.
" NZPD, I48, 1909, p. I 140.
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changing needs, the Societies may not have been able to realise the role expected of them by

govemment. Although several amendments to adapt the law to changing circumstances were made

over the next 73 years, this 1909 Act was the last major overhaul of Friendly Society legislation until

December 1982, when an entirely new Act was enacted.

Governments had successfully provided the framework within which the Societies were able to

operate and the office of the Registrar was the means by which the legislation was effectively

administered. By the turn of the century very few, if any, lodges were unregistered. They had all

recognised the many advantages and privileges that registration and conformity to the state's

requirements conferred; access to limitless information and help from the Registrar; protection of their

funds from fraud or mismanagement; and, importantly, a stamp of reliability and respectability.

Without registration and the attendant benefits, Friendly Societies would never have been able to make

the transition from a collection of small local lodges into sizeable consolidated Societies, effectively

and reliably supplying social insurance to a significant proportion of the New Zealand population.

How they achieved this transition is the subject of the next section.

One of the most crucial factors in the transformation of Friendly Societies was the Registrar.

More than just administrators, the first Registrars in office seemed to believe passionately in Friendly

Societies, the work they did and the necessity for reform. They did not satisfu themselves merely with
fulfilling the obligations placed upon them by law - the certifoing of rules, and collecting and collating

of retums. They spent their time crusading for Societies to become more reliable insurers. Responsible

for the financial well-being of the Societies, they encouraged, cajoled, educated, infonned, and, when

all else failed, threatened recalcitrant Societies into adopting sound financial principles and good

management practices. Abundant literature was produced to educate and inform the lodges,lecture

tours were undertaken by the Registrar to acquaint lodges with the dangers of bad management and the

advantages of consolidation and actuarial solvency, and finally the Registrar kept them informed of
Friendly Society and welfare developments in other parts of the world.

The first Registrar (1876 to 1885), William R.E. Brown, who was also the Registrar-General

from 1873 to 1892, embarked on a vigorous campaign of advising, informing and educating the

Friendly Societies.3s Copies of the Friendly Societies Acts were sent to all the Societies, registered and

unregistered, accompanied by explanations of the laws and the major changes within them.3e Details

of the advantages of registration were pointed out, as were the dangers of remaining unregistered.

Working hard to educate the officers of the Societies in efficient bookkeeping methods, Brown devised

s William R.E. Brown was bom in England in 1830 and arrived in Wellington in 1855. He held various jobs in government
service before becoming Registrar-General in 1873. See The Cyclopedia of New Zeqland, vol. I , Welliigton piwncial
District, Wellingtoq 1897, p.767., seeforexampleAJln, 1878,H-14, pp.z4;Ann, I879,H-rz,pp.5-6;Anfi,H-I, lg83.ppl0-ll.
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and sent simplified forms with explanatory memos to every lodge secretary. Every report reiterated

the importance of actuarial solvency and the necessity of instigating financial reforms.

When Edmund Mason took over as Registrar in 1885, he pursued these same goals of Friendly

Society actuarial solvency, financial efficiency and good administration with equal zeal.ao Mason

believed it was essential to the country that Friendly Societies succeed, for, 'the direct bearing which

the success or failure of Friendly Societies has upon the problem of poor relief - a problem whictr" as

the population of a country increases, becomes ever more difficult to solve - renders the welfare of
such Societies a subject of interest and importance not only to their own members but to the whole

community'.al He tirelessly travelled the country lecturing, talking, discussing and gradually

convincing the Friendly Societies to transform themselves into efficient insurers.ot By 1902, when he

suddenly died, thanks to his indefatigable efforts, most Societies had been convinced of the need for
financial accountability. 'Today the advantages of registration are more generally conceded, valuations

have ceased to be regarded as inquisitorial and in some few instances graduated scales have been

voluntarily adopted. That this altered state of affairs now exists, is largely due to the wise

administration ofthe Regisfiar of Friendly Societies, whose practical knowledge and energetic action

are now fully recognised.'a'1 In the words of Gourlay, he was 'a man to whom the title of the builder of
the modern Friendly Society rightly belongs'.4

The continued efforts of the first four Registrars, Brown, Mason, George Leslie (1902-1906),

and Robert Hayes (1907-1922), began to produce results. Slowly the Societies started instituting their
own improvements, the cenfial offices insisting on all lodges using adequate rates of contributions. In
1877 of aknown 250 lodges in the country only three or four lodges charged sufficient rates. By 1880

there were 3l4lodges (half of them registered), of which 52 were charging adequate rates, and 97

others had instituted considerable improvements.as By 1907 the Registrar felt very encouraged that,
'The Societies of New Zealand have in recent years undoubtedly improved in this respect, and there is

now an almost general desire in the leading orders to take up the question in earnest, a result largely

{ Edmund Mason was also the Registrar of Trade Unions and Registrar of Copyrights. He was born in Cornwall and
obtained a BA at Cambridge. He anived in New Zealand in I 879 and entered th" lo1ret11ent service. In 1885 he became
the_Registrar of Friendly Societies and in 1898 he became the fust Registrar of Old--age pensions, a position he retained
until his death in 1902, Cyclopedia ,vol.I, 1897, p.129-30.
'' AJ]:IR, 1886, H-ld p.l.
" S9e for example a full report of a lecture delivered in Wellingtoq 31 January 1888 at the Manchester Unity Chambers
Wellington, untheAustralasian Friendly Socreties Journal,l5 February 1888, pp.3-5, l5 March, pp.Z-3,15 April, p_g, and
15 May' pP.3-4: Copies of these lectures were published and deposited in the libraries of all the main centres, jee for
example, 'An address delivered on 8 July 1889, in the Exchange Hall, Wellington', GNZ 334.j M4z, Auckland public
Library. He also wrote a long memorandum which was presented to both hoirses and a copy sent to all Friendly Societies,
'A scheme for reconstructing Friendly Society finance on a Sound basis', AJI{R, 1895, H-iAr pp.l-4.
43" Australasian Friendly Soiieties Journal, t-O lanuary 1ggg, p. L* Gourlav. p. I 10.
ot a.lrn.-ideo, H-19, p.12.
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due to the lessons of actuarial valuation and its undertaking by the Govemment free of charge'.6 And

by 1915 the valuer was able to confirm that 'during the last six or seven years great advances have

been made ... The great majority of Societies are either quite sound actuarially or are approaching that

condition'.47

This problem of financial solvency was, in the minds of the Registrars, without a doubt the

major issue affecting Friendly Societies. Until that was resolved the Societies could never be effective

as suppliers of working-class inswance. From the Registrar's first annual report of 1878 to that of
1914, the Societies were exhorted to establish realistic contribution rates for the benefits offered. Thev

were constantly reminded that 'the actuarial soundness of the rates of contribution is one of the

fundamental conditions of the stability of a Friendly Society'.48 This meant longterm solvency. It was

necessary to build up large reserves because, as the membership of a Society aged, the risk of sickness

and death expanded, and the claims increased unnl they were in excess of the yearly inoome derived

from contribufions. If accumulated funds were insufficient, reserves would finally run out, the lodge

would have to default and the members who had paid in for maybe 20 or 30 years would be left bereft

in their old age. However, getting this message across to members was no easy task. In the minds of
most members, as long as there was money to pay the immediate benefits, there was no problem.

ln 1842, when the first lodge was established in Nelson, sickness and mortality tables were

non-existent. There was, therefore, no reliable basis upon which to determine contributions and

benefits- Lodges were generally founded by healthy young men who found there was little reason to

call on the funds for a number of years. As a result, setting the contribution levels was a hit and miss

affair depending on a variety of factors - how much potential members could afford, competition with

other lodges and, if they had been members in the 'Old Country', how much had been paid there.

Moreover, it was always tempting to give as much as possible for as small a contribution as possible in
order to attract members, and if and when funds ran short, to boost them by raising a levy on

membership. The Fountain of Friendship Lodge, Auckland, founded in 1844, was typical in that it
initially fixed its funeral benefrt 'according to the requirements of each particular case', and varied the

amount payable according to the number of children the deceased had left behind. The extra srtms

required were raised by levy.ae This approach worked while lodge membership remained young, the

demand on funds not excessive, and more was paid in contributions than was expended on benefits.

However as membership aged and calls on funds increased, the weaknesses of this ad hoc approach

were exposed.

46 AJlm, t908, H-1, p.6
'' AJI{R" 1915, H-I, p.8.
48 AJlm, tszs, H-t+, p.+
ae Fountain of Friendship Mnutes, 1844-1847,Rule no. 72, Fountain of Friendship Records, 1844-1847, MS 104,
Auckland Institute and Museum, (AIM).
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The problem of insolvency caused by inadequate contributions was not exclusive to New
Zealand. British Friendly Societies had been aware of it from the mid 1800s, when the problems of
ageing membership had begun to show. At the beginning of the nineteenth century actuarial

knowledge was extremely limited. There was no real understanding of longterm liabilities ofFriendly
Societies, no reliable tables calculating the probability of sickness and deattr, and there were no trained
actuaries to do such calculations. Regardless of the age of entry and despite the obvious fact that older
men were more prone to illness, uniform contributions were charged. lncreasingly as the nineteenth

century progressed many lodges were forced to shut their doors, unable to meet their obligations.s
These financial problems and the distress they caused moved both government officials and the
Societies themselves to collect, collate, and analyse Friendly Society sickness data. In time, laws of
probability were worked out and tables of appropriate contributions and benefits were compiled. As
Gosden has remarked, 't}re growth of this part of the actuarial science occurred in response to the
needs of the Friendly Societies and they themselves took an increasingly active part in its
development, not only in collecting and providing data, but in the work of analysing the evidence and

drawing up tables of probability'.tt By the 1870s, in Britain, the larger affiliated Societies such as

MUIOOF and AOF were beginning to impose adequate graduated contribution rates on their affiliated
lodges. Nevertheless, because of the determined independence of individual lodges, many refused to
institute the reforms called for by 'head offrce'. It was not until the 1890s that all lodges belongrng to
the large affiliated Orders had sufficient levels of conributions for the benefits offered.52

Because of the younger membership in more recently established New Zealand lodges, closing
because of inadequate reserves had not, by the 1870s, become a major problem. Nonetheless the
potential existed and the Registars were determined to avoid it happening.t' In 1878 model tables of
con[ibutions based on the English model were compiled and published. A copy was sent to every

registered Friendly Society along with a lengthy explanation on the importance of adoptrng an

50 This had been an extremely conrmon problem in England. See for example Hardwick, p.gl. .Many old and deserving
men, who, through the best portion of their lives, subscribed to a society, have been thrown into the parish workhouse,*or
compelled to subsist upon the charity of friends or relatives because thiinstitution which had fed their provident hopes had
crumbled beneath their feet at the very moment when they expected to reap the fruit of their commendable forethought.
These are bv no means uncommon occturenc€s, but mattlrs of every-day Jxperience.' See also Gosden, pp.94-6.tt Gosderl D.l oo.

12 
ror a very detailed discussion on the problem ofFriendly Society finance and their efforts to become solvent and to

institute proper levels of contribution see Gosden, pp.94-114. Coniemporary Englistr writers were also aware of the
problem and warned Societies about it, for example Hardwictq pp.so-i2: and lfrkinsoa pp tiz-o:; See also
Baaenreitler, pp.228-93. And a later report commented on the affiliated Orders' success iniesolving their longterm
financial solvency, Beveridge, pp.37-39

]'mt 1881, H-7, pp 10-1 1. The Registrar stressed that the older lodges were beginning to experience a higher rare of
long term sickness. AJln' 1887, H-l, p.11, ' At present the large majority of memiers oitienaiy societies, Jonsisting as
they do of young men' or men in the prime of life, failto realise-nro important facts ... that their ittaoce of longevity ii
anything like what experience has demonstrated ... and the high rates oisickness appertaining to advanced life,. Moreover
New Zealand society was.overwhelminglyyoung, in 1880 one in el ery 100 of the Hurop" niopulation was aged 65 or
more compared to more than five per 100 in England, Thomsoq World Withotrt Wetyare, p.i1.'
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adequate level of contributions and a plea from the Registrar for the Societies to adopt the scale.sa

Throughout the 1880s and 1890s the Regrstrar's reports continually emphasised the pernicious effects

of ageing membership and the likely disasters if actuarial solvency was not achieved.ss yet, most

Societies were slow to change.

Some introduced a graduated rate of contributions only for new members, retaining the old

scale for existing members. In 1879, for example, when the AOF registered new rates, they only

applied to members initiated after 1875. This caused the Registrar to warn that, 'the retention of the

old scale for existing members is a mistaken policy and can but be productive of evil. The scale has

been hitherto very far frorn sufficient and the perpetuation of that scale tends to jeopardise the

society'.56

ln other cases the Distnct officers recognised the need for higher contributions for all members,

but had to convince their members. Notwithstanding the exhortations, examples, and production of
model contribution tables, many members simply could not accept the importance of adequate rates of
contributions. 'We have ample means at comrnand. We are conserving funds - what for? Maybe for
some other generation in the future to make ducks and drakes with. It is all very well to provide for a
rainy day, but sometimes we are apt to overdo our provision by accumulation on the one side and

adding too little on the other'.s7 As long as they could keep paying the benefits promised, many could
not see why they had to build up reserves.

When, in 1873, the Auckland District MUIOOF introduced a graduated scale of contributions,

it received a petition from the members of one of its longest established lodges, the Good lntent,
asking it to rescind the law instituting the new contributions.t' The request was declined. In 1g74 the

Waikato Lodge (MLIIOOF Auckland District) requested a reduction in contribution rates as the 'rates

of contributions as fixed by the General Laws, are found to be unnecessarily high'.tn Again the District
declined and threatened to expel the lodge from the District if they did not change their contributions

according to the new laws.

The Wellington District MLIIOOF had a more than adequate graduated scale of contributions,

written into its District rules, but failed to insist on the member lodges applyrng the scale. As a result

the 1884 valuation resulted in a deficiency which, as tle valuer pointed out, would not have happened

had the nrle been properly applied. 'I venture to state that if this rule had been carried out, you would

t4 AJHK 1879, H-12, pp.2z-6.
55 AJIIR, I 879: H- 12. ir. f r ; aII:IIa I 88 t, H-7, pp. 1 0- I I ; AJIIR, I 889, H-1, p.2;tt Arfi, 1879, H-12,;.4.
57 Extract from a letter't o the Australasian Fnendly Societlt Jsu77rs1,I6 Januar,v
58 Repo.t Auckland Districr MUIOOF, 1873, pp.9-il.
tn iuia., pp.3o-1.

Anfi" 1895, H-1, p.3; AJI{R, 1899, p.4.

1888, p.4 .
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not have found your district exhibiting a deficiency on valuation ...in conclusion I would simply

recommend you to enforce your own rules'.60

The Grand Lodge of the IOOF, whose central office in Dunedin set contributions rates and

rules for every subordinate lodge in New Zealand,was the first Order to impose adequate contribution

levels on all its subordinate lodges. 6l Several of these lodges were, however, convinced that their

difficulty in attracting members was entirely due to their higher contribution rate. ln 1877, for
example, the Loyal Avon Lodge (Christchurch) appealed to the Grand Lodge for permission to lower

the rate arguing that25'would be members' had decided to join other lodges because of their lower

weekly contributions. They claimed that 'in this city there are the MLIIOOF and the AOF and Druids,

all of which are popular, and we shall always lag behind as long as the weekly contributions of ours for
the ages above stated are more than those lodges ... because the conesponding benefits in all these

cases are identical...they all and every one hold out better joining inducements because the rate of
weekly contributions is lower than ours'.62 The Grand Lodge, unmoved, responded that their tables

were properly calculated to meet 'the liabilities on account of members as they grow older' and that

any Society not using proper rates 'will surely go to the wall in the future, the same as has been

experienced by old Lodges in England'.63

Other Societies, while accepting that they had an unsatisfactory financial position, believed that

an increase in contributions 'would be disastrous and would be the means of breaking up many courts

in this District'. lnstead, they suggested more care should be taken in monitoring those who applied for
membership.6a

Some Districts refused to accept the valuation reports showing insolvency, and indeed regarded

them with hostility and distrust. Many felt that valuations were worthless and that the returns required

to enable a valuation to be performed were 'inquisitorial and vexatious'.65 When in 1882 the valuer of
the Nelson District MUIOOF found that every lodge and every benefit fund was insolvent 'due in the

main to the gross inadequacy of the rates of contribution',tr the District refused to accept the valuation

and asked Reuben Watson, actuary to MUIOOF in England, to revalue the District. The new valuahon

however only reaffirmed that, 'the general principles on which the lodge has been established are

unsound. A very low rate ofcontribution has been charged" and no attention appears to have been paid

to the increased value of the liabilities of those members who have been farthest advanced in life at the

60 AJIIR, 1g84, H-1, p.lo.
"' The IOOF, established in Dunedin in 1862, was the only large Order in New Zealand in the nineteenth century that was
completely controlled fiom a central office. Every lodge in New Zealand was zubordinate to the Grand Lodge. All the
rules. reeulations and contribution levels were set by the Grand Lodge and were unable to be changed without permission.ut tOOf-R"port, 1877, p.53.
"-'ibid.. p.54.
oo Report AOF Wellington District, 1894, p.6.
o' AJHR,l884, H-t, pp.l-12.
oo AJIIR. 1882, H-2, pp.4-5.
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date of admission to the lodge'.67 This time the Nelson District accepted the necessity of increasing
their contribution rates, and by 1885 had registered new rules with increased rates.

Others argued that the English tables were not a conect guide as circumstances in New Zealand
were different, that living conditions were better, the climate more clement, and food more plentiful.
As a result, they contended there would be less illness. Some maintained that the assumed rate of
interest of 4Vo for longterm interest earnings on funds invested was too low, that the interest rates
obtained in New Zealand were much higher than those in England. The Registrars patiently and

meticulously responded to all these complaints, and persistently showed that sickness claims were liffle
different from elsewhere in the world, that assumed rates of interest allowed for a reasonable margin of
safety and that the major cause of deficiency in all lodges was 'the utter inadequacy of the
contributions paid by the members'.68

Despite the obvious frustrations, the Registrars felt their job was not to dictate to the Societies,
but to encourage, advise and educate them on ways of improving their soundness. If the Societies were
compelled to do things against their will, the Registrars believed that they would not register. As
Mason explained, 'I would deprecate any attemp at compulsory legislation. My opinion is that
education is the only possible means whereby to cure the evils that exist, and that a system of coercion
would necessarily and lamentably fail'.6e And in l9l2 Hayes reiterated the belief that, .so long as care
is taken to confine the departmental policy solely to the elucidation of the various proposals, a great
deal of good can be done, and the Office still retain tbe confidence and trust of the Societies,.70

As the Friendly Societies came to accept the need for adequate contributions, the larger Orders
began to ask that it become a prerequisite of registration.Tr Now that they had become substantial
businesses and there was increasing competition from life insurance companies,T2 they realised that
they could not afford the bad publicity of an insolvent Friendly Society failing to meet its obligations.
They argued that, 'the very fact of a Society carrying on business should be a guarantee to new
contributors that the finances of the Society were sound'.73 At a major conference of all New Zealand,
Friendly Societies in May 1906, the issue was hammered out over three days of discussions.

Eventually it was agreed to ask the government to include in the Bill under preparation a clause stating
that, 'no society be allowed to carry on business without having an adequate scale of contributions

67 Arfi.1885. H-5. p.i
t* AIIR,l88r, H-r. o.!
un 'Address to the combined Friendly Societies in Wellington', p.4.to Arfi"lgl2, H-1, p.4.

;; :yj provision Pt!"* put into the Act of t 867 bur then reversed n tB77 , see above, p. 164.'' Thomson, World Tltithout Welfwe, p.57-63.
'' Report of the Deputatioq AACS 622 m 657, part I,NA, p.I . See also the report of the meeting in the Dominion,2g
August 1908.
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commensurate with benefits proposed and approved of by a competent actuary'.7' Consequently two

new clauses were added to the Bill; clause 15, prohibiting any Society from carrying out business

without actuarially verified contributions, and clause 16, obligating all Societies to nominate the exact

amount a member would be expected to pay each year.

The Druids, however, were alarmed by the addition of these compulsory clauses. Clause 16 in

particular worried them, for it stated that, to register, a Society had to 'satisfu the Registrar as to the

exact amount a member has to pay each successive year to show adequate rates of contributions'.75 If
this clause was included the Druids would no longer be able to operate their very successful extra

death benefit of f 100 which was funded by an equal death levy. It was not based on confibution

tables and the amount payable by members varied from year to year. Whenever a member died, all

lodge members were levied a certain amount, usually 6d, to make up the f 100 funeral benefit. It was

obviously impossible to specifu each year exactly how much a member would have to pay throughout

the year, as it depended on the number of deaths. Unique to the Druids, this benefit, despite the

uncertainty of the amount to be paid, had been a great boon to the Order, attracting a greater proportion

of members to it than to any other Friendly society in New zearand..76

Both the Registrar and actuary, on the other hand, considered it to be 'unsound and disastrous'.

It was not based on any actuarial table and had no reserve funds to back it. This benefit went against

everything the actuary and Registrar had been working so hard to achieve for the Friendly Societies.

They believed that 'no such haphazard method of providing for life assurance or death benefits can

guarantee any security and that a scale ofcontributions graduated according to age on the lines adopted

by all New Zealand Friendly Societies for insuring their usual benefits affords the only satisfactory

means of meeting their liabilities'.77 The problems, they predicted, would start when too many deaths

occurred The levy would then have to increase, and members, no longer able to pay the increased

levies, would have to forfeit entitlement to all other benefits.78

Nevertheless the Druids prefened to ignore these wamings. Convinced that the inclusion of
clauses 15 and 16 in the Bill would be disastrous for their Order, they mounted an intensive lobbying

campaign to get the Bill changed. ln August 1908, a large deputation of Druids waited on the prime

Minister, Sir Joseph Ward, to argue their cause and request him 'not to impose limitations which

7o 8P,23 May 1906, p.2.
" Friendly Societies Consolidation Bill Committee, together with minutes of Evidence 1908, (Hereafter Consolidation
$eport), AJI*, 1908,I-15, p.8.
'" Consolidation Report. pp.334. The Druids' membership had increased 1321/ io from 1898 to l9g7,which was greater than
EgtV 

ofthe other affiliated Orders. For example the MUIOOF increased 5l% during this time and the AOF 35%.
" AJHR- 1910. H-1. p.4.
7E 

Co_nsolidation Report, p.7. This death benefit was compulsory, if a member refused or was unable to pay the right to all
benefits would be lost. See also pp.7-8 of this Report for a full description of the workings of the deattrlerry, its orighs,
and its benefits.
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would have a very serious ef,fect upon them'.7e Letters and telegrams were sent to members of
Parliament, at least twelve of whom were Druid members themselves,so urging them to 'use youl
influence to have those provisions altered or rejected before a very grave injustice is perperated upon

such a large number of the Friendly Society members of this Dominion,.sr

As a result Ward dropped the Bill from the 1908 legislative programme and decided to send it
to a select committee to investigate the two clauses. Althouglr it appeared that this decision was

influenced solely by pressure of Druid lobbfing, it is unlikely that this was the only reason. Several

other factors would also have had a role to play. First, Ward, advised by the Registrar, had never

wanted to include the compulsory clauses and had not done so when the Bill was first drafted in 1906.

They both believed that it would have undermined the fundamental principle of 'education not
compulsion' that had guided all government dealings with the Friendly Societies. The clauses were

only included later at the request of most of the major Orders.82 Ward was therefore very willing to
rethink the issue.

Secondly there is little doubt that Ward was influenced by overseas moves towards social
insurance. In particular he was impressed with the proposed British system which was intended to .co-

operate with the societies in order that their machinery may be used to dispense sick and death benefits

to all persons'.83 Although plans were under way in New Zealand for the National provident Fund, this
was limited to a small sickness benefit, matemity allowance, old age annuity and in the case of
members' deaths, for the maintenance of their widows and orphans. Ward envisaged eventually

introducing 'by the most economic methods and at the same time on sound actuarial lines'8a a much

broader unemployment, sickness, and health insurance scheme into which he expected to incorporate

the Societies.s5

As he later stated:

I am of the opinion that the time has arrived when a practical scheme of insurance against
unemployrnent and sickness should be established in this country. And to enable it to be carried
out on effective lines I propose to set up a Commission of representatives of employers and
employees of the Dominion to examine into the scheme submitted to the BritishParliament by
the fught Honourable Mr. Lloyd George in orderto adapt it to our circumstances, and to make
provision for relief on a scale that will meet t]re circumstances of those who whether from
sickness, incapacity or other causes find themselves unable to obtain or avail themselves of

* New Zeatand Times,26 August 1908.

lil,enu T. Jennings to sir, J.6. ward, l9 August 1908, AAcs 6621ta,657, 1887-1908, N.A." Letter, E.J. Bryant, to Hon J.A. lvfillar, M.P, l5 August 1908, AACS 622 /1a 652, 1887-t908, N.A. There are a large
number of letters and telegrams in this file from Druid members to their MPs soliciting their help.
il tlt* Zealand Times,26 August 1908.

:'lN?Dr 148, 1909, p 883. See also J.K. Chilwell, 'Unemployment Insurance in New Zealand,1883-1929,, MA Thesis.
V,ictoria Universiry of Wellingon, 1949, p.8.
"'AJln' l9l l, B-6, p.xix. See also pp.2i5-16, of chapter 8 of this thesis for a discussion of the role ofthe Friendly
$gcieties as 'approved societies' in the l91l British National Health Insurance Scheme.8t ibid., p.xix.
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work. The matter requires to be approached from a broad-minded standpoint, but at the same
time with care and caution. My idea is that it should be associated with ihe friendly societies
throughout the Dominion, and ihut *ith the aid of the Government associated with those bodies
a humane and practicable scheme can be adopted.ffi

In the meantime a select committee inquiry would offer him the chance to understand and evaluate the

various insurance options operated by the Societies.sT

Thirdly, Ward, having recently vrsited Great Britain, would have been aware of the powerfrrl

opposition put up by Friendly Societies to the government's plans for an Old Age Pension.ss Rather

than impose unpopular conditions now and risk alienating a certain percentage of Friendly Society

membership, which would have made it difficult to work with them at a later date, he may have

thought it more judicious to be conciliatory.

Finally, Ward may simply just have been doing what he had so often done - succumbing to a
pressure goup- Commenting on Ward's vacillation and lack of resolve over several issues, Michael

Bassett has written that 'Ward's government had become putty in the hands of pressure groups'.

Placating pressure groups usually ended in what were 'deemed to be unsatisfactory compromises by all
parties to the debate'.8e It certainly appeared that way to the other Orders. Whatever the reason, and it
was likely a combination of all the above, the Bill was deferred and the Friendly Societies

consolidation Bill committee sat throughout september 190g.

Although all aspects of Friendly Society operations were looked at, the main focus was on the

question of the death lelry. Representatives for the Druids presented lengthy arguments in favour of
their death levy system, maintaining that it was sound and that all their members liked it because it
provided a substantial supplementary amount for the deceased's family to live on.m Its great

popularity, they argued, was evidenced by the huge increase in members and if the scheme were

disallowed, members who joined to get the extra benefit would be disappointed. The Druids also

argued for the deletion of Clausel5 which imposed a certain level of contributions on all Societies. It
went, they believed, against the fundamental philosophy of Friendly Society independence that had

always underpinned the relationship between them and the government. The enactment of Clause 15

would, according to them, transform this relationship. It would give 'the registrar everything to say,

and that practically creates him a Director or General Manager of Friendly Societies, and takes away at

86 ibid.. p.:ocviii.
8' New iealand Times,26 August 1908.tt Gilbert, pp.L65-221.
- Michael Bassen, Sir Joseph Ward: A Potitical Biography,
'"Consolidation Report, pp l-14, for evidence from Druids'

Auckland,1993, p.186.
witnesses.
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one fell swoop the existing Magna Charta [sic] of friendly societies - viz., the right to manage their

own affairs'. el

Both the Registrar, R.E. Hayes, and the government actuary, A.T. Traversi, backed by the other

large Orders, strongly urged the abolition of the levy system. Such a benefit, they argued, 'put the

work of Friendly Societies back forty years and the flrght to get these organisations on a sound

financial basis would have to be taken up afresh'.et They objected that 'members do not understand

what will happen ... the fallacies are that all men are asked to pay the same amount annually, no matter

what age they may be... these rates are going to increase as they get older'. e3

Nonetheless the Druids' arguments carried the day and when the Bill was presented in

Parliament on 3 Decemberl909, the offensive clause l6 was omitted, although clause 15 was still
intact. However, faced again with a barrage of protests from the Druids, more lobbying and the

prospect of resistance in the House which would have delayed the Bill even further (it had been under

consideration in its various forms since 1906), clause l5 was also dropped from the Bill 'for further

consideration' before its second reading on 9 December l909.ea

It appeared that concerted political lobbying from one Friendly Socieqv Order had effectively

changed a Bill that every other Society had wanted. As one Friendly Society official pointed out, .they

were beaten by organisation not by numbers ... the organisation of the society which was opposed to

this Bill is very considerable and they had considerable local influence, they do approach and had

approached the Government in every conceivable way to influence them to their way of thinking'. "
Indeed this was true. However, as already discussed, it would also have suited Ward to accede to their

demands while he was still contemplating a national social insurance programme. Friendly Societies

were possibly going to be incorporated as the administrators. It would not have paid to alienate one of
the largest Societies while considering a role for them in any future national insurance scheme.

However, the other Societies, convinced of the necessity of incorporating the requirement for
adequate rates of contributions into legislation, in August 1910, supported by the Registrar and

actuary, presented a combined written appeal to parliament. Pointing out that the majority of Friendly

Society members wanted such legislation, and that allowing'a continuance of the Equal Levy system,

or any other scale of inadequate contributions, must inevitably bring disaster to those Societies

participating as well as serious discredit to the Friendly Society movement generally', the appeal

n' ibid.. p.8.
nt iuia., p.sr.
e' ibid., pp.3l, 35 and 36. see pp.26-43 for the complete evidence ofHayes and rraversi.
'" See NZPD, 148, 1909, pp.882-6, for speeches of the MPs who supported dropping the clause, in response either to strong
Protests from the Druids in their own constituencies against the Bill or because they were Druids thernselves." IOOF Report, 1909, p. I 5 I - Later on as the next two chapters will show, ir was the lack of orgarisation and unified action
that was partially responsible for the Friendly Societies not being co-opted inro the state welfare schemes.
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urged 'Parliament to pass into law the following clauses, that were deleted from the Consolidation Act
of 1909''e6 Backed by evidence from the Regisfiar and actuary of the dangers of 'unsound schemes'

the appeal was successful. In December 191I the Act was amended. All new Societies and new

branches of old Sociefies wanting to register were now legally required to adopt an adequate scale of
contributions for members. Also the contributions for all funds, not just sickness and funeral had to be

certified by the actuary before registration.eT The Druids, finally convinced by the Registrar and

actuary of the unsoundness of the death levy, had decided to wind it up and thus end their opposition to
the Bill.es At last the Regrstrars' years of hard work of cajoling, educating and battling with the

Societies had paid off. Every major Order had finally not only accepted the need for actuarially sound

funds, but was also well on the way to achieving this goal.

As a further move to protect members' funds and maximise the return on their investments,

Friendly Societies, encouraged by the Registrar, began to consider consolidation of their sick funds.ee

It had long been acknowledged that small lodges were more exposed to risk than the large lodges.

Given the small and dispersed nature of New Zealandtowns and settlements, there was an abnonnally

high number of small lodges. AII of them, according to Mason, were at risk. 'The establishment of
lodges in country districts in New Zealand,, while the population is scattered, involves great risk owing
to the wide fluctuation or divergence from the average, which is certain to be experienced by small

numbers'.'on In 1890 the average lodge size was 74 members, compare dto 142 in the United

Kingdom. Although this had increased to 112 members by lg}5,there were still many very small
lodges. Two thirds of all lodges still had fewer than 100 members with more than one-third below 50

members. to' As the successive Registrars continually reminded the Societies, an abnormally large

claim risked bankrupting a lodge.r02 To avoid this eventuality Societies were advised to consolidate the

sickness funds into a central fund, thus spreading the risk over a far wider base and thereby limiting the

exposure of small lodges. Every member joining a lodge which belonged to a consolidated fund

would then get the security of the whole Society instead of depending on the ups and downs of his

single lodge. In the words of the Registrar, 'the small branches would be freed from the risk of

I Appeal issued by The N-2. Friendly Societies' Parliamentary Executive, Wellington, 20 August 1910, Hocken Library,
QTJA{.

ll_tlryf Societies Amendment Act. 1911, NZ Statwes, 19il, No. 5, 2 Geo V p. 10.

:UAOD Report, 1912, pp.3-25; and UAOD Report, 1913, pp.52-68.
" The funeral funds had been consolidated into District nrnds fronr a very early date. The lodges collected the monthly
dues from their members and forwarded them to the District. On the death of a member the lJdge applied to the District
Fund for the deceased's funeral allowance, which was immediately dispatched.rm IOOF Report, 1891, p 97.

'o' Thomson. World Withour Welfare, pp.39-41.
r'2See for example, AJHR. r aso, H-rs, p.l l; A14 1887. H-3. p.13; AJI{R, 1g97, H-1, p,6.
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fluctuation in the claims, which is one of the greatest difficulties facing the executive of a small lodge.

Consolidation spreads the sickness risk over all the branches and stabilises even the smallest lodge'.103

Furthermore, consolidation of the funds would enable the lodges to realise better returns on

their moneys. Many small lodges invested funds for minimal return and in many cases did not invest

them at all, allowing large sums of money to remain on current account in the bank earning no interest.

Bringing the funds together into a central fund under the control of one central body would obviously

be a financially sound move. 'To any one who studies the statistics of Friendly Societies in detail and

notes the large amounts held on current account uninvested or badly invested, by so many branches of
the various orders it is clearlyevident that the benefit work of the Societies could be greatly extended

were the control of these scattered finances held by one strong central body for each society.'ls
The consolidation of the sick funds was, however, not an easy matter. Lodges, often extremely

reluctant to lose contol of their funds, challenged the rigbt of the District or central bodies to

consolidate. Consequently progress was made only very slowly.

The first Order to consolidate its sick funds was the IOOF. The move had first been mooted at

the Grand Lodge Session of 1887 when it was resolved to change the constitution of the Order to

introduce centralisation of funds. It was not however until 1907, after many years of lengthy involved

discussions with all the subordinate lodges, the Registrar and Sovereign Grand Lodge, that

consolidation was introduced. 105

Auckland District MUIOOF decided in 1912, after many years of discussion and debate, to go

ahead and consolidate its funds. They believed this move was necessary, 'to increase the efficiency of
the Society and to enlarge its interest-earning power and thereby assist lodges which are now

numerically and actuarially weak - a laudable desire, surely and one in keeping with the principles of
our Order, which inculcate that: 'The duties of oddfellowship will always teach you to stretch out your

hand to a brother in distress".l06 Preparations got under way to set up the appropriate stmctures.

However, the members of the oldest and richest lodge, Fountain of Friendship Lodge, objected. For

them consolidation was nothing more than an imposition on the richer lodges to support the poorer

ones which had not been prudent with their funds and were in many cases insolvent. They were not

prepared to prop up the less financial lodges. Neither did they want to relinquish their valuable high-
yielding properties in central Auckland to the consolidated fund. To them it was unacceptable that:

to'Letter 
from the Registrar to the executive, AOF, Wellington District, giving them advice on consolidation 2l June l9l2,

iq Report AOF Wellingron District, 1913. p.19. Atl the Orders, before consolidating carried our exhaustive investigations,
sometimes taking years. Copious advice was sought from the REgistrar, acfuary, valuer and other lodges and interninable
d.ebates on the advantages and disadvantages were held during District meetings.
'oa AJ}il,l9os, H-1, p;.
ilj!*forexample,IbOrneporh, 1887.pp.land35; 1891,pp.95-111, 1892. pp.73-9oand1e07.pp.l2l-51.
'* Report Auckland Disrricr MUIOOF, 1914, p l4
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the sick fimd and all the property and securities in which it is invested would be handed over to
the central body and be pooled with the sick funds of all the other lodges. The members of this
lodge would be put on the same footing as the poorest lodge in the nominion. The lodge
would have-to part with its property, including the valuable Queen and Lorne.Streets properry
which in a few years time will be bringing in twice the income it does today. r07

Thus, rather than accept consolidatioq they chose to secede from the Order. After a long battle with
the Auckland District MUIOOF they seceded and became an independent lodge on 7 October 1915.

The Auckland District then went ahead with the consolidation of their funds from the I January 1916.

Other Orders also met with very strong resistance from individual lodges. In some cases the

legal right of the District to consolidate funds was challenged through the courts. The lodges argued

that section 40 of the 1909 Act, which forbade the transfer of moneys from one fund to another, also

prohibited consolidation. In three cases the courts upheld this argument, judgement being made in

favour of the dissenting lodge,l08 Alarmed, the Societies requested an amendment to the law, not only

to remove any legal barrier to the consolidation of funds, but also to legitimise those Societies who had

already consolidated.'o' By 1915 Societies with a total rnembership of 14,050 had registered as

consolidated. The Registrar, whilst waiting for an amendment to the law, was holding up another three

consolidations, involving a membership of 33,500. This figure of 47,550 represented two thirds of the

total membership of New Zealand Friendly Societies. t'u Under the interpretation made by the

Supreme Court, all these consolidations were illegal.

The government acted quickly and section 40 of the 1909 Act was repealed by the Friendly

Societies Amendment Act of 1915. Societies could now'consolidate their funds with the provision that

any lodge not wanting to be part of the consolidated fund had the right to secede and become an

independent Society. Very few seceded. Consolidation of funds proceeded steadily. By 1938 all the

large affiliated Societies had consolidated sick funds. No longer were the small lodges exposed to the

risk of an unusually high claim. lnstead the nsk pool was shared and any excessive bwden was spread

throughout the whole Order. Any uncertainty that a member would be unable to claim what was

rightfully his or hers had ended. Another crucial step toward fiscal responsibility had been taken.

rot ibid., 27 May.l9l3 , p.71.tossupremeCourt,Vol.ioom lg,20,26,Augustl9l4,pp.l307-l2,IvanhoeLodgev.TheGrandLodgeofOtagoand
Southland, New ZeaJand of the United Ancient Order of Druids;
Supreme Court Vol. )OOilI, 29 September, 1913, pp.530-6, Court Sir Charles Napier v. Ancient Order ofForesters
Hawke'sBayDistrict; CourtofAppeal,Vol.)OO(V, 1915,pp.831-60,CourtHeretaungav.TheHawke'sBayDistrictof
the Ancient Order of Foresters.
roe lor.letters and telegrams requesting the change to the law see AACS 622 l/b, part 2, 1g0g-32, NA. They warned of the
'calamitous consequences' ifthe law was not amended, and complained that their iffairs had been 'thrown i;to a state of
chaos'.
tto NzpD, 174, l9ls, p.637.
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By means of the adoption of adequate contribution tables, centralisation of sick funds, the

establishment of efficient management practices and a more businessJike approach to their finances

the Friendly Societies had become efficient reliable insurers supported by considerable reserve funds.

By 1930 only four of 38 consolidated funds showed a deficiency. These four represented only 19,000

membersoutofatotal 105,154. By lg3Tonlytwofunds wrth6,872members, or6Yoofthetotal

membership of 108,059, were deficient.

The value of Friendly Society accumulated funds had steadily increased, the average capital per

member rising from f l9 l0s 4d per member in 1902, to f,45 l7s 5d in 1936. This compared very

favourably with the Australian States. In 1902, Friendly Societies in Victoria and South Australia had

approximately f 13 8s 10d per member, while the other four States had considerably less. By 1936

Victoria had risen to f,31 6s 6d, South Australia f29 I3s 9d, Queensland f,31 ls 7d, with the other

three lagging behind.t" By the 1930s Friendly Societies had become substantial institutions with large

sums invested. Boosted by the rapidly increasing membership and backed by sizeable consolidated

funds, Friendly Societies had every reason to believe they would continue into the future to supply a

significant and gowing proportion of the population's health and welfare needs.

These results had been achieved with no ongoing financial subsidies from the government.

Only once, in exceptional circumstances - those of World War One - did the New Zealand Friendly

Societies receive government financial aid. Without help, the exceptionally high call on funds would

have caused the Societies immeasurable financial damage.

The Societies were aware from the beginning of the war that the call on the funeral funds

would far exceed that of peacetime and would eventually put them under too much financial pressure.

They appealed to the government for help. The govenrment, conscious that it could not stand by and

Iet the Societies slowly collapse, in November l9l4 promised to contribute half the cost of reinsuring

the funeral benefits of soldier members while on active service. In October lgl6,a Departmental

Reinsurance fund was established. i12 By 1920 f31,500 had been contributed to this fund bv the

government with an equal arnount from the Societies.l13

In 1918 further help became necessary. Never anticipating that the war would last such a long

time, the Societies, at the outbreak of war, had offered to exempt their soldier members from having to

pay their contributions. lnstead they had proposed to keep them 'good on the books' by paying their

contributions from the surplus funds or imposing levies on other members. However it became a

struggle to maintain these payments. As an increasing number of members were called to war there

Irr AJIR r904, H-l, p.t3; AJIfr 1938, H -1, p.4.
"' Cilcular, Registrar to All Friendly Societies, 'Reinsurance of Death Benefits, 13 September 1916. AACS 622 6b
2436llb, NA.
rt3 Memo, 'Official War History, 1939-1945', from R. Sinel, Registrar, to the Hon. W Lee Martin, Minister in charge of
Friendly Societies,20 September I939, p.l, AACS 622 5a2436/l,NA.
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were more contributions to be paid, fewer members to levy and the surplus funds were exhausted.

Furthermore, from 1915, the Societies had refused to accept new members of military age, rrnlssg

exempt on medical gtounds, for fear they would volunteer and thus increase the burden on existing

funds. So recruiting new ones could not compensate for the loss of members leaving for the front.

Unable to cope, the Societies again asked for help. The government, which had already recognised the

huge sacrifice of life or health of so many men and had granted generous war pensions to compensate

their families,tloagreed to step in and take over paylng the contributions of members on active

service.rtt By 1920 ithad contributed f24,000.r16

In 1919, in a further acknowledgement of the importance of war seryice and the special

circumstances, the government agreed to help the Societies to meet half the cost of 'excess sickness

experienced by discharged soldier members'. t 17 By lglg, t 1,500 of govemment funds had been

provided for this purpose. Thus, helped by the government, the Friendly Societies weathered a major

crisis. They were able sustain the extra financial burdens rmposed by the war. Although membership

declined and funds shrank during this period, once the war was over the rate of growth in membership

increased rapidly, and funds were quickly restored to their former levels.

By the 1930s the New ZealandFriendly Societies were no longer small local lodges combining

companionship, conviviality and social life with health insurance, but had become large consolidated

Societies effectively providing health insurance to 20Vo of the New Zealand population. Thomson's

financially unsound lodge with the ludicrously small 'risk-sharing pool' was a thing of the past. This

transformation had been facilitated by state support in the form of legislation and tle untiring efforts of
the Registrars to educate, advise, and generally persuade the Societies to reform themselves. Although

social activities continued and the sense of brotherhood was still very actively encouraged by the

beginning of the twentieth century Friendly Society leaders were becoming increasingly businesslike.

By focusing on achieving actuarial solvency, efficient management, and building up their funds, they

achieved a remarkable level of development. By the beglnning of the 1930s Friendly Societies had

turned themselves into effective, reliable, and financially stable health and welfare insurers to a

sizeable percentage of the New Zealand population.

tto Mcclure, p.35. The government provided an earnings-related income to wounded soldiers or the widows of those who
had died. These pensions, paid from the Consolidated Fund, were more comprehensive and generous than civil pensions.
See also Justin Strang 'Welfare in Transition: Reform's lncome Support Policy, 1912-1928', MA thesis, Victoria
University of Wellington, 1992, pp.l02-107. The first Act came into force in 1915, and was amended in 1916. 1917. and
1923, to increase the level of pensions and to widen their scope.
r15 AJT& 1919, H-I, p.2,
It6 ibid.
ttt ibid.
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Chapter 7: Friendly Societies and The State

By the last two decades of the nineteenth century, it had become increasingly acknowledged in
New Zealand that the evils of the Old World had not been Ieft behind and that, with growing

urbanisation and economic depressions, poverty existed just as surely in New Zealand,as it did
elsewhere- The Destitute Persons Ordinance I846 and the later 1877 Acthad each proved an

ineffective means of obliging the family to shoulder the burden of destitute members. As a result

government expenditure on charitable aid had doubled between 1877178 and 1884/85.r Governments

which had relied on benevolence, charitable aid, and mutual benefit societies to meet the welfare needs

of the country, were being reluctantly forced to accept that state intervention in some necessitous cases

was becoming inescapable. By the mid-I890s, influenced in part by late nineteenth-century Western

reform movements, there was, in New Zealand, an increasing recognition of the complexity of the

causes ofpoverty, and an acknorvledgement that the ideals of laissez-faire individualism, which had

dominated in the second half of the nineteenth century in NewZealand, as elsewhere, had contributed
to the state of many of the poor.2

Forced to concede that impoverishment was not necessarily caused by irresponsibility and

thriftlessness but by circumstances beyond the control of the individual, by the mid-I890s,
governments began to tentatively move towards a role in the support of individuals' well-being and the

amelioration of poverty. Nonetheless, until 1938, legislation was piece-meal, and was enacted in
response to obvious specific areas of distress, rather than fbllowing any particular policy of regular
income maintenance. As W.H. Oliver noted poticy seemed 'to supply the minimal provision required

to deal with obvious distress'.3

Moreover all the legislation was underlaid with the philosophy that self-reliance, self-

discipline, self-help, thrift and independence were to be encouraged. Too much state assistance, it was

believed' would sap the independence of the poor. Although the categories of need deemed eligible to
receive pensions increased throughout the first quarter of the twentieth century, they were tightly
regulated. Rigorous controls were put in place to distinguish the 'deserving from the 'undeserving',

and only the minimum of assistance was offered. o Atq although New Zealand eventually chose non-

contributory state frrnded pensions, the belief in a compulsory contributory scheme, which would
encourage self-help and self- reliance of the individual, never diminished Ways and means of

' For a discussion on welfare in colonial New Zealand see Tennaff, pp. l l-25.2 For a discussion on changing British atritudes, and the poverty 
"t"iio 

undertaken towards the end ofthe nineteenth
century see, Thane, Foundations at the Wefue Snte, pp 6-19; and Derek Fraser, The Evolution of tlu British ll/elfare
f3"_'-Lgi9tn.l984, np.124-45. For the dissemination of these ideas in New Zealand see McClure, p.14.
" w:H Oliver, 'The Origins and GroMh of the Welfare State', p.2 This article is a very useful introduction to goverTunent
welfare mea$ures up until 1941.
'McClure, chapter l.
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instituting a single universal contributory welfare scheme were frequently explored as a preferable

alternative to state funded pensions.

What of the Friendly Societies? Where did they fit into the state's expanding role in the

welfare of its citizens? Were they to be included or excluded in state welfare legislafion? As discussed

in the previous chapter, because Friendly Societies ernbodied the philosophies of thrift" self-help and

independence, they were ceaselessly promoted throughout the nineteenth century, and beginning of the

fwentieth, by the legislators. Legislation was enacted to protect them, and, right through the period

under study, considerable help was available from the Registrars and actuaries.

But how did state welfare legislatio4 such as the old-age pension of 1898 and the National

Provident Fund of 1910, impact on Friendly Societies? Were they consulted, were concessions made,

were they sought as a partner in the state's schemes, or were they sidelined? And how did the Friendly
Societies view state incursion into welflare - an area they had considered their exclusive domain? Dd
they welcome it and seek to be included in some way, or did they prefer to remain independent,

running their own welfare schemes, without having to be accountable to the state? To answer these

questions, this chapter will mdertake studies of the first three pieces of social legislation most likely to
have impacted on Friendly Society activity. First. Atkinson's proposed scheme for universal social

insurance 1882, and then the Old-age Pension Act, 1898, will be briefly discussed. The Friendly
Societies' response to both will be explored to show how they reacted to the state's proposals to
alleviate poverty. Then the National Provident Fund, 1910, and its possible negative impact on the

Societies, will be considered in detail. By analysing the ensuing long-drawn out discussions between

the government and the Friendly Societies, the attitudes of government towards Friendly Societies, and

vice-versa, will be determined, and witl provide a background to the state's treatnent of the Societies

in 1938, the subject ofthe nextchapter.

When Flarry Atkinson" colonial treasurer, proposed social insurance legislation of 1882, it was

the first time any New Zealand government had attempted to institute some form of national long-term

health and unemployment insurance. This meant entering the area of welfare which Friendly Societies

had traditionally thought of as their exclusive preserve - social insurancs for working people. The

depression, which had begun in 1879 and was spreading gradually over New Zealand,had caused

widespread poverry and unemployment.5 It had also shown that, although Friendly Society insurance

was a powerfirl means of self-protection for some, it provided no safeguards for others. A solution,
Atkinson believed, needed to be found for those who could not, or would not, help themselves.

Alleviation of distress in the short terrr was crucial, but it was also important that any scheme

5 Forthe effects ofthe depression onthepopulation see, RaervynDalziel, 'Railways and Relief Centres, (1g70-1g90),, in
Keith sinclair, d. The oxford llfusraed History of New kalin t, Auckland. 199i, pp.l10-13.
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instituted prevent future hardship and the long-term decline of New Znalandinto the same levels of
poverty and pauperism as existed in the 'Old Country'_6

The solution Atkinson chose and introduced into parliament in 1882, was a national insurance

scheme which would cover sickness, old age, acciden! widowhood and orphanhood-? Based on a

scheme proposed in England in 1878 by Reverend W.L. Blackley,* Atkinson's plan provided for a

central fund to which all citizens would contribute. Those who fell into poverty and destitution through

circrunstances beyond their confiol would be able to draw an allowance from this fund. This type of
national insurance, Atkinson believed, was the only 'effectual remedy against pauperism'. Moreover,

by demanding contributions, it woutd promote thrift and thus relieve the increasingly heavy reliance

on charitable aid. To be successful, he claimed, 'it must be national and compulsory'. Voluntary thrift
schemes, such as those of the Friendly Societies, were only partially successful because, 'the majority
of men are either unthrifty, careless, or of such a happy-go-luclqy disposition that they do not make

proper provision for the morrow'. In any case Friendly Societies, because their membership was

limited to medically fit men and those who could afford to make the regular contributions, were,

'powerless to deal with the question of national poverty. That can only be dealt with by the nation

itself '. Nonetheless Atkinson recognised that Friendly Societies did a'magnificent job' and should in

no \day be disadvantaged by this state insurance scheme. It was not his intention to go into

competition with them, but to provide only 'for those unfortunate people who will not join Friendly

Societies, who will not be thrifty and who will not provide for their future'.e Therefore, motivated in
part by not wanting to disadvantage them, but also by not wanting to antagonise them into opposing

his scheme, Atkinson intended that all Friendly Society members would be exempted from having to

pay into his proposed compulsory insurance scheme.

Politicians, who believed that compulsory national insurance was not appropriate, necessary, or

wanted, received Atkinson's scheme without enthusiasm. The 'idle, the intemperate, the vicious, and

the loafers' would take advantage of the scheme, and the thrifty would be disadvantaged as they would
no longer have the choice to organise themselves into their own voluntary organisations and manage

their own affairs. Indeed such legislation would 'sap the principle of self-reliance among the

people'.10 And in a O?ically rhetorical speech against such a measure, Sir George Grey claimed, 'you

6NZPD,42, 1882, p.183.
' Michael F. Chilton, 'Genesis of the Welfare State: A Study ofHospitals and Charitable Aid in New Zealand ,1g77-g2,,
MA- Thesis, University of Canterbury, 1968. See pp. 120-7 for a detailed discussion on Atkinson's proposals and the

PT$*!"y 1nd 
public reaction to his scheme. See also Judith Bas-sett, Sir Harry Athnson, Auckland, 1975, pp.l08-14

; ITP, 42, 1882, pp.l83-4. See also Gilbert, pp.l6l-4, for a full discussion oftilackley's proposal.
' NZPD, 42, 1882. op.l84-90
'o ibid.. p.t9t.
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will destroy every one of these Friendly Societies and if you do that you strike at the independence of
the people'. rr

The Friendly Societies' opinion was divided. All were wary of such a scheme, but some were

prepared to approve the principle partrcularly as their members would be exempt from the compulsory

membership. t' Others, howwer, rejected the idea out of hand. One member argued that it was, 'in

opposition to that spirit of self-reliance wtrich it was necessary to cultivate'.13 Others feared it would

inevitably attract potential members away from Friendly Societies.ra They were more than aware that

the savings of their predominantly working-class membership were very limited and, regarding

themselves as the principal supplien of working-class welfare, they wanted no competition for those

savings. In early 1883 Atkinson undertook a two month tour of the counttry to stimulate public interest

in the problems of poverty and present his solution. Despite his efforts, he failed to convince either his

fellow parliamentarianE or the public, of the merits of his scheme. In July 1883. he was forced to let it
&op.tt

The Old-age Pensions Act, 1898, rvas the first piece of state legislation to provide regular

income support to a group of needy people. Giving formal recognition to the insecurity of a working

life in the new world it, 'marked the beginning of a movement away from charitable aid and its old-

world connotations towards a sense of rights and the regular long-term support which social security

would later promote'.16 As zuctu it was an acknowledgment that working people, sometimes despite

their best efforts, were unable to always provide adequately for themselves, and were unable to

maintain insurance payments once they could no longer work. Whereas charitable aid was regarded as

charity where aid was often given in kind, and applicants were frequently treated in a humiliating and

demeaning fashion by suspicious officials, the old-age pension was considered a right; it 'took the

sense of blarne out of poverty' and recognised poor old people as worthy members ofthe community,

and not feckless, undeserving idlers.lT Moderate though it was, this Act signalled the first slight shift

away from the prevailing ethos of self-help, tlrift and independence. Despite the stipulations of moral

criteria and smallness of the pension, it was the first sign thaf the state recognised a dury to provide

some ongoing income assistance for those who could not provide it for themselves. It was also the

first time the state had directly entered into wlrat had previously been the preserve of the Friendly

Societies - welfare support for working people. By pnoviding a non-contributory pension, it could

tribid,, p.194. SeealsoDavidllarner, TheNe.wZeolndLiherals, TheYeosoJPover,lsgl-Igl2, Auckland, 1988, pp.l6-
19, for a discussion on Grey and his outbursts in parliament.

't See for exarnple, ODT, i5 April 1883, and EP,22 March 1883.
" EP, l0 April 1883.
'" See for o<ample EP, 1l May 1883, ODT, 28 March 1883. and Report Wellington District AOF, Oaober. 1882, p3.
" See also Bassett, The State in New Zealod 1840-1981: Socialism Without Doctrine.r? Auckland, 1998, pp. 120-1.
16 McClure, p 4z
" ibid., pp.l0-14.
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have been argue4 and indeed it was in Great Britain to great effect, that the state was undermining the

Societies. Why, if individuals could claim a 'free' pension from the stafe, should they continue their
Friendly Society payments?

Surprisingly, the idea of an old-age pension elicited no public comment from the Friendly

Societies, despite every oppornrnity to do so. They could hardly have been gnawtue of the issue

because, as McClure has notd 'The idea of a pension for old people was argued around the country,

in pubs and back gullies and through long sessions in both houses of Parliament, over the thnee years

from 1896 - 1898'.18 Friendly Societies, however, did not view it with the same suspicion as most had

treated Atkinson's proposal. Maybe they did not feelthreatened by it. It was, after alf non-

contributory and offered only limited assistance to a very restricted group of people - the aged

'deserving needy'. Probably, most members shared the views of Mr. M.Cohen, who stated in his

evidence before the Old Age Pensions Committee of the House that, as long as the pension was

restricted to the 'deserving' needy, Friendly Societies would probably not 'oppose such a scheme'.le

Under those conditions Friendly Societies could not conceive of it as impinging on their tenitory. Why
would a person gtve up the wider benefits of a Friendly Society for the limited state pension - even if it
was free? They maybe even regarded it as a positive step, alleviating them from the increasing burden

their own old members were begrnning to place on their funds.

As discussed in the prwious chapter, for some years the Friendly Societies, urged on by the

Registrar, had been trying to find a financially viable way of maintaining their own increasing numbers

of 'aged' members. Superannuation schemes had been established by the IOOF, the Rechabites and

the MUIOOF, but were unable to atffact contributions from members, as the level of contributions
required was beyond the means of the vast majority of Friendly Society members. This inability to
deal satisfactorily with their own aged members may well have predisposed the Societies to accepting,

unquestioningly, the introduction of a state scheme.'0 For instance, while remarking on the failure of
their own superannuation scheme to attract a single member, the Grand Secretary of the IOOF had

recognised the inevitability of a government old-age pension scheme. A year before the old-age

pension was introduced he stated thag 'pension schemes permeate the atmosphere of wery colonial
parliament -.. no doubt some form of old age pension will in time be forced upon our government'.21

And as was reported in the parliamentary debates, the Nelson District of the MUIOOF was described

tt ibid. p.t6.

I lhTp!*, Friendly Societiesard old fue Pensions, Hocken Library, QtVcoh. Cohen \ilas not giving evidence as a
Friendly Society representative, but was a Society member.
^ Ahhough I have searched $roug! corltemporary newspapers and Friendly Society minutes and reports for the three years
1896-1898' when the idea of a pansion for old people was continuously being discussed, other than ihe aboue-.rntioned
guotes, there is surprisingly little comment from the Friendly Societies.
"' IOOF Report, 1897, p_58.
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as, 'heaftily approving of the pension scheme and asking for the hear(y support of the members of the

Nelson District to assist the government to pass it into law'.22

This apparent acceptance of the old-age pension by the New Zealand Friendly Societies is in
direct contrast to the attitude taken by the British Societies to the introduction of an old-age pension

there. Notrvrthstanding the considerable difficulties they were experiancing in catering for their old

members, the British Friendly Societies vigorously and effectively opposed any suggestion of a state

funded old-age pension scheme.23 Established for far longer than tlre New Zealand Societies, they had

a much wider membership, a powerful central organisation and strong leadership. An estimated 50%

of the adult males in Great Britain were Friendly Society members in the 1890s, compared to
approximately 17% in New Zealandat the same time.2a Theirpowerful central organisation, the

National Conference of Friendly Societies, represented every registered Society in Great Britain and

produced strong leaders whom the government could not ignore.25 The British Friendly Societies had

significant political power which they did not hesitate to use,

Not so in New Zealand. Here Friendly Societies had neither the political power nor the long

history of co-operation amongst themselves as did their British counterparts. They were younger,

smaller organisations with no centralised infrastructure, and with a considerably less significant
percentage of the New Zealand population as members. Even had they wanted to oppose the Old-age

Pension Act, it is doubtful whether such action could have been effective.

Since the state had always played a large part in the economic and social development of New
Zealand, it is also possible that New Ze,aland,Friendly Societies were more tolerant of state

intervention than their British counterparts. As Sinclair noted, 'that is the most striking feature of New
Zealand history. From the beginning the settlers have sought to achieve their aspirations through the

medium of government activity'. 26 As long as the state's function did not challenge their role, the

Friendly Societies were quite accepting of its limited entry into welfare provision This acceptance of
state intervention perhaps also explains, in part, the Friendly Societies' tack of initial objection to the

National Provident Fund, and their later acceptance of the necessity for a state-run social securiry

scheme.

" NZPD, lM, lg9g, p.2t6.
- For the problems associated with old age members and the affempts to create superannuation funds see p.I{J.H. Gosden,
Self Help' Volunto4t '4ssrciations in Nineteenth4entury Britain,UsA" 1974, pp.isl-oo. For a discussion on the opposition
put up by the Friendly Societies to a state pension see Ghert, pp.l59-232. CltUe"t maintains that the English rrienaty
Societies wef,e an irduential polilical force and that their resistance to any form of state peosion played 

"iigttifi""ot 
,ot" io

9ployns a British old-age pension scheme until t908.
'" Hopkins, p.60

:; R W Moffiey, A Century of Oddfellowship. Manchesrer, t9t0, p.l I0.

:: Karh Sinclair' History of Nev' Zeatqd,p.276. Other historians have developed lhis theme for exanrple J.B. Condlitre,
New Zealand in the Making: a sudy of .xrial and economic development.tondon 1959; Donald Denbon, Senler
Capilalism, Ihe Dytmnic of Deperdenl Developmenl in the liouthirn Hemisphere, Ortrord, 1986; Bassett,|he State hr Neu,
Zealord
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The government appeared never to consider seriously that an Old-age Pension Bill could

adversely affect the Friendly Societies. Although The Old-age Pensions Committee of 1894 did ask the

Registrar his opinion on the possible effects of a pension scheme on the Friendly Societies, there is no

evidence that his recorrmendation that'the opinions of leading members ofFriendly Societies be

taken'27 was in any way followed. However, mindful of the Opposition's probable argument that a

state-funded pensions scheme would adversely affect Friendly Societies, Seddon attempted to pre-

empt objections:

Sir,I shall probably be met with the argument that the passing of this Bill will injure our
benefit societies, because, Sir, our benefit societies at the present time are the bright and
guiding star of our workers. They have been the only light that they have had and the only
anchor on which, when sickness and old age overtook them, they could rely upon. I say, sir,
that I never intended this Act to injure them and I am satisfied that it wjll not in the slightest
degree injure thern. But I again say that our benefit societies - no matter what they may be -
cannot grapple with this question. [t is too large, it is too great; and that being the case, what I
ask is that we may have their hearty sympathy and Co-operation. tn my opinion, once ttus Bill
passes, it will be the means of relieving the Friendly Societies and will tend to place them on
the sound financial footing which I would like to see them enjoy.28

As far as the supporters of the Bill were concerned, the Friendly Societies, despite their best efforts,

had so far failed to deal adequately with the problem of the aged members, and the Old-age pensions

Bill, rather than hurt them, would help them.2e

To be sure, the Opposition did argue that if the pensions were not contributory, membership to

Friendly Societies would fall ofl because people, linowing they could get a pension for nothing, would

lose the habit of thrift and would no longer join the Friendly Societies.lo But the greater stress was

upon the destruction of the values the societies represented - that is thrift, independence and self-

reliance. Some politicians argued for a contributory system based on Friendly Society principles, 'But

the governing principle ofbenefit societies inNew Zealand,and everywhere else, is that the members

themselves shall assist themselves and govern themselves ...Then let us endeavolu by some means or

another, to follow and if we can improve on the well-established lines of the benefit societies'.3l And

others, wrshrng to preserve the habit of thrift, even suggested obligatory membership ofFriendly

Societies, rather than a state pension.32

The Old-age Pension Bill enacted in November 1898 provided a small-means tested pension to

all people over 65 years of age, who had been resident in New Zealand,for 25 years, and who met the

27 Repon of the Old-Age Pensitms Committee, 27 September /S9r. AJI{R, I 894, t - I I , p. I I .

'" NZPD, 95. 1896, p.626 .

" For an expression of this view see for example, NZPD, 95, 1898. pp.203-4.
'"NZPD, 104, 1898, p.204.
"' NZPD, 95, 1896, p.632.
"NZPD, 100, 1897, p.648.
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moral criteria-33 The maximum pension was f l8 ayear for those with a yearly income of less than f34
and assets valued at no more th4nf270. Recognition was accorded to the thrift of Friendly Society
members who were able to exclude all benefits received from their Society from their income

calculafions, as long as the Society was registered.3a

The passing of the Old-age Pension Bill was the first real acknowledgement of the limitations
of Friendly Society self-help. Having effectively assisted a large percentage of the better offworhng
classes, this kind of self-help could provide no safeguards for the very poorest wtro could not afford
the regular contributions. As the New Zealatd,population aged, the growing number of aged poor w.s
becoming problematic. Ever growing numbers of families struggling to support elderly relations were

being affected. Pressure to do more for the aged had, by the 1890s, become widespread.35 Charitable
aid, voluntary welfare, and Friendly Societies were unable to fill the void. Some form of state

assistance seemed politically unavoidable.

The next challenge to Friendly Society predominance as suppliers of welfare services to
working people' came in the form of a proposal from Seddon for a national, compulsory, contributory
heal0r and welfare insurance scheme. Such a scheme would necessarily be contrary to Fnendly
Society interests. Why pay into a voluntary scheme when you had to pay into a compulsory one? Even
during the debate on the Old-age Pension Bill, Seddon had been considering the eventual introduction
of a contributory superannuation scheme, 'by which young persons, on the payment of so-much -
whether weekly, monthly, or in a lump sum - nury at a certain age claim an annuity or a pension - there
is no difficulty, I say, in that legislation being passed subsequently to this old-age pension scheme,.36

Such a scheme' he believd would not be inconsistent with the present old-age pension, but eventually
it might be possible for pensioners to be replaced by superannuitants. In 1904 he again mentioned that
he was considering a measure 'under which every citiznnof the colony should contribute to a given

fund and that at a given time and at a given age he should be insured against want and be provided
for'.37 At the end of 1905, whilst on the campargn trail, Seddon elaborated to the public his plans for a
contributory National Insurance Scheme subsidised by the state.38 A government fund was to be set up
into which everybody, regardless of wealttu status, or sex, could pay whatever sum they chose. This
sum would then be subsidised by the govemment at a rate varying from l0% for the better off
contributors to 25o/o for the less well off. lnterest would be paid on the deposit, the whole amo'nt

'3 For a frrll discussion on the old-age pension Act lggg see whyte pp. lg-5g, andto OldAge Pension Act, NewZealand Starutes, lg9g, No 14, aiUit. p.+t." David rhomsoq 'Taking the Long view on pensions', in NZIH, 32, 2, I99g, pp.
!4relfare, pp. I55-l6l .

'o NZPD, Io3, 1898, p.540.
" NZPD, t3O. 1904. o.722.
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providing an annuity for old age. To encourage people to have more children and combat the fatling
birth rate, larger families, regardless of their wealttr, would be granted a higher subsidy, and abenefit

of f,6 would be paid on the birth of each child. This scheme would be a panacea to all the current social

problems. The flagging birth rate would be revitalised, and the growing number of poor would be

reduced by the encouragement of thrift and self-reliance from an eady age. The burden on the old-age

pension and Charitable Aid would be considerably lightend because, Seddon asserte4 'as the years

went on there would be fewer and fewer people to go on the old-age pension fund. The scheme will ...

encourage thrift'.3e

These concerns were not unique to New Zealand. Since the 1880s, discussions on govenrment

action for the amelioration of social problems had been widespread throughout the western world.

Germany had, in 1884, infioduced tlre first system in the world of compulsory national inswance

against sickness,e and BritairL shocked by the poor standard of health amongst recruits for the Boer

War, had embarked on a national efficiency campaign Ways and means of improving the population's

well-being were being intensively researched and discussed by all British political parties.ar Seeing the

beginnings of similar problems in New Zealand and, keen to forestall the 'evils of the Old World'
becoming prevalent in the new world, Seddon followed the overseas experiences and views with

interest.

Seddon's proposals for a contriburory national insurance scheme alarmed the Friendly

Societies. They regarded any state contributory scheme as competition for the very limited spare

resources a working person might have. Even if the scheme was not compulsory, it was feared that

contributors would be attracted by the offer of a government subsidy and the promise of more

generous benefits. Members were urged to monitor closely the progress and development of the plan,

and to make representations to the government, should it appear to be harmfrrl to their own work.a2

Seddon, as a Friendly Society member himself, had no desire to either disadvantage or alienate

the Friendly Societies. He therefore intended to incorporate a substantial subsidy for them into his

National Insurance Bill. h a detailed proposition, sent for consideration to the Friendly Society

National Conference held in Wellinglon in May 1906, he proposed that a lodge would be refunded a

portion of the weekly benefit paid to members over 65, on a sliding scale ranging from l0o/o to S0 yo,

depending on the financial and marital status of the member. In the case of chronically ill members

under 65, after 12 months the government would also be prepared to subsid"ise the weekly benefit, the

t'EP,7 April 1906.
{Thane, Fuurrtoto oftheWelfare.State,pp.g5-6.Seealsopp.9zl-llS,foradiscrrssionon'thesocial .question,in
several countries between 1900-1914.
ot ibid., p sz.
"'EP.22 May 1906.
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percentage ranged from 50 o/o for those members aged 55 to 65 to 90 %o for those under 25.a3 As
Seddon pointed out in his memorandum and as already discussed in this thesis, the chronically ill and

the aged members were often a huge drain on lodge funds, and so this subsidy would go some way

towards alleviating the problem.

The initial reaction of the conference delegates to this unsolicited offer of a subsidy was to
reject it out of hand. Firrnly wedded to their principles of independence and self-reliance they could
only view any subsidy from the govemment as undermining these principles. L Salek, member of the

UAOD, voicing the feelings of the large majority of the members present at the conference, was

reported as having declared, 'they were independent in every way and if they accepted anything at all
they would be amenable to the government... they had never asked the government for monetary

assistance and -., if that offer was accepted their affairs would be made public instead of being kept

secret." it would be in the best interests of the societies if they were allowed to work out their own
destinies without help from anybody'.* Other members reinforced this view One contended that,
'the sociefies had been instituted to foster a spirit of independence and self-reliance but by accepting

this dole from the government they would be losing that characteristic'.a5 Another feared that. .what

was now state aid would sooner or later become state control'.{
This insistence on autonomy from govemment interference, and suspicion of any government

intervention into their area" always had influenced and would continue to influence all Friendly Society

dealings with the state. Their fear of losing control of their benefit schemes and funds often obscured

the potential benefits of any partnership with the state. The tradition of Victorian self-reliance was too
strong. Bound by the weight of their own hadition, most members were unable to free themselves

sufficiently to consider objectively the advantages of cooperation with the state. It blinded them to
potential dangers of non co-operation. This fierce insistence on independence and deterrnination to

stand aside from any involvement in government schemes rebounded against them in later dealings

with the state' It also helps to explain the government's treatment of them and the Societies' slow
responsethroughoutthe social security discussions of1936 - 1939.

However, this notion of independence was ambiguous. As the previous chapter discussed, the

Societies were prepared to seek legislative help and even to ask that it be made compulsory for lodges

to adopt adequate contribution tables. And, as will be discussed later, when they were suddenly

threatened with competifion from the state, all notions of independence dissipated, and a state subsidy

suddenly became an attractive option.

o'ibid.

; il|;'Mav 
re06
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Some members, thougta were at least prepared to consider the scheme, pointing out to the

conference that 'the treatment of sick members over 65 years of age was one of the most difiicult
problems that societies had to deal with, and it was just possible that by co-operating with the

govenrment on the lines proposed by the Premier the difficulty would be solved'.a7 After a protracted

discussion lasting the whole day, the Societies acted in characteristic Friendly Society fashion when

confronted wrth major poticy decisions affecting the whole movement. They procrastinated.

Judgement on the offer was to be delayed until the Bill had been properly drafted.

The Bill was introduced into the House by Ward on 20 Septemberl906, and copies distributed
to the District Offices of each Order.as On 4 December 1906, the directors of MUIOOF sent a

memorandum to each of their affiliated Districts, asking them to consider and comment on the Bill in
general and the subsidy proposals in particular. On 28 August 1907, when some Districts had

responded unfavourably on the subsidy proposal, the directors, let the maffer drop. presumably the

MLIIOOF directors assumed that the government would read their failure to respond as disapproval of
the measure and not enact it. It is not known what sort of response the other Orders gave to the
government, if any at all, or whether they even bothered to consider it. Government evidence would
suggest that they did nothing.nn In the event, the Bill did not proceed through the House, but it became

the basis of the 1910 National Provident Fund Bill. The subsidy proposal was dropped. tndeed the
government had chosen to read the lack of response to the 1906 proposals as a rejection of any form of
subsidy or involvement in a government scheme. Consequently, in 1909 and 1910, when the National
Provident Fund (NPF) Bill was being formulated, the legislators did not even mnsult with or consider

involving the Friendly Societies in any way at all.

The NPF Bill, introduced into the House towards the end of 1910, passed through both houses

to its final stages with little real objection. The Fund was to be a voluntary contributory scheme,

subsidised and guaranteed by the State, and open to all New Zealandresidents aged 16 to 44 years in
receipt of an annual income of less than f200. It aimed to 'encourage the Making of provision against

Destitution arising from Old Age, Sickness, Widowhood, and Oqphanage'.t0 From the age of 60 it
provided a weekly pension of l0s, 20s, 30s or 40s depending on the level of contribution chosen. A
maternity benefit of up to f,6 was paid on the birth of each child of the contributor. And after a
member had contributed to the NPF for 5 years, after three months incapacity to work he could claim

an allourance of 7s 6d a week for each child. Upon the dearh of fhe member, 7s 6da week would be

" 8P,25Mav 1906.
n8 This Bill never went beyond being introduced. In 1909 another proposal was made along similar lines, and finally on 19
october 1910, The National provident Fund Bill was inrroduced by *ard.o' Memo, undated and unsigned, stating that 'The Hon. Minister asked for a report as to how many Societies had an opinion
on the subvcntion proposals which had been circulaed the prwious year. It was found that at thartime only one smad
!p.i"ty had apparently considered the scheme, AACS 622l3b 1934. NA.
- National Provident Fund Act, 1910, 1 Geo.V. p.140
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paid for each child under the age of l4,and tbe same amount for his widow as long as she had a child
at home. As further incentive to encourage members, if a member should either choose to leave the

NPF or die before reaching 60, all contributions would be returned, less any benefits paid. All
administrative costs were to be paid by the government as well as a25Yosubsidy on contributions.

There was no opposition to the introduction of this Bill in parliament. Indeed, probably because

it was contributory, and did not therefore undermine the important values of thrift and self-reliance. the
Opposition welcomed it.5l Moreover it was the beginnings of a contributory insurance programme

whrch had always been advocated by the Opposition. As William Massey, leader of the Opposition,
declared' 'This is a Bill, the principle of which I thoroughly approve of (sic)'.s2 Neither was there any

real concern expressed by either the government or the Opposition that the operation of such a fund

could harm the Friendly Societies. Apart from John Barr, a member of the Legislative Council,
politicians accepted that the two schemes were not competition for each other, but could work together
'side by side for the same good object'.53 However, Barr may have foreshadowed the future Reform
government's attitude to Friendly Societies rvhen he asserted that 'the duties of friendly societies are

becoming so onerous that their functions will have to be handed over to the party that ought to have

undertaken them from the begrnning - that is, the State ... this Bill is the first step towards that end'.sa

What about the Friendly Societies themselves? How did they view the passing of the Bill?
Unlike the Old-age Pension Bill, the NPF was targeting young lower-income workers, the very class of
people the Friendly Societies also wanted to recruit to membership. In 1909, warnings were issued to
members by officers of various Societies:

this is something which requires to be carefully watched and should not be lost sight of ... for
if it interferes with or affects in any way our independence - and to my mind it does - not the
Manchester Unity, but every other Friendly Sociefy; therefore it certainly is detrimental to the
legitimate progess of our society and should not be tolerated, but every effort should be made,
every influence and pressure brought to bear to prwent any such scheme becoming law.ss

The parliamentary agent of the IOOF also alerted members that 'the proposed National Annuities Bill
will also require the careful attention of the societies',56 and recommended that a parliamentary

executive of combined Friendly Societies be set up to monitor progr€ss ofthe Bill and, ifnecessary, to
lobby the government. His suggestion was not acted upon. Yet, notrvithstanding these general

feelings of unease and warnings to be watchful, the Friendly Societies do not appear to have either
lobbied their local Members of Parliament to protect their interests, asked for meetings with the

5t 
See for example N?D, 153, 1910, pp.277-92.

5t ibid., p.272.
" N?D, 153, 1910. p.287.
5o ibid., p 5+t

;]Repon Wellington Distrio MUIOOF, 1909, p.4
'o IOOF Report, 1909, p.149.
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relevant Minjsters, or made any submissions to parliament. Why not? Did the Societies not appreciate
the potential impact such legislation would have? Were they so confident in their own benefit schemes
that they did not consider a state scheme as competition? Or were they so inward looking that they
could not see that the gradual incursion of the state into the welfare arena would evenhrally impact on
them? It is impossible to isolate one reason. All of the above, combined with the Friendly Societies
Iack of unity and political sawy, explain their lack of immediate action.

It was not until late october 1910, as the Bill was actually passing through the House, that the
first Friendly Society reaction was recorded, That month the Auckland United Friendly Society
Conference (AUFS) sent Sir Joseph Ward a telegram asking that nothing be included in the Bill that
could be injurious to Friendly Societies. On 10 November, the members of the Fountain of Friendship
lodge made the only other Friendly Society appeal to an MP. In a telegram to W.BeeharL a Liberal
member of the Legislative Council and a member of the Hibernian Friendly Society, they requested

that the 'Annuities Bill be postponed for further consideration, as it appears it witl seriously affect
Friendly Societies'.5t By then it was too late, and even Beehan, who usually worked tirelessly to
protect the interests of the Friendly Societies in Parliament, expressed exasperation, 'I think that it is
rather a belated movement on the part of the Fnendly Societies and I am speaking now as a friendly-
societies man. They cannot say they have not been advised in every way about the Bill. The secretary

of the United Friendly Societies Medical Institute and Dispensary in Auckland wired me some time
ago for the bill and I sent it at once. They have had ample time to consider it'.ss

This slow reaction was typical of the New Zealand Friendly Societies. As already discussed, in
conbast to the British Societies, they had no united body to speak for them, no central agency with a
mandate to formulate policy, deal with the government and act in the name of all the Societies. Even
though each large Order had a parliamentary agent in Wellington to watch and report back on any

legislation or govemment activity likely to affect the Societies, these agents had no real authority to
act. They could only report back to their Societies.se

Each Order, with the exception of MUIOOF, was made up of autonomous Districts. Although
these Districts all had some sort of management board which met monthly, all the lodges had to be
consulted and a vote taken before a major decision could be implemented. This was obviously a slow
process' Most Districts only had one major conference aye,ar where important issues were discussed

and vofed upon. An attempt had been made after the conference of 1906 to form a united Friendly

ttNZPD, l5l, l9lo. p.512.
5t ibid., p.5t2.
5e 

See for example MtrIooF Report, 1928, p.30, where their parliamentary ageot complains about the lack of action. Hesavl: The parliamentary agents'cornmitte€ have met as reguired and dealiwith questions sent forward from different
sociaies. all of which were not matters tbat we could deal with and finalise .*y parliamentary agents being in the
position of not having authority to commit their organisations when they met in conference'.
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Society colonial executive. Based in Wellinglon it was to be made up of representatives from all the

Friendly Societies, with power to make decisions and act on behalf of all the members. It proved to be

unworkable, most Societies unwilling to give their representatives the authority to act without first

consulting their lodges. 60

Mindful then of what they perceived as a negative reaction to the 1906 subsidy offer and the

Friendly Societies statd determination to remain independent, autonomous and self reliant the

government discounted any Friendly Society inclusion or concessions in the National Provident Bill. 6l

It is reasonable however to suppose that, had the Friendly Societies reacted to the proposed

1910 legislation sooner and voiced their concerns in the right quarters, they would have been able to

negotiate a favourable arrangement for themselves within the Act. Both Atkinson in 1893, and Seddon

in 1906, had already shown their willingness to negotiate and glant concessions. Both offers had been

met with a negative response from the Friendly Societies. In addition, in lgl l R.E. Hayes, the

superintendent of the NPF and Regisfar of Friendly Societies, had advised the Liberal govemment to

add an amendment to introduce an immediate subsidy to forestall Friendly Society complaints.62 The

government had agrd which would indicate that, had the Friendly Societies communicated their
concerns earlier, allowances for them would almost certainly have been made within the Act.

The National Provident Fund, 'to encourage the Making of Provision against Destitution

arising from Old Age, Sickness, Widowhood and Orphanage',r'3 was established in December 1910,

and launched by Ward on I March 1911. The preamble to the Act stated that its pqpose was .to

satisfy the social need not covered by the operations ofFnendly Societies and other provident

organisations'. s

Huge posters advertising the Fund and encouraging people to join were displayed in post

offices, railway stations and workplaces throughout the country. Information brochures were

distributed through Post O{fices, public libraries, work places and factories. Yet people were slow to
join- By November 1911 only a very few people had taken up membership. In an effort to create

interest official lecturers were appointed to tour the country to 'explain the benefits of the fund to the

lt.tf tol orample IOOF Report, 1909, pp.77-8,where their parliamentary agent, A. Leigh Hunt wrote that ,the Sociaies
felt that the members of an executive body should be under direct control 

"na 
in"ttuaiorr This has been the weak spot tiat

has brougtrt about the present ternporary abandonment of colonial representation. It will, I think, be generally conceded that
a represenlative and cohesive executive is essentiaj ifthe voice ofthe Sociaies is to make itselfheard in matters
appertaining to legislati on'
o' ln an undated, unsigned probably written by the Registrar of Friendly Societies on the History of Subvention
propgsal! to Friendly Societies, it stated that; 'l910. In this year the government brought forward the National provident
FundBill. In framing the scheme the rejection of the previous subventions by the Friendly Societies appears to have had
the effect of eliminating the Friendly Socie{ies entirely from the proJecr', AACS 622 3b 1934, na. See also, NZPD, ls3,
1910, p.537' 'The Friendly Societies took a wrong view of the fukinson schem€, and they in some cases took up just ttre'
same attitude in connection with the proposals of the late Mr. Seddoq and the first Annuities bill.' ( Hon. l,Ir.J.T. paul).
62 

See p.198.
63 National Provident Fund Act, 1910, no.4l, I Geo. V. p.140.
6oibid.
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workers' and drum up contributors, and a simplified plan of enrolment through the post office was set

up.us Consequently, by the beginning of lgl}applications to the Fund had increased hugely.6

As long as the Fund had not been actively promoted, the Friendly Societies had reassured

themselves that, because they provided 'immediate benefits' of medical services and sick allowances,

in contrast to the deferred annuities of the governmerrt scherne, the two could co-exist without causing

any harm to the Societies.6T What they had not anticipatd however? was the huge public drive by the
govemment to get members. Once this started the Friendly Societies became convinced that the Fund

was recruiting potential Friendly Society members. They complained that the competition was unfair.

The NPF was government-subsidised; all the management expenses were government funded and an

army of recruiters was covering the country at the expense of the govemment. How could Friendly

Societies' t'hose funds were limited, and whose management was entirely voluntary, hope to compete?

Young men' the 'life blood' of Friendly Societies, would be persuaded by the lower costs to join the

NPF rather than a Friendly Society.

The Grand Master, Wetlington District MIIIOOF, voiced the fears of the whole movement

when he declared that, 'Now we have the govemment as an out and out competitor in work that has

before been regarded as the exclusive field of Friendly Societ-v operation ... without initiation
ceremony or regalia, and the many expenses incidental to working a I-odge and backed by the

guaranteed subsidy of the State, this scheme is bound to attract the thrifty and to be to us a formidable
opponent'.68

Some members blamed the fall in rate of membership increase from 60/o in 1909 to 1% l9l I on

competition from the NPF, while many others were convinced that their inability to open new lodges

in certain areas was because young men were joining the Fund instead of a Friendly Society.6e Aod
some believed that not only had the supply of prospective members of Friendly Societies diminished,
but some members ofFriendly Societies had actually withdrav*n to join the Fund-7o

Individual Friardly Societies began to ask for action from the govemment. The only way to

survive the competition from the NPF, they claimed, was to be subsidised by the state. This would

allow them to lower their contribution rate, thereby expanding their range of benefits to include

superannuation at no extra cost to their members. They pointed to the New South Wales situation,

where in 1908 the government had granted a subsidy which resulted in a rise in the rate of membership

65 First arurual report of theNational Provident Fund, 1912, AftIR, H-l7, p.1.* ibia
tt EP' I Novernber l9l0- See also AJIIR 1912, H-1, p.4. where the Registrar also expressed this view.
llneport, Wellington District, MUIOOF,2t February l9l I, p.5.o' 

See for example. IOOF Report 1913, p.75. A district officer reported that, 'rve have for some time been trying to effect
an opening at Metlven, but have failed so far. The effect of the goveflrment Annuity Scheme is being feh to som-e exteilt,
y^otTg -en are beginning to take it up in preference to a Friendly Society'.
'u EP. I October l9l3
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increase from 5-5o/o in 1908 to 12.3Vo in l9l0.7t This was a reversal of the Friendly Societies' earlier
position- Suddenly, face to face with the threat of competition from the state, their notions of
independence did not seem so precious. Survival, even if it meant a subsidy from the state, was now
their major concern.

On the recommerdation of the Registrar of Friendly Societies, the governmenthad already
accepted the need for a subsidy. On 8 February 19l I, before the NPF was officially launched by
Ward, Hayes, the Registrar ofFriendly Societies, had uritten to the Prime Minister anticipating
grievances from the Societies. He had suggested that the government provide a subsidy of .5/- per

sick member of Friendly Sociaies after age 65 ... One of the principal causes of financial stress in
Friendly Societies is the payment of sickness in old age ... This would be a first step in recognising the
great work the societies are doing, it would dissipate the impression that the National provident Fund
is opposed to their interests'.72 Besides, as Hayes went on to point out, 'the Home Government have a

scheme for working invalidity through Friendly Societies' which he believed was a good precedent for
cooperating with the Societies in New Zealand"

Ward agreed. In l9l0 he had stated he wished to establish a more broad-based insurance

scheme incorporating the Friendly Societies and he was no doubt further convinced in this course by
the British precedent the following year - the 1911 British National lnsurance Act. Furthermore an

election was looming at the end of 1911, and Ward probably did not want to risk losing a large block
of potential votes-73 Cabinet approval was given, and clauses providing for a subsidy to the Friendly
Societies along the lines of the New South Wales scheme were prepared for inclusion in an

amendment to the National Provident Fund Act.7a

In June 1912, in the course of his speech to the Legrslative Council, the Governor announced

that a Bill legislating for the Friendly Societies subsidy would be introduced into parliament that
session- Before this was done, however, the government changed on l0 July 1912. Although F.H.D.
Bell (the new Minister of Internal Affairs) claimed that the Reform govemment intended to proceed

with a subsidy scheme,?s it did not seem to be committed to this policy.

By the end of lglz,when the government had done nothing and the Friendly Societies were

increasingly feeling the competition from the NPF, lodges once again started appealing to the

7r 
The foilowlng subvention scheme was introduced by the New Soutb Wales government in 190g. The state covered the

cost ofhalfthe sick pay of rnembers under sixty-five years after 12 montls of itlness. The qrm payable was not to exceed
5s per week. For those members over 65 the whole sickness co$ was subsidised by the state, as well as their mntributions
for medical attendance, medicines and the funeral fi1d, In the first years of this scheme a huge increase in membership
numbers was recorded by the Regisrar ofNew South wales. AJIil, 19l.2. H-1, p.4.t'AACS 6zz3b 1934- NA.t' An election was coming up al the end of the year, the Liberal government was losing much of its traditional working-
ijit:_*lryt see: llamer, 327-9, and 3324; and Basseu, fhe {tou in New Zeatqwt, f . t Z<, pp. t 8+_5 and p. 197.' 'An Act to amend the National Provident Fund Act, 19t0', dated September l9l1 included ihe provision for the
subsidies to Friendly socieries, secrion 16. pp.5-6, AACS 622 3b 1934, NA.t'NaD, $5.1912,p.67a.
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government for action. Letters were written to F.M.B. Fisher, Minister in Charge of Friendly

Societies and the National Provident Fund, and on 26 November l9l2,a deputation from Manchester

Unity met with the Prime Mnister, Bill lvfassey, to press their case for a subsidy .76 Thegovemment

response on all occasions was the same: that the scheme was under consideration by Cabinet and

would soon be intoduced into Parliament.TT Despite these assurances and many others, and the fact

that the amendment had been drafted in September l9l},the government that year took no action.

By June 1913, frustrated with the lack of action from the govenrmenq a deputation representing

the combined Friendly Societies of Wellington, visited Fisher to ascertain what the government

intended to do about the subsidy issue.78 This time they were shown the draft copy of the Bill and

assured that it would be circulated to all the Friendly Societies as soon as Cabinet had approved it. yet

the required approval was not forthcoming. Cabinet instead decided to set up a parliamentary

committee to look into the question of subsidising the Friendly Societies.

No reason was given for this decision. Possibly the Reform Cabinet, consisting of 'wealthy

fanners, city businessmen and lawyers' was less spnpathetic to the needs of Friendly Societies than

the Liberal Ministers had been. tn Of the two ministers mo$ concerned with Friendly Societies affairs,

Fisher was the son of a consular representative and had served as an officer in South Africa, and the

other, Bell, was educated at Cambridge University and was a senior partner in a prominent Wellington

law firm. Probably also the government, intent on introducing some form of contributory national

insurance scheme, was reluctant to commit to a Friendly Society subsidy before invesfigating the

various opfions.

The Reform government had always seemed to be more interested in a compulsory,

contributory scheme of national insurance than in efiending state-funded pensions. It was a cost-

effective way of meeting increasing welfare needs and reducing the pensions and charitable aid bill, as

well as encouraging thrifty behaviour and promoting self-reliance amongst the workers.*o A
committee of inquiry would achiwe two things; fnst, stonewall the Societies and their demands and

secondly, create a wider forum rn which to explore possible social insurance schemes.

Hayes had also advocated some system of compulsory national insurance for a long time.sl

lnfluenced by overseas examples, he had followed particularly closely the developments of the English

National Insurance Scheme which, as all his reports from l91l-1915 demonstrated, he considered to

7u Letters from the lnyal Calliope Lodge, MUIOOF, 16 September 1912, and Auckland United Friendlv Societies
Pispensary 7 October 1912 to Fisher, AACS 622 3b 1934, NA
' ' See for example letter from Fisher to the Loyal Calliope Lodge, 20 September 19 12, and the Auckland United Sociaies
fipenryv,Octoberlgl2,AACS 6223blg34,NA.SeealsotheresponseofMasstyAucklantlsta,z6Novemberl912.
'n Dominion, 6 November I 913.

lllt*n Bassett, Keith Sinclair and Marcia Stensoq The Story nf N"*,kalod.Auckland, 19g5. p.lZ7.
"" Stran& pp.M3-73. See also Hanso4 p.27.
"' For expressions of these views see letters to Minister of Friendty Societies" 8 February l9l l, 6 December 1912, 16
Septernber 1915, and several undated memos, AACS 662 3b 1934, NA.
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be of great value to the English people.82 When he again recommendd on 6 December l9l2,that a

subsidy be granted to the Friendly Societies, Hayes conceived of it as but the first step .towards 
a

universal system of compulsory thrift, embodying the Friendly Societies as in England, but being
applied here in a limited and gradual manner'.83 The purpose of the Parliamentary committee of
inquiry was, as far as he was concerned, more a matter of the government investigating national
insurance possibilities, than just to determine whether or not to grant a subsidy. 'I think it is well for
me to state that the government is not taking this matter up with a view to helping the Friendly
Societies so much as a recognition of the State's responsibility in the wide question of Social
Insurance. Whether the State's part in the matter is carried out by subvention or wbatever other
method the action of the government must be looked upon from the above standpoint,.s

The committee appointed by the government 'to consider the report of the Registrar ofFriendly
Societies and inquire into the position of the Friendly Societies and their relations !o the State in tbe
matter of social insurance' met from September to December 1913.s5 Evidence was heard from
Friendly Society representatives and govemment officials. Hayes, the first to give evidence, focused
on the wider question of national insurance. Although he believed the state had an obligation "to

extend social insurance to the poorer wage-earners',ff he also acknowledged that any scheme would
affect the Friendly Societies who were at the time the only suppliers of working-class welfare. The
answer, Hayes believed, would be to secure their co-operation by granting a subsidy. This would
enable them to achieve financial stability and provide a superannuation scheme for their members. In
his detailed written proposal he stated:

These proposals were framed on the assumption that the State's function in social insurance is
extending as elsewhere and that co-operation with the societies would assist the State in this
work. The object of the proposals therefore would be to_
(a) Extend the principles of the National Provident Fund along the lines leading to universal
social insurance:
(b) Relieve the financial position of Friendly Societies so as to lessen the cost oftheir benefits,
with the object of opening their membership to a lower-waged class of workers.sT

This proposal then outlined a scheme of subsidies to be paid and the conditions the Friendly Societies
would have to meet- This proposal was later sent out to all the Friendly Societies for their comments
and approval.

The Friendly Society representatives' evidence focused entirely on the issue of the subsidy.

With the exception of one witness, they all zupported a subsidy, for they were convinced that without

t2 
_see 

for example, Reports by the Registrar ofFriendly societies, AJln, H-l, l9l l-1915.
"" Letter, 6 December 1912, Hayes to the Minister, AACS 6223b 1934, NA.8o Letter, 7 A.'gust l9r3 fromliayesto Mr. Ha[, AACS 6223b r934 NA."' Joint Friendly Societies Committee Report, l0 December 1913, AJFIR, 1913. I-g, p.i.86 ibid., p.5.
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it they could not hope to compete with the government-subsid.ised NpF. J. Kershaw, the secretary of
the New ZealandBranch of the MUIOOF, argued that'until the establishment of the National
Provident Fund I had not considered that the question of subvention was of very great importance, but
when we come face to face with competition of this kind, as is displayed in the Nation provident Fund
Act and its working, it leads us to think that there should be some consideration for the Friendly

Societies in the matter of subvention'.S8 Other witnesses emphasised that not only would a subsidy
place the Friendly Society on an equal footing with the Fund but it would also help to alleviate the ever

increasing problems of long term illness and old age"8e

lvlany, however, stressed that they were giving evidence as individuals, and not as Friendly
Society representatives. J. Kershaw, for instance, prefaced his evidence by stating thal, 'I am not here

as representing my society to urge for subvention, because I have no authority to do so'.m Once again

the Friendly Societies' Iack of any association to speak with authonty for all the Societies let them

down, and would give the govenrment an excuse for even further delay. Little action came from the

committee' other than the recommendation that the department's proposals for a subsidy be circulated
for consideration and comment to all Fnendly Societies. This was done at the beglnning of the

following year.

When Parliament reconvened in 1914 there was still no sign of a subsidy Bill. The National
Provident Fund Amendment Bill introduced on 6 August 1914 no longer contained the subsidy
proposal which had been included in the draft Bill.er tncluded instead was a provision whereby a

Fnendly Society could contribute to the NPF on behalf of its members. 'Clause 17 enables a Friendly
Society to become a contributor to the fund in respect of its members, the society to collect the

contribution and pay it to the fund'.e2 This was no compensation at all. The Friendly Societies had not
been able to attract members to their own superannuation schemes, because the cost of contributions
was beyond the incomes of their members. [t was hardly likely therefore that the NpF annuities, even

though subsidised would be any different. Members could not afford to belong to both schemes; if
they joined the NPF, they would eventually drop out of their Friendly Society. Why should the

Societies hasten their own demise by encouraging members to belong to a competitive scheme?

The apprehension, expressed by one member, that the lack of a unified authoritative body
would frrrther delay a subsidy, had proved to be true. 'Unfortunately, however, there was no

association of Societies to speak with authority for them, and though various officers were called to
give evidence, that evidence simply represented their own personal opinion, and he feared it had done

t* ibid.. p.r+
tn iuia., p:s.
ot'iuid., p.to.
nrNZPD, t69,tNZpD, t7o,

1914, p.474.
1914, p.49.
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more damage than benefit to the Societies and their caus€.'e3 The government had used this lack of
unity and authoritative voice to delay a subsidy yet again. Fisher confirmed that the lack of an official
Friendly Society response had persuaded the government to drop the subsidy clauses from the

amendment Bill. 'It is not proposed, therefore, by the Govemment to go on with the section ... dealing

with the subvention of Friendly Societies until we hear that the Friendly Societies themselves have

agreed upon some course that may be acceptable to tJrem.'ea Astonishment and constemation greeted

thts explanation in parliament. A. Harris, MP for Waitemata, who had sat on the committee, declared

that 'the evidence which was given before that Joint Committee proved conclusivety ... that Friendly

Societies almost unanimously were strongly in favour of some form of subvention'.es Every witness

with the exception of one had, he argued, unequivocally spoken in favour of a subsidy. CIher Mps

also expressed their disappointment that the subsidy proposal had been dropped, and urged the

Minister to reinstate the clauses. Fisher, however, resolutely maintained that until the Friendly

Societies could jointly and unanimously decide on what they wanted, the govemment would not

introduce a subsidy.

As T.W. Rhodes, Liberal member for Thames, asserted, t}te government's reasons for dropping

the subsidy clause were extremely flimsy. Everybody, he insisted, knew that since 191 1 the majority of
the Societies had been requesting a subsidy, and he believed that 'it is altogether wrong to wait until
we hear that the whole of the Friendly Societies have agreed upon any scheme. I think if we wait until
they are all of one mind we will be waiting for ever, and that the ultimate result will be that Friendlv

Sociefies will want and wane until they are gradually forced out of existence'.%

In September in the Legslative Council, Bell, under attack from Beehan for not having

delivered on his often repeated promises of a subsidy, again argued that the government had been

prepared to grant a subsidy and had prepared a proposal which was printed and sent to all the Friendly

Societies for their consideration. Only one Society had bothered to respond. Beehan, in response,

produced written resolutions from a number of Friendly Societies asking for a 'subvention',e7 and

listed the numerous occasions upon which the Societies had asked for, and been promise4 a subsidy.

Bell, though, steadfastly maintained that because the Societies had not responded to the definite

proposition put to tlem, the government had not acted. Moreover, he reminded Beehan that, despite

the Friendly Society wifiresses before the committee almost all stating tJrat a subsidy was desirable,

they had also said they were speaking for themselves personally, and not for their Societies or for the

e3^WMriile F-xaminer,8 June 1914. in AACS 6621a657 part I NA.
^ NZPD, 169, 1914, p.4t7
" ibid., p.+t9.
* iuia., p.+te.
e7 This word subvention seems to be used interchangeably with subsidy
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Friendly Societies as a whole. Consequently the government would not act until it saw an offrcial
request.

Unexpectedly Bell suddenly switched to a diflerent excuse and disclosed tha! despite the tack
of response from the Friendly Societies, the government would have followed the New South Wales
example and have legislated for a subsidy if it had not been for the war.'* 'But I say, ... that this
session, though we have never had their reply, we would have legislated insisting upon some

subvention ..- We have not got the money now at this moment to enable us to press the proposal upon
the societies without their assent'. ee It had been estimated that the fust year a subsidy would cost
f,20'000, a cost that parliament would not now consider grven the war situation

Whether or not the government really did intend to introduce the subsidy Bill is not clear.

While it is indeed true that the war effort required an enorrnous amount of money, which nafurally
restricted spending in other areas, the government had been promising a subsidy for three years, but
had repeatedly procrastinated over its introduction. The argument that the Societies were not
unanimous seemed to be no more than a pretext for further delay.

Besides' there was a contradiction between the government's argument that the subsidy lacked
formal united Friendly Sociew support, and the later suggestion that it would have been introduced but
for the cost of the war effort. This contradiction suggests that the Reform government had never been

committed to Friendly Socie$ subsidies, but was searching for excuses. First it procrastinated, seizing
upon the lack of Friendly Society cohesion and organisation as an excuse, and then, when it realised
they had a valid reason not to proceed - the cost of war - it changed the rationale. As McCIure has

shown, Reform very reluctantly, and only when pressured, spent money on income support, and then
provided only the minimum possible.'m The same etlos of reluctance shaped its attitude towards
providing a subsidy for Friendly Societies.

Moreover, despite its professed interest in social insurance, Reform seemed keener to promote

social policies based on home ownership and secondary education opportunities. These policies were

consistent \Mith its belief in encouraging self-help to maintain individual economic security for, as

Massey stated in7920, 'young men particularly, should do everything they can to provide homes for
themselves in their declining years ... That would be very much better than leaning upon the

t8 ln New South Wales, recognising that the Financial Societies had got into financial difficultieq the actuary and the
Registrar ha4 without consulting tbe Friendly Societies, fornulated u *UsOy scheme, ana presentea it to tlie goverunent
who had passed it into law. It was not. however. obligatory for the Societies to acc@r the subsidy, although they all
eventually did. See also note 7l of this chapter for an explanation of the New South Wales scherne.t Nzpn, fio.1914.p.241.
r0" Mcclu,e, pp 3342. McClwe has also shown thatthe rapidly rising pension statistics *sr-s mainly caus€d by the huge
increase in the number of old age and war pensions, 'These rrvo catejories monopolised pension resouroes: in their cost and
numbers they were the pension system', p.47.
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Government in the way that a greatmany people are doing just now'.'o' By becoming the Iargest

mortgagee in the country, the government assisted in this process, with the result that by 1926 50% of
wage and salary earners owned their own houses, up from 360/o in lgl6.to2

Government reluctance at this stage to make concessions to the Friendly Societies belies

Strang's assertion that, 'Friendly Societies had been sought as a pa.rtner in the state's social insurance

policy'.103 The govemment clearly did not know what form a national social insurance scheme should

take or even ifthey really wanted it at all. Until it had a positive plan, it was in no way prepared to

make any commitment to the Friendly Societies, much less seek them as a parftier. Had it really

wanted to, the government would have introduced subsidies, as originally planned, with the first
National Provident Fund Amendment Act of 1914. Instea4 it chose to defer any decision and

stonewall the Societies with a parliamentary committee. At the end of 1914 World War One broke

out, and by 1915 the government needed to put all their resources into the war effort. A subsidv to

Friendly Societies was no longer a priority.

The Committee of l9l3,and the National Provident Fund Amendment Act, 1914, changed

nothing' As far as the Friendly Societies were concerned, they were still disadvantaged by the 'unfair

competition' from the NPF and would continue to be so until the government granted them similar
assistance. loa

Finally in August 1915, in an attempt to present some form of unified action, Friendly

Societies from throughout New Zealand simultaneously presented 15 petitions to parliament,

arficulafing their grievances against the NPF and requesting the House to act to remove the perceived

injustices. They pleaded that the NPF was a 'serious competitor to the Friendly Societies on

conditions grossly unfair to the said societies'; that they could not compete with a fund that was not

only substantially subsidised by the govenrment, but had the whole of its management expenses paid

by the State; and that lecfurers, canvassers, and a'large army of Civil servants", paid by the

government to act as agents to the NPF, were enticing members away from the Societies. All of these

points, they claimed, constituted a grossly unfair situation. Given that the Friendly Societies 'have

undoubtedly saved the State a considerable sum in charitable aid, and have in other ways rendered

valuable aid to their members and ttre State', they felt that the least the govenrment could do would be

to 'take such steps as will remove the injustice'.105

ll] LT"a 18.9, 
t9?1 p.924.For a discussion on the philosophy underlying Reform sociat legistation see Strang pp.t7-26.

'"' Miles Fairburr\ 'The Farmers Take Over (1912-1930)', in Keith Sinclair, ed., The Ogora nhstrarca ntstory ij X""
Zealand, Aucklan4 1993, pp.205-8.
to3 Strang p. 16l.
1e See for example an address given by Robert Darlow, AOF secretary. to the Auckland United Friendly Societies'
Conference, July, 1915, Hocken Library, QC/A.
'"' Report of hrblic Petitions, with Departmental Report and Minutes of Evidence (Hereaffer Departmental report), AJIn1,
1915, l-2d p.l.
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A Select Committee was appointed to hear the petition and take evidence from representatives

of Friendly Societies and the NPF. Once again the grievances of the Societies were aired - that the

members of the NPF received substantial subsidies from the govemment, that state-paid canvassers

promoted the NPF diverting potential members away from the Friendly Societies into the Fund, and

that there had been a considerable decrease of Society membership because of the Fund. Robert

Darlow, secretary of the Ancient order of Foresters, arguedthat:

the effect of the operations of the canvasser as against the Friendly Societies is practically
bleeding the Friendly Societies to death, and the request of the p"iitioo is that suctr steps shall
be taken as will relieve the societies in the meantiml from the operations of the rtut -poia
carvassers - a canvasser, if he is worth his salary at all,can in nine cases out of ten oui-talk the
ordinary Friendly Society member. rffi

Another witness wanted the state to, 'give us a quid pro guo - in other words, a zubsidy the same as

they are grving to the National Provident Fund - not 25 percent, but the actual amount which the State

pays for running this concern, which is in direct opposition to the Friendly Societies'.107

Hayes, in his evidence, underlined the differences between the Fund's benefits and those of the
Friendly Societies. 'The object of the fund is the establishment of a univers al deferredannuity ... the
main benefits of a Friendly Society are provisions for immediate sickness and for medical
attendance-'108 Conceding that both bodies offered something of value, he recommended co-operation"
'to enable both schemes to be carried on to fulfil their separate objects'.toe Once again he confinned
his belief that this was the first step towards instituting an insurance scheme along the lines of the
British one.

His advice was followed. On 4 October when the report of the Committee was brought down,
the following recommendation was made:

I am directed to report that in the opinion of the Committee the petitions shopld be refened to
the government for consideration" with a view to co-ordinating the work of the Friendly
Societies and the National Provident Fund, both of which perform valuable services for the
State, by granting such assistance to the Friendly Societles as will enable them to embrace a
greater extent of the Dominion,s social insurance function; and that, to ensure this a conference
of the Friendly societies with the govemment be held at an early date. 

rl0

On 13 April 1916 J.A Hanan (Minister of Friendly Societies), and Sir Arthur Myers (Minister
of the I'IPF) met with Friendly Society delegates, Prior to the opening of this meeting the Friendly
Society delegates had held a meeting to formulate their demands, the substance of which remained

'* ibid., p.e.t't ibid.,-Evidence from J. Mcleo4 secretary of Auckland Dsrrict , MUIooF, p.9.r08 ibid., p.3.

lt]^!"tf fromHayestoH.J.H. Okey, ChairmanofthePublicPetitionsComminee, l5 September 1915, AACS 6223b
1934, NA.
rro Departmefial report. p.2.
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unchanged from those which had been voiced throughout the last five years - that either a subsidy was

necessary or the canvassers should be removed from the NpF.lll

The government oflicials, thougtg were not there to discuss the ongoing issue of a subsidy, but
to present the Friendly Societies with a prepared proposal. Hanan, in an opening speech resounding

with Liberal tenets, acknowledged and applauded the Friendly Societies for the outstanding job they

had done in providing the welfare needs of the working class. However, he cautiond social

conditions had change4 and increased industrialisation meant increased social problems, which only
the state was equipped to deal wittr-lt2 Friendly Societies, he warned, should stop trying to resist the

entrance of the state into the field of workers' welfare and accept that 'the problem is simply too big to
be handled by the wage-workers unaided, either individually or collectively. Hence the very limited
results of such co-operative efforts -.. the necessity for national action has been admitted by the modern

state for a long time...it is a duty,I think to apply ourselves to the wider aspect of this social insurance

feature of modern life'. r l' No doubt to forestall the inevitable subsidy requests, Hanan also reminded

the Friendly Societies that the govemment was subsidising the reinsurance of the death benefits of
members on active senrice, and to date had paid f,3700.

Thus he warned the Societies that the state was not going to go away but, on the contrary, was

going to play an increasingly prominent role in social insurance; 'we shall do more in promoting social

service and bring about a higher plane of social justice'. lto Hanan then outlined his government's

proposal. Because no Society provided for old age, the government was prepared to offer them an

annulty scheme run through the NPF at rates equal to one half of those set out by the NpF.

This was far removed from what the Societies had wanted. It gave them neither the 'immediate

assistance they soughto, nor 'would it tend to lessen the competition of the National Provident

Fund'.lls The delegates pressed for a more generous offer from the government, but to no avail. The

government was prepared, however, to grant a maternity benefit of f,4 to all Friendly Society members

at no extra cost to them. (The benefit was f6 for NPF members. By l9l9 the Friendly Society

members were also receiving this amount). Two things no doubt influenced this decision. In the first
place it was in line with the government's pro-natalist policy. Since the beginning of the centur5r,

when the birth rate had started its decline, governments had looked to ways to boost fertility. This

concern had led fust, in 1907, to the government subsidising the Plunket Society, and secondly, in

Irt Report Auckland District MI-IIOOF, 1917, pp. l8-19. These requests were no different to whar had already been

iff3t"dly $tg{, viz. a subsidy to compensate for the perceived darnagethe Fund was causing them.
"" Hann4 MP for Invercargill, 1899-1925 had been a liberal backbencher until 19i2, when he briJfly becarne Minister of
Education. In the National Nfinistry, formed in l9l 5, he became Minister of Education and Friendly Societies. This
speech is very much in the Liberal tradition of using the state to promote social justice. It followed the Liberal idea that
New Zealand would enact measures to avoid the type of social evils that prwailed in the Old World, see Hamer, pp.60.f f' The Dominion, ADril 14 1916.

"o ibid.
rrs MLIOOF Report, April 1916, p.20.
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1910, to the inclusion of a maternity benefit in t}e NPF. Secondly, public discussion and concern
about the physical unfitness of army recruits had re-awakened fears for the ftture of the race. A
maternity benefit' payable on the birth of the child, would not only encourage women to have babies,
but would also, it was hoped, provide both the mother and child with a better start, and consequently
hasten the fall of the infant mortality rate. 116

After lengthy discussions, the government offer was reluctantly accepted. The Friendly
Societies did not believe they had any alternative. 'These proposals did not go within measurable

distance of the demands of the Friendly Society representatives. The representatives of Friendly
Societies' however, unanimously accepted the Ministers' proposals, believing it would be unwise to
refuse them.'ll7

Disappointment was expressed by Beehan and other MPs, who had hoped for more support for
the Friendly Societies- They protested that the annuity side of the agreement would not work, because
the large majority of Friendly Society members would not be able to afford the contributions. Friendly
Societies had not been able to persuade members to join their own superannuation schemes; there was
no reason to believe that they would join that of the government, the contribution Ievel of which was
not very different. The preferred solutiorq the MPs suggested was the introduction of a subsidy
scheme. Such a solution would have assisted with the dues and the payment of sickness allowances of
the increasing number of older members who had become a burden on the lodge finances. yet, as

Beehan conceded, there was little more that could be done because of the war. He only hoped that the
issue would be reopened and a subsidy granted once the war was over. L8

On 7 August 1916, the compromise reached at the conference was brought into force by the
Finance Act. As agreed, members of approved Friendly societies were entifled to contribute to the
NPF at arate which was half that set down by the NPF, the other half being paid by the govemment.

Once a member reached 60 years old, the NPF would pay him or her a pension Thereafter the
Friendly Society would no longer be liable for any sickness pa1'rnents to that member. tn additio',
members of approved Friendly Societies were entitled to a maternity payment of f,4 (raised to f,6 in
1919) as long as their income over the previous 12 months had not been in excess of f,200.rre To
access this benefit a Society had to become 'approved' by the NPF Board which meant thev had to
show that they had adequate contributions for the benefits allowed.

'* Philippu Mein Smith, Maternity in Dispate, Nex,Zealeul Ig20-Ig3g,weilington, 19g6, pp.l-5. See also, Erik olssen,'Truby King and the Plunket S9"i"ty. An Analysis of a Prescriprive ldeology,' NZII1 15, t, 1981, pp.3-23; and Linda
Hy_d"r 

N:r,J"y.lIleigh.nry Babies, plunket in AucHoul, r908-1998, Auckland. 1998, esp. pp. t-14.''' Report Auckland District MLIIOOF, 1917, p.19.
"" NZPD, 177, 1916. p.177.
're Finance Act, 1916,'statutes ofNew zaland,7 Geo.v, paft Ilq nos. 72-73.
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Despite a nationwide tour undertaken by the Registrar, and numerous addresses to Friendly
Society meetings, very few members took up the annuity option By 193S orily 77 members of
Friendly Societies were contributing to the NPF.l20 On the other hand, the matemity benefit proved to

be extremely popular. In 1918, of a total amount of f 14,786 9s paid out through the NpF for maternity
grants, t'10,732 was paid to Friendly Society members. Between 1926 and 3l December 1937

approved Friendly Society members received f403,932 in maternity benefits, as compared to only
t72,712 in matemity benefits paid out to other members.r2t As one Friendly Society official
commented, 'The maternity benefit is a free grft from the government and therefore no doubt can enter

into the question about its acceptanse.'122

Once the war was over neither the government nor the Friendly Societies appeared to have any

interest in reopening the question of subsidies.r23 The government was already subsidising half the cost

of the death benefit of soldier members who had lost their lives on service, and the contributions of
soldier members to the sick and funeral frrnds during the period they were on military service.l2a It had

also agreed at a conference held on 15 May 1919 to pay one half of the excess sickness experienced by
discharged soldier members. I25

The Fnendly Societies retreated back to their previous position of maintaining their
independence from the government.126 When, for example, a remit was proposed to reopen the subject

of subvention at the 1920 Biennial Moveable Conference (BMC) of the MUIOOF, it was convincingly
defeated.l2T No longer was it felt essential to their survival. The NpF had proved not to be the great

threat originally feared. ln 1925, for example, it had 29,441members "t compared to 91,353 in
Friendly Societies. Society members had been given the maternity benefit at no extra cost; the

government was subsidising the reinsurance costs for fi.meral benefits of soldier members who were on
active service and had promised to help with ongoing illness as a result of the war; membership

120 'Ihe National Provident Fund only had limited sucoess and never attracted a large number of contributors, many joining
!P and then v/ithdrawing shortly after. See ThomsorL A Worldwrthout Wetfare. pi.SS-Z;and Bassett, The State in Nev,
.Z^e.alod, p.100.

,r, t"*.tt__l {eport on the Valuation of the National Provident Fund, AJHR.l939, H-I7b, p. l.
,ii Report Wellington District MIIOOF, November 19t6, p.10.

li'-T*" had been repeated assurances that a subsidy worla be implemented once the war was over. See for example
NZPD' 172'1915'p.lsT,whenHarrisaskedwhenazubventionBillwouldbeintroducedRhodes,(lvfiniserinchargeof
the Friendly Societies department) replied that it would be brought down as soon as circumstances permitted. N?D, 173,l9l5 p.613' Bell assured Beehan that a zubventionwould be intioduced after the war. Also a letteri0 April I9l5 from
Rhodes to F.W. I-ang a Friendly society member, promised the same thing, AACS 662 3b 1934, NA.
i]] s* previous charter.
'-'For a full report of the conference see, EP, 16 May 1919. It was at this conference that the gwernmefi ageed to
increase^the maternilr bonus to 16 and to increase the income limit on members eligible to receTve rhis bonus to J300.
_ 

" l* for example Draid Magazine,28 May 1926, p.2, where it is reported that, ;Brother F. George proposed the toast of
,P;.liT":,^T{ enntrllsea the necessity of the Government refraining from interference wirh Friendly'Soii"ti"r'.'"' MUIOOF Report, 1920, p.33.
'"" NZOYB. I928, p.640.
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numbers were increasing at a higher rate than ever before and financial worries ofthe Societies were
largely resolved.

After the war, the Reform government, urged on by G.C. Fache, Commissioner of pensions,

continued to consider contributory insurance schemes. Fache's proposals included the Friendly
Societies in an administrative role. Reform had always preferred a contributory insurance scheme to
non-contributory pensions, and on several occasions promised to introduce such a scheme.l2e

Concerned by the growing number and cost of pensions in the 1920s, Fache strongly urged the
government to reconsider the possibility of introducing compulsory national insurance in preference to
extending non-contributory pensions. lnfluenced by overseas systems, and in particular the British
systern" Fache was convinced that compulsory contributory insurance was the only solution to the
'pensions problem'. He proposed something similar for New Zealandri.e. compulsory health, old age,

and widows insurance to be administered through Friendly Sociefies and other approved societies.r30

In 1925 a proposal was drawn up by the Pensions Department which provided for approved societies,
such as 'Friendly Societies, trade unions, employers provident funds, and any other incorporated
society" to assist in the scheme's adminisration.l3' ln 1927 Cabinet approved the introduction of
National Insurance Bill- Yet in 1928, claiming that more time was needed to consider the various
points in detail, and that it was too expensive, the government shelved the Bill.132 By 1930 all
advocacy of a national insurance plan had been abandoned while the government searched for a
solution to mounting unemployment

Whether or not the bulk ofFriendly Society members would have supported such a

scheme, or were even aware of it, is unknown. Although W.J. Jordan, Mp for Manukaq infonned the
house in 1925,that a discussion with Friendly Societies in the Auckland District had shown they
favoured such a proposal,l3lperusal of Friendly Society reports and minute books shows no other
mention of the subject, and there is no evidence to suggest thar they were ever consulted.

The end of the nineteenth and first three decades of the twentieth century were a time of
transition for both the Friendly Societies and government. Until the 1890s, governments had restricted

their involvement in welfare provision to helping only the most deserving through charitable aid.

Friendly Societies were relied upon to provide welfare for a large section of working people. The Old-
age Pension Act, 1898, signalled the beginning of a change in the prevailing ethos of self-help,

l2e Hansot p.27.
t* 

See^fot e*ample: Memoranda from Fache to the Mnister of Pensions, l0 April l9Z2;SFebruary 1924, andg October
1924, SS Wl8zt4 Ul Box I l. NAr3tMemo, 

28 July 1925, SS W 1844 Ul Box I I NA.
"'Govemor4eneral's speech at the opening ofparliament, NzpD, zr7, r9zg,p.3.r33 NZPD, 2o6, t9zs, p.34o.
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independence and thrift. It marked the emergence of state involvement in provid.ing income support,

albeit minimal, for the most needy. Little by little, over the next thify years, certain goups of needy

were granted state pensions.

Although Atkinson's scheme for a compulsory, comprehensive, national form of insurance had

been rejected in 1883, and despite the system of non-contributory pensions instituted by successive

governments' the search for a more comprehensive and cost effective way of adequately providing for
the needy continued through to the end ofthe 1920s. Any scheme based on the principles of national,
compulsory, contributory social insurance meant making incursions into a welfare area where

previously Friendly Societies had been the sole provider.

Sympathetic to Friendly Societies, the Liberal government was prepared to negotiate and
accommodate them in its schemes. However, bound by their traditional fear of losing their
independence and being accountable to the state, Friendly Societies refused an offer of parfirership.

The Reform govemment, philosophically much less sympathetic to Friendly Societies and more
reluctant to spend money on welfare, seized on the Societies' initial refusal of a subsidv and

subsequent lack of unified action to refuse to enact subsidy legislation.

The Fnendly Societies themselves did not seem to realise the importance of changing their
attitudes and adapting to meet new circumstances. As early as 1912 they bad recognised New Zealand

could well tbllow Great Britain and introduce a system of national insurance and that it was important
to be prepared. One Friendly Society offrcial advised at the time, 'we strongly emphasise the necessity

of taking the first step in the direction of assuring the government that any movement in the direction
of providing for compulsory National Insurance will receive the support and assistance of this Society,
provided that such scheme is worked through and by the Friendly societies ofthis Dominion as

approved by the government'.1'34 Yet, despite this, and further allusions to their awareness that
compulsory contributory national insurance was a possibility, the Friendly Societies never did 'take the
first steps' to assure their interests would be protected. They only reacted when it was too late.

The majority failed to understand that, if they wanted to be co-opted into a state scheme and

avoid being made redundan! they needed an effective voice to speak for them. Their experience with
the government over the subsidy issue did not alert them to the need for longterm unity or to the

necessity of positive action. Even when the Dominion Council ofFriendly Societies was formed in

1930, the Societies' reluctance to give their representatives a mandate to act independently rendered

the Council relatively ineffective.

As the govemment ertended its pensions to meet obvious cases of need, and discussed

solutions to the rapidly escalating pension costs, the Friendly Societies continued to look inwards and

I3\autOOp 
Report, Aprit 1912, p.21.
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concentrated on providing comprehensive benefits and insurance to their members, consolidating their
funds and creating financially strong companies. Although they were able to make the transifion from
small, local, self-help, financially insecure Societies to effective insurance companies successfully

supplytng the welfare needs of a significant percentage of the New Zealand population, Friendly
Societies seemed unable to make the philosophical transition from being independen! self-help bodies

to accepting the need for one centrally organised authority, empowered to act in all their interests.

Neither couldthey overcome their sfiong attachment to independence from the state, and see that some

form of partnership could be beneficial. The problem was, zts one member explained" 'each Friendiy
Society did things differently, and they just could not put aside their individual interests for the general
good of the movement'.135 This lack of cohesio4 ineffective response and consequent powerlessness

when faced with state incursion into the welfare arena would contribute significantly to their being
sidelined in 1938.

135 lnteniew with J.L. Stewart, a Friendly Society member, at levin in 199g.
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Chapter 8: Social Security

The passing of the Social Secwity Act in September 1938 marked the begnning of the end for
the New zealandFriendly Societies. The government usurped their traditional role as suppliers of
affordable medical care and sickness benefits and, contrary to their expectations and early government
assurances, the Friendly Societies were not co-opted into the state welfare system but were passed over
as the state developed its own comprehensive welfare scheme.

In 1936 the Labour govenrment announced sweeping social security measures without
really thinking about the cost or the complexities of implementing such universal, all-encompassing
legislation' Initially nobody had any real idea as to how the scheme would develop. Throughout an
intensive process ofpreparing the legislatiorg national insurance schemes in other countries were
investigated, experts were consulted and various alternatives proposed. It is quite clear that from the
beginning the legislators realised such comprehensive measures would be devastating for the Friendly
Societies; that because their benefits would be made redundant, membership would bleed away and the
Societies would probably wither and eventually die.

Some politicians may have assumed that a place could be found within the system for the
Societies' After all there was a precedent for such a move. In 19l l the British Liberal government had
successfully incorporated Friendly Societies as societies approved to administer jts National Health
and Insurance scheme.r At the beginnrng of the preparations for the New Zealand scheme committee
reports warned against harming the Friendly Societies and recommended attempting to find a way to
incorporate them. The British approved society system was a suggested option. However as the cost
and magnitude of the scheme became clear, it became evident that it would be too expensive and
cumbersome to include Friendly Societies. Yet, until the Bill was actually drafted in its final form and
presented to parliament, the government kept all options open. The Friendly Society situation was
therefore never clarified and, until the very end of the preparation process, they were allowed to go on
believing there was a role for them.

For their part, most Friendly Societies had accepted for some time that state welfare was
inevitable.2 The Depression had highlighted the inadequacies and limitations of private schemes,
charities and the various state welfare measures already in place, and had also adversely affected numy

, ftqatv Societies,. along 11t lnsqrance companies, became known as approved societies, see page ?ts-t6of this tbesis.' See for example, tbe Friendly Society response_to the National superanuruatioq Health -aeriptoy111ent Insurance
comminee's questionnaire, Febnrary, 1937;'Friendly societies tr"'og *g the need and demanb for irnprovernents in thesocial conditions ofthe people' and the trend ofmodern thought, areirepared to co-operate in the inauguration andadministration of a scheme of National Health Insurance ... it is in the interest of the Nation tlrat an All-in insurance schemesbould be the aim', Addendum to questionnaire, Registrar's office, welrington p. r.
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Friendly Society members. Despite the Societies having set up emergency funds, waived contribution

fees and dispensed extra benefits where necessary, their membership had fallen from 107,167 in 1930

to 103,909 in 1935. Moreover the Friendly Societies were aware that they only helped a certiain sector

of the working population, and accepted that govemment aid was necessaqi for those unable to pay the

weekly contributions necessary to continued Friendly Society membership. Nevertheless, persuaded

by the preliminary investigatory reports that the New Zealand scheme would follow the British
precedent, reassured by the government's public affrmation of a future role for them, and secure in the

knowledge that they had successfully administered their own benefit schemes for nearly 100 years, the

Friendly Societies felt reasonably sure they would be co-opted into administering the state social

security scheme. Convinced that the government would protect their interests, they gave oral and

written submissions to various committees of inquiry, willingly supplied details of theirbeneflrt

schemes to Walter Nastr, the Minister of Finance, answered his numerous questions, and even

suggested ways of administering the proposed scheme.

The Friendly Societies were therefore dismayed and disbelieving when the Social Security Bill,
infroduced into the House on 12 August 1938, made no real provision for the Friendly Societies.

Certain minor concessions had been made in order to honour Savage's promises,3 but the expected

administrative role, which would have made continued Friendly Society membership beneficial and

attractive, was excluded. As one MP proclaimed, the legislation sounded the death knell of the

Friendly Societies.a

Why had they not been given the role they had been allowed to expect would be theirs? Were

they naive in being so confident of inclusion in the Act? Or did they have good reason to believe that

their place was assured? To answer these questions, the first part of this chapter will trace the steps

taken towards the shaping of the Social Security Act from the point of view of the Friendly Societies.

An analysis of the ongoing committee discussions, reports, and inquiries flowing from the preparatory

investigations will not only offer answers, but will also provide insights into the changing place of
Friendly Societies in New Zealand society, the government's attitude to them and their own reluctance

to co-ordinate action to demand recognition in the Act.

The advent of social security also meant a change in the relationship between the doctors and

the Friendly Societies. These two groups had had a long interdependent associatioru the Friendly

Societies providing the mainstay of many doctors' incomes from the 1870s, and the doctors supplying

the affordable medical care offered by the lodges to their members. Yet many of the medical

profession had long resented their dependence on the Societies and what they saw as the imposition of
unreasonable terms by the Societies. Nevertlreless, heavy dependence on contract work by a

-l See note 37, p.221and note 73,p.228.
o NZPD. 252, 1938, p 49?, speech made by Mr. Roy, opposition Mp.
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significant proportion of the profession meant the doctors were always in a relatively weak negotiating
position. Clearly the advent of the state into the health provision arena would change the balance of
this relationship. Doctors would no longer need the Friendly Society contracts. Indeed, whereas the

state system could not function without the co-operation of the medical profession, nobody would need
Friendly Society medical benefits. This loss of a role and influence by the Societies, the reversal of the
positions, and the doctors' consequent greater bargaining power is the subject of the second part of this
chapter' The relationship between the doctors and the Friendly Societies throughout the initial stages

of the development of the medical benefits section of the Social Security legislation will be analysed.
The extent of the change of the relationship and it implications for the Societies will be explored.

By early 1930 the impact of the Depression was beginning to be widely felt by workers and
their families througbout New Zealand.. The limitations of the systems of state and private assistance
for people in need were increasingly exposed. The public expectations of what the state should
provide for their needs rose as the problems became more manifest. Unemployment had grown to
12 Vo of the workforce and people were beginning to demand govemment assistance, The pensions

Department's ongoing investigations into a social insurance scheme were abandoned and govemment
attention turned to finding short-term solutions to the rising unemployment and ways of reducing

budget spending. Pensions were cu! an unemployment tax instituted and work schemes set up.5
However none of the measures taken was successful: unemployment continued to rise; business losses

continued to be high; poverfy became widespread and increasingly visible; and public dissatisfaction
with the inadequate measures turned to civil unrest.6 Charitable Aid, hospital boards and voluntary
groups struggled to cope with the demand and could offer only limited assistance.T As deprivation was
felt by much of society, not just the poorest, welfare became a matter of wide public concern and
demands for state action grew.

The Labour Party had for some time advocated pension reforms and some kind of
unemployment insurance and, by 1935, had crystallised a distinctive policy based on a comprehensive,
universal national healttr" unemployment and old age insurance scheme.s To counter Labour,s
proposed welfare policies, and perhaps in recognition of the need for more widespread and longterm
state intervention in welfare, in the middle of 1935 the Coalition govemment set up an

5 The effects of the Depression and its resulting unemployment, and the att€,opts by" first the United and then Coalition
govefimrents. to alleviate thelufering and cope with the Depression have been ,"eil documented by New Zaland
hi-storians, for example John E. Martin, Holding the Balorci: A History of New Zeata d's Deprrmant of Laban ,Iggl-/995' Christchurclr- 1996, pp.l67-96;McClure, pp.49-58; R.T. Robertson.'Government Resionses to unemployment in
I:: ?d,td, teze:v, Nzry_. rcr, wsz, pp.ii-rs; Tonv simpson . rhe sugarbagrears, weflinsr on, 1974.- Mlchaef Bassett' (:(nte: of Kairya, Auckland, 1995, p. 179; and Roslyn Froonan, 'The Riors or lssz: A Study of Sociat

"u^*"1-._orrckland. 
wellingto+ Dunedin,'MA thesis, university oreuiuand, tgog.

'See Mc{lure, pp.57-8; Tennant, pp.I83-97.
"McClure, pp.58-62
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Interdeparfinental Committee on National Compulsory Superannuation and Health Insurance to
investigate and work out detailed proposals for a health insurance scheme.e

Aware of the interest being shown in the question of health insurance by both political parties,

as well as the scheme for medical insurance proposed by the Hosprtal Boards' Association and the
BMA's combined committee,l0 the Friendly Societies realised that they had to address the issue

themselves. On 23 May 1935 the delegates of the Dominion Council of Friendly Societies met to
djscuss the question. While recognising that Friendly Societies could not hope to 'cover the ground as

provided for by an enforced State scheme' they believed however that a state scheme could be worked
'in harmony' with the Societies. They would have to be prepared for such an eventuality.rl This did
not mean they would formulate their own scheme or even make proposals to government, but that they
would pay 'close attention to all developments', assess their probable impact on Friendly Societies and

make their views known to govemment.12 In other words they would need to be aware of what everv
other interested body was proposing. Hence a special committee was appointed to 'collect data,,

examine all proposals, report back to the Council, take instructions, and confer with the governrnent
when required.

The proposed schemes of both potitical parties gave confidence to the Societies that they would
not be overlooked in any state welfare programme. Both schemes seemed to be based on the British
system, and both refened to the role of the Societies as administrators.

The report of the Interdepartmental Committee on National Compulsory Superannuation and

Health lnsurance was submitted to government on 17 August 1935. It described and analysed schemes

in other countries and recommended that the British scheme in particular'should represent the guidrng
principles in any scheme for health insurance which may be introduced into New Zealand, .13

Moreover, the report concluded that New Zealandshould adopt the English approved Societies'

method of administration. There, when National Health Insurance was introduced in 1911, the
Friendly Societies along with insurance companies, had been entrusted with the administration of the

lCg19s had already recognised the need for state intervention and had devalued the New Zalandpound against the
lngttttt sterling and had establisired the Reserve Bank of New Zealandand Mortgage Corporation io omet-ttre power of
$e Fivate tradins banks-and to prwide cheaper gnd more easily available credit-anl lower mortgage rates for {iarmers. see
Bassett' Ctntes, pp.204-9. rn 1934 he had passed ljeslqion to iqgulate the marketing ana prooricti-on of agriculrure on a
national scale, ibid., pp-210-l l. see also, Bassett, The State in Nil kaland, pp.tzs-"1for a summarv of Coates' mq$ures
l}q"h' according to Bassett, were'a sigrificant step in the State's paternalism towards its citizens'.-- lor a cltscussion of the scheme see Bolitho, pp z?-? This scheme proposed complete medical cover to people whose
income was below f260 per annum. It would be administered by the'hospital board'and the medical profession, leaving no
place for Friendly Societies. This would have been one ofthe m-otivating forces behind the Friendly Societies, decisio;to
watch all proposals.
" Report of the Fifth Annual Meeting ofthe Dominion Council of Friendly Societies. (hereafter referred to as Council
$eport), WellingtorL 28 May 1935, p.3, held by the writer.
'' ibid., p 4

l!1i99al Compulsory Superannuafion and Health Insurance. (Report ofthe Departmental Committee on), 1935, AJHR
1935, H-30. p.12.
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scheme and were called approved societies. All people entitled to benefits were obliged to join an

approved society and make their contributions and receive their benefits through thern Friendly

Societies received an influx of new members with the result that the introduction ofstate insurance, far
from being detrimental to the British Friendly Societies, allowed them to continue to flourish until the

1940s'ra Well aware of the British situation, the members of the Dominion Council unanimously

approved ofthe Coalition government's report. They considered it 'clearly showed a deep reasoning

in respect of cardinal principles, and supported by calculations and actuarial deductions embracing

fundamentally a national scheme of superannuation and invalidity or alternatively hospital, medical

and allied services. The supporting facts, viz, the basis of contributions and the administration

charges, seemed a clear recognition of the worth and work of our Movement'.15

Concunently the Labour party was clarifuing and putting forward its own policies on this
subject' By late 1935 the introduction of a national health and superannuafion scheme had become a

principal plank in its election platform.16 In early 1935, one of its members, Dr. David.G. McMillan,
had published A National Health Service: New Zealarul of Tomorrow whichoutlined detailed

proposals for a national health service in New Zealmd,. While this pamphlet was not official party

policy, the foreword by Peter Fraser confirmed that it was 'generally in line with the labour party's

policy on health and provides a good basis for a detailed programme which, I hope, will soon be

worked out'.17 Once again the Friendly Societies saw this as positive, for McMillan had recommended

that, 'the co-operation of the Friendly Societies must be sought to assist in the introduction and

construction of the scheme and the special knowledge of their officials experienced in this field of
administration utilised. These societies could be endowed with the faculty of administering many of
the aspects of a national Health service'.18 The final detailed proposals in Labour's election manifesto

of I935 were very similar to those expressed by McMillan, with the addendum that a complete scheme

would be instituted only after consultations were held with such bodies as the Friendly Societies and

the medical, pharmaceutical, dental and nursing professions and any other body who had a vested

interest in the nation's health. te ln a further nvelve-point surnmary of its election promises Labour
promised to 'organise a national health service based upon universal insurance; ... and safeguarding

rights of Friendly Societies'.2o Affirmations were made by Labour politicians tlat 'the Labour party

llytlt_CofieaSelf-Help,YolanruyAssociatiortsinNineteenth-cennryBriun,U.S.A, 1974,p.282" Council Repon. 8 June 1937, p.7.
" Hanson, p.3l.
" D.G. Mclrfillan. A Natiornl Health Service: Nev'kolmd of Tc>monal, Wellington, 1935, p.3.tt ibid., p.7.

jl I t try,9"ry*,y.In Politics, Wellinglon, 1946, Appendix C, Labour's Election policy, 1935, p.try." labour's Twelve Points, I935 Election, p.t, Nash Papers, (Nash) 2tl7/ O0Ol, NA, Wellington.
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would cmperate with and assist Friendly Societies'.2t These announcements convinced the Friendly
Societies that their place in a state scheme was confirmed. They believed they could feel confident of
a place in the state's future plans.

Once the government actually started to look in detail at the workings of the proposed scheme,

however, it became increasingly obvious that inclusion of the Friendly Societies would be expensive

and inefficient. Various committees recognised the peril the new legislation posed to the Societies, but
no particular solution was ever offered to save them. Only vague suggestions that somehow the
Societies should not be harmed were ever made.

Before the committees even started their investigatory work they had been advised that the
British approved societies system of administration would not work in New Zealand.In October 1936-

Sir Walter Kinnear, Controller of Health and Unemployment lnsurance in the British Ministry of
Labour, accompanied by a group of British experts, had visited NewZealand to advrse on some of the
problems likely to be encountered in the setting up of a National Health and Superannuation scheme.z2

He had argued against New Zealand adopting the approved societies system as it had not been totally
satisfactory in Britain. There, he explained, 6,000 societies of differing sizes and efficiency were
paying out a great variety of benefits an{ because of the lack of uniformrty in the size and financial
position of the Societies, the system had become very complicated and expensive to run. Because of
the smaller number of people who would be insured, and their wide dispersion around the country, he

felt convinced that the approved society system would be too troublesome and expensive for New
Zealand. Instead, he advised NewZealand to adopt the same administrative system as the Irish Free
State which, finding that the administration by approved societies was unsatis factory,had moved the
entire administation of the scheme to one cenfial approved society. This had proved to be a much
cheaper and more efficient alternative.23

Nonetheless, it was nearly another two years before the government actually elucidated its
administrative plans to the Friendly Societies. How soon the government itself had decided on the
plan is not clear. What is obvious, as the following discussion will show, is that at no stage d'ring the
preliminary investigations did they disabuse the Friendly Societies of their notion that they would be

the ones to administer the scheme. Althougb each report recommended that the approved society
system would not work, these reports were confidential, and the contents were never made known to
the Societies.

lflf g, example a speech by ormond wilson, Labour MP for Rangirikei, 1935-38. Rangitikei Advuau.l6 october
1935. Cutting in Nash 2104/01i4, NA
"'For a discussion on this.visit and the report produced by Kinnear see; Hansorl pp.4 -8, and McClure, pp.69-70.23 Report of an Address giren by Sir Walier Klr-.* on the English scheme to members of the Cabinet, Health Insurance
and Departmental Commftrees with questions and answers, wJuinstoq october 1936, Registrails office, wellington
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The first investigatory committee to consider the issue was the National Heatth lnvestigation

Committee. Set up in July 1936 by Peter Fraser, the Minister of Health, to work out the details of a
national health service, it was composed of five l.abour members and headed by McMillan. Not only
did this scheme need to be financially feasible but even more important, it had to be acceptable to
those who would be administering it - doctors, hospital boards and all other branches of the medical
profession.za In spite of having promised to provide a free medical service to the population atlwge,
nobody in the Labour parly had worked out clearly just what was involved and how it should be

financed and administered.2s In order to ascertain whal benefits should be included in the scheme,

who should be eligible to participate and how it should be financed and administered, the committee

sent a detailed questionnaire to every organisation likely to be effected by the introduction of national
health insurance' From the answers received it was apparent that although there was a great deal of
support for the idea of a national health insurance scheme, most of the organisations had little specific
idea of what fonn the scheme should take. Most tended to think it should be modelled the British
scheme.26

The Friendly Societies were certain, however, that whatever form the scheme took they should

administer it' In a ten-point addendum to the questionnaire A.G. Shrimpton, secretary to the Dominion

Council of Friendly Societies, argued that whereas the Friendly Society movement recognised the need

for a national health insurance scheme, the government should in no way discourage 'thrift' by
replacing present voluntary schemes with a state one. On the contrary, he asserte4 thrift should be

further encouraged by offering the state scheme as a basis upon which people should be encouraged to

build. It is worth quoting parts of his statement at length because it was the basis upon which the

Friendly Societies forured their belief that they would be included in the proposed state scheme:

(3) That it should not be the aim or function of the State to supersede all kinds of thrift, and that
the state scheme should be regarded rather as a basis to which people would try to add, and
when they saw it they would see in it the foundations upon which io build.

(4) That in the administration ofNafional Health lnsurance and of any benefits (cash) which
may be added thereto, we stand firm in the principle of administration by Friendly Societies,
and the right absolute of the insured person to choose his Approved Friendly Society.

(5) That our affiliated Societies with over 1,000 local branches co-ordinated and controlled by
Districts and Central Bodies would give insured persons the right and opportunity of a share in
the administration, an insight and inside knowledge of the whole fabric upon which National
Insurance is built.

2o For a discussion of the work of this Committee see Hanson, pp. 56-64. and J.B. Lovell-Smith Tfu New Zealand Doctor
atd the We lfare Jrale, Auckland, 19 66, pp.45-5 9.

,. P.fll":.p.: ] 3uoJgs_an 
interview with Nordmeyer who confirms that 'nobody had really thougtrt the thing out,

"" See National Health lnsurance lnvesrigation Committee, Replies to euestionnaire, statemenrs-addressed tt the
Committee, Nash 1014/0001, NA
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(6) That the affiliated Societies are prepared to place their whole machinery at the disposal of
the governmen! and that all who take their insurance benefits through our iodges r"ould io *
atmosphere free of distinction, creed or politics be welcomed and eicouragedirr.u"ry possible
way to devote their energies and talents and thus marshal informed opinion in the extension
and betterment of the scheme which would not be attained if sEndced in a cenfialised
organisation or a State Deparfrnent.

(7) The Friendly Societies have managed their affairs successfully and effrciently for nearly
100 years --. and it is fair to assume that they may with safety be intrusted to manage an
enlarged scheme of benefits.2?

In February 1937 the Committee began hearing oral submissions from all interested parties,

including Friendly Societies. On 25 February Shrimpton appeared on behalf of the Dominion Council
and answered at length questions on the financial and administrative organisation of the Societies and
their existing medical, hospital and dispensary services. Again he reiterated his conviction that the
Friendly Societies were the best organisation to administer the benefits to the whole population. At
this stage the government probably had no idea what form the administration would take so, rather
than enter into a discussion, McMillan and his committee simply restated their commitment to
consulting the Societies. 28

The Health Committee finished its hearings in August 1937 and,presented its confidential report
and final recommendations on 4 September 1937. While acknowledging the work the Societies had
done over the past 100 years, the Committee argued that it could not recommend including them in the
administration of a state scheme. The New Zealand population was too small and the Societies too
spread out and too disparate. It would be impossible to institute a unified, simple, co-ordinated system

through the Friendly Societies.2e However it recommended that any benefit payable to a Friendly
Society member should be paid through his or her lodge and that the lodge should be compensated for
the administrative work involved. Although this would add to tlre adminisrrative work of the scheme it
was felt important because, 'it is due to the Friendly Societies that the work they have done in the past

should be recognised and it is desirable that their continued existence should be made possible'.3o This
was the first suggestion that Friendly Societies were not appropriate for the job; the first time a vague,

alternative' compensatory role was offered. fu the rest of this section will show, each committee
realised that Friendly Societies would be damaged by the legislation. Yet each one came to the same

27 National Health lnsurance lnquiry, General Questionnairg Addandum, p.l. Registrar of Friendly Societies, office,
Wellington' Several orderl also sent in replies to the questionnaire, all unanimous that Friendly Societies should administer
scheme, Nash 1014/0001-0113. NA
28 National Health and Superannuation lnvestigation Committee, Report of oral evidence, 27 February 1917, Nash
1007/1047. NA.

il l:ryn of the National Heahh Insurance lnvestigation Comminee. 4 September t937, p.46,Nash 1014/01t2, NA"'u ibid., p.46.
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conclusion - administration by Friendly Societies was not a practicable option. None offered a real

solufion to the problem. The final compensatory gesture was only that - a gesture without substance.

The next committee, the Interdepartmental Committee, did not determine the unsuitability of
Friendly Societies as administrators until its fourth report. Its primary focus was on the need to

establish a financially viable social security scheme. Consideration of the detail of administrative

options was secondary. Instituted on 23 September 1936 by Walter Nash, the minister in charge of the

legislation, the job of this Interdepartrnental Committee was to formulate the details of the promised

pensions and superannuation insurance.sl On I October 1936 it issued its first report stating that the

cost of a scheme of the magnitude envisaged by Nash was prohibitive.32 Determined not to

compromise or modifi the superannuation proposals, Nash looked for an alternative source of funds

and directed the Committee to investigate how much was already being paid into private and voluntary

funds and to consider a means by which this spending could be redirected towards a state scheme. 'The

first thing to do is to ask the Committee again to work out what sums there are at present existing in
societies and other funds for the purpose, as set in the original scheme. What sums are already

provided, Friendly Societies, National Provident Funds, etc.' 33

The second report dated 3 February 1937, gave detailed information on the various agencies, their
services, and their total annual contributions. The Committee estimated that a total of about f20
million was expended on services similar to those envisaged under the national scheme, but strongly

advised that, 'the bulk of this expenditure could not be readily transferred or diverted into a national

scheme without grave danger of disrupting lnsurance Companies, existing Superannuation Funds,

Friendly Societies and numerous other activities affecting the welfare of a considerable portion of the

total population'.34 Because it considered that the administrative and financial difficulties of
introducing a large scheme very quickly were insurmountable, the Committee recommended that a

comprehensive social scheme of national insurance should be instituted by 'well devised stages' over a

period of years. It also recommended thar it was 'preferable to retain the good will of Friendly

Societies towards the National Scheme. Any method which disturbed the benefits thus granted would

probably reduce the membership of the societies. It is therefore probably worth while trying to retain

stNotgs 
of-a meeting held in the Office ofthe Minister of Finance on Wednesday, 23rd September 1936, to consider the

question of a National Superarmuation, Pensions and Health Service and also the establishment of a Special Committee,
Nash 1007/ 0001-0146. NA
llneport of the Special Depaffnental Committee on a proposed Scheme of National Superannuatior\ Health and
Unemploymvrt Insurance (First Report), I October 1936, Nash lO07/O0gg,NA. It is not however within the scope of this
study to examine in detail the workings of the Committee, except in so far as they affected the Friendly Societies. For a
detailed discussion on the workings of the lnterdeparunental Committee and discussion of the four reports they issued see
Hanson, chapter 5 and McClure, chapter2.
" Notes of a meeting held 6 October 1936 to consider the reports of Sub-committees on National Superannuation, Pensions
and Health Service, p.3, Nash 1007/0333, NA.s 2nd Report by the Inter-Departmental Committee on specific Aspects ofProposals to be submitted to the Cabinet
committee, 3 February 1937, p.3, Registrar of Friendly Societies' office, wellingon.
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their organisation and use it even though the relative cost may be slightly greater'.3s From this it
seems clear that the government was aware of the probable consequences a state national insurance

scheme would have on Friendly Societies and, at this stage anyway, was prepared to look at measures

to avoid damagrng them. It had, however, no definite system to propose.

Submitted on 18 March 1937, the Committee's third and most detailed reportbegan by

summarising its earlier findings, and enunciating its guiding principles for a feasible scheme. The

Committee again emphasised that the scheme should be introduced in stages and 'that the existing

arrangements or contracts in connection with superannuation funds, insurance companies, Friendly

Societies and other organisations of a provident character should be disturbed as tittle as possible ... .

In this connection the Committee bears in mind the Government's expressed intention to do nothing

that will prejudice existing institutions'.36 Savage had made several public statements assuring

existing institutions thaf they would not be prejudiced by the introduction of social security. He had

specifically assured Friendly Societies that 'the machinery of the lodges will be utilised and not

smashed'.3t The Committee members consequently felt obliged to do their best to honour such

promises.3s There were also additional reasons in the Committee's recommendation to preserve

exrsting institutions. First, if the govemment accepted the Committee's recommendation that the

scheme was to be developed by stages, all existing institutions would be required to fill the gaps left by

the State. Secondly, because, at that stage the benefits under the state scheme were not going to be as

generous as promised, it was deemed expedient to encourage other instihrtions to top up the state

benefits. 'Further, bearing in mind the unavoidable limitation in the measure of cash benefits under the

State scheme, it is obviously the intention to encourage all proper voluntary rurangements that aim at

making supplementary provision for old age, sickness etc.'3e Litfle attention was grven to the question

of adminisration, that would be left to the fourth report.

At a meeting of the Committee on 17 May 1937, realising the need for more information" a

number of sub-committees were created to investigate and obtain the necessary material to enable the

main committee to make decisions.ao The zub-committee to investigate Friendly Societies was

composed of G. Bradley (assistant Registrar of Friendly Societies), W. Bromley @mployment
Division, LabourDepartment), and R. Sinel (Registrar of Friendly Societies); all three knew the

Societies and their work well. Their report was submitted on 9 July 1937. After a detailed analysis of
Friendly Society benefits, contributions, membership and future prospects, the sub-committee

" ibid.. 0. t3.

'u Third'Report of Interdepartmentat committee to cabinet Sub-committee, lE March 1937, Nash lo2z/oo:..NA. For a firll
{-iscussion on this Report see Hanso4 pp.52-6.
" Dominion- 2March 1937.tt Hanson. p.1 l4
3e 3rd report, p.4.
"" Letter Reid to Nash, I 8 May 1937, Nash 1003/1 38S, NA.
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concluded that state benefits would be more generous and widespread. Conscious, however, ofthe
detrimental effect on the Societies if they were not in some way co-opted into a state scheme, the sub-

committee recommended the government consider ways to incorporate them. They were aware of the

widespread expectation that the British approved sociefies model would be used in New Zealand. 'The

decision of the British Parliament on the introduction of its National Health Insurance Scheme in 1911,

to utilise the Friendly Societies organisations for the payment of benefits, has given rise to the general

anticipation that a similar procedure will be adoped in New Zealand,when the proposed scheme is

introduced.'ar But they maintained that this model probably could not work in New Zealand.

Nonetheless, the report urged the Cabinet Committee to enter into discussions with the executives of
the principal Friendly Societies to find some way of maintaining the 'functions of the Friendly

Societies as part of the Universal scheme'.42 These sub-committee members, as members of previous

committees had, acknowledged that the introduction of a state scheme would be detrimental to the

Friendly Societies. Nevertheless, like the other committees, they also recognised that the British

scheme would not work. Consequently, this sub-committee also reconunended, without offering any

specific suggestions, that the government try to find an alternative function for the Societies.

Notwithstanding the recommendation inthe sub-committee report, no further consultations

were held with the Friendly Societies. By this stage it is likely that the administration procedures had

been clarified and they did not include Friendly Societies. The fourtfi report, setting out detailed

administration procedures, was submitted to Cabinet on26 Augusr 1937. Heeding Kinnear's advice it
recommended that the scheme should be administered through social service bureaux situated

throughout the country under the umbrella of a National Social Service Departrnent. There was no

question of the Friendly Societies being included at any level ofthe organisation as the administration

needed coherence, consistency and extremely close co-operation between those responsible for the

different benefits. Under an approved societies system these aims would be impossible to achieve. It
was argued that:

Flaving regard (1) to the system of finance proposed under the National Scheme, (11) to the
comprehensive nature of the Scheme and the consequent need for its satisfactory administration
of a Dominion-wide organisation of stafi and tltr) to the difficulties and disadvantages which
will arise owing to the varying quality ofFriendly Society administration, the Inter-
Departmental Committee cannot recommend the adoption of the "Approved Society"
principle.a3

Cognisant however of the government's promises that the existence of the Societies would be

safeguarde4 the report recommended that, 'the approved Friendly Societies be entrusted with the

]] neport In Connection with Friendly Societies, 9 July 1937, Registrar of Friendly Societies' office, Wellington.ot ibid.. p.5
ot Fourti, Report of tnterdepartmental Committee to Cabinet Sub-committee, 26 August 1937, p.g. Nash 1007/0109, NA.
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disbursement of sickness allowances to those of their members who becorne entitled to such

allowances. Societies which undertake this work to receive towards the cost of administration a grant

based on a fixed percentage ofthe amount of allowances so paid'.e This wi6 a minor concession, and

would go no way at all towards maintaining the Societies' viability. Once members realised they

would get more extensive coverage from the state, most would certainly let their Friendly Society

membership lapse. The Friendly Societies needed an official role within the state system to survive.
The report had not accorded them one.

These recommendations were included in the government's social security proposals

announced on 2 April 1938 by the Prime Minister, M.J. Savage, in a broadcast to the nation from the

Wellington Town Hall. Four days later, on 6 April, a Select Committee on National Health and

Superannuation began to take evidence on the government's social security proposals from a large

number of interested bodies and individuals.as

In the meantime the Dominion Council of Friendly Societies called a conference to 'consider

the attitude of the Council towards the Social Security Scheme of the Government'.tr Obviously they

had not been privy to any of the confidential committee reports and recommendations, and still
believed that the government was sympathetic to their request for administrative responsibilities.

Consequently they interpreted the proposal to allow Friendly Societies to disburse sickness allowances

to their members as meaning, 'that in addition to the members on the books of Friendly Societies at the
time the scheme comes into operation, Friendly Societies shall be the channel through which all
persons shall enrol to qualiff for such benefits'.47 In other words, they believed they were to be an

approved society. As a result they confinned their wholehearted support for a National lnsurance

scheme and resolved to continue to 'place their whole machinery at the disposal ofthe Govemment,.a8

Shrimpton and Gregory gave detailed evidence on behalf of the Dominion Council of Friendly

Societies to the Select Committee on 17 April.ae They stated their support for the scheme and sought

.rssurances that their function would not be entirely superseded. Shrimpton reminded Savage of his

previous assurances, but argued that the introduction of full general practitioner service would cause

the Societies to lose one of their most popular benefits. They would therefore need to have some other
role if they were to survive. Because of their experience and efficiency in administering their own

benefit schemes, Shrimpton proposed that Friendly Societies should be the ones to administer the state

* ibid., p.g.
as For a detailed discussion of this Comminee, its deliberations and its report, see Hanson, pp.g;,-9l.tr Council Meeting l2 Aprit I938, p.2.
-'ibid., p.3.
ot iuia., p.q
ne Oral Evidence stbmitted to the Select Comminee of the National Health and Superannuation Services ( Hereafter Oral
Evidence), April 1938, vol. 2, e.522-2{..26.p.z8.Nash I02210013-0014. NA.
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scheme. Moreover, according to the Societies' interpretation ofthe proposed administrative

procedures,s he concluded that the government had indeed offered the Friendly Societies;

not only an open invitation to come in and participate in this scheme, but also to a very great
extent the fulfilment of promises that have been made. We consider that the Friendly SJcieties
of the Dominion have undoubtedly performed a service, and are in a position to stiltarry on a
service side by side with the proposals now under discussion. Accordrng to this pu*gtuih t6.
government envisages that we are going to play that part.sl

The committee members, including Nash and Savage, appeared sympathetic. First Savage

assured them that:

our idea is that wherever we find a service that can be used in whole or in part or extended to
carry our policy into effect then we endeavour to secure the co-operation and assistance of the
movement concemed. If we can secure the co-operation of the Friendly Society movement in
the drafting of any legislation or regulations and the utilisation of their machinery in carrying
out this work then we will be three-parts on the journey.52

And after ascertaining the details of the Friendly Society method of distributing sickness benefits Nash

added that:

if we could find a way of continuing that service, there is no price that we would not be willing
to pay, .-. if we can get that, we will be along the hardest part of the road in one section of the
work the govemment proposes to do ... . If I could feel that all the Friendly Society members
would give us that co-operation which you have offered so whole-heartedly, I would have no
fear that the new scheme would be a success.53

Why did the government behave in such a duplicitous manner? Why did Savage and Nash

allow - indeed encourage - the Societies to think they still had a role to play? By this stage they had

abnost certainly decided against the approved societies scheme of administrationsa Yet they chose to
allow the Societies to go on expecting that such a system of administration would be put in place and

that the societies would be consulted before the legislation was drafted.

The reasons can only be guessed at. Evidently Friendly Society goodwill was still considered

nec€ssary. The government ministers had had enough difficulties with their own caucus and the BMA
was proving to be intractable in its demands. There still remained much work to be done refining the

details of various benefits before a Bill could be drawn up and presented to parliament. Need.less to
say the politicians were also aware that 1938 was election year. Fulfilling the 1935 election promises

50 National Health and Superannuation proposals, 5, b, Nash 1003/0221, NA.t' 
Oral Evidence. o.Zl8.

5t ibid., p.zA...3.
53 ibid., p.zA-..4.
tt 

See rLnsoq pp.86-7, who confirms this view-. According to her 'It was clear from the outset that the govemment had
made up its mind on the type of scheme it wanred and had no intention of changing it to accommodate the scheme's
numerous critics'. See also an undated note to Fraser in Nash's handwriting st tins that 'all benefits should be
administered through a social security commission and should be under the control of the Minister in charge of social
security', Nash 1003/0284, NA
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had become a matter of urgency. Allowing the Friendly Societies to continue hoping for an

administrative role meant one less confrontation, one less issue to deal with. Neither did the

government want to upset the 1 13,000 members of the Societies and risk having them voting against it.

As was said of him on a previous occasion, Nash 'was a past master at misrepresentation'.5s

Conciliatory and ambiguous, Nash promised nothing concrete to the Societies. Neither did he d.isabuse

them of their notion that they would become approved societies.56 Notable also is the fact that,

throughout the preparatory stages of the legislation, although the committees and government had

listened to the submissions from all interested groups, they had never entered into any significant

dialogue with them.st M*y of these interest goups were led to believe that further consultation

would take place and that their views would be given consideration before final decisions were made.

This process rarely occurred. The govemment had a vision of what they wanted to achiwe and they

were determined to let nobody deter them from implementing that vision.58

The Select Committee brought out its report on l9 May I938. Significantly, for the first time it
was publicly stated that the Friendly Societies would not be included as the administrators of the

system. lnstead the report recommended that 'a new Deparhnent of State' be createdto administer the

benefits.se As far as the Friendly Societies were concerned, the Committee recogmsed that:

the service given to their members by Friendly Societies is a very valuable one and should not
be prejudiced. We therefore recommend that the receipt of a sick benefit from a Friendly
Society should not disqualif a sick person from receiving full benefit under the nationaf
scheme also, and, further, that Friendly Societies should be authorised to disburse the benefits
under the national scheme to their own members.tr

These recommendations were embodied in the Bill presented to the House on 12 August 1938.

The Friendly Societies were appalled and disbelieving. This was no compensation and

certainly not what they had envisaged. With their sickness and medical benefits superseded by the

state scheme, there remained very little incentive for people to join Friendly Societies. Older members

would probably continue to pay their dues and remain members, but it would be impossible to get the

]]feittr Sinclair, Waher,Uaslr, Auckland, 1976, p.9g.
tu 
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new young members who were the 'life blood' of Friendly Societies - wrthout them the Societies

would wither away and die.

On22 August 1938, in the hope they could still influence a change before the Bill became law,

a deputation from the Dominion Council of Friendly Societies visited Nash and Fraser. Now that thev

had a precise understanding of what the Bill contained and of the implications for their future, the

delegates no longer sought vague reassurances, but directly requested that'the government should

allow the public to obtain the state benefit through the Fnendly Societies', and that 'some action should

be taken by the government to encourage people to join Friendly Societies'.6r Although Nash made it
clear he would not change the proposed administrative plans, he did offer the Friendly Societies a small

hope by suggesting that they may be able to act as agents for the govemment in the smaller more

remote areas. He was also prepared to consider favourably a number of other minor requests - the

payment by the govemment for the Friendly Society medical examination, t}re exemption of Friendly

Society sick allowance as part of the income level above which sick benefits would not be paid, the

possibility of the Friendly Societies payrng the benefit to the whole household of a member and

remuneration for their servicing of the scheme for their own members.

At a second meeting two days later, Nash once again assured the Friendly Societies he would

make every effort to meet their requests and that 'they were taking the power to make Friendly

Societies the agent for the Government in certain cases'.62 Also at the meeting, Fraser assured them

that they would have a place on any committee or tribunal convened to work out the administrative

details because, as he explained 'they had more experience in the class of work than any other secfion

of the community .... it would be to the Friendly Societies he would turn to a greatextent'.63 The

deputation left feeling once again that the government would look after them. The next dav Nash wrote

to Shrimpton setting out these points.

Matters were left at this point, and Nash turned his mind to the election and the ongoing dispute

with the doctors over the medical provisions of the Act. By assuring the Societies that all would be

done that was possible when'the time was appropriate', Nash kept the dialogue open with the Friendly

Societies and managed to convince them, despite appearances to the contrary, that he still had their

interests at heart and was prepared to consider any means to facilitate their fiansition to working under

a state welfare regime. Maybe he genuinely did hope to do more for them; maybe he was trying to

make good on Savage's promises - conceivably this was another occasion where, in Sinclair's words,

'Nash had to make his actions conform, as comfortably as might be, to his leader's ill-considered

6t Notes of a deputation from the Friendly Societies' Executives. which waited upon the Hon.W.Nash at Wellington 22
Augurt 1938, p.3, Nash I0I710292, NA.
"'Minutes of meeting between Friardly Societies and Mnisters, 24 August 1938. p.5, Nash I0l71031g, NA.
"'ibid., p.4.
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pronouncements'.64 Or maybe he was just doing what he was notorious for - procrastinating, refusing

to make a clear decision.65 All of these factors would have played a part. And of course, Nash was

also a practical politician. Twelve percent ofthe adult population belonged to Friendly Societies - a

sizeable percentage of the vote that the govemment wished to retain in the forthcoming election.

Moreover Nash would most likely have been aware of the effective opposition of British Friendly

Societies to British government pension and national heath insurance proposals at the beginning of the

century,tr and the more recent public criticism by the Australian Friendty Societies of the proposed,

1928 national insurance scheme there.67 Unwilling to risk similar pubtic opposition from the New
Zealand Societies, Nash chose to conciliate and delay. This was typical Nash. A cautious man, he

preferred to defer difficult decisions in the hope of avoiding confrontational and explosive situations. 68

It was not until 28 March 1939 that the Friendly Societies and Nash met again to clarifi the

points set out on 25 August 1938. Discussions continued over the next three weeks and finally on 3

April the arrangements for administering the payment of sickness benefits to Friendly Society members

were agreed. Friendly Societies were not pennitted to administer the sickness benefits of honorary

members. Although persons in the household of a member of a Friendly Society could be paid their

sickness benefit through the secretary of a lodge, this was limited to sons, daughters, wives and

husbands. No mention was made of using the lodges in small or remote areas. Neither was there any

mention of Friendly Society representation on local committees established to administerthe new

scheme. It was agreed that Friendly Society members would be entitled to receive f,5 per week in

income from all sources before forfeiting the benefit. (This was one pound more tlan the general

public was entitled to). None of these 'perks' wns very significant or, as the future would illustrate,

sufficient to encourage new members to join, or even to keep old members. These special provisions

were, as one society member angnly pointed out, 'merely crumbs as they cannot assist us as we

expected from promises made to us by two responsible Ministers of the Crown'.6e

Were the Friendly Society expectations ever realistic? Did the government ever seriously

contemplate instituting the approved societies scheme to administer social security? The answer is not

clear. All the evidence shows that politicians and govemment officials acknowledged the detrimental

effects new state welfare legislation would have on the Friendly Societies. Ways and means of
minimising the damage were discussed. One.such means would have been to allow them to become

s Sinclair, Nash, p.123.
65 ibid., p 70. See also Grstafson, p. 243, where he argues that Nash had a 'widely and justifiably held reputation for
procrastination'.
tu Glb"tt, pp.l65-7 He argues that the British Friendly society movement was 'large and politically porent" and .was the
gost powerfirl single vested interest encountered by the social reformers of the new liberalism'.
:1 T H Kewley, social Security in Australia, t900-1972, sydney, t973, pp.33, t4z, 147-9, and 16?.u* Sitrclair, Nash. p.340.
ue Letter, Secretary AOF Dunedin to Nasl\ 3 Ocrober I 93 8, Nash 1 0 | 3/0228. NA.
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approved societies. Early on, however, it was realised that this was not a feasible optlon. Nonetheless,

despite the recommendations in the numerous reports and the indications that the government was not

contemplating the approved societies regime, the actual details of administration were probably not

finalised until after Select Committee report of May 1938. Perhaps in order to keep their options open

to the very end, the Government chose to remain equivocal in its discussions. Nash himself clearly had

ambivalent feelings about the Friendly Societies. On the one hand he acknowledged right from the

beginning that incorporating them into a new system would be difficult; 'there is little doubt that it
would be a real advantage to be able to start de nova (sic) in framing a National scheme of health

service without the complications which arise from the existence of Friendly Societies'.70 But on the

other hand he conceded that he needed the information they could supply. They were the only

organisation with any large-scale experience in health insurance and, as he frequently claimed their

experience was the onlyNew Zealandgurde the committee had in framing the health and sickness

benefits.Tr Accordingly he recognised the importance of a good working relationship with them.

Although deception may be too strong a word to describe his dealings, it is apparent that Nash, a

shrewd, practical, cautious negotiator, found the most prudent course to follow was to keep the

Friendly Society representatives co-operative by conciliatory and ambiguous statements.T2

The Friendly Societies, for their part, had remained convinced throughout all discussions and

preliminary committee hearings that somehow a significant role would be assigned to them. They had

recognised from the beginning that a state sponsored scheme could endanger them, yet they allowed

these fears to be allayed by government assurances. Consequently they had not considered it necessary

to lobby MPs or to mount a publicity campaign (as had the medical profession) to put their case before

the public in order to gain support. Repeatedly and publicly assured of protection, they had believed

that the government would safegrrard their interests and would include them as an integral part of the

new scheme.

Savage on several occasions had declared in public that existing institutions would be

protected.T' On 2 June 1936 at the Dominion Council's annual meeting, W. Lee Martfui" the Minister

for Friendly Societies, assured the gathering that whatever scheme the govemment adopted the

Societies would not suffer, and that they would be given a part to play in a national scheme. During an

address to the MUIOOF conference on29 April I 937,LeeMartin also guaranteed that the government

70 Nash, l0l7lS2l/6, NA.
" See for example Financial Statemelt, Afi& 1936, 8-6, p.2. See also Memorandum from Treasury Department to
Savage, 3l October 1938, p.2, Nash l0l4/01 10, NAq stating that they would draw on the experience-of the Friendly
Societies as a guide in settingup the organisation. Throughout the Nash files relating to the setting up of social security
there are numerous notes written by Nash making specific enquires relating to some asp"ct of Friendiy Society
organisation. Finally when he introduced tbe Bill into the House he acknowledged thai invaluable heg given which .could
not have been obtained from any other source', NZPD, 252, 1939, p.322.
t2 
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would do nothing to endanger the existence of Friendly Societies; on the contary, he maintained that to
implement a successful scheme, they would need to use the Societies. On 8 June 1937, Fraser,

reassured the Friendly Societies that he could not 'personally imagine any National Health Scheme that

could set aside the Friendly Societies and carry on successfully, without the assistance and the Co-

operation of the Friendly Societies'. The work they had done to date was far too val,'able to dismiss.Ta

At this same meeting Martin affirmed his support for a role for the Friendly Societies; 'I want to give

you my assurance that as far as the government is concerned there will be nothing done that will
interlere with the work of Friendly Societies ... there will be room for Friendly Societies'.7t On 13

October of that same year, addressing a meeting in Flamilto4 Savage declared that the new Act would

be an opportunity for the Friendly Society movement to grow and develop in co-operation with the

government. As late as April 1938 Savage was still reassuring the Societies that all was well.

All these public reassurances were interpreted by the Friendly Societies to mean that they would

not only be included in the scheme, but be given a crucial role. As the District Grand Master,

Auckland District, MUIOOF explained, 'During my term of office I have had several opportunities of
discussing this proposed legislation with several members of Parliament and responsible party leaders,

and one and all have aflirmed the intention of the government to fully recognise the Friendly Societies

and to ask their co-operation in the administration of any scheme brought forward'.76

Given these assurances, it was no wonder the Societies felt let down and betrayed by the form
of the final Bill. As their spokesman, W.J. Gregory told the Dominion, 'One of the principal grounds

of objection is believed to be failure of the Bilt to carry out a promise said to have been made by the

Minister of Finance, Hon.W. Nash, that Friendly Societies would be fully protected ... the promise was

made and the deputation was told that the New Zealand legislation would follow the lines of the

English Act, whereas the two schemes had nothing in common at all' .71 The Friendly Societies trust

that their full co-operation and clearly defined expectations would guarantee them a place in the state

scheme had been clearly misplaced.

Even after the Societies realised there was to be no place for them, they did not react in any

significant way. No press releases were issued expressing their discontent, nor was the approximately

113,000 sfrong membership encouraged to publicly speak out against the government. Three things

can explain this lack of action.

First, the Friendly Societies were apolitical; they were reluctant to make public statements or

become involved in any action that could be considered politically biased. When, at a Dominion

7o CouncilMeeting, I937, p.5
t5 ibid..
76 Report Auckland District MIIOOF, 193S. p.70.
" Domiiot427 August 1938.
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Council meeting on23 August 1938, a motion was put to issue a'strongly worded statement' to the

press declaring that the Friendly Societies would not support the Social Security Bill and censoring the

govemment for not honouring its promises, it was lost on the grounds that it was too 'politically

biased'.78 This apolitical stance could also have been reinforced by the fact many members were

probably Labour party supporters. As the evidence shows, many of them genuinely applauded the

humanitarian intentions of the govemment. In these circumstances they were disinclined to lobby too

resolutely against the government.Te

Secondly, the lack of public outcry by Friendly Society members can be partially explained by

the apathy which typifies membership of all such organisations. Most people joined a lodge primarily

for the benefits offered and, once initiate{ rarely if ever set foot in the lodge again. A sizeable

majority, by 1938, would not have subscribed particularly to the brotherhood ethos, would not

necessarily have shared the values or ideologies of the Order of which they happened to be a member,

or would they have had any strong feelings for the institution as such. This indifference to the fate of
their lodge lvzrs compounded by government's proposals of more generous, more widespread and free

benefits. Why should they object? The Government was offering a better deal. Even had the leadership

wanted nationwide public remonsffances, it is diflicult to imagipg it could have achieved them.

Finally, the nature of the leadership itself needs to be considered. Friendly Society leaders had

no mandate to negotiate independently of the members of the Dominion Council of Friendly Societies.

Every decision had to be discussed and approved before aotion could be taken.8o This was often a slow
process and invariably ended in compromise, for, although the Dominion Council represented the

interest of all the Orders, it was often difficult to get them to act in accordance with one another. As

one member said, 'they never did anything except talk, each Friendly Society wanted to do things a

different way, so achieving consensus for action was exhemely difficult - nothing ever got done'.8l

All these reasons - their misplaced confidence in the government, their apolitical stance, their
lack of mandated or politically experienced leadership, - combined with the government's

determination to usher in a entirely new nniversal system, meant that the Friendly Societies were

excluded from any role in the provision of sickness benefits.

What then about the provision of medical benefits - could the Societies hope to retain some sort

of role there? And what about the medical profession's relationship with the Friendly Societies? ln

1l Council Meeting 23 August 1938, p.3.
" See for example, ibid., p.9. wbere it is stated that they approve of the principles of the Bill, and that they give their
'general support to the humanitarian intentions of the Government as expressed in the Bill' And in 1939, the GM,
MUIOOF declared, 'Any movement which has for its objea the betterment of the health of the people should receive the
llearty support of all Friendly Societies', MUIOOF Report, 1939, p.17.
"" See for example a letter, 3 March 1939, from Shrimpton to Nash asking for a conference to be deferred for a month

lecagse 
'all the principal Orders in tbe Dominion are busily engaged in preparing for, or holding their Annual

9onferences, and the committees appointed to confer with you will be engaged', Nash 1013/0210, NA.8l Interview with Stewart.
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view of their long interdependent association with the Societies, would the medical profession want

them included? Or, given the frictions of the past, would they prefer to see them excluded? The

relationship between these two bodies throughout the protracted negotiations over the medical benefit

is the subject of the next section.

Concurrent with the negotiations over the superannuation and sickness benefits, were the

negotiations with the medical profession to institute the universal health scheme promised by the

governmert. This group was obviously one a major inlluence in the final shape of the Social Security

legislation While the doctors were not officially involved in the framing of the Act, they exercised

considerable influence over those who were. Of course the medical benefit could not be instituted

without their co-operation.

In June 1935 the BMA had set up the National Health lnsurance Committee (NHI Committee)

to prepare for and, ifpossible, shape the health scheme to be instituted by the government.s2 The

Committee was made up of representatives from each of the l4 divisions of the Association, the editor

of the New Zealand Medrcal Joumal, the Chairman of the Branch Council and the Honorary General

Secretary. It was chaired by Dr. J.P.S. Jamieson, who became the leader of the medical profession's

opposition to the l^abour government's plan for universal medical care. Dominating the Committee

from its formation to its demise in7942,Jamieson directed the formuiation of its policy and then

almost single-handedly steered the ensuing negotiations with the government and with other bodies

such as Friendly Societies. 83 The protracted negotiations and bitter struggles between the doctors and

the government over the implementation of a national heaJth scheme have been the subject of several

studies,e and will only be revisited in this chapter in so far as they concem Friendly Societies.

Rather the focus will be on the association between the medical profession and the Friendly

Societies throughout the social security negotiations. It will show how the balance in the relationship

had shifted. Whereas in the past the Friendly Societies had set the terms of negotiation, now it was the

medical profession. The doctors' powerfirl organisation, unity of purpose and politicised action,

combined with the knowledge that a national health scheme could not work without their co-operation,

put them in an exhemely stong negotiating position wjth the government. The Friendly Societies, on

the other hand, had a weak cenfial organisation, were reluctant to speak out publicly for fear of being

thought to be politically biased, and indeed had no strong negotiating position. This was a new era.

82 Bolitho, pp.24-5.
s For a description of Jamieson see Bolitho, pp.3944 See also R.E. wright-St Clair, 'social Securffy comes to New
Zeal_and' ' in R.E. wright-St Clafu, ed." Proceedings of the Fir* New Zealoul Conference on the History o/ New Zealand
andAusTralianMedicine, Hamilton, 199?, pp.143-43. Wright-St Clair describes Jamieson as being snrbborn and inflexible
and maintains that, 'compromise was not a word in his vocabul ary', p.144.
"'Both Bolitho's and Lovell- Smith's studies ficcus on the conflict betweer the government and the medical profession.
See afso Hanso4 pp,100-8 and Il9-24, and Wright-St Clair, pp.t29-53.
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The state's principle of universality of benefits, the acceptance by the state that 'cover against all the

ills and misfortunes to which man is heir can be provided adequately only by comprehensive

compulsory State schemes',85 meant Friendly Societies' welfare schemes would become redundant.

They were aware of this and, as already discussed, had hoped to be given a role in adrninistering the

monetary benefits' Friendly Society medical benefit schemes would also become redundant once the

proposed national health service came into effect. Relying on their long association with the doctors,

the Friendly Societies decided to make common cause with the medical profession and entrust the

negotiation forany future Friendly Society role in the provision of medical benefits to the BMA" or
more particularly to its representative, Jamieson.

Their confidence was misplaced. From the outset the NHI Committee was determined that it
would be the medical profession who would direct the formulation of state health service, not the

government, nor the Friendly Societies or the hospital boards. As Bolitho has suggested, 'they [the
medical profession] expected that at the end of their leisurely process of formulating a National Health

Insurance Scheme that the end product would be substantially accepted by the Government'.86 Once

the scheme was in place the medical profession then assumed that it would be controlled and

administered by them in conjunction perhaps with the health board. There would certainly be no place

in it for the Friendly Societies. Although tensions between the Societies and doctors had diminished

since the beginning of the 1920s, and doctors appeared generally more contented with their relationship

with the lodges, certain members of the profession still resented what they saw as lodge control of
medical services.8T Evoking the years of doctors' discontenf with lodge contracts, Jamieson declared to
a meeting of doctors in Napier on 6 October 1936 that the profession would not in any circumstances

work under Friendly Society administration.s In Masterton a few days later he reaffirmed that 'the

profession will not work under Friendly Socy. [sic.J conditions'. He advocated that 'control of medical

services should be by a medical commission in association with the health department' and that the

Fnendly Societies 'should have no connection whatever with administration of medical benefits'.8e

Many agreed with him. Dr Hosking for example, probably expressed the feelings of many doctors

t'N*h tol3/0208, NA.
t6 Bolitho. o.53.
jl1o1 eatltsions of discontent see: NZMJ, vol )O( no.l05" t922, p.291;NZMJ, vol )O(VIL no.137, 1928. pp.39-40;
lJ4dJ,volIOO(V, no.186, 1936, pp.t87-90; NZMJ, vot X)O(VI, no.t9L, 1937,p.98.
"" Report of a meeting at Napier held on 6 October 1936. p.12. Jamieson Papers. NIil General Record, 1935-39 file. Held
at the Offices oftheNew Zealud Medical Associatioq Wellingron.

lo Repott of meeting held at Masterton Hospital on the 13 October 1936, ar 8 p.m. to consider theNational Health
Inzurance Scheme, p. 6, Jamiesou Papers, NHI General Record, 1935-39 file. These two meetings were pfi of a series of
meetings held around the country by Jamieson to discuss the government Investigating Committl's questionnaire with the
medical profession and to ensure a respons€ from all the divisions, Bolitho, pp.si -1.-
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when he declared that 'Friendly Societies seem to rule the roost. We have got to take a firn: stand and

fight it all ... our lives would be miserable if there was lay control'.m

Although Jamieson felt that 'lodge practice is as a rule unremunerative and unsatisfactory and it
is largely utilised as an adjunct, or as an inhoduction to a practice',el he realised that, until the final
plans had been put in place for a national health service, it would be more expedient to work with

Friendly Societies than against them. In the first place they represented a significant proportion of the

population whose support could be useful to the doctors' cause. As he pointed out:

There are 112,000 Friendly Society members in the Dominion, those I suppose have a voting
power of 175,000. Any party that is in power is anxious to receive a block of votes totalling
175,000. If we take up an attitude which is directly against the Friendly Societies, i.e. which
takes away their job from them, we are likely to have their vote against us. If we leave them
alone as far as possible they are likely to support us.e2

Secondly Jamieson perceived the Friendly Societies as a filrther barrier to the govemment achieving its

aim of a complete national health service. He reasoned that:

the ultimate aim of the party which is in power at the present time, is to fomr a complete
national health service from top to bottom ... . Now so long as you preserve the lodgls you are
preserving a type of service which is one more barrier to be broken down before a national
health service can be introduced and you make the Friendly Societies one more bulwark. e3

Furthermore, Friendly Societies had significant amounts of valuable information which

unquestionably would be helpful to the medical profession in the forrrulation of their own scheme.

Already the NHI Committee had closely investigated the workings of Friendly Sociefy contracts. They

may well want to do so again. Keeping the Societies on side made practical sense. ln June 1935, in

order to facilitate work on the formulation of its own health insurance scheme, the NHI Commitlee had

created a series of co-ordinating sub-committees to investigate specific subjects - administration and

certification, relationships with hospitals, content of medical practice, finance and relations with

Friendly Societies. The Friendly Society co-ordinating committee had first gathered copious amounts

of data from the Registrar regarding total accumulated funds, amounts received and paid out in

sickness, medical dispensary and hospital costs and death benefits. Information was also provided on

the number of full or part time officials and their remunerations levels. All lodge doctors then asked to

gather similar information from their individual lodges as well as supplying their own information on

the number of people covered by the lodge medical benefits, the cost of such cover, the number of
attendances, the cost of medicines and the number of cases sent to hospital as well as the type of

eo Napier meeting, p.7.
'' NZMI, vol )OO(VI. no.192,1937, p.96
e2 Napier meeting p.10.
" ibid.- o.10.
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agreements they had in place with their lodges. They were requested to keep detailed records over a six

month period because the NHI Committee considered that:

the possession of such information would be of great value in estimating the amount of work
which the profession would be undertaking under a National Scheme and in appraising the
remuneration required. Members in contract practice are urged to keep records to make this
investigation as complete and reliable as possible over-a period of, say, six months and to
submit the information to the coordinating committee.ea

In July 1937, when the BMA released its plan for national health insurance, it was apparent the

information gathered from and about Friendly Societies had been used. The BMA plan proposed to

divide the public into four sections according to income. The only completely free service was to be

provided to the first section - those whose total income did not exceed old age pension, unemployment

or sustenance rates. A second goup eaming up to f200 per annum were to make a contribution

suffrcient to cover the costs of a general practitioner service and some hospital costs. The third and

fourth groups were to receive only a very limited amount of free health care." As Jamieson explained,

one of the bases for these divisions was the information supplied by the Friendly Societies. He argued

that if by reason of thrift their members could afford to provide for themselves, why should the state

step in.

I have found that of the Friendly Society members in my own district,g}Vowere people with
incomes of f5.00 per week or under. The other 10olo were people who origrnally had had
incomes of about that size but in the course of their lives they had become more prosperous but
had remained with the lodges. Now we know from experience that that class of people can
bring up families, can educate their families, can make a considerable provision for their
medical attendance, can tum out quite good citizens and at the same time gather up a sum of
four and half million pounds. It seems to me then that it is quite clear that that is an income
limit which can be applied - a limit of about 5 pounds per week.%

For their part, the Friendly Societies were happy to co-operate with the medical profession. ln
1936 Shrimpton and Car had met with representatives of the BMA to discuss the impending social

legislation and the proposed state medical benefits. Because the doctors believed that having fwo

difilerent bodies conferring with the government would only cause confusion, they asked the Friendly

Societies 'not to take any steps at all on the question of medical service proposed under the

Government's scheme'. It was preferable, they argued, to have only one body dealing with the

govemment and that body should undoubtedly be the medical profession.e7 The Friendly Societies

ea questionnaire sent by the coordinating committees to lodge doctors, 1936, Jamieson papers, NHI General Record 1935-
39 file.
e5 Bolitho. p.69.
'o Napier meeting, p.9.
'' See Minutes of a Conference between Dominion Council of Friendly Societies and some members ofthe NHI
Committee, 2 April 794I, p.4, Jamieson Papers, NHI Friendly Society fiIe, where the agreement made in the 1936 meeting
is summarised.
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agree4 and from that date the Friendly Societies Ieft all discussion and negotiation of medical benefits

to the doctors. At no stage, until late 1940, did they offer any suggestions to the govenrment on the

formulation of the medical scheme.

There were a number of explanations for the Friendly Societies' agreement to let the profession

do the negotiating. One of the primary reasons lay in the fact that the Friendly Societies were scared of
disturbing what had become, for most lodges and doctors, a relatively satisfactory collaboration.es

Mindful also that the dispute between the Wellington Friendly Society Medical lnstitute and the

profession had never been completely resolved and that from time to time the BMA issued notices

warning doctors against it, they may have realised that acceding to the wishes of the doctors was the

best way of retaining the status quo. An all-out battle with the Wellington division of the BMA would

not have been timely. A further factor influencing their decision was the constitution of the Dominion

Council. It was only a consulktive body meeting once ayear. And although a special committee had

been set up to monitor social security it could only act on the instructions of its Council members. The

Comrnittee was only able to communicate the result of Friendly Society deliberations and suggest their

preferences to the Government, and could not formulate schemes, oppose govenrment policy or indeed

be seen to be involved in any overt political activity at all. As Jamieson was reminded by Society

members on several occasions, Friendly Societies were strictly apolitical bodies. They did not want to

be seen to be involved in any action that could be considered politically biased or get them offside with
the government whictr, they believed, was looking after their interests. Finally- as argued in the

previous chapter, they were not a proactive group of people, preferring to take a 'wait and see' attrtude.

Accordingly it would have suited them very well to have the medical profession, with Jamieson as the

spokesman, carr)i out any direct and difficult negotiations for them. Collaboration with the doctors

seemed to the Friendly Societies to be the best way to gain mutual benefit for both goups.

Jamieson, manipulative and authoritarian, was determined to keep the Friendly Societies to this

agreement.'e On 7 April 1938, immediately after Savage had outtined the provisions ofthe Social

Security Bill to the public and announced the formation of a Parliamentary Select Committee to receive

submissions, Jamieson wrote to the Friendly Societies reminding them of their agreement not to give

evidence or make any suggesfions to the Parliamentary Committee regarding the medical benefits.

This letter had the desired effect. W.J. Gregory, when grving evidence on behalf of the Dominion

Council ofFriendly Societies, was quite prepared to discuss and give his opinion on the hospital

system, free prescriptions and all other aspects of health care, but made it clear to the Committee

tt Notwithstanding the discontent expressed by some doctors, a large number of general practitioners throughout tbe
muntry, particularly in the more rernote and rural areas, relied heavily on lodge contracts and on the whole ippeared quite
content with their contracts.
n'Bolitho, p.224-5.
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members that he was not prepared to 'express any opinion with regard to any proposal concerning the

medical profession and the general practitioner service'.1ffi

On12 August 1938, in spite of not having reached agreement with the doctors, the government

introduced the Bill into the House. It provided for the introduction of a universal general practitioner

service, the very principle which the doctors had been vehemently opposing throughout all
negotiations- The following day Jamieson wrote to Fraser withdrawing his association's co-operation

and then moved to organise effective opposition to the Bill. First he had to ensure unanimity among

members of the profession, then raise enough money to finance both protest and propganda activities,

and finally launch a publicity campaign in an attempt to influence and to gain the sympathy of the

public.r0r A part of this campaign was aimed at the Friendly Societies.

On l5 September Jamieson wrote to the secretaries of the fourteen divisions pointing out the

importance of making it known to lodge members - particularly in the country - how the universal

system would affect them. The division secretaries were sent short arficles to place in the local press

'in order to educate lodge members who really do not understand how the universal system will affect
them and their lodges'.102 Jamieson was convinced that if he could attain wide enough support he

would be able to force the government to revise its scheme completely. Lodge membership

represented a significant percentage of the population, hence he believed that it was essential to sain

their backing for the BMA's scheme.

Although the lodges were afraid of antagonising the government and were not prepared to

support the medical profession openly, they were reluctant to jeopardise their relationship with the

medical profession. Already aware of how detrimental the Act was to their membership, they hrew
they needed to keep their contracts with the doctors. Only their medical benefits were left as an

incentive for people to retain membership. Once again they adopted a 'wait and see attitude' in the

hope that the outcome of negotiations between the BMA and the government would favour them.

Despite having been let down once, they remained surprisingly optimistic that the government would

find a role for them in the administration of the medical benefits. The following statement made in
1939 by the District Grand Master, Auckland, MIJIOOF illustrates this optimism:

So far the Ministers of the Crown have not yet been able to glve us any indication as from what
date the Doctor, Chemist and Hospital benefits will operate, nor the method of cooperation as
between the Social Security departrnent and the Friendly Society movement. Members of the
order may rest assured that any 'modus operandi' which may be introduced by the government
to be worked il-cooperation with the Friendly Societies will have the careful consideration of
your d.irectors.to'

rm submissions to the Select committee, April 16 193g, p. zlt,Nash 102210013-00I4, NA.ror Bolitho, pp.lol4.
'"' Circular letter Jamieson to divisions, I 5 September I 938, Jamieson papers, NHI General Record 1935-39 file.rB Dominion, 2l March 1939.
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On 23 April 1939 Jamieson again wrote to the Dominion Council reminding them of their

agreement with the BMA. The effect was apparent when in June 1939 atthe AGM of the Dominion

Council several members proposed sending a Friendly Society delegation to the govemment to work

out a satisfactory system of medical service. The proposal was dismissed on the grounds that they had

a 'genfleman's agreement with the B.M.A. in respect to giving of evidence and their respective

relations to the proposed Social Security Scheme', and that it would therefore be inappropriate to act

without first consulting the medical profession.r@ Instead it was resolved to do nothing that could

upset the doctors, and to concentrate on making sure that members were aware of the importance and

advantages of claiming their sickness benefits through their lodges.

Lnpatient with the delay in the implementation of the general practitioner benefit, and despite

the impasse with the doctors, fhe government passed the Finance Act No. 4 on 6 December 1940,

allowing for a medical benefits contract. On I March 1941 the Social Security (Medical Benefits)

Regulations were gazetted. These offered the doctors a capitation fee of l5s for each patient on their

books, plus a mileage allowance of 2s per patient for distances travelled between three and 20 miles

from the surgery. But to get free treatment the onus was on the patient to find a doctor with whom an

individual capitation agreement could be made.ros Remaining intransigent the doctors refused to accepr

the enacted measures. The Friendly Societies though seeing this as an opportunity for them, on 20

December 1940 visited H.T. Armstrong (Minister of Health) to discuss the possibilities of special

regulations allowing lodges to organise group contracts. Armstrong, not committing himself to

anything concrete, gave the Friendly Societies the impression there was room for some negotiation.ltr

In the event, when the detailed legislation was made known on 20 February, no provision had been

made for Friendly Societies.

On27 December 1940 Shrimpton, buoyed by his meeting with Armstrong, wrote 1o Jamieson

to elicit the BMA's response to the government measures and to seek assurance that the Friendly

Society contracts would be retained. Mindful that Jamieson had publicly declared that the government

measures would be resisted,l0T Shrimpton's letter was solicitous and placatory.

In makrng this request we wish to make it clear that in no way are we attempting to influence
your members to work in with the government regulations, but would be glad to have your
assurance that should your association come to an arrangement with the health d.eparftnent that
the interests of our societies and their members will be assured.los

100 Council meeting. 6 June 1939, p.5
'u'For details of this Act seeLovell-Smith, p.123-5, and Bolitho, p.144.tlu S": Bolithg, p.l4l, Arrrstrong was an experienced conciliator and always seemed open to negotiation and compromise
See also Martin, pp.l97-8.
107 Lovell-Srnltir, 

-p. 
t Zq.

tot I ettet Shrimpton to Jamiesonn 27 December 1940, Jamieson papers, NHI Friendly Society file.
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Jamieson however had no intention of accepting the contracts proposed by the government and he also

made it very clear that he fully expected the Societies to refuse any contracts with the govemment.

It is unlikely that this association will take any part in framing the contract, and it is unlikely
that any but a negligible percentage of the profession will accept it when offered Should the
Friendly Societies decide not to terminate existing engagements, and not to present the social
security form of contract to their doctors, either as individuals or as groups, I think there can be
little danger to the relafionship now holding between their lodges and the medical profession.roe

ln order to make sure of total support from the lodges, he then sent a circular to each Division

instructing them to encourage all lodge officers to support the BMA stand.

On 9 March 1947, two representatives of the MUIOOF, J.L. Stewart and N.B. Bellringer, met

with Jamieson in Nelson to reaffirm their support of the BMA and seek further assurance that the

existing relationships with the medical profession would continue. They explained to him that,

although they realised how detrimental the effects of the proposed state medical benefits would be on

their Order, they felt powerless to act in any way to oppose these benefits because they were a non-

political organisation. Any active opposition to the government would be perceived as political. They

assured Jamieson, however, that they would continue to support the stand of the BMA against the

proposals. Again Jamieson assured them that as long as they fotlowed the BMA line of not accepting

any contracts, the ilrrangements between the lodges and doctors would remain undisturbed.

Jamieson, though, obviously had tired of what he called their 'wait and see helpless attifude'.

He expressed his frustration in a letter to Dr. S.D.Rhind:

A spineless, spiritless, helpless couple, perfectly characteristic samples of the New Zealand
public as it stands today in emasculated impotency ... . They saw the danger to their order from
the medical benefits - but couldn't do anythrng themselves to avoid it. They prefened their
own medical benefits - but could do nothing to maintain them...They approved the doctors
resistance - but could not undertake anything to back it up ...God wasn;fl sick of them.rr0

This was unfair. It was the BMA who had originally insisted that the Friendly Societies let them do all

the negotiating.

Jamieson was now obviously feeling more under pressure than at any other time during the

negotiations. Not only was he being pressured by the government, but cracks were beginning to

appear in the unity of the medical profession. rr I Arnold Nordmeyer, who had replaced Armstrong as

Minister of Health had" in Sinclair's words, begun 'to harry the doctors'.112 He had been touring the

country endeavouring to get doctors to accept contract practice. Trade unions had been encouraged to

organise the mass presentation of contract cards in the main centres, and government press releases

tt Letter Jamieson to the Secretary, Dominion Council, 28 December 1940 Jamieson Papers, NHI Friendly Society File.rr0 Letter Jamieson to Pftind, 9 Mich 194r, Jamieson papers, NHI Friendly society file.
"' Bolitho, pp.l45-8.
"' Sinclair. Nash. o.124.
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and radio comment were very critical of the profession"s leadership.ll3 Jamieson may have felt that

more vocal support from such an obviously working-class organisation as the Friendly Societies would

have elicited more public sympathy for his cause. Where he had previously prefened the Friendly

Societies to quretly follow the BMA's lead, he now needed them to show open support and to publicise

the disadvantages of state medical benefits to Friendly Societies, indeed to show open hostitity to the

measures.

On I I March 1941 Jamieson followed up the meeting with a letter encouraging the Friendly

Societies to be more proactive:

Far from any future action of your order depending on the course taken by the BMA there is a
great deal you can do for your Order yourselves, which will also assist the Medical
profession... You recognise that the introduction of the State Medical Benefits would be
detrimental to your order ... Your order is a Free, Voluntary, lndependent body, the virtues of
which have been admitted by every government. It can hardly be maintained that you could be
accused of "political" astion in doing what you can to preserve and strengthen such an Order.
Indeed it must be conceded that such action is the primary duty of the Order's chief officetr. tt*

He went on to insist that lodge members must not use the social security medical contract because if
'so large a body as your order refrains from doing so, it will be a powerful shield for both your order

and us'.115

The Friendly Societies were not prepared to act openly. Although they had lost any hope of
being co-opted into a government scheme, they were still hoping for a government subsidy. Since late

1939, when it became apparent that the medical benefits were not going to be put in place

immediately, the Friendly Sociefies had been negotiating with the government to subsidise the

members' medical contribufions. They argued that as long as the provisions for state medical care

were not in operation, not only were their members pafng the tax of one shilling in the pound to frrnd

the state health and insurance scheme, but at the same time were having to pay for their own medical

scheme. To date the subsidy had not been granted, nevertheless the Friendly Societies remained

optimistic that rt would be. Being openly hostile toward the government may have jeopardised this

possibility and that they were not prepared to do.

Jamieson, increasingly frustrated with the Societies' inactivity, sought to publicly provoke

them into action. On26 March 1941 he issued a press statement exhorting the Friendly Societies to

wake up to the threat to their funre. He warned that the government was only being civil to them

because of their voting power, and the real aim of the government was to control not only Friendly

Society medical schemes, but their considerable finances as well. 'No matter how it may patronise

them, the present government is not favourable to Friendly Societies. The medical benefits are

It3 Bolitho, p.145.
tro Letter Jamieson to Bellringer and Stewart, I I March 1941, Jamieson Papers, NHI Friendly Society file.rrt ibid.
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intended to secure control of them as well as of the doctors'. Furthermore he claimed that despite the

obvious financial advantages of a government contract, doctors preferred the personal lodge confiacts,

and that was why they continued to support them.r16

Fearful of an impending agreement between the BMA and government, the Dominion Council

called a conference with Jamieson on 2 April 1941. J.T. Carr, spokesperson for the Friendly Societies,

cautiously broached the two topics of concern to his organisation. First he requested assurance that the

doctors would continue to make group contracts with lodges even if they accepted the govemment

social security scheme. Secondly he sought Jamieson's reaction to the question of the government

subsidy to cover Friendly Society medical contributions, The answer could not have been clearer.

Jamieson declared that should the Friendly Societies accept a subsidy from the government, 'without

any doubt the result would be that the doctors who at present have contracts would be compelled to

resign them'.ttt He believed that any agreement between the Friendly Societies and the government

would considerably weaken the position of the medical profession by giving the government a lever

with which to bargain.

On 24 April l94l Nordmeyer finally offered to refund the Friendly Societies their members'

medical contributions until such time as the state medical benefits came into effect. No reason was

given. But Nordmeyer cannot have been unaware of Jamieson's attempG to persuade the Friendly

Societies to voice their discontent. To forestall such action he granted the subsidy. As well, given his

energetic attempts to drum up support for the general practitioner contract and to exploit the divisions

which were emerging within the medical profession, it is probable that Nordmeyer may have seen this

as a way of prising Friendly Society support away from the doctors. Jamieson naturally viewed the

offer as an attempt by the govenrment to drive a wedge between the BMA and the Friendly Societies,

and thus force the doctors to accept the provisions of the l94l Act. He reacted swiftly. First, through

the press he cautioned the todges against accepting the subsidy.'18 He then sent all the divisions of the

BMA and members of the NHI Committee a confidential circular advising them to pressurise the local

lodges by threatening mass resignation if they accepted the subsidy. The title of his circular, "Who

pays the piper calls the tuneo', succinctly expressed his conviction that the subsidy payment was a ploy

by the government to gain control of the medical profession indirectly. By accepting a subsidy, he

asserted the lodges would lose their independence, would have to accept certain terms and conditions

from the govemment and eventually would become nothing more than government agencies. An even

worse prospect was the thought that, with the incentive of the subsidy, lodge membership would

tt6 Dominion, 27 March 1941.
rr7 Minutes of Conference held 2 April
rr8 

See ficr example the Mail,z8 Airil
1941, p.3, Jamieson Papers, NHI Friendly Society file.
I941, cutting in JamiesonPapers, NHI Friendly Sociefy file.
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increase hugely, the doctors would have to accept these new members and ultimatety the govemment

would gain control of the medical profession through the Friendly Societies:

If these societies accept the offer, Iodge surgeons who continue their appointment wrll
necessarily be accepting payment from the social security fi.rnd. That it is indirect does not alter
the fact ... the effect of the arrangement will be government control of both societies and
doctors. Nothing but the bold, straight course can avert this danger. Therefore the only thing to
do is to make clear to lodges locally that acceptance of social security subsidy will result in the
resignation of their surgeon in accordance with the terms of his confact.rre

On 21 May 1941, a BMA Council meeting discussed the matter and determined after a seeond

vote:

that the Dominion Council of Friendly Societies and the I.O.O.F. (Manchester Unity) be asked
to notify the secretaries of their lodges and medical unions that in event of their acceptance of
the subsidy from the social security fund as intimated by the minister of health on 24 April
1942, medical officers are advised by this Association to terminate their confiacts in
accordance with the terms of the agreement.t20

Jamieson had had to work hard to get this resolution carried. It is an attestation to the exlent of his

domination of the Committee that he managed to change the minds of sufficient delegates to win the

resolution on a second vote. Many of the divisions, particularly the more remote areas such as the

West Coast, had been reluctant to threaten resignation. In those areas practices were often made up

entirely of lodge contracts and the relationship between the doctors and lodges was very amicable.

Once the resolution was passed, a deputation from the Dominion Council was called into the

meeting to be informed of the decision. Appalled at the blackmail, they felt unable to do anything but

accept it. Over the next fewmonths they continued to make approaches to the BMA to reconsider, but

without success. The various lodge committees discussed the possibility of accepting the subsidy, but

always concluded it was too dangerous.l2l At this stage they could not afford to lose the athaction of
their medical benefit. They reckoned, probably conectly, that with the state superannuation and

unemployment scheme already operating, the medical benefit was the only real attraction of retaining

membership. Without the doctors to service the contacts, there would be no benefit and members

would drift away. For the moment their hands were tied.

Nevertheless, months passed and, despite concerted efforts by Nordmeyer, no agreement

seemed to be forthcoming between the government and the medical profession. The Friendly Societies

began to feel impatient and resentful. From their perspective all the BMA appeared to be doing was

"n Confideotial memo from Jamieson to the heads of all the divisions, 4 May 1941, Jamieson Papers. NHI Friendly Society
File.

]]f NZtrAl, vol XL, no. 217, June 1941, pp.20l-3.

l" q"" for example, Mnutes of the Management Committee, Auckland Medical Institute and Dispensary, 1938-1944, held
by the writer. Tbere are numerous references to and discussions on the advisability of accepting the government's offer,
but each time it was decided that the doctors' contracts were too important to jeopardise. See also Domimon, 8 July 194 I .
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obstructing legislation without offering anything constructive in its place, The Friendly Societies were

left in limbo. Their members were driftingaway; little could be offered to induce them to stay. The

BMA had prevented them from accepting a very advantageous deal from the government and offered

nothing in its place. For tlre first time they had seen something positive for them in the scheme and

they were keen to accept it. Now members were pressurising their officers to accept the subsidy

despite possible retaliation from the BMA. Expressing these frusrations in a letter to Sir Donald

McGavin, Chairman of the Council of the BMA, J.L. Stewart, Grand Secretary of the MUIOOF

potnted out that the actions ofthe BMA were detrimental to the Societies, and although the Societies

had been supportive of the profession's stand in the past, they could not go on waiting. He suggested a

meeting to resolve the issues. Failing that, they would advise their members to accept the subsidy. t22

Jamieson was confident that, in spite of the initation and impatience now betng shown, the

Friendly Societies would not accept the State subsidy if the doctors did not agree. He saw no need for

further discussions. As he explained, 'for the time being at any rate the lodges themselves are afraid of
it [the threat to quit lodge practice]. We have done nothing more about it ...it seemed wise not to stir it
up in view of uncertainty regarding legislative measures ... .To keep quiet but keep ready is certainly

our proper line at the moment'.123 The evidence does not indicate whether or not the Friendlv

Societies accepted the subsidy.

By mid-l941, the Labour Government, near the end of its second tenn, (though in the event the

election was postponed) felt pressured to establish the promised general medical benefit. In August

they finally offered a fee for service scheme of 5s for consultation at the surgery and 6s 6d for home

visits, as well as a payment of ls 3d per mile. This offer was accepted by the BMA's NHI Committee.

Jamieson, however, perceived this as a surrender on the part of the profession. He successfully set

about having the decision reversed. Again negotiations resumed. Finally the Bill was amended by a

supplementary order paper brought down on 2 October. The fee was raised to 7s 6d a visit, the doctors

were able to claim their payment from patients instead of the fun{ provision was made for the patient

to obtain a refund from the Social Secunty Fund and doctors could accept payment from patients in

excess of the 7s 6d payable by the fund. The BMA, still dissatisfied with several clauses, however

recommended that the doctors should ignore the law, to act as if the fund did not exist, and continue to

charge the patient as before. The onus was then on the patient to claim the refund from the social

securitv fund 124

t?2 Letter MUTOOF to Sir Donald McGavin, (Chairman of the Council of the BMA), I August 1941, Jamieson papers, NHI
Friendlv Society file.
r?3 Letter Jamieson to Dr.E.D. Pullon. 8 October 1941, Jamieson papers, NHI Friendly Society file.
t2a Bolirho, pp. I 59-66.
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Negotiations between the lodges and doctors recommenced to find a new workable contract.

By organising a group contract the lodges hoped to obtain better rates for their members and thus

retain them. For its part the BMA was keen to continue with the contracts primarily in order to have

the Friendly Societies as an agent/buffer between the doctors and the government. As .Iamieson

explained, 'it was highly desirous to come to an arrangsment with the lodges ... .Keep the people

between us and the government: let them have to extract the money from the social security fund.

Therefore it is better to make extended lodge benefits than to take payment direct from the fund as

some men seem disposed to do'.1?5 Concern about the doctors at war was also a factor in wanting to

continue lodge contracts. By concluding a satisfactory deal with their lodge patients, those doctors

who went to war would be assured of still having apractice on their return. Finally, many general

practitioners had large practices based on lodge contracts which they were keen to maintain.

On22 October l94l Jamieson proposed a system along the lines of the Auckland Transport

Workers No. 2 scheme, whereby the patient paid a fee of 10s 6d in full and the social security fund

would reimburse 7s 6d and the lodge a portion of the remaining 3s. Objections to this scheme were

made by both doctors and lodges. Many doctors saw it as nothing more than a guarantee of high fees

which would consequently lose them the 'goodwill' of the lodges and so did not follow Jamieson's

instructions. The Friendly Societies, also seeing it as a way for doctors to gain higher fees, advised

their members against accepting such a proposal. In December of that same year the MUIOOF issued

contract guidelines to all its affrliated lodges. The doctor's fee would not be in excess of the 7s 6d

refundable by the social security fund, and the lodge would claim the refund from social security and

remit it to the member. Weekday visits to the home would be charged an extra 3s to be paid by the

patient, and each member would pay asmall contribufion to the lodge for management expenses. That

same month the Wellington lodges signed an agreement with the Wellington Division of the BMA

based on these guidelines. During the next few months similar contracts were entered into throughout

New Zealand. Jamieson realised that there was no point on insisting on the No. 2 scheme. He

circularised all the divisions advising them to make what arrangements they could as it was important

to maintain contact with the Friendly Societies. This they did. But in time, as the profession

increasingly opted to claim directly from the Social Security Fund, these contracts lapsed. No longer

were the Friendly Societies needed.

Jamieson had dominated and determined the direction of BMA policy toward the Friendly

Societies, just as he had the BMA negotiations with the government. It cannot be doubted that he

viewed Friendly Societies as a necessary evil to be controlled and used by the medical profession to

serve its ends. By turn he flattered, cajoled, bullied and blackrrailed them into supporting his policies

r25 Letter Jamieson to Dr. D.J. Talbot, South Canterbury Division, 24 Novernber 1941, Jamieson Papers, NHI Friendly
Society file.
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and prevented them from reaching an independent agreement with the government that could have

been contrary to the doctors' interest.

What is shown by Jamieson's domination of the situation, besides demonstrating the crucial

role of sffong leadership, is the extent to which the dynamics between the Friendly Societies and the

medical profession had changed. ln earlier dealings Friendly Societies had almost unfailingly been

able to set the terms, the doctors seldom being united enough to offer effective resistance or too

dependent on lodge contacts to want to. By 1938 this was no longer the case. The doctors were a

unified professional body, with the BMA as its voice. Jamieson, a powerful, dominating and energetic

individual, was able to convince the whole profession to allow him the lead in dealing with the

govemment and Friendly Societies. Without his leadership the course of the negotiations may have

been very different.

The Friendly Societies had no such leadership. Even if they had, it is doubtful whether they

could have convinced the membership to act. Imbued with the ethos of brotherhood and self-help, the

Friendly Society leaders wanted to preserve the institution. Motivated by practical concerns, the rank

and file of the membership probably did not care. Their future was not threatened. For the time being

their contracts with the doctors were working very satisfactorily. There was no point in jeopardisrng

them by speaking out against the medical profession. And once the Social Security Bill was enacted,

they would be covered by the state. Why then should they protest against something that could only

benefit them?

Throughout the 1930s the Friendly Societies' relationship with the state had changed. ln spite

of the expansion of services offered from the turn of the century, their improved financial status and

their increased membership, Friendly Societies were nolonger the highly lauded institutions of the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. With the advent of the state into the provision of welfare for

all of its citizens, the Friendly Societies' role would be made redundant; the state no longer needed

them. Jamieson knew it, and cyrically used them in his battle against the government. The Friendly

Societies also knew it, but had neither the structures,leadership, nor political will to fight it. The

government knew it, and although at times they expressed concern, it is doubtful there was ever any

realistic possibility of a place for the Friendly Societies. Friendly Societies were part of the Old World

where the ethos of self-help, independence and thrift had prwailed, where the deserving were

distinguished from the undeserving. The Labour Party was ushering in a new era where every member

of the community was entitled by right to a certain level of security, to having their welfare needs met.

The Social Security Act incorporated a wide range of benefit categories and formally aclnowledged
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the state's responsibility for meeting those needs. It was drfficult to see a place for the Friendly

Societies within such a system.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

The Social Security Act of 1938 signalled the demise of Friendly Societies in New Zealand. Their

role was usurped by the state. Where previously they had been the principal means of insurance against

destitution caused by accident or illness for nearly 20% of the New Zealand population, now the state was

the principal provider. From a high of 113,709 in 1938, membership began to slide inexorably. By 1950 it

had reducedby 34%to 74,991, and by 1990 there were 47 ,868 members. Each year members failed to

pay their contributions and each year fewer and fewer new members joined. To keep old members and

attract new ones the Societies took steps to institute new benefits. Funeral benefit fimds were increased,

credit unions were created, fire insurance was offered, and later on holiday homes were set up. Social

activities were promoted, enhanced and diversified. Membership drives were initiated, officers were

appointed to promote mernbership, newspaper and radio advertising was tried, and prizes for introducing

the most new members were increased. While all these measures slowed the decline they could not stop it.

The major atfaction for members had been the benefits offered by the Societies. With the state now

providing the same benefits - and more - many members no longer felt the need to retain their

membership.

As happened in Britain and Australia, the decline in members, and the curtailment of the Friendly

Societies' welfare role, have been parallelled by historical neglect. Although, by the 1960s British welfare

historians were paying some attention to Friendly Societies, in New T,ealanduntil recently, Friendly

Societies and, indeed, nearly every other individual and private initiatives for supplying help in time of

need, have remained almost completely obscured from view. The overwhelming focus ofNew Zealand

welfare historians has been on the 1938 Social Security Act, how it came about and what followed. With

few exceptions, investigations into the history of welfare before the 1938 Act have concentated on the

growth of state provision - the development of charitable aid, the old-age pension, and legislation

providing for other pensions targeting those most in need. In the words of Thomson, 'tlose things which

'fitted' - that is, early hints of the measure to come later - were highliglrted out of proportion. Those which

did not mesh made little sense, and so were ignored or dismissed as fading remnants of a passing cruder,

less generous society than our own'.] The result has been that a considerabl e areaof welfare has been

neglected. An historical perspective on welfare is thus lacking. One is left with the impression that only

I Thornson, World Wthout Welfare, p.2.
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the state has ever been active in the field of welfare and that prior to 1938 no welfare provisions at all

existed, or they it did, they were insufficiently significant to warrant study.

This gives a false impression. The Friendly Society movement, which emanated from the working

people themselves, carried out a major role in safeguarding a significant number of the worldorce against

sickness and disability. A very large number of the working population was involved - until the mid

1930s, more than in trade rrnions. Iack of any significant state welfare services, other thm charitable aid

in the nineteenth century, augmented by limited and qualified pensions in the early twentieth century,

meant that Friendly Societies were the only significant providers of welfare services. Tlrough their social

and mutual aid networks these Societies allowed men and women to access health" welfare and medical

services that could be had in no other way. The service they provided was invaluable and wide ranging -

funeral fimds, sick benefits, medical and hospital benefits, funds to help widows and orphans, UFS

pharmacies and medical institutes and a whole range of ad hoc benefits to meet specific needs. Friendly

Societies retained a zubstantial role in welfare provision throughout the period under study.

Not only were Friendly Societies ignored by welfare hi5fsrians but labour historians,

intemationally as well as in New Zealand,paid them scant attention. However, where British and

American historians had begun, by the 1970s, to evaluate the role of Friendly Societies in working-class

culture, an extensive New Zed,and labour historiography barely mentioned them. Trade unions and labour

groups received far more attention, despite Friendly Societies representing significantly more people

throughout the nineteenth and first three decades of the twentieth centuries.

Recent years, however, have seen historical attention turning to New Z,ealmdFriendly Societies.

Historians such as Olssen, Daley, Thomson and Green have begun to analyse and evaluate their welfare

and social roles. Questions have been raised about the significance of Friendly Societies as agents of

social cohesion and expression of community spirit, their effectiveness as zuppliers of welfare and their

relevance in the lives of New Zealanders. This thesis is part of the expanding investigation into the nature

and role of Friendly Societies. It has been shown throughout this worh that Friendly Societies were

relevant to the lives of a large number of New Zealanders. It has also been argued that Friendly Societies

changed over time. Their focus shifted from being local clubs placing as much emphasis on providing

opportunities for social interaction as supplying welfare, to large centralised organisations concentating

on providing effective and comprehensive insurance cover to their members.

The wider changes within Pakeha society during the period under study led to changes within the

Societies. The role and nahre of Friendly Societies of 1938 was verv different from those Societies of the
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first decades of settlement. Throughout most of the nineteenth century the early lodges were a crucial

element in community building. Integrating the economic, the social and the cultural aspects of an

immigrant's life, lodges drew together disparate people in isolated communities. Offering support and

comfort, they helped alleviate the loneliness and isolation that invariably accompanied immigrants

without kin or friends. Combining the benefits of mutuality with social activity, they acted as agencies of
social integrafion. Chapter two shows how, as settlements were opened up throughout the country so were

lodges, until nearly every sefflement had at least one. People joined, in those early years, as much for the

social life as they did for the welfare benefits. Initially, too, the lodges had an important role in the wider

community. By extending their social function beyond the lodge room, they drew together the different

elements of the sommrrnity. Friendly Society halls were often the only community hall in small

settlements. And by means of their concerts, sports days, picnics and fetes, the Friendly Societies created

an opportunity for social intercourse and integration for the whole district.

However, by the turn of the century, while lodges still organised an active social life, social

activities attracted a smaller percentage of the membership and the large community events had almost all

ceased. Where previously a large proportion of the membership had attended meetings, now it was

sometimes difficult even to get a quonrm. Changes in leisure patterns in the wider society meant changes

for Friendly Societies. Not only were people were being offered a greater choice of entertainment, but the

increased importance of family life meant that fewer men sought to spend 1fosft gyenings in all-male

compary. Some lodges admitted women to membership, while others instigated more family based

entertainment. Nonetheless, as the twentieth century progressed it became evident that a growing number

of members were joining only for the welfare benefits offered. Providing access to affordable medical

care had become a principal attaction to membership. Those lodges, which could not contract with a

doctor, were unable to survive.

New Zealand lodges were not defined by class. It is significant that the only thing that initially

changed with the transfer of British Orders to New Znaland was the social range of their membership.

New Zealand lodges, permeated with the New Zealand egalitarian ethos, opened their doors to all who

shared their values of mutualism, equality and cooperation, regardless of social, occupational or economic

statum. From the beginning their membership, like that of the United States and Ausnalia, was more

sociallymixed than that of British lodges. Althougb a large proportion of New Zealandlodge membership

was always made up of working-class men, as the twentjeth century progressed and the composition of the

New Zealand workforce altered so did Friendly Society membership. More and more white-collar
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workers and, to a lesser extent women, joined lodges, reflecting the increased numbers of these two

goups within the workplace.

One aspect of New ZnalndFriendly Societies never changed however - their continuing emphasis

on a certain code of values and moral principles. The Societies saw themselves as far more than just

insurance companies or social clubs. A member was not expected just to pay the dues and then claim

when the need arose. Joining a lodge meant joining a brotherhood and becoming a member of a new kin
goup where each and every member was expected to honour the obligations of this relationship - help

fellow members whatever the need and participate in the running of the lodge and the Order. Furthemrore,

by joining a lodge a person also adopted, at least implicitly, a certain value system. Orders dedicated

themselves to the advancement of mutualism, self-reliance, thdft, self-control, and good moral character.

Imparted for the first time at the initiation ceremony to new members, this value system was continually

reinforced through the use of ritrral. Creating a common bond amongst disparate members, rifual was used

to promote the synthesis of ideas and values believed necessar5,'to be a good Oddfellow, Druid, Forester

or Rechabite.

Although by the beginning of the twentieth century the majorit-v of members joined to receive the

welfare benefits, and were uninterested in lodge life or the values espoused by the Friendly Societies,

without a doubt others confinued to take the initiation vows seriously. Believing in the Friendly Society

etlos, they tried to incorporate it into their lives, and gave willingly of their time and expertise. This was

the strength of the Friendly Society movement. Where many other voluntary organisatious struggled to

survive, Friendly Societies gew, flourished, and were able to meet their members' manv and varied

needs.

Successive New Zealand govemments recognised the worth of encourasing Friendly Societies, all

the more so because the Societies espoused those notions so dear to the Victorian legislators -
independence, tlrrift, hard work and, above all, respectability. Rather than burden themselves with

anything more than the absolute minimum of care for the needy, govemments enacted legislation to assist

Friendly Societies to transform themselves into reliable insurers in the expectatiotr they would alleviate

the charitable aid burden. Meeting the challenge, the Societies succeeded in transforming themselves into

efficient and reliable insurance companies satisfoing the increasingly numerous and complex needs of
their members.

However, as the self-help ethos of immigrmt society changed, as the state moved towards a

greater sense of community responsibility in the alleviation of poverty amongst its citizens, and as it
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sought for ways to resolve what it saw as increasingly obvious areas of need, the state turned away from

unqualified praise and zupport for Friendly Societies. Chapters six, seven and eigbg have charted tle
course of the relationship between the state and Friendly Societies. What is apprent is that the New

Zealand Societies, unlike their British counterparts, failed to recognise the state's changing ethos, and

neglected to grasp the opportunity to become an integral part of the changlng scene. Friendly Societies

were unwilling, or unable, to take account of the growth of the state in the welfare mix. Rather than use a

state subsidy to meet the increasing burdens of an aging population and the rising costs uAich more

specialised care was placing upon them, the Societies preferred to accept no help. Instead, drawing on

their past culture of independence, theykept their distance from the state until it became too difficult and

too late to find a point of accommodation and reconciliation. They were sidelined.

This does not mean to say that Friendly Societies should be marginalised from history. Neither

does it mean they should be dismissed as irrelevant in the provision of welfare just because they could not

meet the needs of working people as a whole. Friendly Societies were an extremely effestive bulwark

against the effects of adversity for a significant group of people at a time when the only other recorrse

was charitable aid or limited and qualified pensions. Friendly Societies' widespread mutual aid networks

offered members a sense of community, belonging and security. The lives of 20% of New Zealanders

were affected by Friendly Societies. To understand how the Societies worked, what their benefits were,

and how they offered more than just formal insurance benefits, is to understand how this significant group

of people organised their lives and coped with the uncertainties of life tbroughout the first hundred years

of setflement.
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Appendix 1:

List of Annual Returns of Male Lodges Analvsed. All Held at Nationrl Archives. Wellington.

1. Cities

Auckland

Loyal Good Intent, MUIOOF
Difio
Ditto
Loyal Franklin, MUIOOF
Ditto
Loyal Remuera Lodge, MLIOOF
Star ofAvondale,IOOF
Auckland lodge, UAOD
Ditto
Court Pride of Newmarket, AOF
Court Pride of Onehunga, AOF
Star of Auckland,IOOF
Ponsonby Lodge, UAOD
Ditto

Wellinston

Southern Cross Lodge, IOOF
Loyal Britannia, MUIOOF
Dino
Loyal Antipodean, MUIOOF
Ditto
Loyal Rose ofthe Valley, MUIOOF
Court Sir George Grey, AOF
Excelsior Lodge, UAOD
Ditto

Christchurch

Court Star of Canterbury, AOF
Hope of St. Albans, UAOD
City of Christchurch Lodge, MUIOOF,
Ditto
Loyal City of Norwich Lodge MLIIOOF
Ditto
Washington Lodge,IOOF
Pride of Christchurctr- IOR

Dunedin

Loyal Heart and Hand, MUIOOF
Ditto
Loyal Dunedin, MUIOOF

1884-1901
pa2-29
1930-69
1884-1901
1902-69
t9t3-69
t905-67
1883-1921
t922-71
1883-r963
1883-r927
r883-1967
1887-1921
r922-r939

I 883-1967
t884-1929
1930-69
1884-t929
1930-69
1884-1969
1883-1971
I 883-1921
t922-71

1883-1967
1887-1970
1884-1929
1930-69
1883-1919
1920-69
I 888-1967
1888-1971

1883-1929
1930-1969
1885-1929

AACS 537/tstb
AACS 537/3a
AACS 537/4a
AACS 5371152e
AACS s37/8b
AACS 537123a
AACS 537/237a
AACS s37t443b
AACS 537/443a
AACS 5371320a
AACS 537/315b
AACS 537/212a
AACS s37t4s2b
AACS 537/453a

AACS 5371210a
AACS 537172a

AACS 537173a
AACS 537/74a
AACS s37/74b
AACS 537175a
AACS 537/36a
AACS 5371440a
AACS s37t440b

AACS 5371395a
AACS 5371501a
AACS 5371122a
AACS s37t122b
AACS 537n38b
AACS 5371139a
AACS 537/213a
AACS 537/558a

AACS 537/159a
AACS 5371160a
AACS s37/r60b
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Ditto
Unity IOOF
Enterprise Lodge, UAOD
Court Pride of the Leit[ AOF
Court St. Andrews, AOF
Court Excelsior, AOF

Court Enterprise, AOF
Loyal ldasterton, MUIOOF
Loyal Wanganui, MUIOOF
Roderick Dhu, AOF

New Plymouth Egmont Lodge, MLnOOF
Court Wairek4 AOF

Palmerston North Court Manawatu AOF

1930-1969
1883-1967
1883-1967
t883-t967
r 883-1967
1883-1967

AACS s37ns9b
AACS 5371207a
AACS 5371518a
AACS 5371414a
AACS 537/422a
AACS s37/42rb

2. Large Towns

Masterton

Wanganui

Napier

Gisborne

Nelson

Timaru

Oarnaru

lnvercargill

Dannevirke
Thames

Waipawa

lnglewood
Reefton
Kaiapoi

Oxford
Lawrence
Westport

1883-1971
1884-1969
1884-1969
1883-1971
1884-1969
1883-1970
1883-1971
r 895-l 969
1883-1968
r884-1929
1930-69
I 884-1901
1.942-69

1886-1921
t922-7r
1884-1969
1884-1969
I 883-1970
1883-1969
1889-1970
I 883-1967
I 883-1969

r 883-1969
1883-1967

1885-1968
r883-1967
1884-1901
1902-69
r 883-l 968
1884-1969
1884-1970
1884-1969
I 883-1967
1884-1969
1884-1969
1883-1969
1884-1969
1885-1968

AACS 537/367a
AACS 537180

AACS 537/64a
AACS 537/364a
AACS 527153a
AACS 521/352a
AACS s37/368b
AACS 537165a
AACS 5371341a
AACS 537/42a
AACS 537/4lc
AACS 537/t52b
AACS 5371152a
AACS 537t449b
AACS 5371450a
AACS 537/100a
AACS 537/99a
AACS 537/385a
AACS 5371154b
AACS 537.509a
AACS 5371417a
AACS 5371164a

AACS 5371189a
AACS 537/420a

AACS 537/348a
AACS s37t3r7b
AACS 53715b
AACS 537/5a
AACS 5371346a

AACS 537143a
AACS 5371354a
AACS 5371107a
AACS 537/399a
AACS 5371124a
AACS 537ll|6a
AACS 537/165a
AACS 5371103a
AACS 5371392a

MUIOOF
Star of the Sourh AOF

3. Small Towns and Country Centres

Manawatu Lodge, MUIOOF
Court Captarn Cook, AOF
Napier Lodge, MUfOOF
Ditto
Loyal Gisborne Lodge, MUIOOF
Ditto
Turanganui, UAOD,
Ditto
Loyal Howard, MUIOOF
Loyal Nelson, MLIIOOF
Court Robin Hood, AOF
Loyal Timaru, MUIOOF
Timaru Lodge, UAOD
Court Pride of Oamaru, AOF
Loyal Oamaru, MUIOOF
Shamrock Rose and Thistle-

Rising Sun, AOF
Court Pride of the North" AOF
Waikato Lodge, MUIOOF
Ditto
Court Littlejohn, AOF
Loyal Abbotsford, MUIOOF
lnglewood Forest, AOF
Reefton Lodge, MUIOOF
Court Woodford, AOF
Kaiapoi Lodge, MUIOOF
Loyal Oxfor4 MUIOOF
Ioyal Tuapeka, MUIOOF
Loyd Westport, MTIIOOF
Royal Oak, AOF
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Clyde
Ashburton

Greymouth

Dunedin

Court Star ofDunstan, AOF
Ashburton lndge, MU]OOF
Ditto
Court Concord, AOF

1883-1967
1884-1929
1930-69
1883-1970

1900-r967
r894-1967
1908-15

t90047
r900-69
1894-1969

t899-69
1896-1967
1908-70

r90547
194347
1896-1967

1906-66

r9a2-70

AACS 537/416a
AACS s37/145b
AACS 5371146a
AACS 537/388

AACS 5371230a
AACS 537/327a
AACS 537/3Ic

AACS 537/2s8b
AACS fi7ry3b
AACS 537/380b

AACS 5371r37a
AACS 5371404a
AACS s37tsr'b

AACS s37t22rb
AACS 5371228a
AACS 5371426a

AACS s37t196b

AACS 537/359a

List of Annual Returns of Femsle I,odees Analvsed:

Auckland Myrtle Rebekd IOOF
lvfaidlvlarioq AOF
Sisters of Friendship, MUIOOF

Victoria Rebekah,IOOF
Sister Wallis, MUIOOF
Lady Glasgow, AOF

Sister Pearce, MTJIOOF
Court Queen of Canterbury, AOF
Queen of the Oak, UAOD

Ruth Rebekah, IOOF
Linda Rebekah,IOOF
WoodlandsPride, AOF

Heart of Oak, MUIOOF

Wellington

Chrisrchurch

Invercargill

New Plymouth Court Pride, AOF
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Appendix 2:

Occuoational Categories for Men

Men's occupations have been grouped into six major categories as follows:

Architect
Banker
Brewer
Broker

Accountant
Agent
Auctioneer
Book keeper

Clerry
Doctor
Editor
Lawyer

Manufacturer
Merchant
Mnister
Priest

Professor
Runholder
Sheepfarmer
Solicitor

Civil Servant
Clerk
Commercial Traveller
Customs Officer

Insurance Agent
Journalist
LawCIerk
Photographer

Secretary
Student
Surveyor
Teacher

Boarding-house Keeper
Cab Proprietor
Chemist
Clothier
Coach Proprietor
Dairyman
Dealer
Draper
Farmer
Foreman
Fruit Grower
Fruiter
Gaoler

Skilled

Baker
Baskebnaker
Blacksmith
Boilermaker
Bookbinder
Boofinaker
Builder
Butcher
Cabinet-maker
Carpenter
Coachsmith
Compositor

Gentleman
Grocer
Flarbour lvlaster
Publican
lnspector
Ironmonger
Master Mariner
Minor Govt. Official
Nurseryman
Orchardist
Overseer
Postrnaster
Sawmiller

Electrical engineer
Electrician
Engineer
Fitter
Iron Turner
Jeweller
Joiner
Linotype Operator
Lithographer
Machinist
Mason
Mechanic

Settler
Ship Master
Small Manager
Station Manager
Steward
Storekeeper
Taxi Proprietor
Well Sinker

Plasterer
Plumber
Printer
Ropemaker
Saddler
Sailmaker
Shipu,right
Shoemaker
Slaughterman
Tailor
Tanner
Tinsmith
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Semiskilled and Service Workers

Confectioner
Contractor
Cordial Maker
Currier

Bushman
Farmhand
Farm Servant
Fencer
Gas Stoker
Groom

MotorEngineer
Moulder
Painter
Patternmaker

Drover
Expressman
Fellmonger
Fireman
Fishemran
Gardner
Guard
Hairdresser
Hawker
Horse Breaker
Horse Trainer
Jockey
Linesman
Milkman
Plouehman
Police Constable
Railway Guard

Labourer
Mariner
Mill Fland
Miner
Porter

Quarryman

Ranger
Sawyer
Sexton
Shearer
Shepherd
Shop Assistant
Stableman
Storeman
Stevedore
Teamster
Telegraphist
Trainer
Warder
Wardsman
Wool Classer
Wool Sorter

Turner
Upholsterer
Watchmaker
Wheelwright

Seaman
Stablehand
Watersider
Yardsman

Barman
Billiard Marker
Bricklayer
Brickmaker
Cabmanl
Caretaker
Canier
Carter
Cellannan
Chauffeur
Chimney Sweep
Coachman
Conductor
Cook
Cooper
Cowboy
Driver

Unskilled Labourers and Menial Service Workers
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F e I I ow s, Huddersfield, 1 854.
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Society, Huddersfield, I 935.
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Friendly Society, np, 1986.

Ancient Order of Foresters:
Formularies and Lectures of the Ancient Order of Foresters' Friendly Society,l,ondon, 1930.
Court Balmoral, No. 9868, Ancient Order of Foresters, Opening, Initiation and Installation
Odes, Auckland, 1924.

Ritual of the Ancient Order of Foresters of New Zealand, Taranaki District, nd, New
Plymouth.
Ritual of the Ancient Order of Foresters of New Zealand,Blenheim,lg62.

United Ancient Order of Druids:
United Ancient Order of Druids, Constitution and Ritual of the Royal Arch Chapter of the
U.A.O.D., and of the Chapter for Instruction and for Conferring Degrees, Wellington, 1924.
Ritual of the United Ancient Order of Druids, New kaland, Christchurch 1947.
Ritual of the Grand Lodge of the North Lsland of New Zealand of the United Ancient Order of
Druids, Wanganui, nd.

Independent Order of Odd Fellows:
Regulatiorufor the Opening and Closing the Lodge together with The Form of Initiation Flag
Ceremony, Past Grand's Degree Obligationfor the use of Subordinate Lodges within the
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Scholefield' G'H', The Right Honourable william Ferguson Massey, Mp,p.c., prime Minister ofNewZealand, I 9 l 2- 1 9 2 5 : A p ersonal B iography, Wellingtin, lgl5.
Solly, Henry, working Men's Social Clibs'and Eduiotiin Institutes,first published in Inndon, 1904.Reprinted, London, 1980.
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